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CHAPTER I 

PRAIRIE HEGEMONY AND ETHNOHISTORY 

The Osage is a treacherous, cruel, thieving, and wandering 
nation that lives to the north of the Taovayas and Natchitoches. 

Fray Juan Morfi, ca. 1781 

They are naturally amiable and friendly, . . . Strangers are 
always pleased with the hospitality of these people. They will 
divide the last meal, and never suffer one to go hungry from 
their village, or remain there in want if they have to give. 

Rev. William Vail, 1826 

The Osage were a powerful Native American people who 

dominated the prairies between the Missouri and Arkansas Rivers 

for much of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Despite 

their significant role in American history, little has been written 

about them, and unfortunately, much of the history that has been 

written is as one-sided as the conflicting observations of Fray 

Morfi and Reverend Vail. Both historians and anthropologists who 

have interpreted Osage history and culture have portrayed them as 

an arrogant, belligerent people. This inaccurate portrayal is a 

result of scholars examining Osage history solely in terms of 

white society and culture. They have failed to study the events 

of Osage history on its own terms, and hence they have produced 

the resulting jaundiced view of the Osage. 

One cannot arrive at an understanding of Osage history 

relying only on the records and documents of their rivals, yet 



this is what historians and anthropologists have done in using 

only French, Spanish, and American documents. There is a rationale 

and a pattern to Osage expansion in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, and it can only be discovered through an understanding 

of their culture and society. 

Ethnohistory can provide such an understanding and avoid 

the one-sided nature of much of Native American historical writing. 

Realizing full well that an historian cannot escape the point of 

view of his own culture, one can make a special effort to see the 

world in ways. the Native Americans may have viewed it.-̂  Ethno-

history attempts to do just that. Ethnohistory is both a method 

and a process whereby one examines the history and culture of a 

people using ethnological, archaeological, and historical evidence. 

This technique is valuable in all historical studies, but it 

is particularly important in the study of Native American history 

that involves non-European cultural views and values. 

Ethnohistory differs from ethnology in its concentration 

and emphasis on the past, and its use of historical evidence. It 

differs from history in its use of ethnological evidence and 

conceptualizations in examining historical materials. Ethno-

historians stretch the scope of traditional historical investi-

gations. No longer content to rely only on written sources they 

have expanded their search to include oral traditions, language, 

maps, ethnological studies, archaeological artifacts, and other 

sources to provide a better understanding of a peoples' culture 

and their history. 



Until recently most ethnohistorical studies were the works 

of anthropologists who examined historical documentation to discover 

cultural patterns and traits. Anthropologists such as John Ewers 

and Frank Secoy both skillfully used historical documentation in 

their works. Ewers' history of the Blackfeet and Secoy's study of 

early Plains Indians military patterns both used historical and 

ethnological evidence. Another pioneering work in ethnohistory was 

the product of the collaboration of historian Ernest Wallace and 

anthropologist E. Adamson Hoebel. Their The Comanches, Lords of the 

South Plains was a fine example of early ethnohistorical scholarship. 

These early works, while heavily dependent on ethnology at the 

expense of historical chronology, narrative, and interpretation, 

pointed the way for future Native American studies. 

In 1970 an important book The Hoe and Horse on the Plains 

by anthropologist Preston Holder was released. This excellent 

examination of the changing cultural patterns of the Plains Indians 

again highlighted the necessity of combining both archaeology, 

ethnology, and history to examine properly Native American history. 

This work was, again, primarily an ethnological study and emphasized 

cultural change within the historical context rather than historical 

change within the cultural context. This emphasis has been avoided 

in recent ethnohistorical works as anthropologists and historians 

have skillfully begun to balance both ethnology and history to pro-

duce excellent historical and cultural studies of Native Americans. 

Anthony Wallace's study of the Seneca and James Clifton's his-

tory of the Potawatomi are two excellent examples of anthropologists 



combining both history and ethnology. Historians Francis Jennings, 

Gary Nash, and Richard White have all included ethnological 

evidence and concepts in their studies of Native American history. 

These scholars have so skillfully blended both history and ethno-

logy that it is difficult to ascertain their professions and 

categorize their work as ethnology or history, for they are 

indeed both. Future Native American historians should measure 

their work against these examples. 

* * * 

All Native American peoples are the proper subject of 

ethnohistorical examination, but the Osage seem particularly so. 

The Osage have long been examined solely in terms of white 

society, culture, and values. Historians and anthropologists 

have failed to look at Osage history as the Osage might have. 

As a result of using only traditional, non-Osage historical 

documentation, scholars have overlooked the dynamics of Osage 

cultural change in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

Accordingly, they have dismissed the sometimes fierce Osage 

behavior as simply the results of some ingrained cultural 

belligerence, rather than the actions of a people confronting 

powerful rivals and undergoing rapid social, economic, and 

political institutional alterations. Francis Jennings has 

aptly reasoned: 

When "natives" are regarded as rational human beings 
rather than mythical creatures, their actions and 
reactions do not seem so difficult to infer from both 
circumstances and the available documentary evidence. 
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Native American history has been written largely from non-

Indian contexts. Accordingly, those nations that had a great deal 

of contact with non-lndians have received most of the attention. 

Unfortunately, violent contact between Native Americans and whites 

has been the predominate factor in attracting attention to Native 

Americans. The Osage, who never engaged in warfare with the 

United States, have therefore received minimal scholarly notice. 

There are only two comprehensive tribal histories of the 

Osage. The Osage People by David Baird is a brief chronological 

study of some one hundred pages that provides only a short histor-

ical chronology with little interpretation or attention to culture.° 

The other tribal history, written by Osage John Joseph Mathews, The 

Osages: Children of the Middle Waters, is a lengthy history of the 

Osage. Mathews relies heavily on Osage oral tradition, but this 

notable contribution is weakened by his lack of historical docu-

mentation, simplistic interpretations, and his heavy-handed prose. 

Neither Baird nor Mathews provide an adequate ethnohistorical study 

of the Osage. 

Historian James Christianson has written "A Study of 

Osage History Prior to 1876," yet this dissertation is considerably 

less than the title claims. Christianson devotes little attention 

to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and concentrates on 

Osage-United States history from 1320 to 187 6. This study is 

devoid of any meaningful cultural content, and Christianson's over 

reliance on United States government documentation is an unfortunate 

example of white ethnocentric Indian history.^ 



Two anthropologists, Carl Chapman and Garrick Bailey, have 

written fine studies of Osage history. Chapman's "Origins of the 

Osage Indians: An Ethnohistorical, Historical, and Archaeological 

Study," and Bailey's "Changes in Osage Social Organization," are 

two good examples of ethnohistory written by anthropologists and 

concentrate on Osage cultural change. Both, however, are anthro-

pologists and their concentration on cultural change is at the 

expense of historical interpretation and analysis. Chapman and 

Bailey rely on secondary historical sources and generally accept 

the historical interpretations provided. Unfortunately, some of 

those interpretations are unsound. 

The most recent work on the Osage is The Imperial Osages: 

Spanish-Indian Diplomacy in the Mississippi Valley by Borderlands 

historians Gilbert Din and Abraham Nasatir. This book is a compre-

hensive historical study of the Osage during the Spanish occupation 

of Louisiana. Drawn largely from Nasatir's extensive collection of 

Spanish documents, this monograph does describe Osage-Spanish 

relations, but it does not consider an examination of Osage cultural 

change. It is written almost entirely from the Spanish point of view 

12 and provides little explanation or analysis for Osage behavior. 

* * * 

This study maintains that to understand Osage history is to 

examine both ethnological and historical evidence. The Osage were 

able to arm themselves and conquer the prairies between the Arkansas 

and Missouri Rivers. Their prairie dominance lasted for over one 

hundred years. This ethnohistorical study of the Osage will examine 
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Osage material culture, society, economics, politics, and diplomacy 

in order to provide a blending, a coalescence of Osage history and 

culture, and an explanation and analysis of Osage prairie hegemony. 

Osage history, recorded in tribal oral traditions, tells 

of an early tribal migration. The Osage were members of a larger 

Dhegian Siouan-speaking tribe that migrated from the forests 

searching for a new home. As the tribe migrated, bands broke away 

and established themselves as separate autonomous groups. One 

such group that became Osage moved to the prairie region between 

the eastern forests and western plains. Other members of the 

Dhegian group left to form four different tribes, the Quapaw to 

the south and the Kansa, Omaha, and Ponca to the north. 

The Osage settled on the prairies and created a life way 

that retained some of the older forest cultural traits and incor-

porated new elements that better-suited their recent prairie life. 

The Osage became a semi-sedentary hunting and horticultural people. 

They planted crops in the spring at their villages, and spent the 

summer and fall out on the plains hunting buffalo. With the onset 

of frost the Osage returned to the wooded areas near their prairie 

villages to spend the winter, and in spring they gathered at the 

villages to plant their crops and begin the Osage cycle once more. 

Living and hunting along two major western rivers, the 

Missouri and the Arkansas, the Osage had early contact with the 

European invaders. Wedged between the French and Spanish frontiers 

the Osage acquired both the horse and the gun in the late seven-

teenth century, and were exchanging goods with French traders. This 
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combination of the horse, gun, and market economy had considerable 

impact on the Osage people. 

Initially, the Osage were able to incorporate the embryonic 

features into their traditional framework. The horse, gun, and 

trade markets simply placed new emphasis on traditional economic 

patterns. The Osage continued to plant their crops, but their 

summer hunts were more productive as they could hunt more effi-

ciently mounted on horses and armed with European muskets. Soon 

their economy changed, for mere subsistence could not supply them 

with the guns, ammunition, metal tools, textiles, and other 

European trade goods. The European trader wanted furs, skins, 

horses, and slaves, and the Osage adjusted their economy to provide 

those items. 

The desire to acquire European goods, however, was more 

than simply Native American capitalism or Osage materialism. 

Powerful, well-armed tribes lived north and east of the Osage and 

posed a threat to their physical and economic survival. Unless 

the Osage obtained firearms and munitions they would have been 

driven from their prairie homes. Thus the Osage became large-

scale commercial hunters, slave traders, and livestock dealers. 

The Osage expanded their power and influence to take more game, 

livestock, and slaves. Much of their success came about because 

of their numbers, location, and the adaptability of Osage culture. 

The Osage were a numerous tribe and their homelands were 

particularly important. As early as 1719 the French noted 200 

Osage warriors in one village. In 17 58, 750 Osage warriors were 
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mentioned and in the 1790s the Osage had over 1,000 armed men. 

Throughout the early nineteenth century the Osage are believed to 

have numbered over 5,000 people and 1,500 warriors. They lived 

in several villages along the Osage, Neosho, and Verdigris Rivers 

and controlled that region between the Missouri and Kansas Rivers 

in the north, and to the Ouachita Mountains and Red River in the 

1 -5 

south. 

The Osage hunters took advantage of the hunting grounds in 

the forests, prairies, and plains. The Osage, located near the 

Missouri, Arkansas, and Mississippi Rivers, had easy access to 

European traders. Their numbers and location enabled them to 

dominate the interior tribes, by limiting European access into the 

interior. Also, the diseases that destroyed other tribes had less 

impact on the Osage in the eighteenth century, for their villages 

were relatively isolated, and the Osage remained in their villages, 

where diseases became epidemic, only for brief times in the spring 

and fall. 

Osage culture was able to accommodate the changes created 

by the European presence. Subsistence economic patterns remained 

intact. The Osage continued to plant their crops in the spring 

and hunt in summer and fall. Using horses and guns the Osage 

continued their seasonal hunting patterns. They hunted farther 

from the prairie villages, and abandoned the great communal hunts. 

Small armed and mounted Osage bands could secure as much game as 

the entire tribe had formerly taken,- therefore, smaller bands 

hunted separately in the same general area. During the plains 
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hunts the Osage also could capture wild horses or steal them from 

their less well-armed Indian neighbors. They attacked their 

Native American neighbors to steal horses, capture slaves, and 

drive them from their hunting grounds. 

The traditional Osage social and political system placed 

great value on economic and military success. Osage men acquired 

status and influence as a result of hunting prowess and courage in 

battle. Men demonstrated their worth by hunting. An Osage hunter 

who could keep his family well fed was respected. Osage warriors 

who defended the tribe and their hunting grounds were equally 

respected, and Osage class distinctions were based on such quali-

ties. The leadership families originally acquired their position, 

which they codified into a hereditary system, through proven 

economic and military success. The Osage became aggressive hunters, 

warriors, and successful traders as a result of the European 

invasion. Osage society, however, was not hastily altered as were 

other Native American societies, because their culture could 

accommodate, at least initially, the changes brought about by the 

Europeans. 

Mounted on Spanish horses and armed with French muskets, 

the Osage moved to the south and west. There they pushed the 

Caddo, Wichita, and Pawnee nations from their lands. They drove 

the Pawnee north to the Smoky Hill River and the Wichita tribes 

from the Arkansas Valley. Their devastating raids on the Caddo 

forced them from the Ouachita mountain forests and down the Red 

River. The Osage, lured to the south by the rich hunting grounds 
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and the Wichita and Caddoan villages filled with horses and potential 

slaves, conquered the land between the Missouri and Red Rivers. 

The Kansa in the north and the Quapaw in the south were dominated 

by the Osage. They also prevented the tribes just east of the 

Mississippi from hunting in their forests, and fcr most of the 

eighteenth century the Osage dominated the southern prairie-plains 

and enforced their Native American hegemony. 

The French, in part responsible for Osage hegemony, could 

do little to control it. Never numerous in North America, the 

French were unwilling and unable to stop Osage expansion. Economic 

exploitation of North America by French investment companies was a 

major element of French colonialism. The imperial and economic 

goals of these French companies were generally consistent with Osage 

goals. The French wanted furs, livestock, and slaves, and the 

Osage wanted and needed European-manufactured items. As long as. 

the Osage supplied them with the desired items and did not directly 

challenge their power on the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers, the 

French were willing to arm and equip them. The Osage reluctantly 

conceded the French access to the interior tribes in the north 

where the French concentrated their efforts, but refused to allow 

hunters and traders up the Arkansas to arm the Wichita. The 

French accepted Osage control along the Arkansas and sent few 

traders into that region. 

The Spanish who occupied Louisiana after the French evac-

uation following the French defeat in the Seven Years' War, attempted 

to harness the Osage. Hoping to bring peace and stability to their 
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northern American colony the Spanish halted Indian trade in live-

stock and slaves, and limited trade in firearms and ammunition. 

By closing the Louisiana livestock and slave trade the Spanish 

thought they would end Osage raids in the interior. The Spanish 

plan for peace and stability was a potential catastrophe for the 

Osage for the slave and livestock trade made up an important part 

of their trading economy. Any reduction in trade and subsequent 

reduction in ammunition doomed Osage hegemony, for British armed 

Indian rivals would have attacked and enslaved the Osage. Fortu-

nately the Osage trade was so lucrative that traders violated 

Spanish restrictions and continued to exchange European goods for 

Osage livestock, slaves, and furs. 

The Osage continued to keep outsiders from hunting in 

their territory and arming the Caddo or the Wichita. Throughout 

the eighteenth century the Osage beat, robbed, and sometimes 

killed intruding hunters, to protect their hunting grounds. The 

Spanish, angered by Osage attacks, attempted to control them by 

stopping all trade to them and finally by declaring war on them. 

Trade bans were ineffective for the Osage lived near British and 

American territory where traders refused to respect Spanish trade 

interdicts, and Spain's military presence in the area was limited 

to less than one hundred soldiers. Attempts to arm and send other 

Native Americans against them were never successful. Finally the 

Spanish conceded defeat and reestablished trade with the Osage. 

Both the French and the Spanish were forced to deal with 

the Osage as relative equals. The size of the nation, their 
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strategic location, the rich animal resources of their homeland, 

and a resilient culture that could accommodate change enabled the 

Osage to resist French and Spanish controls, drive out or subju-

gate rival Native Americans, and establish hegemony on the prairies 

of the southern plains. 

The economic productivity that created Osage power and 

domination, however, eventually weakened the Osage. Economic 

success and the increased warfare that accompanied it had created 

stress within the Osage social and political system. Initially, 

Osage culture incorporated the changes created by the European 

presence. The continued growth of the economy and continued 

violence, however, posed challenges which the system ultimately 

failed to meet. There were many new opportunities for wealth and 

prestige with the lucrative trade and frequent raiding. Members 

of lower Osage classes enjoyed new prestige and wealth because of 

hunting and raiding, yet because of the hereditary nature of Osage 

leadership positions they had no means of gaining political power. 

In time, ambitious Osage, denied power within the traditional 

political framework, left the tribe and established independent 

Osage bands where they attained political power. Economic success 

had created political chaos, and by the end of the eighteenth 

century the Osage had separated into three distinct bands. This 

divisive pattern continued on into the nineteenth century and the 

Osage became further divided. 

The Osage political system began to weaken at a time when 

they needed political unity to confront very powerful challenges 
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posed by the United States and new rival Native American tribes. 

After the United States gained control of Louisiana, Osage trade 

continued to grow, and economic growth continued to weaken the 

Osage social and political system. 

Osage hegemony was based on Osage size, location, resources, 

and cultural adaptation. After the United States occupation these 

foundations began to erode and with them Osage power and indepen-

dence. The Osage, who had outnumbered both the French and the 

Spanish, were cverwhelmed as thousands of Indians pushed from the 

east by United States settlement moved into Osage country. Their 

strategic location on the Arkansas and Missouri became a pathway 

for western expansion. The rich resources of the Osage country 

that they had fought to defend attracted thousands of outsiders, 

Indian and non-Indian alike. The animal resources which supported 

the Osage were soon destroyed by the invaders. Lack of Osage 

unity prevented them from stopping the invasion and tragically 

compelled them to ally themselves with their eventual conquerors. 

The eastern Indians, forced from their homelands by 

white settlement and United States Indian policy, posed an imme-

diate and serious threat to Osage survival. The Osage had to 

have guns and ammunition to resist the invaders. After the 

War of 1812 few Canadian traders visited the Osage; therefore, 

they were forced to maintain good relations with the United 

States. Reluctant to fight another strong power and anxious to 

maintain trade, the Osage remained at peace with the United 

States throughout the nineteenth century. 
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The United States, eager to remove the Native Americans 

from the East and aware of the Osage situation, took full advantage 

of their Osage relationship. In exchange for peace and continued 

trade, the Osage were forced to give up almost all of their land 

in a series of treaties with the United States. Despite the 

treaties many of the Osage remained on their traditional homelands 

and refused to move. Confronted by strong, well-armed Native 

American tribes from the East and powerful tribes in the West the 

Osage struggled throughout the 1820s to protect their villages and 

hunting grounds and maintain their political independence. By the 

1830s the Osage, weakened by disease and Native American warfare, 

were less able to resist their removal from their homelands. They 

had been forced to maintain a peace with the United States to 

resist their Native American rivals, and unfortunately for the 

Osage, peace with the United States was as costly as war with the 

Native Americans. Unable any longer to resist, the Osage in the 

spring of 1339 were forced by federal troops to leave their tradi-

tional village sites. There were no gardens in 1839 and the 

spring plantings of 1340 were made on reservation land. Osage 

hegemony was no more. 
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CHAPTER II 

OSAGE MATERIAL CULTURE 

I am perfectly content with my condition, The forests and 
rivers supply all the calls of nature in plenty. . . .1 

Big Soldier, 1820 

In 1719 French trader Claude-Charles DuTisné reported 

"les Sauvages sont bien faits. . . ."^ Several other observers 

also noted that the Osage men were well built and uncommonly 

tall. Almost one hundred years later, John Bradbury traveling up 

the Missouri River in 1811 wrote of the Osage living about the 

stockade of Fort Osage, "the Osage are so tall and robust as 

almost to warrant the application of the term gigantic: few of 

them appear to be under six feet, and many are above it. "-̂  

After first seeing the Osage at Fort Gibson, George Catlin wrote 

"the Osage may justly be said to be the tallest race of man in 

North America, either of red or white skins. Few of the men are 

less than six feet in stature, and many of them six and a half, 

and others seven f eet. "'̂  Victor Tixier noted "the men are tall 

and perfectly proportioned."^ Curiously, the historical accounts 

contain only meager information of Osage women but the few that 

do exist fail to make mention of any tall Osage women. Indeed, 

Tixier remarked that "the women are not as well favored by nature 

as the men. . . . They are short but stout and well built."^ 
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Such are the earliest physical observations of the men and 

women of the Osage nation. Unfortunately only a limited vision of 

early Osage culture can be discerned. All descriptions that do 

exist come from non-Osage informants who describe Osage life only 

after years of change. Indeed, Osage life prior to Eiiropean contact 

remains unknown at the present as archaeologists, working among 

early Osage sites, have yet to discover any clearly identifiable 

Osage sites that do not contain evidence of European culture. 

The first Europeans to have contact with the Osage left 

little information about them and reveal little about the proto-

historic Osage. Undoubtedly, there were Europeans among the 

g 

Osage by the 1690s and probably earlier. However, the only 

evidence of these early contacts are cryptic reports that say 

little beyond the mere fact that Europeans were among Osage or 

that the Osage had arrived at a European outpost. These early 

European visitors, all too often, were either disinclined to 

write about the Osage or were unable to do so for lack of edu-

cation. Prior to 1681 anyone trading among the Osage would 

have been violating the laws of New France which forbade trade 

among the Indians of the interior and it is unlikely that these 

men, even had they been able to do so, would have advertised or 

preserved evidence of their crimes. After 1681 those who 

traveled into the West who met and traded with the Osage were 

reluctant to reveal much about their travels as their knowledge 

of the Native Americans was considered important trade secrets 

and this important economic information was not shared. 
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In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century the 

French established several trading posts and missions near the 

Osage. Henry Tonti sent men to live and trade at the mouth of 

the Arkansas River in 1686. In 1699 French Roman Catholics 

established a mission for Illinois Indians along the Mississippi 

River on the east side just south of the mouth of the Missouri. 

French Jesuits soon after established a mission for the Kaskaskia 

Indians, first on the west bank of the Mississippi then finally 

on the east side near the mouth of the Kaskaskia River. At about 

the same time France sent a colonizing expedition to settle 

around the mouth of the Mississippi River, and after the estab-

lishment of these settlements, there began a great deal of 

movement all along the Mississippi River and its tributaries. 

With this increase in French population and activity near the 

Osage, more information about these people was recorded, particu-

larly after 1723 when the Company of the Indies established a 

trading post along the lower Missouri across the river from Osage 

and Missouri Indian villages. 

Later, with the establishment of Sainte Geneviéve, Fort 

de Chartres, Saint Louis, and other communities near the Osage, 

more information albeit very limited, became available about 

them. Again, those who were among the Osage in their villages 

apparently either were unable to write or little interested in 

making or recording observations. 

The first detailed description of the Osage people and 

their life comes much later, from the Zebulon Pike Expedition of 
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1806. In the fall of 1806 as Pike traveled West on his celebrated 

journey he went up the Osage River to the Osage villages to 

return some Osage captured by the Potawatomi. Later, a member of 

the Pike expedition, Lt. J. B. Wilkinson, left Pike at the Great 

Bend of the Arkansas to return to the East and his reports 

concerning the Arkansas Osage also revealed important details of 

Osage life. 

From 1806 to 1845 the Osage were visited by several 

groups exploring the trans-Mississippi West. In 1809 John 

Bradbury passed through the area, in 1811 George S. Sibley, 

factor at Fort Osage, went out on the plains with a group of 

Osage. In 1814 scientist Thomas Nuttall visited the Osage, and 

in 1818 Henry Schoolcraft traveled through their country. The 

Stephen Long Expedition went through the Osage country and Edwin 

James made a series of interesting observations in 1819. 

Perhaps the most detailed descriptions of Osage life came 

from the trip made by Victor Tixier in the spring and summer of 

1840. This young French doctor traveled to the Osage and went 

with them on their siommer buffalo hunt. His observations proved 

very valuable in describing Osage life. Tixier described Osage 

life in the nineteenth century after they had been forced from 

their traditional homes, but before they had been forced to give 

up their yearly bison hunts, and before their seasonal pattern 

had been totally destroyed. 

The most noticeable features of Osage culture to Tixier 

and others were material possessions. These features that were 
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described by Europeans among the Osage were not observed in 

elaborate detail even though during the latter half of the 

eighteenth century many trappers, traders, and soldiers were 

among the Osage. 

The earliest detailed description of the Osage was entered 

in a Paris newspaper of December 1725. An Osage Indian, along 

with six other Native Americans, had gone to France with a Company 

of the Indies' representative, Etienne Veniard de Bourgmont. The 

December 1725 issue of Mercure de France described the Indians and 

discussed their trip: 

The usual dress of a Savage consisted of a pentagonal 
cloth blanket with a silver border just above the edges 
which are otherwise left unfinished because they are 
regarded as ornamental by the Savages. In addition 
there was a loin cloth made of a quarter-yard of scarlet 
cloth embellished with a silver band running around the 
inside of the edge. They used this to cover their 
nakedness. Finally they wore a pair of moccasins, which 
were cloth shoes, half blue and half red, and which were 
so high as their thighs and were held up by tongs tied 
to their belt.lO 

During the first forty years of the nineteenth century, 

the Osage were visited by several parties of explorers, government 

agents, artists, scientists, and interested world travelers who 

much more meticulously described the Osage in no less than fourteen 

reports. From these reports and archaeological evidence a more 

accurate description of Osage material culture can be constructed. 

Observers have noted that the Osage were resistant to change in 

regards to material culture. 

Osage material culture was derived from the products of 

their environment. The Osage occupied a large region that included 
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prairies, woodlands, and high plains. In their yearly movements 

the Osage used the prairie lands as a base for hunting trips into 

the woodlands of the east and the high plains in the west. The 

Osage homeland was rich in natural resources that were exploited 

by these people. The land was filled with animal and vegetable 

life that provided food, utensils, clothing, and shelter. The 

Osage gathered native plants, sowed crops, and killed local 

animals for food. They had easy access to antelope, buffalo, 

elk, deer, black bear, mountain lion, wolf, bear, otter, turkey, 

dove, quail, duck, prairie chicken, rabbit, raccoon, opossum, 

muskrat, and bobcat. Vegetation varied in these regions but the 

Osage used the abundant plant life for food and shelter. The 

Osage ate acorns, walnuts, pecans, hickory nuts, pawpaws, persim-

mons, and the roots of the water plants. 

Pine and oak from the eastern forest and cottonwood, 

walnut, willow, ash, hickory, and pecan trees along the river 

bottoms were used by the Osage. They constructed their lodges 

out of saplings and covered them with mats made of woven rushes. 

The trees and shrubs were used to fashion tools and burned to 

cook their food and keep them warm. The fortunate Osage also 

lived on soils along prairie river bottoms that were fertile and 

supported the corn, bean, squash, and melon crops that the Osage 

women planted spring after spring. 

Osage clothing fashioned from their environment attracted 

considerable European notice. Thomas Nuttall in 1814 commented 

"the use of calico or shirts is yet unknown among them, and their 
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present fashions and mode of dress have been so long stationary, 

as now to be by themselves consistent characteristics. "•'••̂  

George Catlin spent several weeks with the Osage in the summer 

of 1834. He traveled with them and painted several portraits of 

the Osage. He observed that: 

Though living near the borders of the civilized community, 
they [osage] have studiously rejected every civilized cus-
tom. They are dressed in skins of their own making. They 
maintain their primitive looks and manners without the 
slightest appearance of innovations except their use of 
blankets instead of buffalo robes, which are now getting 
scarce among them. 

Other visitors made similar remarks. 

Osage people wore functional clothing made from prepared 

skins of native animals. Deer, elk, and buffalo hides were used 

extensively as were textiles woven from buffalo hair.-'--̂  The 

adult Osage male wore a narrow, decorated belt originally leather 

or of native textiles, later replaced by woolen material. Wrapped 

over and under this belt was a deerskin breechclout. This wide 

strip of buckskin, later replaced with manufactured cloth, covered 

the buttocks and genitals. In early drawings the breechclout 

appears loose fitting with only a short portion extending beyond 

the belt in the front and back. The breechclout was usually 

scarlet or blue. 

The Osage covered their legs and hips with buckskin 

leggings attached to the belts. These leggings were made of 

deerskin and were sometimes gathered below the knee with leather 

or cloth garters. The leggings were occasionally adorned with 

scalp lock fringe.-'-̂  Moccasins of deerskin or buffalo skins 
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called hon-be' covered their feet. Leather thongs tied about the 

ankle secured their footwear. Most times of the year the Osage 

men wore nothing about their upper body, but in cold weather they 

wrapped themselves in buffalo robes or woolen trade blankets (red 

ones were preferred). 

Osage women also wore skin moccasins and buckskin leg-

gings. Usually the leggings were dyed red or blue and were 

fastened to a leather or fabric (braided buffalo wool) belt. 

Over the leggings women wore leather or cloth skirts or long 

buckskin shirts or tunics. Older women wore a tunic that passed 

over one shoulder and under the opposite one. They, too, wrapped 

themselves in buffalo robes or trade blankets when the weather 

1 7 turned cold. 

Osage children wore little clothing at all. When they did 

begin to dress at about six or seven years of age they dressed in 

the style of the adults. The boys wore moccasins, leggings, 

and breechclouts and girls wore shirts or tunics with leggings, 

18 skirts, and moccasins. 

Hair styles complemented Osage clothing. Osage men wore 

their hair in distinctive fashion. Unless they were mourning, 

when apparently some let their hair grow, the Osage men shaved 

their heads leaving only a narrow (one inch to an inch and a half) 

strip along the top of their head. This strip began about the 

middle of the head and extended back one or two inches. This hair 

was cropped about two inches long and was greased to stand straight 

up. Two strands from this tuft of hair were allowed to grow, and 
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when long enough were arranged into two lengthy braids decorated 

with beads, ribbons, and feathers called he-ga'-xa (horn).l^ 

Osage women employed distinctive hair styles to distinguish 

the married from the unmarried. Unmarried women wore their long 

hair braided and either brought it together in two rolls on each 

side of their head or wore it in one long braid down the back. The 

braided hair was decorated with beads, silver rings, and bright-

colored ribbons. Married women simply gathered their long hair 

together behind their head and tied it with leather or cloth ties. 

The different social groups (clans) within the tribe also 

had distinctive haircuts that they gave their children. These 

haircuts usually involved shaving portions of the head and leaving 

tufts, notched ridges, or circles. These styles had symbolic 

meaning for the clans and apparently were used only with younger 

children.'^-^ 

Tixier and Catlin claim that the Osage also practiced 

cranial deformation among their children. According to these two 

men the Osage placed newly-born children in wooden cradle boards 

and bound their heads tightly to the board in order to flatten the 

back of the skull.^^ The Osage pierced and slit the outer ear and 

suspended short strings of beads, beaded loops, pieces of bone, 

and silver hoops. "Their ears, slit by knives, grow to be enormous, 

and they hang low under the weights of the ornaments with which 

23 they are laden." 

The Osage also decorated their bodies with tattoos. Both 

men and women were tattooed. Men who had won war honors were 
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permitted to have a "mark of honor," a large symbolic design, 

tattooed on their chest and shoulders. Certain individuals who 

held particular clan positions were tattooed with designs that 

possessed symbolic meaning for the particular clan. A member 

of the Isolated-sacred one-clan might have its life symbol, the 

spider, tattooed on his body. A warrior could have his wife 

or daughter tattooed as a sign of his accomplishments, and women 

were sometimes marked on the forehead, arm, and back of hand. 

Often a woman's entire body from the neck down was marked with 

symbolic designs made with crushed charcoal and bone needles 

that later were replaced by steel needles. 

Body painting, like tattooing, was used by the people 

to decorate themselves. Men used vermillion to paint part of 

their heads and women daily applied red paint to their heads 

along the strip where they parted their hair, symbolizing the 

path of the sun. They also used white, black, yellow, and green 

paints on various parts of their bodies. The early paints, 

derived from native soils and plants, were quickly replaced with 

manufactured paints supplied by European traders. Sometimes 

the paints were applied according to the individual whim and 

other times the color, design, and place of application carried 

ceremonial significance. Black paint, for example, was always 

used in war rites. The black paint, made from ceremonially-

prepared charcoal, was applied to the face and symbolized fire. 

Osage warriors were to be as relentless and merciless as fire in 

25 times of war. 
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Jewelry was also popular among the Osage. Men and women 

alike wore many long strings of ornaments around their necks. 

These necklaces were made of shells, animal bones, trade beads, 

and metal scraps. In addition, they wore silver bracelets and arm 

bands and "a profusion of rings on the fingers." 

Just as the Osage used materials from their environment to 

clothe and decorate themselves, they constructed their homes out 

of native products. The Osage never adopted the earthen lodges of 

the other agricultural tribes living along the Missouri River 

system such as the Pawnee and Mandan. Neither did they use the 

skin tepee of the nomadic hunting tribes as they went on to the 

Great Plains to hunt the bison. Their lodges were more closely 

related to those used by the Native American tribes living in the 

eastern woodlands. When they resided in their semi-permanent 

v: 

and Neosho Rivers, they constructed large longhouses. During the 

coldest part of the winter and during their hunts in the spring, 

summer, and fall months, they lived in small wigwams. 

The Osage longhouse (tsi) was a large oblong shelter 

varying from fcrty-to-one-hundred-feet long, eighteen-to-twenty-

feet wide, and from fifteen-to-twenty-feet high. These large 

dwellings usually housed from ten-to-fifteen kinfolk. A series of 

center posts were set up about every twelve feet and supported a 

ridge pole running the length of the building supports. Long 

flexible shafts were bent over the ridge pole and tied to other 

stakes planted firmly in the ground. Several horizontal poles 

^illages first along the Upper Osage and later along the Verdigris 
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were attached lengthwise to provide strength and stability. This 

wooden framework was covered with three-by-four feet overlapping 

mats made from woven rushes. The ends of the building were 

27 sometimes covered with wooden slabs or large pieces of bark. 

Later buffalo hides were used with the mats to cover the roof and 

walls.28 

The Osage longhouse had two entrances covered with either 

a reed mat or a flap of buffalo hide, and the dirt floor was 

covered with reed mats and buffalo skins. The interior of the 

longhouse was dark and smoke-filled. Smoke from ccoking fires 

drifted up to escape through holes in the roof above each fire 

pit. Family possessions—clothing, food, and tools—were hung 

from the wooden framework or piled along the sides or at the ends 

of the building.^ 

These large homes were only used when the people stayed in 

semi-permanent villages during the spring and fall. When the 

Osage left on their seasonal hunting trips, they stripped their 

longhouses of their reed mats, cached most of them in hidden pits, 

and took just enough with them to cover their smaller hunting camp 

shelters. 

Several descriptions of temporary hunting dwellings 

suggest several slightly different versions used by the Osage. 

The variation might be the result of the different times the 

dwellings were seen (1811, 1818, 1840) or their environmental 

setting (prairie, plains, woodlands). It is certain that the 

Osage did use a smaller version of the longhouse and a smaller. 
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more circular, wigwam-type shelter when they were hunting. Again, 

the variation might simply be a result of personal whim or avail-

ability of construction material. 

All varieties were somewhat similar as all involved a 

light wooden framework covered with either reed mats or buffalo 

skins, or simply brush, or a combination of mats and hides. Long 

flexible poles, made of green wood, twelve-to-fourteen-feet long, 

were cut and one end was driven into the ground either in a row or 

in a circle. These shafts were bowed over and stuck in the 

ground, tied to stakes already stuck in the ground, or tied to 

opposing bent poles. Horizontal pieces were fastened to the walls 

and roof for stability and the entire structure was covered with 

reed mats, leafy branches, slabs of bark, or buffalo skin. The 

wigwams were about ten-to-fifteen feet in diameter; the modified 

longhouses were about fifteen feet long, seven feet wide, and four-

and-a-half-to-five-feet high. 

When the camp was abandoned the mats and skins were removed 

and frames left standing. In the summer and fall buffalo hunts, 

they dismantled the framework and carried their lodge poles with 

them as the treeless plains forced them to alter their forest 

methods. By 184 0 the Osage plains hunting lodge was a long, low 

affair, about fifteen feet long, seven feet wide, and four feet 

tall, consisting of a row of bowed poles covered only with buffalo 

skins. 

The longhouse, wigwam, and plains lodge were used by the 

Osage throughout the year as they moved from prairie to plains to 
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forest. The Osage had a semi-nomadic existence, moving according 

to the seasons and type of economic activity in which they were 

involved. In the spring, the Osage were in their large villages 

on the prairies near the upper reaches of the Osage and later 

Neosho and Verdigris Rivers. Prior to the division of the tribe 

in the early nineteenth century, the villages had over one hundred 

lodges and a thousand or more inhabitants. 

The Osage villages, although located near rivers, were 

usually in the middle of a clearing or on a prairie.-^^ The village 

sites shifted from place-to-place, yet remained in the same general 

area. Villages moved when repeated planting depleted the soil, 

when pasture and firewood was exhausted, and in other times because 

of intertribal or family feuds. Villages moved again when traders 

established posts among them or when the Osage were threatened by 

34 enemy tribes. Initially, the villages were large, densely-

populated centers but by the early nineteenth century various 

factions left the three major village groups and began to live in 

smaller groups, yet in a similar fashion. Throughout the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth century the Osage village had an 

amorphous quality as villagers moved to other villages or visited 

relatives elsewhere and reconstructed the villages upon returning 

from their hunting trips. 

In the villages lodges were originally arranged according to 

moiety membership, with Tsi-zhu clans in one area separate from Hon-ga 

families. This pattern seems to have disappeared or at least was not 

discernable to any of the non-Osage visitors. Zebulon Pike commented: 
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These towns hold more people in the same space of ground than 
anyplace I ever saw. Their lodges are posted with scarcely any 
regularity, each one building in the manner, directions, and 
dimensions which suit him best, by which means they frequently 
leave only room for a single man to squeeze between them; . . .-̂ ^ 

There were times, however, when the Osage did erect their lodges in 

ceremonial positions, either in a circle according to clan membership, 

or again simply in two general areas representing the two great tribal 

divisions or moieties, Tsi-zhu and Hon-ga. This apparently occurred 

when the Osage were living in the temporary shelters of the hunting 

camps. 

There were no permanent ceremonial lodges used exclusively 

for religious or political functions. Although temporary ceremonial 

structures called Tsi-Wa-Kon-da-gi (House of Mysteries) were erected 

from time-to-time, the political and religious leaders met in either 

one of the two tribal leaders' lodges or in those of their particular 

37 clan leader or the lodges of the leading Osage families. These 

lodges were known as the Non-hon-zhin-ga Wa-thin Tsi (House of the 

Little Old Men). On large tribal hunts, special lodges were set up 

og 
for the tribal leaders.-^ 

Outside the villages, but nearby, were the village gardens. 

These gardens were planted along the stream and river bottoms as the 

prairie sod was thick and difficult to break up with hand tools, and 

the necessary water was close at hand. Osage women tended the 

gardens, first using simple wooden digging sticks or more elaborate 

bone and wooden hoes, but by the late eighteenth century they were 

using iron hoes,"^^ The fields were cleared of the debris left over 

from the previous year. Old vines, stalks, and weeds were piled 
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and burned. The soil was broken up and after the last frost, usu-

ally in mid-April, they planted corn (ha-be), beans (hon-bthin-ge), 

squash (wa-ton), and melons (ca-kiv). After the plants appeared 

the fields were weeded by hand once, perhaps twice, depending upon 

the season, and by late May or early June the Osage uncovered 

their lodges, cached most of the possessions, and left to hunt the 

plains bison (tse). 

Almost the entire tribe went on the buffalo hunt. The 

infirm, ill, aged ones, or any who could not maintain the vigorous 

pace required by the hunt, stayed behind to watch over the caches 

and gardens. Jules De Mun observed: 

Whenever the inhabitants of the village go off on a hunt they 
put their corn in someplace removed from the woods where they 
think there is less risk of its being discovered by their 
enemies and they leave one or two old men and all the old 
women of the village to guard the cache; . . .'̂-'-

These people were often the victims of attacks by other tribes who 

took advantage of the tribe's absence to raid the village, killing 

those Osage left behind. 

The entire summer was spent traveling in search of game 

and living in temporary hunting camps. These large-scale 

hunting expeditions were an important part of Osage life, Its 

success or failure could affect tribal survival and as such the 

entire hunt was strictly supervised by the tribal leadership, 

Prominent Osage warriors were selected to enforce the decisions 

of the leaders and maintain the discipline necessary for a 

successful hunt. The people hunted together controlled by these 

soldier units. 
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Over time the nature of the summer hunt changed. During 

the early hunting days the entire tribe went out together, on 

foot, pursuing deer (ta), elk (o'-pon), and buffalo (tse). when 

the people hunted on foot, it required all of the Osage to work 

together to bring down enough animals to feed and clothe the 

tribe. This changed dramatically when they acquired the horse 

(ka-wa) and firearms (wa-ho'-ton-the—thing which causes things to 

cry out). The Osage obtained both at about the same time, roughly 

the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century. Living and 

traveling along the French and Spanish border country, they had 

access to both Spanish horses and French trade guns. As early as 

1719 DuTisné acquired horses in an Osage village and left muskets 

with them. They probably possessed them much earlier as Henry 

Tonti in 1690 reported that the Osage were raiding Caddoan tribes 

who possessed horses. 

Horses were very useful animals for Plains hunting, but 

trees and brush limited their effectiveness in the forests. Early 

pre-horse hunts might have taken place south and east of the Osage 

River in the forests where numerous elk and deer thrived. It was, 

however, easier to run down deer, elk, or bison on horseback in 

the prairie clearings and open plains, so in time the summer hunts 

were held almost exclusively in the West. The mobility provided 

by the horse allowed the people to hunt beyond where the tribe 

could walk and their hunting territory expanded accordingly. 

Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth century the Osage 

turned to the West and expanded in that direction. Horses, a most 
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valuable commodity, were available in the West and a feature of 

the summer hunt was the capture of either wild horses or those 

animals belonging to tribes in the West. At the same time valuable 

horses and abundant game were attracting the Osage further west, 

non-Indian and more frequently other Native American groups from 

across the Mississippi began encroaching on Osage hunting territory 

along the White, Saint Francis, and Gasconade Rivers east of their 

villages and competed with them for the forest game. The Osage 

by 1811 were hunting well beyond the Arkansas River south of the 

43 Great Bend. 

Mounted hunters could kill more buffalo and did not require 

the number of people necessary when they hunted on foot, and in time 

the Osage divided into several major groups and no longer hunted as 

a single unit. They continued to hunt in the same general area, 

but they traveled and camped in smaller parties. Firearms also 

contributed to the movement west. Muskets were effective shock 

weapons and were used to kill game, but perhaps more importantly 

Osage firearm superiority allowed them to encroach on other tribes' 

hunting grounds. 

Although the Osage had firearms in the early eighteenth 

century they continued to use both smooth bore musket and bow and 

arrow to hunt the buffalo. As late as 1840 the Osage were still 

using the bow and arrow on hunts, for it was awkward and difficult 

44 
to load a musket on horseback even when the barrels were shortened. 

The three-to-four foot Osage bow (min'-dse) was an effective weapon 

and it could drive the two-foot long flint-tipped hunting arrow 
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deep through the tough buffalo hide. Later, strip metal was cut 

out and used as arrowheads, making them even more effective.^^ 

Near the end of July the bands began the trip back to 

villages and by early August they were again at the prairie vil-

lages. They only remained there for a short time. They used this 

autumn visit to rest from the summer hunt, and more importantly, 

to harvest their crops planted in the spring. Vegetables were 

gathered and dried and prepared for winter storage. By the second 

half of the eighteenth century the visit also provided an oppor-

tunity for the Osage to replenish hunting supplies depleted during 

the summer's hunt. Saint Louis traders, knowing the Osage schedule, 

always tried to be present in the villages to trade powder, gun-

flints, knives, awls, and needles for skins and horses captured 

during the summer. 

By late September or early October the Osage again left their 

villages and hunted deer, buffalo, or black bear (wa-ca'-be), rich 

with prehibernation fat and covered with thick winter fur. Other 

animals such as the beaver (zha'-be) and the otter were killed for 

their winter pelts. This late autumn hunt was taking place as 

early as 1719. DuTisne wrote, "ils ne restent a leur village que 

comme les Missourys, passant l'hiver a la chasse du boeuf, qui est 

fort abondante dans ces quartiers." (They only remain at their 

village as the Missouri, spending the winter hunting buffalo which 

are very abundant in this area.)^^ The large-scale tribal hunt 

lasted only until November or December depending largely on the 

severity of the weather, the availability of game, and sometimes 
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on the disposition of Osage neighbors. Some members of the tribe 

may have spent the winter at the villages, but most left the 

exposed prairies and moved with friends and family to the pro-

tected river bottoms or woods where game and firewood was more 

48 abundant. ° During the cold winter months the people stayed close 

to their lodges venturing out on short hunts to secure needed 

food. 

In February and March the Osage hunted in the forest 

regions for bear and beaver for their winter furs, but by March 

the Osage were back in the villages and as the danger of plant 

killing frost decreased the women cleared the garden plots and 

the yearly cycle began anew. 

This cycle persisted throughout the eighteenth and much of 

the nineteenth centuries. It was an Osage solution to the problems 

of survival posed by their environment and the times in which they 

lived. The pattern remained relatively unchanged. At different 

times the people hunted different animals as the horse and buffalo 

became more important and they moved further west as economic and 

political motivations changed. The essential pattern, however, 

endured, for it allowed them to survive as the people. 

This yearly cycle and indeed many aspects of their material 

culture during the seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth 

centuries were a reflection of a people in transition. The Osage 

were a people in the midst of major changes, changes made more com-

plex and eventually tragic by the intrusion of numerous aggressive 

and technologically-advanced cultures. The eclectic nature of 
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Osage cultural life demonstrated a transitional air. The winter 

lodges were a type common to the eastern woodlands while the 

summer dwellings resembled those of the nomadic plains tribes. 

Their dress was similar to most North American Indians, yet 

elements of their weaving were related to southeastern groups. 

Osage village life along the river bottoms resembled both eastern 

agricultural "and early plains riverine cultures, and yet the 

summer buffalo hunts contained the cultural elements of the nomadic 

hunting people of the plains. Here were a people who possessed 

the features of several different cultures, eastern woodland, 

plains riverine, and plains nomadic. This particular combination 

of cultural features constituted a distinctive Native American 

nation of the middle Mississippi basin—the Osage, the people. 
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CHAPTER III 

OSAGE SOCIETY 

The Wa-zha-zhe (or Hon-ga or Tsi-zhu), a people who possess 
seven fire places, a people among whom there are none that 
are craven.^ 

Traditional Osage wi-gi-e 

Osage society contained elements of several diverse Native 

American cultures. Like Osage material culture, non-material 

characteristics of the Osage possessed features of eastern woodland 

tribes, sedentary agricultural groups, and nomadic plains hunters. 

In life and death, in war and peace, in growth from child to adult, 

in marriage--in all phases of Osage social and religious experiences, 

a central underpinning of stability, transition, and change was the 

clan. The importance of clan to the understanding of Osage social 

actions cannot be overestimated. 

The Osage clan structure was similar to both the Algonkian 

Menomini and Siouan Winnebago. Each maintained patrilineal clans 

with animal totems. Osage and woodland tribes prescribed specific 

clan names for clan members' children according to their sex and 

order of birth. These groups further grouped their clans into 

moieties associated symbolically with the sky and the earth. Clan 

members in these tribes lived near each other in the villages and 

2 
erected their lodges in distinct clan village sections. 
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Osage society was shaped by an elaborate and complicated 

kinship system. Each Osage belonged to one of the twenty-four 

different kinship groups (gens or clans) which traced their member-

ship and relationships through the father's families (patrilineal 

descent). This is not to say that the mother's side of the family 

was ignored, only that clan membership was reckoned according to 

the father's line. Each clan had at least one name, sometimes two 

or more, and a symbolic totem, usually a regional animal, plant, or 

natural phenomenon. 

The Osage organized their twenty-four clans into two major 

tribal divisions (moieties). One division was named Tsi-zhu 

(Household) and the other Hon-ga (Sacred One). While their moieties 

symbolically represented the sky and earth, they also assumed sym-

bolic significance as peace and war as did semi-sedentary agricultural 

tribal divisions of the south.^ The Tsi-zhu unit represented both 

the sky and peace according to ceremony, while the Hon-ga symbolized 

the earth and war. The Osage thus symbolically maintained the duality 

they saw in nature in their tribal organization. The world was 

composed of earth and sky and life could not continue without both. 

The life of the people was dependent upon the unity of the earth and 

sky factions of the tribe. 

Nine clans belonged to the Tsi-zhu division. The peace 

moiety or sky group was made up of one group of seven clans also 

known as Tsi-zhu and a two clan groups called Tsi Ha-Shi (Those who 

were the Last to Come). Tsi-zhu Wanon (the God who is Feared by 

All); Cin-dse A-gthe (Wearers of the Symbolic Locks); Pe-ton Tonga 
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Zho-i-ga-the (Great Crane People); Tse-do-ga In-dse (Buffalo Bull 

Face People); Mi-Kin Wa-non (Carriers of the Sun and Moon); 

Hon-zho-i-gathe (Night People); and Tsi-zhu U-thu-ha-ge (the 

Last Tsi-zhu) made up the Tsi-zhu subdivision (phratry) of the 

Tsi-zhu moiety. The Tsi Ha-shi phratry was composed of two clans, 

the Ni-Ka Wa-Kon-da-gi (Thunder People); and Tho-xe (Buffalo Bull 

People).^ 

Fifteen clans made up the Hon-ga half of the tribe. Those 

fifteen clans were arranged into two subgroups (phratries) of seven 

each, with one clan separate from the two groups. The two subdi-

visions or phratries of the Hon-ga (earth) group represented the 

two parts of the earth, land and water. The land group was called 

Hon-ga and was composed of seven clans. Wa-ca-be-ton (They who own 

the Black Bear); In-gthon-ga (Puma People); 0-pxon (Elk People); 

Mon-in-Ka-ga xe (Maker of the Earth People); Hon-ga Gthe-zhe (the 

mottled Sacred One People, the immature Golden Eagle); Xu-tha (Eagle 

People, adult Golden Eagle); and Hon-ga Zhin-ga (the Little Sacred 

One People) made up this group. 

The water clans, called Wa-zha-zhe, from which the tribe 

got its English name, included Wa-zha-zhe Cka (White Wa-zha-zhe); 

Ke-K'in (Carrier of the Turtle People); Mi-Ke-the-stse-dse (Cattail 

People); Wa-tse-tsi (Star that came to Earth People); O-cu-gaxe 

(They who make Clear the Way); Ta-tha-xin (White-tailed Deer People); 

and Ho I-ni-ka-shi-ga (Fish People), 

A single separate clan named Hon-ga U-ta-non-dsi (the 

Isolated Sacred One) was considered a member of the larger Hon-ga 
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moiety yet not a member of either the Hon-ga or Wa-zha-zhe phra-

tries. According to Osage traditions this came about when the 

original Wa-zha-zhe, Hon-ga, and Tsi-zhu first came to earth from 

the sky. The three groups, upon arriving on the earth, met a 

fourth group already living there in a village surrounded by 

decaying flesh and bones of both men and animals. This new group 

called Isolated Hon-ga explained that it destroyed life by using 

the four winds. Wa-zha-zhe invited these villagers to join the 

original group and abandon the filth and decay of their village and 

move to a new land free from the smell of death. The Isolated 

Hon-ga agreed and all four groups moved on to the new country. 

While the Isolated Hon-ga were an integral part of the Osage, their 

original separateness was preserved in Osage clan structure. 

In addition to the twenty-four patrilineal clans, each one 

was further divided into several subclans, each possessing a distinct 

name and symbolic totem similar to the larger clan. Every clan had 

at least two subclans with one always serving as the clan messengers 

7 
(Sho-Ka), but others included as many as five subclans. The Pe-ton 

Ton-ga Zho-i-ga-the (Great Crane People) clan was made up of 

Tsi-u-ckon-cka (People of the House in the Center); Ba-po (Elder 

Tree People); Mon-ca-hi (People of the Arrow Tree); Zhon-Con (People 

g 

of the Sycamore Tree); and Sho-Ka (Ceremonial Messenger). 

Despite the apparent complexity of the twenty-four clans 

and numerous subclans organization, ceremonially the tribe thought 

of itself as the union of the two great universal elements, the sky 

and the earth with seven clans making up the Tsi-zhu (sky moiety) 
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and the fourteen clans of the Hon-ga (earth moiety) divided into 

seven earth clans and seven water clans. This ceremonial symmetry 

of twenty-one clans was used in most of the tribe's rituals. The 

addition of the Buffalo Bull and Thunder People clans to the Tsi-zhu 

moiety and the Hon-ga U-ta-non-dsi (Isolated Sacred One) to the 

Hon-ga division did not invalidate earlier cermonial traditions. The 

additional clans were included in the new ceremonialism and grouped 

q 

within the other clans in the older ceremonies. 

During all major tribal religious ceremonies the twenty-four 

clans were represented and seated in a specific order according to 

moiety and clan affiliation. Again, despite the fact that twenty-

four clans were seated and participating, the tribe's ceremonies 

continued to speak of the three groups of seven clans. 

Each Osage clan possessed a sacred tribal fireplace and 

tribal bundle (wa-xo-be), both of which figured prominently in 

Osage war ceremonies. Throughout the ceremonies the three groups 

of seven fireplaces and wa-xo-be were used, yet twenty-four clans 

and twenty-four fireplaces and bundles participated.^ Examination 

of Osage ceremonialism indicated that the three extra clans were 

added to the tribe after the initial tribal organization had been 

formed. The incorporation of the three clans and their particular 

clan duties characterized the Osage nature of allowing for social 

change to meet new situations and incorporating new features into 

the tribal society. 

The most significant clan functions, however, directly 

involved religion and within Osage theology clans played vital 
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roles. It is impossible to separate Osage religion from Osage 

social organization and politics, for religion was intertwined 

throughout all aspects of Osage life, and as such, the clan played 

a major role in the life of the Osage people. 

The Osage oral tradition that exists survived through the 

lengthy clan ritual prayers called wi-gi-e, which contain the story 

of Osage religion. All major Osage ceremonies required the partici-

pation of the entire tribe and all twenty-four clans. A major 

portion of each ceremony was the recitation of the clan wi-gi-e. 

The wi-gi-e are extremely long, typically at least five hundred 

lines long, and recount the clan's origin beliefs, how they acquired 

their clan name and totem, and how they figured in the tribal 

structure. Within the Osage wi-gi-e is the story of Osage people 

and while the different clan wi-gi-e are never the same, a common 

thread is found throughout all of them. They all relate how the 

people came together, some coming from the sky and meeting others 

already on earth, and all stress the importance of each clan within 

the tribe, yet place an inordinate stress on the importance of clan 

unity and, hence, Osage tribal solidarity. Every clan is important 

and every clan plays a vital role in the tribe's ceremonies. The 

Osage leaders who composed the wi-gi-e insured that Osage unity was 

symbolically emphasized throughout; Osage subclan, clan, phratry, 

and moiety functions ceremonially linked the people together, 

Osage theology came about as early tribal leaders sought 

understanding of the universe and the people's place within it, In 

time those leaders saw patterns in nature that revealed to them the 



true purpose of the universe and began to understand how the Osage 

fit within the greater scheme of the cosmos. The Osage believed 

that all things of the universe were manifestations of an all 

powerful, omnipotent, mysterious, and invisible life force. The 

all pervasive, omnipotent force was called Wa-Kon-da. Wa-Kon-da 

was everywhere and brought life to everything. Wa-Kon-da created 

the Osage tribe by linking the sky people with the land and water 

people. Wa-Kon-da was manifested in everything, and the Osage saw 

Wa-Kon-da everywhere. The sun, moon, stars, thunder, and wind were 

all parts- of Wa-Kon-da. Everything was Wa-Kon-da. 

The ancient leaders created a theology that called on the 

Osage to work in unison with Wa-Kon-da. In order for the people 

to enjoy a good life they must appeal to Wa-Kon-da and ask for 

understanding and support. The people must strive to work in 

harmony with the cosmic force. Therefore, Osage religion encour-

aged harmony with nature and in turn tribal unity. Osage religious 

leaders continued to make discoveries about Wa-Kon-da, and as such, 

expanded their theology. As the Osage people met new challenges 

their religious philosophy changed to meet them and to support 

behavior that would insure tribal survival and security. The 

Osage wanted to live in peace and harmony with the universe and 

the leaders sought to create a religious rationale consistent 

with such desires. Upon examination of wi-gi-e it is obvious that 

the Osage did change religious ceremony and sociopolitical insti-

tutions over time. Calling these changes "a move to a new country" 

metaphorically, the Osage made alterations in their religious 

52 
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beliefs and incorporated them within their traditional religious 

framework. 

The Osage were a religious people, and they continually 

sought the aid and support of Wa-Kon-da. Everyday, before dawn, 

the Osage rose from their lodges and went outside to pray to 

Wa-Kon-da. In 1820 the Territorial Governor of Arkansas reported: 

These Indians have a native religion of their own, and 
are the only tribe I ever knew that had. At daybreak, 
every morning, I could hear them at prayer, for an hour. 
They appeared to be as devout in their way as any class 
of people.l3 

This dawn prayer was noted by other travelers among the Osage. 

A Protestant missionary among the Osage in 1821 wrote, "as a 

people, they are punctual, and apparently fervent in their 

morning and evening devotions." An unsympathetic Protestant 

minister living near the Osage in the early 1820s wrote, "They 

pray, indeed if it be called prayer, as we are told; and even 

now, as the day dawns, whilst I am writing in my house, I can 

hear them, . . ." John Bradbury on his journey up the Missouri 

in 1811 stayed at Fort Osage and upon hearing about the Osage dawn 

prayer disguised himself as an Indian and left the fort before 

sunrise. Bradbury observed that "on the outside of the village I 

heard the men, who, Dr. Murray had informed me, always go out of 

their lodges to lament." Bradbury approached an Osage man at 

prayer and noted: 

. . . he rested his back against the stump of a tree, and 
continued for abcut twenty seconds to cry out in a loud and 
high tone of voice, when he suddenly lowered to a low mut-
tering, mixed with sobs; in a few seconds he again raised to 
the former pitch.-^" 
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All important events in Osage lives were sanctified by 

religious ceremonies that solicited the approval and support of 

Wa-Kon-da. All ceremonies were religious in nature and consisted of 

the lengthy recitation of clan wi-gi-e and the ritual manipulation 

of sacred symbolic objects. Each clan and subclan owned distinct 

religious knowledge that made up portions of the Osage ceremonies. 

Clans also owned sacred 'objects, ceremonial pipes, ceremonial looms, 

and sacred bundles (wa-xo-be) and their ritual manipulations. 

Each clan owned at least one wa-xo-be or sacred bundle. 

There were several kinds of bundles depending on the nature of the 

ceremony, but the most important wa-xo-be was the sacred hawk 

bundle associated with the war rites. The contents of the wa-xo-be 

varied somewhat according to clans and totem but all contained a 

stuffed hawk skin. This hawk symbolized thunder, war, night, 

courage, and other features important for war. The hawk skin with 

other ceremonial symbols, sometimes scalps, miniature pipes, and 

other such paraphernalia were enclosed in a deerskin pouch, then 

placed in a woven rush pouch, and finally put tightly wrapped 

within another pouch of woven buffalo hair. This hawk wa-xo-be was 

ceremonially reconsecrated when the Osage went to war and the 

leader of the war party wore the wa-xo-be on his back suspended 

from deerskin straps about his neck. Although each clan owned a 

wa-xo-be, the ceremonial ownership of all war wa-xo-be belonged to 

the Tho-xe (Buffalo Bull People) and Ni-Ka Wa-Kon-da-gi clans and 

these clans had to be consulted to manipulate and reconsecrate the 

17 bundle for a war party. 
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All major ceremonies, those involving war, peace, and 

hunting, required the participation of all twenty-four clans. Each 

clan had to have a ceremonially-prepared representative in order 

for the ritual to be performed, insuring ceremonial tribal oneness 

and fostering tribal unity. Both Osage and the village agricul-

tural people performed rites with agricultural symbolism. The 

ceremonial union is perhaps better suited to a sedentary or semi-

sedentary people, especially with a large number of clans. It would 

be unusual for a wandering hunting people to maintain such a large 

ceremonial system. Nomadic people dependent on hunting traveled in 

small groups for the most part and joined together for certain cere-

monies at different times of the year. The Osage system frequently 

required a large number of people to be present. It was not well-

suited to a nomadic people hunting in small family bands. 

Still the Osage did possess some social traits with the 

nomadic hunting peoples of the plains. Both the Osage and the 

plains hunters were made up of several independent bands that came 

together at certain times of the year. Tribal members were allowed 

to move freely among bands. The sacred bundle of the Osage was 

similar to the bundles of the plains hunters in that the Osage 

bundles belonged to individual clans, subclans, and individuals, in 

striking contrast to the riverine agricultural peoples who viewed 

the bundle as tribal of village possession. Hunting was a major 

element in Osage life, as it was among the plains nomads and Osage 

cermonialism contained a predom.inance of hunting and war features. 

Osage sacred bundles contained the religious artifacts of a hunting 
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people, miniature weapons, pipes, scalps, and other hunting symbols. 

These bundles contained no agricultural goods, symbolic, or other-

wise.-'-̂  But whether more agriculturally or hunting-based, the 

Osage maintained their full clan participation ceremonial system 

into the twentieth century. Even as the Osage divided into five 

bands they maintained members of all twenty-four clans in each 

individual band. 

While the Osage clans were not organized as economic or 

political units they did possess social and political significance 

within the tribal structure. Clan members took care of their 

20 fellow members and at times acted as individual military units. 

In certain instances clan members provided food for ailing children 

21 of the opposite moiety. Clans lived together within the village. 

Fellow clan members erected their lodges in specific areas of the 

village. Each clan occupied a particular area within the village 

with the Tsi-zhu members on the north in clan pattern and the Hon-ga 

member lodge in the south in clan pattern. This orderly clan 

residence system was modified by the early nineteenth century and 

22 was not always observed. 

Many Osage ceremonies involved the participation of all 

twenty-four clans as each had to perform an essential porticn of 

the ceremonies for it to be valid. The rituals called for reci-

tations and performances that only specific clans could provide, 

These portions of tribal rites were viewed as the real possessions 

of the clan or subclan. Clan members involved in the ceremonies 

were paid to participate and use their ceremonial knowledge. Clan 
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members who owned the ceremony could sell their knowledge and 

pass it on to anyone who was acceptable to the clan and had the 

necessary payment. 

Access to the clan religious knowledge was open to all 

23 clan membership, female or male. Each had a series of seven 

degrees corresponding to specific nature and amounts of cere-

monial knowledge. Those members who attained all seven degrees 

were called Non-hon-zhin-ga (Little Old Men) and were treated with 

respect. Each clan's Non-hon-zhin-ga participated within a village 

group cr council also known as the Non-hon-zhin-ga which possessed 

religious and political powers. 

Each degree of ceremonial knowledge required the memori-

zation of lengthy wi-gi-e, cereirionial f orms, and ritual sequence. 

Clan Non-hon-zhin-ga passed down clan rituals to clan members who 

were able to purchase them. Clan ceremonial knowledge was open to 

any clan member who could afford to buy the ceremony and pay for 

the initiation. Apparently both women and men could take a degree 

if they could pay for it, although it seems that in the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries only men participated.2 5 osage women had 

important roles in tribal life and as among the agricultural 

riverine people, they had prominent roles in the tribal religion. 

Women had full access to religious knowledge and could join the 

tribal religious leadership. Once the individual had purchased the 

knowledge and been initiated into that degree, they could partici-

pate in any tribal ceremonies where that level of ritual information 

was involved and in turn receive payment for it. They also could 
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pass the information along for a price. Ceremonial knowledge was 

thus limited only to those who could pay for it. 

Acquiring clan ceremonial knowledge, however, entailed a 

great deal of time and relative expense. The first degree of the 

Tho-xe clan was the Wa-xo-be A-wa-thon (the singing of the wa-xo-be 

songs) which was a vital part of Osage war ceremonies. In order to 

acquire this degree an Osage candidate had to first gather the 

pelts of seven animals required for the initiation ceremony. For 

the Tho-xe Wa-xo-be A-wa-thon a candidate had to collect the skins 

of a lynx, gray wolf, male puma, male black bear, buffalo, elk, 

and a deer. ° The seven pelts were symbolic of courage and the 

candidate was given seven years in which to gather them. Relatives 

could help the candidate collect the skins, but it still required a 

great deal of time and effort to obtain all seven, particularly the 

puma and lynx with only a bow and arrow. Access to firearms allowed 

skins to be acquired more easily, and this produced significant 

changes in Osage society. 

Upon collecting the seven pelts the candidate had to pay 

each participant in the initiation ceremony and provide ample food 

for the Non-hon-zhin-ga and others involved in the three-day rite. 

The expense and effort involved in acquiring ceremonial knowledge 

and its subsequent status was considerable and served to limit this 

status to the few families who could afford it. This system pos-

sessed a flexibility by making knowledge available to all, yet it 

generally confined leadership to the wealthier families of the 

tribe. The Non-hon-zhin-ga, those clan members with complete 
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religious knowledge, was a group of clan ánd tribal elite who had 

corresponding clan and tribal status. 

There existed consequently in Osage villages a class 

structure. Essentially the Osage were divided into two groups, 

those of leaders and commoners. This hierarchy was based on a 

number of factors. Wealth was one of the most important elements, 

for it provided access to tribal religious knowledge. It also 

enabled a family to entertain the leaders and gain power and 

influence. Other factors determining class were family position 

and warrior performance. Certain families seemed to retain high 

status and membership in the leadership group simply because of 

their family's position within the tribe as certain clan or tribal 

prerogatives seem to center on a small group of families. Indi-

viduals could also gain status and, in time, access to the leader 

class by excelling in battle. Bravery was rewarded by the tribe 

with specific warrior honors and tribal status. Throughout, Osage 

27 
class distinctions were fluid and the wealth usually meager. 

Clans also provided the framework for Osage marriage 

patterns. Osage men and women of the same moiety were prohibited 

from marrying one another. Marriage partners had to be chosen from 

the opposite divisions. Tsi-zhu men and women could only marry 

Hon-ga, and Hon-ga had to choose from Tsi-zhu. This exogamous 

system within the tribal moieties insured tribal unity as both 

halves of the tribe were continually linked by marriage, the sky 

people joining the earth people to recreate symbolically the 

28 
universe and hence the Osage people. 
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Men and women who had reached puberty were called tse ga-non 

(newly grown) and were eligible for marriage. However, men usually 

married in their late teens or early twenties, while women married 

shortly after puberty. Marriages were arranged by the parents of 

the male and often neither of the couple knew each other. When 

the male's parents found a suitable wife for their son they asked 

four Nigka don-he (good men) to negotiate with the woman's family. 

The Nigka don-he established that both families were indeed from 

different moieties and clans and negotiated a proper gift exchange 

between the two families. The marriage ceremony was a simple 

affair organized around an exchange of gifts between the two 

families. The newly-married couple settled among the husband's 

family, usually within the same lodge. In time, however, the Osage 

apparently abandoned the patrilocal residence pattern (living with 

the husband's family) and couples began living in the bride's 

30 family lodge. Some Osage practiced polygyny and husbands were 

permitted to marry the younger sisters of the bride.-̂ -̂  

Clan ceremonies involving clan wi-gi-e covered all signi-

ficant aspects of Osage life. A particularly important ceremony 

was required to give Osage children their clan names. Osage 

parents solicited the blessings of Wa-Kon-da for their children 

with the child-naming ceremony. Each clan had a slightly different 

version of the same ceremony. The naming ceremony was an important 

one, for until the newborn child was ceremonially named they were 

not considered real people and had no place in the clan structure. 

Children were members of their father's clan and during the ceremony 
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they were given special clan names according to their sex and order 

of birth, such as first-born son or first-born daughter. The first 

three born of each sex had distinct clan names while those who were 

born after did not receive specific clan names. 

The naming ceremony for all clans took place within the 

lodge of a member of the Hon-ga U-ta-non-dsi which had the cere-

monial prerogative of maintaining the naming house. This was 

merely the lodge of a Hon-ga U-ta-non-dsi Non-hon-zhin-ga, or one 

who had attained a degree that included the naming ceremony.^ A 

part of this ceremony required the mother of the child to plant 

seven hills of maize. The maize produced by the seven hills was 

later used to feast the Non-hon-zhin-ga who participated in the 

naming ceremony. This is one of the few Osage ceremonies that have 

survived that retain an important agricultural element.-̂ -̂  Children 

were given distinctive clan haircuts that insured Wa-kon-da's 

blessings, and they retained the clan haircuts until they reached 

puberty. The naming ceremony involved the participation of several 

clans Non-hon-zhin-ga and all were given gifts and fed while the 

ceremony was conducted. •̂'̂  

Other important Osage events were cloaked in tribal cere-

monialism. The ancient Non-hon-zhin-ga, realizing the importance 

of death, war, and peace in the peoples' lives therefore created 

elaborate rituals to deal with these important events that would 

insure the approval of Wa-Kon-da and protect the tribe. Wars were 

viewed by the Non-hon-zhin-ga as aberrations and as terrible threats 

to the people. The Osage desired to live in peace and have their 
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homes and families secure and protected. Attacks on others insured 

retaliation and provoked attacks upon the Osage, and thus were to 

be avoided. The Non-hon-zhin-ga, realizing that Osage attacks on 

neighboring tribes posed threats to the Osage, constructed an 

elaborate ceremony to control warfare. This rite, called Wa-sha-be 

A-thin-wa-tsi (Dance to Possess the Dark Object), occupied several 

weeks and its central theme, expressed in wi-gi-e symbolism and 

ceremony, was one of tribal unity. The tribe was depicted symbol-

ically as a single man who had turned from peace to war. The 

symbolic man was represented sometimes by an honored warrior and 

other times by a cedar pole and wa-xo-be. The ceremony was a long 

and involved one as war standards had to be ritually constructed 

and the sacred war charcoal (the dark object) prepared. The offi-

cial leader of the tribal war party, Do-don-hon-ga, was required to 

go on a vision quest to seek Wa-Kon-da's help. 

Thus, the war ceremony took weeks to perform. The emphasis 

throughout was unity. The tribe was to move as one against the 

outside threat. All clans had vital roles in the war rites, the 

people moving correctly and cohesively to face the threat as one 

with the blessings of Wa-kon-da. The sky, land, and water, those 

elements of the Osage world, symbolized in the tribal clan divi-

35 sions would act as one to protect the people. 

The elaborate war ceremony did indeed promote tribal unity 

and gave the Non-hon-zhin-ga control over the aggressive tendencies 

of tribal members, but it was also long and involved. Its complexity 

and length prevented any immediate military response, and all too 
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frequently prompt action was needed. These limitations even-

tually forced the Osage to move to new regions (metaphorically 

meaning they changed tribal rites and organization to meet new 

demands) and to authorize individual clans to organize their own 

war parties within a single moiety or clan. Two types of war 

parties that did not require the tribal war ceremony were sanc-

tioned. A clan could, without ceremony, create a war party 

composed of only its members and launch an attack at will. This 

type of war party was called a Wa-xo-be U-Kon-dsi (isolated 

wa-xo-be) because each clan owned its own hawk wa-xo-be. The 

other type of war party was made up of two or more clans within 

a single moiety and was called Tsi-ga-xe Do-don (war party out-

side the House of Mystery). 

All war ceremonies contain references to dark clouds, 

lightning, thunder, and winds. The action of men at war was asso-

ciated with destruction and fear. The tribal Non-hon-zhin-ga who 

created the war ceremonies realized that war meant hatred, death, 

and destruction and was to be avoided. The easing of restrictions, 

as seen in the newer types of tribal recognized war parties, clearly 

came about as the tribe went to war more often. Osage territorial 

expansion in the late seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth 

centuries met resistance and violence. The newer tribal ceremonial 

recognition of new military patterns was clearly the result of 

Osage expansion and represented an effort on the part of the Osage 

leadership to meet new situations and deal with them within the 

traditional tribal structure. 
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Another ceremony associated with war involved the older 

women of the tribe who had no relatives in the war party. After 

the war party left these women went as a group to the lodges of the 

families whose men had gone to war and sang We-ton Wa-on (songs of 

sympathy and encouragement). Family members believed that the 

songs would contribute to the war party's success and gave gifts to 

the women for singing the We-ton Wa-on.-^^ 

The return of a war party was an occasion for another 

series of ceremonies. Captives could be adopted into the tribe and 

after a brief ritual the captives became Sho-ka or ceremonial 

messengers for the clan of their adopted family. Adopted members 

were accorded respect and called O-xta, a term. meaning favored 

one.^^ 

Warriors of a successful expedition were awarded honors in 

a ceremony known as Dropping the Sticks on the Wa-xo-be, the tribal 

bundle. With the permission of the Non-hon-zhin-ga of the Thunder 

People clan who had ceremonial control of the rite, the tribal 

Non-hon-zhin-ga gathered and sat in the middle of the village 

according to clan and moiety ceremonial position. The Tsi-zhu sat 

in a row along the ncrth side and the Hon-ga sat along the south 

side. The hawk wa-xo-be of the Tsi-zhu Wa-ncn clan was unwrapped 

and the sacred hawk was placed on the ground between the two lines 

of Non-hon-zhin-ga. The wa-xo-be of the war party leader's clan 

was also unwrapped and placed with the Tsi-zhu Wa-non Wa-xo-be. 

Warriors who participated in the expedition and had dis-

played bravery came before the Non-hon-zhin-ga and the two hawk 
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Wa-xo-be and recited their deeds. These brave deeds were called 

0-don. 0-don were ranked brave acts by which warriors could 

achieve tribal status. The tribe recognized thirteen 0-don. The 

highest honor of 0-don was awarded to warriors who had performed 

heroic acts while actually defending the village and fields where 

39 the women worked. Other 0-don were awarded to warriors who had 

killed an enemy, wounded an enemy, struck an enemy, scalped an 

enemy, or beheaded an enemy. Ironically, scalping and beheadings, 

both frequently noted and associated with the Osage, were among the 

least-honored 0-don.^ 

Each warrior stood before the hawk wa-xo-be and Non-hon-

zhin-ga and as the tribe looked on, dropped a small painted stick 

upon the wa-xo-be and recited his 0-don. Each 0-don had to be 

unchallenged by any member of the tribe. The Omaha, a closely-

related tribe, maintained that if the 0-don was not deserved the 

stick would fall off the wa-xo-be and expose the warrior as a liar 

and shame him before his people. -'• 

Attaining 0-don gave warriors status in the tribe. Upon 

obtaining all thirteen 0-don Osage warriors were able to partici-

pate in a number of Osage ceremonies. Some required a warrior who 

had won all thirteen to act as the symbolic man representing the 

tribe. In others, warriors who had earned all thirteen 0-don were 

needed to recite their thirteen honors as an integral part of the 

ceremony.^^ Warriors who had won all thirteen 0-don were paid for 

their ceremonial participation, Osage thereby gave members of the 

tribe additional opportunity to attain status and defend the tribe. 
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While attaining the seven degrees of clan religious know-

ledge might be out of the reach of many Osage because of the wealth 

required, a young man could still attain status within the tribe by 

demonstrating bravery and protecting the people. 0-don thus 

insured that warriors would defend the tribe and provided another 

means of access to the leadership class. The Osage never developed 

a separate warrior society as did many of the plains tribes, but it 

was noted in 1839 that a group of young warriors had formed a 

separate village and called themselves, according to a French 

traveler, Bande-des-Chiens (Band of Dogs). This may have been the 

beginning of the formation of an Osage warrior society such as the 

Dog Soldiers of the Cheyenne.^-^ 

Not all war parties were successful and accordingly the 

Osage developed rituals to sanctify death and deal with the sorrow 

that accompanied it. Death taboos were absent among the Osage and 

other village agricultural tribes. Indeed, mourning and related 

death rituals were an important element of Osage religious life. 

The attitudes toward death found among the nomadic hunting peoples 

were not a part of Osage culture. The mourning ceremony was in 

essence a portion of the war ceremony. This rite was performed 

44 
when an Osage died, and all members participated in the ceremony. 

When an Osage died his family placed mud on their faces and 

went out alone to fast and prayed to Wa-kon-da. In time, however, 

a change came about as Osage mourners sought revenge, Tribal 

tradition maintains that while an important tribal member was 

fasting alone he was visited by the spirit of his dead kin. The 
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spirit claimed that spirit land was a lonely place and asked the 

living to kill someone so he might have company on his way to 

the spirit land. The mourner raised a small raiding party, 

attacked an enemy tribe, and brought back a scalp \/diich he placed 

on a pole over the grave of his dead relative, thereby providing 

company for the journey of the spirit. Other members of the tribe 

then began to go out and take scalps for their dead. Eventually 

the Non-hon-zhin-ga created an Osage ritual to control this new 

behavior, which may have come about with the increased violent 

contact the Osage made with other tribes following expansion onto 

the plains. Osage expansion engendered violence and death, and 

clearly the increased desire for revenge that was created was 

incorporated into Osage ceremonialism and controlled. 

The mourning ceremony ritually prepared an officially 

designated mourner who undertook a fasting vigil, following the 

same procedure as the fasting vigil of the war rite. The mourning 

ceremony was a war ceremony. Mourners prepared to go to war to 

secure a spirit to accompany the dead. After the preliminary rites 

were performed the war party departed and the first stranger 

encountered was killed and scalped. The scalp was attached to a 

pole that was erected over the gravesite. Not all Osage practiced 

this ceremony as it was an expensive one, and only those who could 

afford it conducted it, but enough did use it to cause the Osage 

diplomatic problems."^^ The mourning rite with its revenge killing 

usually precipitated a series of retaliatory raids and further 

violence. The ceremony, however, was extremely important to the 
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Osage and despite the vigorous efforts of government agents, it was 

practiced until the early twentieth century. In time the ceremony 

was modified somewhat, and a lock of hair from a stranger was 

47 substituted for the required scalp. 

The seeming abundance of rituals to accompany war is 

perhaps indicative of an aggressive expanding people. However, it 

may also be reflective of what anthropologists chose to collect in 

the late nineteenth century. Despite the efforts of scholars such 

as Francis LaFlesche, Alice Fletcher, J. O. Dorsey, and F. G. 

Speck, much of Osage ceremonialism has been lost, and that which 

was collected does deal significantly with war. The Osage, however, 

did have rituals to conduct peace and establish friendly relations 

with other tribes. 

The peace ceremony or Wa-Wa-Thon was an important Osage 

ceremony and was similar to the peace ceremonies of other prairie 

and plains Native American groups. These ceremonies, sometimes 

called the Calumet (pipe) dances, involved the ceremonial prepa-

ration of sacred pipes and ritual smoking by the participants and 

an exchange of gifts. The Osage used it to foster peace and 

friendly relations. The ceremony was used to create friendship 

among Osage clans, and bands, and with other Indian nations. The 

Osage ceremony was very similar to other tribes and the common 

48 
features are clear evidence of early widespread tribal relations. 

All Osage ceremonies contained evidence of a transition 

people. The Osage in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were 

undergoing tremendous cultural change brought about by the European 
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colonization of North America. Throughout the period the Osage 

were under increasing pressure to alter their life practices, and 

change they did, but they displayed an amazing cultural resiliency 

as they struggled to retain their Osageness or the older tradi-

tional Osage qualities of the people. Their culture came under 

attack as Europeans introduced new weapons, new animals, new 

economic systems, new values, new cultures, and new diseases. 

Osage society continually struggled to bend and adapt to the new 

conditions and these changes and adaptaticns were incorporated 

into tribal rituals. 

Changing Osage social institutions support a theory that 

the Osage were a forest people from the east of the Mississippi who 

for unknown reasons settled in the prairie. Clan organization cer-

tainly has features common to eastern woodland tribes and Osage 

wi-gi-e recall a migration to the area.^ The predominant Osage 

cultural traits are remarkably similar to the semi-sedentary 

horticultural tribes found along the plains river and prairie 

lands, such as the various Caddoan groups. 

The Osage practiced horticulture, and agriculture was a 

part of certain Osage ceremonies such as the naming ceremony, and 

as a horticultural people, the Osage did give women a significant 

role in their ceremonies. Women could take all seven degrees of 

the Non-hon-zhin-ga. The sacred bundle of the village was present 

among the Osage and its sacred quality was clearly a part of Osage 

religion. The class stratifications, present among the village 

people were also similar to the Osage as status and wealth was 
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dominated by a few Osage families. Early Osage society was clearly 

divided into a leader class and a commoner class. The Osage 

people seemed to have many of the cultural traits of the semi-

sedentary horticultural groups, yet they also seem to have added 

some cultural traits of the newly-created mounted nomad plains 

tribes. 

The European colonization of North America wrought tremen-

dous and tragic alternatives among Native American people and Osage 

were forced to change and take on new cultural traits that would 

meet the challenge posed by this new presence. As eastern tribes 

expanded west and as the horse and firearms became available, 

the Osage began to change to meet the new conditions and assumed 

new cultural qualities that they shared with the nomadic hunting 

tribes. 

Because of the Osage position along two major rivers that 

drained into the Mississippi and because they were between two 

European frontiers they had considerable early contact with the new 

European cultures. They had early access to horses and guns and 

the new economic opportunities provided by the European presence. 

The Europeans provided guns and other material goods in exchange 

for items that the Osage could provide, such as food, furs, and 

slaves. The Osage became very aggressive and expanded their terri-

torial control to the north, south, and west in order to acquire 

the new material possessions which also provided tribal status, for 

Osage culture changed to deal with the new world created by the 

Europeans. As the people became more aggressive the culture assumed 
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new roles which retained tribal control and approval of the new 

behavior. 

Hunting and war became more important for the individual 

Osage and the tribal leadership created more and more appropriate 

ceremonies to sanctify these activities and retain tribal unity. 

War and hunting rituals predominated Osage ceremonial activities 

and agricultural symbolism became only a minor part of clan and 

tribe rites. The sacred bundles never acquired the sacred quality 

to the degree that they did among the horticultural village people 

where the bundle was a holy, tribal possession, whereas among the 

Osage each clan possessed a bundle and individuals were allowed to 

purchase them as a part of a degree initiation. The essential 

holiness of the village-horticultural people's bundle was not found 

among the Osage;̂ -'- instead, the individual nature of the Osage 

bundle was more closely related to those bundles among the nomadic 

plains hunters. The division of the Osage tribe into five bands 

who hunted separately is very similar to the plains hunters. Yet 

the Osage continued to incorporate cultural changes within the 

context of older rites and the earlier culture as each band con-

tained all twenty-four clans. 

The Osage wi-gi-e call the tribal changes a move to a new 

country and the Osage did "move" several times as they created new 

ceremonies and social patterns and tribal clan organization to 

adapt to the new Osage world. The ancient Osage clan organization 

of twenty-one divisions was expanded, and significantly the new 

additions were entrusted with the war ceremonies and named Thunder 
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People (Ni-ka Wa-kon-dagi) and the Buffalo Eull Peoplê (Tho-xe), 

an animal that assumed new significance among the mounted Osage. 

It is not certain whether these two clans were added as new people 

joined the tribe, or were created to give new and special impor-

tance to groups already within the tribe who were dissatisfied with 

tribal conditions, or to accommodate those members who desired a 

distinct economic adjustment. Each case was consistent with 

the theory that the Osage created new organizations within their 

clan structures to deal with new conditions. 

The entrusting of the war rites to the new clans signified 

the trust and embrace Osage society held for transition forms. The 

lengthy weeks of the long war ceremonies of the Osage were superseded 

by the newer types of raiding parties that did not require such 

preparations and time. The incorporation of the Osage mourning 

rite which gave social approval for revenge is another example of 

the Osage culture attempting to incorporate new activities within 

the tribal ceremonial context and traditional tribal control. 

Another example of the sccial change taking place among the 

Osage and further evidence of the transitional quality of their 

culture involved their marriage customs. The Osage were patri-

lineal and moiety exogamous. They also practiced soral polygyny 

whereby the husband of the oldest daughter often married his wife's 

younger sisters. Polygyny was not widespread and may have come 

52 about as a result of a number of changes. As fur trading becaiTie 

an increasingly important economic enterprise among the Osage, fur 

preparation also became more important. Polygyny was a means of 
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collecting the labor of several women who traditionally prepared 

the pelts. The increased warfare among the Osage in the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries may have also created a shortage of eli-

gible m.en and encouraged polygyny. 

Clearly the aspect of the Osage marriage customs that 

most obviously reflected the changing nature of Osage culture 

was the peculiar combination of patrilineal descent and matri-

local residence. Clan membership was traced through the father, 

yet married couples apparently lived with the wife's family.^-^ 

This combination was extremely rare among Native Americans and 

apparently represented a transitional stage as lineage descent 

54 and locality was changing. Early residence patterns of 

the Osage were patrilocal with the husband's household. 

This was true of all other related tribes, and all early 

Osage traditions involving village lodges insisted that the 

Osage erect lodges in village sections according to clan. 

This existed only when lineage and after-marriage locality 

were synonymous. It was, however, impossible for a ccuple 

that were moiety exogamous, who traced their clan membership 

through the father, to live in the lodge of the mother. A 

male must marry someone from another clan and moiety that lived 

on the other half of the village or perhaps in another village. 

He could not continue to live with his clan in its section of 

the village if he moved in with his wife's family. The tradition 

of living in village sections according to clan will break down 

if the people practice patrilineage and matrilocality, and this 
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probably occurred. Travelers among the Osage failed to note any 

system or village pattern. 

The rare combination of patrilineal descent and matrilocal 

residence may have come about as a means of dealing with new 

55 situations created by increased hunting and warfare. New indi-

vidual clan raiding parties were a part of Osage military activity, 

amd brothers and fellow clan members commonly hunted together and 

went to war together. If clan raiding parties vjere unsuccessful 

and members were killed, entire households could be destroyed by 

losing their young men. Osage raiding and hunting parties ranged 

hundreds of miles and were gone fcr weeks, leaving patrilocal 

households without their young men for long periods of time. The 

households would have no one to protect them nor provide them with 

fresh game, an important element of the Osage diet. With increased 

and widespread hunting and raiding which occurred in the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries patrilocal Osage households would suffer. 

Matrilocal households, however, could eliminate many of the 

unfortunate aspects of patrilocal residence and increased hunting 

and raiding. Matrilocal households would be made up of young men 

from different clans; and therefore when clan groups of young men 

left to hunt or raid, the households would still have young men to 

bring in fresh game, and protect the household. Furthermore, if 

the war party was destroyed a household would not be left without 

its young men. The adapting of new residence patterns to cope with 

increased raiding would create a more secure household situation. 

While this theory is supposition and cannot presently be proved, it 
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was certainly clear that the households' combination was highly 

unusual and evidence that Osage society was undergoing basic 

change. 

Throughout the eighteenth and early nineteenth century 

Osage society continued to change and adapt to the new conditions, 

as all aspects of their way of life came under attack. Class 

structure changed as guns, horses, and the European presence 

created new paths for tribal status. The expanding raiding allowed 

more opportunity for 0-don and status. Raiding also provided 

wealth which in turn permitted more individuals to acquire cere-

monial knowledge. The seven pelts necessary for the initiation 

ceremony, difficult to obtain hunting on foot with only a bow and 

arrow, were easily obtained with a musket and a horse. Food, 

required for feasting and entertaining, was easily gathered with 

the added mobility of the horse and the distant killing power of 

the musket. The increased wealth brought about by increased 

raiding allowed more Osage members to take on the seven degrees. 

Old leader families were soon challenged by new socially-advancing 

Osage. The old social and religious prerogatives eroded as new 

economic and social opportunities became available, Yet the Osage 

continued to incorporate the changes into their culture. They 

continued to bend and assume new traits and values. The Osage, a 

society under pressure, acted accordingly, sometimes with style and 

grace and at other times with a terrifying ferocity. 
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CHAPTER IV 

TRADITIONAL POLITY 

The chiefs are not obeyed as among you.-'-

Jean La Fond, 1787 

The traditional Osage political system was an extremely 

complex and formal organization. Intertwined completely within 

the equally complex Osage clan system, the Osage political 

structure contained strictly defined leadership positions and 

distinct political prerogatives linked to specific clans. 

Tribal chieftainship was a hereditary position, and member-

ship in the powerful tribal council was limited to only a few 

elite subclan members. Both the restricted access to leader-

ship and the formal structure gave the Osage political system 

an inflexible quality. This lack of flexibility led tc the 

demise of the traditional system and the division of the Osage 

nation. 

Again, the transitional nature of Osage society and cul-

ture of the eighteenth and nineteenth century can be seen in 

their political organization, The eclectic features of their 

political organization can best be observed within a chrono-

logical framework, for the Osage system clearly changed over 

time. Historical accounts and tribal wi-gi-e document these 

80 
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changes which reflect Osage attempts to deal with a rapidly changing 

social, economic, diplomatic, and environmental situation. 

The traditional Osage political system was a complex one 

which maintained distinctly defined leadership positions with 

access limited to a few elite kinship groups. It also contained 

a variety of political functions that were distributed in a 

specific pattern. Political power was divided in a prescribed 

manner between the two tribal chiefs and the tribal council. This 

was the Osage way. 

In 1694 Jesuit priest Jacques Gravier reported: 

Vers le 20e de Jun les Francois et les sauvages qui etoiet 
partis d'ici le mois précédent pour aller demander alliance 
des Osages et des Missouris dan l'espérance due grand profit 
qu'ils tiretoient de leue commerce sont revenus avec duex 
chefs de l'un et l'autre village, accompagnés de quelques 
anciens et de quelques femmes. 

(About the 20th of June, the French and the Indians who had 
left here during the previcus month to seek alliance of the 
Osages and Missouries, in the expectation of the great profits 
that they would derive from the trade with the latters, came 
back with two chiefs from each village, accompanied by some 
elders and some women.)^ 

Several decades later the French frontiersmen would comment, 

". . . ils ont plusieurs chefs de bande, mais peus absolus." (They 

have several band chiefs, but they have little authority. )-̂  These 

brief asides were the first non-Indian recorded remarks about the 

Osage political system. Aside from the entry, Osage, on a Father 

Jacques Marquette map of 1673, these terse reports about the Osage 

political system were the only observations recorded until the 

mid-eighteenth century, when more Europeans moved into the lower 

Missouri and Arkansas River valleys. 
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A reconstruction of the early Osage political system 

necessarily relies upon clues found in skimpy eighteenth century 

European accounts and more heavily upon tribal oral traditions. 

Osage wi-gi-e contend that at one time the Osage were originally a 

member of a larger nation made up of Dhegian Siouan speakers. 

These Dhegian Sioux moved together and in time factions separated 

from the parent group and established themselves as five distínct 

tribes. These five tribes; the Omaha, Ponca, Kansa, Quapaw, and 

Osage all share this tradition. They all speak Dhegian Sioux and 

4 
retam a great many similarities in clan structure and name. 

The basic political unit of the Osage tribe was the village 

or band. Originally, say the Non-hon-zhin-ga (the Little Old 

Men), the Osage lived in one village along a river. The river 

flooded and as the Osage fled to escape the rising water they 

broke into five groups. One group, unable to escape, stayed in 

the flooded village. Another group ran to the top of a nearby 

hill and still another to higher forested lands. A fourth 

cluster escaped to higher ground and stayed in a dense thicket, 

while the fifth group stopped above the waters at the base of a 

hill. After the flood the Non-hon-zhin-ga insisted that the tribe 

not come together again, that Wa-kon-da wanted the people to 

remain apart as they had during the flood and to form five villages 

These villages were named according to the locations assumed 

during the flood. Those that remained in the village were called 

Non-dse-Waspi or Heart Stays. The group that fled to the hilltop 

were called Pa-ciu-gthin cr Dwellers upon-the-Hilltop (later 
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shortened to Big Hill People). The refugees of the fcrest became 

Con-dseu-gthin, Dwellers in the Upland Forest, while those who had 

escaped to the brush thicket were named Wa-xa-gau-gthin, Dwellers 

in the Thorny Thicket. lu-dse-ta was the name given to those 

people who stayed at the base of the hill during the flood and 

were known as the Dwellers Down Below. 

The Osage insist that after the flood the tribe was 

always divided into five distinct villages and that each village 

had its own political structure and a full ccmplement of all 

twenty-four clans that insured village ceremonial integrity 

and independence.° Unfortunately, the date of the flood and 

subsequent tribal division is unknown, yet tradition maintains 

that this was an early event in tribal history. It is difficult 

to place a European time concept upon this non-European tradition. 

However, it is certain that these divisions do exist, for the 

Osage today maintain their village membership and traditional 

7 
names. 

The Osage village was the basic feature of the Osage 

political system. Osage villages were governed by two tribal 

chieftains representing Tsi-zhu and Hon-ga moieties, and a tribal 

council made up of the Non-hon-zhin-ga of all the Osage clans. 

Both village chiefs were called Ga-hi-ge (chief) and were here-

ditary positions within each moiety. The Tsi-zhu mciety chief or 

Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge always came from Pe-ton Ton-ga Zho-i-ga-the, the 

Great Crane clan, and from the Tsi-zhu Wa-shta-ge (Gentle Tsi-zhu) 

lineage within that clan. Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge came from the Pon-ka 
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Wa-shta-ge (Gentle Pon-ka) group within the Wa-tse-tsi, the Star 

that Came to Earth clan. 

The two Ga-hi-ge were equal in status and authority, but 

in time the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge apparently gained more power and 

Q 

prestige.^ But originally the two were equal in power. Their 

functions were to encourage village tranquility and stability. 

According to Osage wi-gi-e the Osage at one time lived in a 

chaotic state and "moved to a new country." Here they created 

village chiefs to guarantee village peace. 

Frequently natural disasters, such as floods, the Osage 

experienced caused disorientation and a corresponding need for 

order. Such easily could have been the situation for the Osage 

after their division and forced migraticn. Osage Ga-hi-ge were 

village mediators and settled disputes between inhabitants. In 

order to insure village peace, the Ga-hi-ge had the authority to 

stcp people from fighting and when murders occurred the Ga-hi-ge 

prevented revenge killings. The murderer was forced to pay the 

victim's family for the death. If the payment did not appease 

them, and they sought revenge, the Ga-hi-ge could exile them. If 

the murderers refused to make payment they could also be banished 

from the village. The Ga-hi-ge also had the power to execute 

village members who threatened the peace and refused to behave 

within tribal guidelines. 

The lodges of the Ga-hi-ge were constructed in the middle 

of the village with the Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge on the south and Tsi-zhu 

Ga-hi-ge on the north. Each Ga-hi-ge lodge was tribal sanctuary 
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where anyone could seek refuge. These lodges were considered 

sacred and consecrated fires were maintained in each. The 

Ga-hi-ge were also believed to have healing powers and were 

consulted when illness was present in the village. All these 

were aspects of Ga-hi-ge responsibilities to maintain village 

safety. 

The Ga-hi-ge also had other leadership duties. When the 

Osage village left for the tribal buffalo hunt in the plains, the 

two Ga-hi-ge were responsible for leading the people and insuring 

their safety. The Ga-hi-ge shared the responsibility and divided 

the duties and responsibilities. The Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge led the 

village one day, the Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge the next, and they alter-

1 2 nated during the entire hunt.-̂  The Ga-hi-ge responsibility 

was considerable, for they had to replace any property lost or 

13 make a payment to the family if a member was killed on the hunt. 

Osage Ga-hi-ge were assisted by several officers. Each 

Ga-hi-ge could appoint five assistants, called soldiers, or 

A-Ki-da, to help preserve tribal harmony and hunt discipline. 

The A-Ki-da came from specific Osage clans. Hon-ga clans who 

supplied A-Ki-da were the In-gthon-ga (Puma People) , Wa-ca-be-to 

(Bear People), O'pxon (Elk People), Hon-ga U-ta-non-dsi (People of 

the isolated Hon-ga), and Ho I-ni-Ka-shi-ga (Fish People). Tsi-zhu 

clans from which A-Ki-da were chosen were Ni-Ka-wa-kon-da-gi 

(Thunder People), Tho-xe (Buffalo Bull People), Tsi-zhu Wa-non 

(Sun People), Mi K'-in Wa-non (Carriers of the Sun and Moon), and 

Tse-do'-ga In-dse (Buffalo Bull Face People).-'-̂  They were chosen 
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from the specified clans on the basis of war honors, 0-don, and 

personal ties with the Ga-hi-ge. There were also specific 

titles for three of the A-Ki-da, and although it is unknown what 

responsibilities and powers were accorded them, distinctions were 

made. There was Great Soldier, Chief Soldier, and Little Soldier 

(A-Ki-da Tonga, A-Ki-da Ga-hi-ge, and A-Ki-da Zhin-ga). 

In addition to enforcing Ga-hi-ge will, the A-Ki-da were 

responsible for selecting the new Ga-hi-ge. The A-Ki-da would 

meet together to select new Ga-hi-ge. It is not clear when this 

occurred. Obviously the death of a Ga-hi-ge necessitated an 

"election," but apparently when a Ga-hi-ge grew old, he was 

allowed to retain his title even after he was replaced by the 

17 A-Ki-da. The new Ga-hi-ge had to be a male descendant of the 

last Ga-hi-ge. Generally, the eldest son was chosen. However, 

the A-Ki-da could bypass the eldest son if he was mentally 

incompetent or "indifferent to the customs held sacred by the 

people." It is unclear whether or not the traditional Osage 

system included selection of guardians for underage heirs or 

unstable and wild sons until they achieved maturity, but other 

plains-prairie people did utilize regents, and late in the 

eighteenth century Osage guardians were noted.^^ Still access 

to Ga-hi-ge was restricted to those members of specific families 

within specific subclans that traced their membership through 

the father's line. Those families monopolized the Ga-hi-ge 

position within the tribe and constituted a distinct Osage poli-

tical class. 
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In addition to the Ga-hi-ge, the Osage village was gov-

erned by a tribal council composed of Osage clan Non-hon-zhin-ga. 

Each Osage clan was led by religious leaders who had attained 

all seven degrees of religious knowledge. Because of the wealth 

involved in acquiring each degree, the Non-hon-zhin-ga was acces-

sible to only the wealthier Osage families. The tremendous 

amount of religious knowledge necessary to learn in order to 

become clan Non-hon-zhin-ga, in addition to the necessary pro-

perty required, tended to narrow clan Non-hon-zhin-ga membership 

to mature Osage tribal members. Although by the late nineteenth 

century women were assuming positions within the Non-hon-zhin-ga, 

this was apparently a later adaptation for no women were mentioned 

in early accounts as being members of Non-hon-zhin-ga. Also the 

name—Little Old Men (Non-hon-zhin-ga) certainly demonstrates the 

male membership of the early Osage clan religious leader council. 

Each clan Non-hon-zhin-ga was represented by a member of a 

village Non-hon-zhin-ga. The village Non-hon-zhin-ga was composed of 

the Non-hon-zhin-ga of all twenty-four Osage clans. The village 

Non-hon-zhin-ga usually met informally everyday to discuss the well-

being of the nation. They did not maintain a special lodge for their 

gathering, instead they met within the lodge of a prominent Non-hon-

zhin-ga member who was respected by the tribe and who could afford to 

entertain the council. The selection of one house as a meeting 

place further conferred status on the individual and family. 

The village Non-hon-zhin-ga were responsible for insuring 

the village's safety, by intervening and propitiating with Wa-Kon-da 
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and by supervising the village's relationships with other villages 

and nations. The Non-hon-zhin-ga were ever vigilant to deal with 

any problems that threatened the Osage. They, the older and wiser 

members of Osage society, were responsible for insuring Osage 

national and local security. Non-hon-zhin-ga initiated the 

changes—"moves to new co\intry," when they believed a change was 

vital to Osage life. They were more powerful than were the 

Ga-hi-ge and A-Ki-da in that they represented all the tribe (all 

clans were represented in the Non-hon-zhin-ga) and they had pcwer 

to establish and/or change tribal policy, and in the early times 

approve of any military campaigns by controlling the tribal rites. 

The Osage village was dominated by the Non-hon-zhin-ga who esta-

blished rules of behavior and control and which were enforced by 

the two Ga-hi-ge and their A-Ki-da. The Ga-hi-ge were traditionally 

only concerned with internal Osage matters while the Non-hon-zhin-ga 

2"] 
were the sole directors of external concerns. 

The formalized political system of the Osage with its 

hereditary leadership and clan ties to political position and 

function was strikingly similar to several eastern hunting tribes. 

The Menomini and Winnebago of the eastern woodlands possessed 

intricate clan structures and linked specific functions and 

positions to various kinship groups, as did the Osage. A prin-

ciple responsibility of the Winnebago chief was to preserve 

internal tribal peace and settle internal disputes. Further, his 

lodge was considered a sanctuary where wrongdoers or even tribal 

enemies could find safety and refuge. While the Osage chose two 
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leaders from the dual moieties, their leaders principle function 

was to maintain peace within the village. Their lodges were also 

tribal sanctuaries. 

The traditional Osage political system also shared traits 

with some sedentary southern tribes and a striking resemblance to 

most semi-sedentary horticultural plains-prairie peoples. The 

Osage moiety divisions and dual leadership associated symbolically 

with war and peace was very similar to several southeastern tribes, 

such as the Creek and the Choctaw.̂ -̂  The hereditary nature of 

tribal leadership and its connections with specific clans was 

comm.on to the plains-prairie peoples. The close ties between the 

tribal priesthood and the tribal political leadership was found 

among the Osage and the plains-prairie people. The class strati-

fication and accompanying pclitical power was also common to both. 

Political function and office were tied intimately to particular 

clans and subclans in both the Osage and plains-prairies people, 

such as the Wichita, Pawnee, Mandan, and Arikara. In both groups 

the primary function of the tribal chiefs was to maintain the 

internal tribal peace and stability. With both groups the poli-

tical powers were strictly defined and the tribal council and 

chiefs had control only over specific activities of the tribal 

membership. The political systems of the Osage and northern and 

southern Caddoan groups were highly structured and contained 

firmly defined functions and positions that permitted little 

flexibility or political autonomy outside the tribal framework. 
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For most of the eighteenth century this highly struc-

tured and sharply defined political system worked for the Osage. 

The highly specialized and intricate sociopolitical structure 

of the Osage was well suited to their stable, semi-sedentary 

existence. When the Osage spent most of their time together 

in their large riverine agricultural villages or on common 

tribal hunts in the immediate area, their formalized system 

proved satisfactory. 

The village remained the central base of Osage political 

organization prior to the nineteenth century. Even after the 

division of the nation into five villages or city-states, the 

political system remained firmly anchcred. Indentifying and 

verifying the villages, however, has proved somewhat of a problem 

for historians and ethnologists, because tribal tradition has not 

completely meshed with historical evidence. 

The earliest report of the Osage is only their name on 

Marquette's map of 167 3. With the exception of Father Anastasius 

Douay's 1687 report which noted seventeen Osage villages on the 

Osage River, all early reports of the Osage make mention of only 

24 
two Osage villages. The first mention of any Osage villages 

came from about 1714, as a result of coureur de bois Etienne 

Veniard de Bourgmont's description of his ascension of the Mis-

souri. Bourgmont mentioned two villages, "the first river that 

falls into the Missouri is 30 leagues along on the left side as you 

go up, called the Ausages River on account of the tribe which lives 

there who bear the same name."^^ After mentioning this first Osage 
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group up the Osage River he went on to describe another group of 

Osage along the Missouri River: 

. . . this Missouri river runs to the north and northwest. 
I shall not give a description of this river. I will 
only tell which tribes occupy its banks, to my knowledge. 
There are the Missouri, a savage nation whose name is like 
the river; who are allies of the French. There are also 
the Auzages, another savage nation, allies and friends of 
the French.26 

Five years later Claude-Charles DuTisné visited Osage villages. 

DuTisnê noted one village along the Missouri River near the 

Missouri Indians and another along the upper Osage River, "Ils 

ont a un lieue de chez eux [Missouri Indians], au s.-o., un 

village d'Osages, qui n'cst eloigne du grand village que de 30 

lieues."^"^ 

In time the French began to distinguish two groups of 

Osage, the Osage living along the Missouri were called Little Osage 

(Petits Osages) and those of the Osage River the Big Osage (Grands 

Osages). Tribal tradition explains that the Little Osage were 

2g 

merely the lu-dse-ta or Dwellers Down Below. Unfortunately, the 

Europeans were not always consistent in references to the Osage; 

sometimes they made distinctions between Big and Little Osage, at 

other times they only wrote Osage (Aus, Os, Osage, Ozage, Ossages). 

Throughout the French period only these two groups of Osage were 

mentioned, but there was one brief reference to two villages of 

Great Osage ("Les grands Ozages des deux Villages' . . .") made in 
29 a January letter written in 1752. Yet in a description of the 

Indians of Louisiana written by Governor Kerlerec only six years 

later in 1758 again only two villages are noted, one 140 leagues up 
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the Osage River and the other forty leagues above the mouth of the 

Osage River one league from the Missouri.-^^ 

Existing French reports suggested that the Osage were 

divided into two or perhaps three villages which are diffi-

cult to reconcile with Osage accounts of five villages. Osage 

scholar John J. Mathews, however, claimed that the lu-dse-ta 

(Down Below People) moved to the Missouri River, but the 

Non-dse-Waspi (Heart Stays), Pa-ciu-gthin (Big Hill People), 

Con-dseu-gthin (Upland Forest People), and Wa-xa-gau-thin (Thorny 

Thicket People) all remained in four villages close to one another 

-3 2 

at the forks of the Osage River. These villages may have been 

mistaken by Europeans for one village because of their close 

proximity. Further, those Frenchmen who lived among the Osage 

and who could have made the political distinctions left no sur-

viving records. 

In addition to the two noted village groups there were 

early reports of Osage Indians traveling along the upper Arkansas 

River. In 1719 Bernard de la Harpe confronted a band of Osage just 

south of the Arkansas and in 1722 a Frenchman who had been up the 
33 Arkansas complained of being pillaged by the Osage."̂  Throughout 

the French period reports continued of Osage activity along the 

Arkansas River. Apparently as early as 1760 groups of Osage were 

spending a great deal of time along that river, and by 167 6 an 

important Big Osage leader, Clermont, complained to the Spanish in 

Saint Louis that half of his nation was along the Arkansas River 

and claimed "it will be the ruin of his Nation."^"^ 
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It is impossible to account for Osage villages throughout 

the eighteenth century. During this period the Osage were expanding 

and conducting frequent raids from below the Red River in present-

day Texas north to the Des Moines River in present-day Icwa. Non-

Osage accounts did not distinguish between Big Hill, Thorny Thicket, 

Heart Stays, and Upland Forest Peoples, only between Big Osage and 

Little Osage (lu-dse-ta). The nature of most accounts failed to 

provide evidence to discern village units, and the Osage's semi-

nomadic existence further complicated any archaeological investi-

gation. During much of the year they were in smaller groups hunting 

across their wide territory; these groups cannot be linked with 

specific band names. Still, by the late eighteenth century the 

Osage definitely were located in at least three groups, one along 

the Arkansas River, another at the Osage River, and the Down Below 

People or Little Osage at the Missouri, Also apparent were several 

villages among the Osage distributed at least for part of the year 

in these three major areas. 

In March 1773 Spanish documents recorded that there 

were at least two groups of Little Osage along the Missouri. A 

French Canadian trapper, trading illegally among the Little Osage, 

was captured by the Spanish and interrogated. He testified 

that, " . . . they have been in the nation of the Little Osages 

. . . this nation is divided into two bands, one above the other 

along the banks of the aforesaid river (Missouri)." This is 

the only mention of two Little Osage villages, but archaeologists 

have found the remains of several possible Little Osage village 
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sites along the Missouri River in present-day Saline County, 

36 Missouri. 

Also during the 1770s reports began to appear that a number 

of the Osage had moved to the Arkansas. Athanase de Meziêres, in 

the fall of 1774, at Natchitoches, wrote that, "The rumor is 

spreading among the Indians that the Osage have abandoned their 

ancient village in order to form another far distant from the 

first, and far up the Rio de los Arkansas."^ Reports such as 

these continued and Osage appeared at the Arkansas Post and Saint 

Louis. 

In the summer of 1784, a letter from Francisco Cruzat, 

Lieutenant Governor-General of Louisiana in Saint Louis, to his 

superior Esteban Rodriguez Mir<^, in New Orleans, revealed that the 

Big Osage were divided into three groups: 

, . . all the aforesaid nation (Big Osage) was divided in three 
parties, one of them—which was that of the two said principal 
chiefs—remained to trade with the traders who were sent to them; 
the second, at the head of which was the referred to new chief 
Cuchechire, went to winter on the Arkansas river about one hun-
dred and seventy leagues from the indicated Fort Charles III, 
, . . the third party penetrated further into the prairies to 
be able more opportunely to make war on the Panis Piques. . . . 

By 1785, clearly a distinct group of Osage stayed along the 

upper Arkansas. A December 1785, report stated, "along the course 

of the aforesaid river (Arkansas), about one hundred leagues above, 

live the Little Osage, . , ." it continues: 

. . . the village of the Great Osages is situated 120 leagues 
in the interior on the river bearing their name . . . the 
village of the Little Osages, of which those who have settled 
upon the upper waters of the Arkansas River are a part, is 
situated eighty leagues from the mouth of the Missouri on its 
right bank, one league inland, , , .39 
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After the turn of the century the Osage were discerned by 

Europeans to be in three groups, but it is not exactly clear how 

many villages existed among the Osage for they were still expanding 

and fragmenting. Also, it seems that few travelers in the first 

half of the nineteenth century that visited the Osage arrived 

during the siommer when the villages were abandoned. They usually 

visited only those along the Arkansas or those along the Osage, and 

later Neosho and Verdigris Rivers. Few visited both groups. 

Although it is claimed by some that by 1806 there were four vil-

lages, Zebulon Pike and James B. Wilkinson visited two on the upper 

Osage and when Wilkinson descended the Arkansas the Osage were 

still hunting and were in the smaller hunting camps. George 

Sibley, the government trader at Fort Osage, went hunting with the 

Osage in the summer of 1811, and visited three groups of Osage 

living in three large hunting camps, the Little Osage, Pawhuska's 

Big Osage, and Clermont's Arkansas Osage. In 1815.and 1816 Jules 

De Mun and Auguste Chouteau passed through the northern Osage 

country, present-day scutheast Kansas, and mentioned three Osage 

villages (perhaps four, De Mun is not clear) along the northern 

Neosho. This would be in addition to the Arkansas Osage whom 

De Mun did not visit and only mentioned in passing. 

In 1820, agent for the Osage, Sibley, described the Osage 

in the northern part living in two villages of Big Osage, three 

villages of Little Osage, and half the tribe living with the 

Arkansas band.'^^ A map prepared in 1822 showed three villages of 

Little Osage, one village of Arkansas Osage, and two villages of 
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41 
Big Osage. A Frenchman named Louis Cortambert visited the Osage 

in 1835 and 1836, and visited both the northern and Arkansas bands. 

Cortambert named and placed six villages, four in the north and two 

in the south. Five years later still another Frenchman, Victor 

43 Tixier, visited the Osage and described at least eight. 

Again it is difficult to correlate Osage tradition with 

historical records especially in the eighteenth and early nine-

teenth centuries when records are only fragmentary and written 

by non-Csage. Some of the Osage bands were i den t i f i ab l e in the 

eighteenth century, and by the early nineteenth century all five 

were noted. Initially only two divisions of the Osage were noted, 

the Little Osage (Down Below People) and the Big Osage. In the 

late eighteenth century Cashesegra's (later Clermont's) band made 

up largely of Upland Forest People were observed along the Arkansas 

River. In 1815 a group called Gross Cote (Big Hill) were mentioned 

and by 183 5 Heart Stays People and Thorny Thicket People can be 

distinguished. Louis Cortambert visited the Osage in 183 5 and 

described six villages. One village named Maurinhabatso was the 

site of the American Fur Company trading post and was a dependency 

of Pawhuska's Thorny Thicket village. Five of the villages noted by 

Cortambert clearly correspond to the Osage tradition, the Down 

Below People, Heart Stays People, Thorny Thicket People, Big Hill, 

and Upland Forest. The villages of the Big Hill People and the 

Upland Forest band were along the Verdigris River; but the others 

were all along the upper Neosho River. Although it is not clear 

from scattered European record fragments about the number of 
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villages, it is certain that after 1714 the Osage dwelled in at 

least two or three villages and that by 1839 as many as eight. 

Osage traditional beliefs of the five distinct villages seems as 

plausible if not more so than uninformed European guesses. 

As the nineteenth century progressed, however, the Osage's 

rigid political system came under increasing attack by new forces 

that challenged the traditional structure. These new forces were 

primarily the result of the European presence. Europeans, directly 

or indirectly, introduced horses and firearms to the Osage and 

eagerly bought slaves and animal pelts from them. The combination 

of horses, firearms, and new economic opportunity produced dramatic 

political changes among the Osage. 

The Europeans provided the means, horses and guns, and 

hcnored the results, increased hunting and raiding. These increased 

rewards compelled the Osage to rearrange their individual and 

subsequently their local and national priorities, and they began to 

place a new emphasis on hunting and raiding. The Osage gradually 

abandoned their semi-sedentary agricultural village life and 

became a semi-nomadic plains hunting people. 

As the Osage changed their economy, they changed their 

social and political system to meet their new needs. Along the way 

some features were discarded and others adopted. With the increased 

hunting and raiding the Osage spent more time away from their 

village bases. The possession of horses allowed Osage hunters to 

roam far from their villages and their possession of firearms 

allowed smaller groups to successfully hunt and raid. Mounted, 
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armed Osage raiding parties could range far from their Osage River 

village bases and successfully exploit the resources of the forest, 

prairie, and plains. These smaller bands required a flexible 

political system that granted a great deal of autonomy. 

Confronted with this new way of life the Osage leadership 

attempted to change some of the tribe's political features to adapt 

and yet retain the essential qualities of traditional Osage life. 

The Osage granted more autonomy and independence to clan, and 

individual wa-xo-be were created for each group. Smaller clan war 

parties were authorized which did not require the elaborate tribal 

ceremonies. Matrilocality came into use and was accepted by the 

Osage as a new means of dealing with the new conditions. Appar-

ently the Osage social system was flexible enough to bend and 

change to deal with the new situations, and still retain the 

essential Osageness. New clans might be created; men might go to 

war more frequently; newlyweds might go to live with the bride's 

family; and a husband might marry all his wife's sisters; but the 

Osage tribe was not fundamentally altered. The Osage continued to 

respect the traditional systems, and the structure remained intact. 

But the elastic quality of the Osage social structure was missing 

from the political system. 

Traditional leadership was challenged by the Osage them-

selves. Individuals who enjoyed status and economic success as a 

result of the increased hunting and raiding often had no access to 

leadership positions. A great warrior or hunter could never become 

one of the chiefs unless he possessed the correct kinship relationshic 
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with them. Within this traditional system, ancestry was more 

important than merit in determining leadership, and this created 

resentment within the tribe. 

There is, however, evidence that the Osage might have been 

able to adapt their structured and stylized political system to 

recognize the new importance of the warriors and hunters and open 

up the leadership positions. A successful hunter or warrior could 

acquire enough wealth to purchase the requisite ceremonial knowledge, 

entertain the clan leaders, and gain membership in the Non-hon-zhin-ga 

or tribal council. Purchase was an acceptable means of gaining 

tribal council membership and within the traditional system the 

council had more political power than did the two chiefs. There-

fore, the Osage had a way of incorporating the ambitious and aggressive 

new Osage within the older political structure. Furthermore, the 

introduction of matrilocality, while not opening up political 

channels, would at least allow the old tribal elite to marry their 

daughters to the aggressive up-and-coming Osage warriors. Marriage 

would provide some traditional status to the young man and link 

their fortunes with those of the older Osage kinship households. 

The Osage were obviously attempting to merge the two conflicting 

lifestyles into a tribal political compromise that would recognize 

the traditional elements, yet integrate new features. Unfortu-

nately, the Osage were not given the opportunity nor time to 

solidify this compromise. 
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CHAPTER V 

FOLITICS IN TRANSITION 

. . . it is some fools over whom I am not master. Do you 
not have fools among your young men?l 

Jean La Fond, 1787 

The nineteenth century Osage political system was a far 

cry from the traditional system. The essential Osage qualities of 

form and structure were gone. These Osage were a different people 

who retained little of their political traditions, the dual leader-

ship disappeared, the council possessed little political power, 

and the clan prerogatives had all but disappeared. The Osage 

might have, however, successfully created a compromise which 

incorporated the new features, yet leít the traditional system 

intact, but the increasing opportunities for wealth and status, 

the direct intervention of Europeans, and the pressure from ccm-

peting Native American groups prevented any Osage solution and in 

time the traditional Osage political system only survived as 

lines in the tribal wi-gi-e. 

Forces were too strong and mcving much too fast to allow 

the Osage to solve their problems. The increasing opportunities 

of war and hunting dissuaded the warriors and hunters from accepting 

traditional channels for political power. Outsiders intruded into 

their lives and prevented any successful Osage solution. European 

105 
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traders and foreign governmental officials became directly involved 

in Osage politics. They attempted to shape Osage politics con-

sistent with European models and not Osage. They dispensed with 

the dual leadership and gave little recognition to the council. 

Ironically for the Osage, just as they were permitting wider 

membership in the council, the Europeans were largely ignoring it. 

Europeans also created Osage chiefs. They sponsored those Osage 

who would cooperate with them, often ignoring traditional pat-

terns, and worked against those who opposed their interests, with 

a lack of regard for the Osage system. 

The pressures of the new lifestyle and growing European 

presence combined to alter completely the traditional Osage poli-

tical system. By the early nineteenth century the old system was 

disintegrating as the Osage split into several independent and 

sometimes antagonistic bands which displayed some of the traits of 

the nomadic hunters. Bands separated and became more independent 

and the hereditary leadership was replaced by a merit system, as 

successful warriors, ignoring the traditions, assumed control. 

The splintering of the tribal political network was further 

exacerbated in the early years of the nineteenth century when 

eastern tribes began crossing the Mississippi and moving onto 

Osage lands. 

These tribes had been pressured into leaving their eastern 

homelands and began settling in Missouri and Arkansas. The Osage 

resented this invasion of their territory and fought the newcomers. 

In 1808 the Osage were forced to give up all but a fraction of 
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their lands in Missouri and Arkansas for the immigrant tribes and 

non-Indian settlers, and in 1825 they lost more of their lands. 

The pressure of Anglo-American settlement and Native American 

immigration on their eastern borders combined with economic oppor-

tunities on the plains fueled Osage expansion to the West. 

As the Osage moved West, however, they confronted powerful 

plains tribes. In addition to the longtime enmity the Osage had 

with the Pawnee, they began competing with the Kiowa and Comanche. 

For the first four decades of the nineteenth century the Osage 

fought with invading eastern tribes to protect their traditional 

homelands and struggled with the plains tribes to expand their 

influence and power. These first forty years were a violent time 

for the Osage, and the increased warfare only exaggerated the 

splintering of the villages and further eroded the traditional 

political system. 

Warrior chiefs replaced hereditary leaders and dissatisfied 

factions left the tribe and formed independent bands, In 1820 

they were divided into at least six or perhaps seven independent 

villages. By the time they were finally driven from their tradi-

tional homeland in 1839 the Osage were living in eight distinct 

villages. Some bands were led by hereditary leadership, others 

2 
by warriors, and at least one by a trader-sponsored mixed blood. 

Reconciling all the accounts by non-Osage travelers to 

determine the exact makeup of the Osage political arrangement in 

the early nineteenth century is most difficult. The words of 

George Sibley, writing in 1820, bear repeating: 
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As related to the Osage, it is next to impossible to enumerate 
them correctly. l have made several attempts in vain. They 
are continually removing from one village to another, quar-
reling and inter-marrying, so that the strength of no parti-
cular village can be correctly ascertained.3 

He might have also noted non-Indian interference in Osage traditional 

polity. 

The exact nature of the tribal political organization by 

1800 is obscure. It is believed that the dual Ga-hi-ge of the 

Con-dseu-gthin (Upland Forest) village were the recognized tribal 

leaders. This, however, is not certain; it is only assumed because 

later principal Osage chiefs, recognized as such by Europeans, were 

members of the Con-dseu-gthin group. The tribal wi-gi-e speak of 

the political organization in the ideal state and do not always 

describe real conditions. Further, Europeans were conditioned 

because of their political experience to assign supremacy to one 

leader, creating the concept of one tribal chief. The early 

Europeans noted clearly that there were many chefs among the 

Osage, yet they noted first and second chiefs which were not 

accounted for in Osage tradition. The Ga-hi-ge were theoretically 

equal, but early European reports, while noting several chefs, 

distinguished between first and second chiefs. There is some 

evidence, based on the same criteria, that the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge 

was considered more powerful than the Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge. 

Again, the true nature of tribal political organization is 

unknown. It seems that all village Non-hon-zhin-ga could meet 

together as a tribal Non-hon-zhin-ga, but the extent of these 

powers is lost. In 1808 an overall tribal organization was 
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mentioned when a group of Osage complained about an approved 

treaty: 

. . . the chiefs who were not present when this treaty had 
been entered into, declared that the White Hare, and the 
chiefs who had signed it, had no right to dispose of their 
lands without the general consent of the nation being first 
obtained in council, among themselves, . . .^ 

Here was a tribal council at one time, but there is scant evidence 

about the nature of any overall tribal governing body. If there 

was any tribal political organization it probably played a more 

significant role when the different villages were close together, 

and when the traditional system was still intact. With the 

passage of time as the Osage abandoned traditions of the semi-

sedentary peoples and began living further apart in small distinct 

villages any tribal political organization weakened and eventually 

disappeared. 

"Ils sont plusieurs chefs de bande, mais peu absolus," 

(They have several band chiefs, but they have little authority),' 

reported Charles-Claude DuTisné in 1719. In 1724 as Bourgmont 

departed for his expedition to the plains he took with him 

sixty-four Osage led by six war chiefs. (". . . soixante et 

quartre Osages commandés par quartre chefs de guerre de leur 

nation. . . .")° In 1751 a French officer describing an attack on 

the Osage reported that they lost twenty-two of the chefs,^ All 

early reports of the Osage mention Osage chefs (plural), It is 

unknown who these chefs were, but probably they were either 

Ga-hi-ge, Non-hon-zhin-ga, A-Ki-da, or Do-don-hon-ga (war leader), 
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Xo-ka (ceremonial master of ceremonies), or Sho-ka (clan herald). 

These early observers, while unable to distinguish between their 

responsibilities, were able to pick out those individuals who 

seemed to possess some political power or played a prominent role 

within the tribe. 

Early accounts do not record specific chefs in action, 

therefore their actual authority is conjectural. What is clear is 

that by the mid-eighteenth century Osage chefs frequently remarked 

that they could not control their young people. Scholars have 

found this common among other tribal nations and use it as evi-

dence of the breakdown of authority caused by European intrusion. 

This idea has been challenged by anthropologists who suggest that 

the Indian leaders never possessed direct authority over their 

people.-̂ *-* The conceptualization that the Indians had one supreme 

leader who maintained direct authority over his people was Euro-

pean not Native American. The Europeans made assumptions based on 

their experience and their world view and imposed it upon the 

Native American. 

Only in a few instances did tribal leadership possess 

direct authority over tribal members. During tribal war partiés, 

a war leader Do-don-hon-ga and officers were selected and while 

engaged in the tribal sanctioned war the Do-don-hon-ga had author-

ity over his followers. Even in this instance the Ga-hi-ge were 

seldom the war party leaders, and membership on a war party was 

voluntary. •'••'• The direct authority that the leader possessed only 

lasted until the raid was over. During the tribal hunt the Ga-hi-ge 
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and their A-Ki-da did have direct authority over the hunters. 

Discipline was essential for a successful hunt, and the hunt was 

essential for Osage survival. The Ga-hi-ge could and did directly 

command Osage hunters while on the hunt. Yet, if the hunt was a 

failure the Ga-hi-ge in charge had to reimburse any losses. This 

was also true for Do-don-hon-ga during war raids. In these vital, 

sometimes dangerous instances, individuals were given direct 

authority over tribal members, yet it was mitigated in that once 

the attack, either on the buffalo or Osage enemies, began, indi-

viduals behaved individually as they saw fit. Furthermore, in 

those circumstances where individuals gave up their independence, 

12 leadership had the responsibility of compensating for any losses. 

The concept of political authority of the Osage was 

completely different from that of the European. The Osage, within 

a clearly delineated framework, were free to do as they pleased. 

Direct authority was used only in special instances that required 

important coordinated activity, such as warfare and tribal hunts. 

Europeans went into Native American societies and saw 

political behavior that they misinterpreted. Certainly the Osage 

had a political structure, an elaborate one with formalized positions 

and functions, yet it seems clear from early accounts and Osage 

tradition that political power was shared and limited. Direct 

political control was only necessary in certain instances where 

activities required group participation and coordination. Just as 

political positions were designated, so was political power. 

Within certain circumstances specific behavior was necessary and 
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the weight of Osage experience and tradition enforced the proper 

behavior rather than Osage "law." 

Ga-hi-ge were essentially village pacifiers. Their roles 

were that of mediators and conciliators. They worked for the vil-

lage stability and harmony. They had some direct authority but it 

was limited by tradition. The Ga-hi-ge could exile or execute an 

individual threatening the internal peace of the village, but out-

side those narrow bounds the Ga-hi-ge had little direct authority. 

The tribal council, traditionally more powerful than the dual 

Ga-hi-ge, also had little direct authority. The Non-hon-zhin-ga, 

made up of members of all tribal kinship groups, worked for unanimity 

and consensus. The tribe symbolically met when the Non-hon-zhin-ga 

met, and decisions were made only after ccnsiderable discussion. 

Decisions could only be made if most of the Non-hon-zhin-ga 

agreed, for if a large number of Non-hon-zhin-ga opposed a par-

ticular act or decision it could not take place. 

Europeans attempted to create authoritative chiefs which 

was a concept the Osage political system rejected. French, Spanish, 

and American leaders persisted and perpetuated an alien concep-

tualization. For the Osage this imposition served to destroy 

further the traditional system. The European presence altered 

traditional Osage polity on several levels. Initially, they 

created a political system that was consistent with their experi-

ence, yet foreign to the Osage. At the same time they rewarded 

behavior directly and indirectly that undermined both the leader-

ship that actually existed and the one they were trying tc create. 
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The invasion of North America set off a tragic chain of 

events that affected all Native Americans. The introduction of 

new diseases, new weapons, new cultural values and systems, 

technologically-advanced tools, and even new animals forever 

altered Native American life. The Osage, living near several 

important North American rivers, the Mississippi, Missouri, and 

Arkansas, had early contact with the Europeans and before their 

actual arrival in the area their impact was felt. Osage living 

along interior passages and situated between two European frontiers 

had access to both the horse coming from the Southwest and the gun 

coming from the Northeast. Both had tremendous impact on the 

Osage people. 

The Osage possessed horses and guns at about the same 

time, either in the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century. 

The Spanish introduced horses into North America. Although they 

initially tried to monopolize the horses and keep them from Indian 

hands they were unsuccessful, and in time horses spread into the 

interior reshaping the native inhabitants' lives. -̂  The Osage 

acquired the horse around the turn of the century. Trader Henry 

Tonti among the Caddo tribes in the spring of 1690 commented that, 

"horses are very common among them," and that the Osage were 

raiding the tribes along the Red River.^ By 1714 they had horses, 

for officials at the French gulf settlements reported that the 

colony had acquired horses from voyageurs who had purchased them 

from the Osage.-'̂ ^ In 1719 DuTisné left guns with the Osage and 

purchased horses from them. 
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The horse and gun represented an amazing force of change 

upon the Osage. Their hunts, particularly those onto the plains, 

could be conducted at great distances. The Osage no longer were 

confined to hunt only as far as they could walk. The horses also 

changed the method of hunting on the plains; the Osage no longer 

had to go as a single group to take buffalo. Mounted hunters 

could kill far more buffalo than could the pedestrian hunters. 

With the horse the Osage could hunt far out on the plains and 

acquire ample food, clothing, and tcols. With the addition of the 

horse the Osage could expand politically and a monopoly of firearms 

would insure the success of their expansicn. 

Since the Osage were the first major Indian tribe along 

the Missouri, and later the first powerful tribe on the lower 

Arkansas, they then had early and easy access to French trade 

guns. The French, less concerned with settlement and agriculture 

and more concerned with commercial interests, were willing to 

trade muskets with the Indians. The French in the lower Mis-

sissippi and Missouri valleys were either individual entrepreneurs 

or as was more often the case, employees of joint-stock companies, 

intent on exacting quick profits from the area. Trade was the 

primary element of French-Native American contact; as such, the 

French were willing to supply the Native Americans with goods they 

wanted. The Native Americans wanted firearms, and the French had 

access to cheap trade guns. Firearms allowed the Indians to take 

more pelts, tallow, and slaves which was to the mutual advantage 

of both the Native Americans and the French. The French trader 
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had control over their trading partners, for guns required powder 

and ball which only the Europeans could provide. The French 

actively promoted the trade of guns. 

The Spanish, however, assumed a different position. Spanish 

frontier policy was strictly controlled by the state rather than 

by independent investment companies. More concerned with holding 

territory and controlling native peoples, the Spanish were reluctant 

to provide guns to the Native Americans. The Spanish consistently 

refused to provide guns to Indians in their territory, for guns 

perpetuated the nomadic lifestyle the Spanish sought to end and 

allowed the Native Americans to resist the European expansion and 

control. Spain also refused to arm potential enemies. Therefore, 

throughout most of the colonial period the Spanish in the Southwest 

refused to trade guns with almost all Native American nations. 

The combination of French willingness and Spanish reluc-

tance to trade weaponry provided the Osage with an opportunity to 

dominate their region and expand their power and influence. 

Tribes west of them could not obtain firearms from the Spanish, 

yet could acquire horses, which attracted the Osage who came to 

trade or steal them. The Osage were determined not to permit guns 

into the interior and frequently stopped traders on their way to 

interior tribes. They either turned back the traders or took 

their guns.-'-'̂  By monopolizing this superior weapon the Osage were 

able to drive away competing tribes on the plains. The Osage, 

encouraged by the horse, could expand, particularly in the 

direction where there were unarmed inhabitants who possessed 
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things the Osage desired, such as, horses, bison, and people to 

enslave. From the early eighteenth century, the Osage expanded to 

the west and south. 

The Osage semi-sedentary existence was altered by this 

expansion. The entire tribe no longer had to hunt as one. Smaller 

groups could hunt successfully. The success of these smaller 

hunts solidified the division of the tribe into the traditional 

five bands. European traders visiting Osage villages rewarded 

those Osage who produced pelts by providing guns and ammunition 

and other attractive trade goods such as blankets, metal tools, 

and utensils. Osage hunters in the traditional framework and 

outside European access provided valuable food and clothing for 

their kin, but with the European intervention hunting for subsis-

tence was replaced by hunting as a means of acquiring material 

goods. The gun and horses allowed a skillful hunter to more 

easily acquire the requisite ceremonial goods and foodstuff to 

gain clan religious knowledge and eventual membership in the 

Non-hon-zhin-ga. These changes certainly contributed to a change 

within the social system of the Osage. The Osage village which 

possessed a relatively static social structure prior to the 

European intrusion was significantly altered by this new emphasis 

on hunting and raiding. 

The presence of the traders in the village upset the 

traditional political system. In a society where material posses-

sions were meager, yet influential in determining power and social 

position, anyone who possessed wealth could radically alter it by 
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favoring particular individuals or families. Initially, the Osage 

Ga-hi-ge would probably have entertained the European visitors, 

and since the peace half or Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge was more apt to have 

entertained the trader, than would the war Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge, in 

time, the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge probably assumed a new importance by 

the continued presence of European traders in his lodge. This 

may have been the origin of Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge supremacy noted 

18 
previously. In other instances individuals who wanted to assume 

power could use trade goods to influence people to follow them. 

In 1773 a Missouri hunter upset with his village's chief sought to 

usurp his authority, ". . . he forced the traders to contribute a 

small present which he divided among those of his faction in order 

19 to prove his noble birth. . . . " 

The mere presence of European intruders indirectly 

affected the traditional political structure of the Osage, yet 

these newcomers also became directly involved in shaping Osage 

political structure to their advantage. European powers in North 

America needed to establish good relations with the Osage because 

they had over one thousand warriors and could control entry into 

the West by sealing off the Missouri or Arkansas Rivers. Since 

the Osage were between the French and Spanish frontiers they 

assumed further importance, particularly when these two powers 

were attempting to expand their influence in the region. Both the 

French and Spanish in the eighteenth century and the United States 

in the nineteenth century attempted to establish and maintain an 

alliance with the Osage. One means of achieving such an alliance 
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was by providing trade goods and gifts for prominent tribal 

members. 

Tribal leaders were given particular gifts to distinguish 

them as leaders. Typically tribal leaders were given flags, medals, 

uniforms, and gorgets that symbolized their importance and their 

alliance with that particular European power. In 1719 Claude-

Charles DuTisne visited a Wichita village and after making an 

alliance with them left a French flag as a symbol of that alli-

20 ance, When an Osage chef went to Paris in 172 5 the director of 

the Indian Company gave him a complete French outfit that included 

a blue dress coat, silver ornaments, and a plumed hat trimmed in 

silver. The King of France gave him a royal medallion on a gold 

21 chain, a rifle, a sword, and a watch. 

These symbolic items provided outside recognition which 

resulted in internal tribal status. These symbols tended to 

22 elevate men to power and became symbols of authority. Europeans 

did not have a complete understanding of the Osage system, or they 

desired to destablize it. The system of dual Ga-hi-ge and 

Non-hon-zhin-ga was not recognized for it was not consistent 

within a European framework. 

The Osage system entailed a number of tribal leaders 

behaving within prescribed roles. There was a sharing of power 

within the tribe. The council of tribal elders, Non-hon-zhin-ga 

met to deal with problems confronting the people. The Non-hon-

zhin-ga met and discussed opinions and options until they arrived 

at a consensus. Apparently major tribal decisions were arrived at 
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by all the clan Non-hon-zhin-ga. The Ga-hi-ge's responsibilities 

were relatively limited by tradition and only involved internal 

village issues. Europeans sought out prominent Osage men and 

bestowed their symbolic gifts cn them and created their own 

hierarchy of Indian leadership. 

This interference created new political positions and 

undermined traditional polity functions. Europeans recognized 

only a few within each tribe and made distinctions between first, 

second, and third chiefs. This was particularly true during 

active Spanish-Osage relations, a period from about 1767 to 1803. 

Although the French introduced the policy of "creating chiefs" by 

granting symbolic items, existing records show that the use of 

these symbols, particularly medals, was reported more among the 

Spanish than the French. This might stem from the fact that most 

early French representatives meeting with the Osage were either 

priests or trading company agents. Their reports deal more with 

the comjnercial aspects of Indian relations. Etienne Veniard de 

Bourgmont's account of his peace mission onto the plains in 1724 

mentioned a variety of presents for the Padouca and others and 

mentioned the presentation of a French flag, but he does not 

include any mention of chief medals, nor did DuTisne or Bernard 

de la Harpe. In striking contrast, Spanish records dealing with 

Osage in particular contain frequent references to "medal chiefs" 

and requests for various medals.^-^ Later, when the Osage came 

under the power of the United States almost immediately Osage 

leadership was taken to Washington, D.C., and their allegiance to 
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the United States was secured. A portrait made of the Osage 

"chief" Payouska while on this 1804 trip clearly shows a large 

medal and an officer's coat given to him by President Thomas 

24 
Jefferson. 

The imposition of European political conceptualization 

caused considerable trouble among the Osage. The sharing of 

leadership responsibility was weakened by the creation of a single 

chief. Traditionally an Osage Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge, since he was the 

representative of the peace element of the tribe, would greet any 

visitors to the village. Europeans looking for a single leader 

would not unnaturally within their political context ass\jme that 

the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge was the supreme Osage leader, which was not 

the case. The shared decision making and shared responsibility 

was lost on or ignored by the Europeans. This outside recognition 

elevated certain tribal members and at times created "internal" 

jealousy and eventually broke up the traditional system. 

Horse trading encouraged these political alterations. 

The French, the first among the Osage, and lacking in horses, were 

eager to deal with the Osage and in exchange for horses and pelts 

they provided a variety of trade goods, particularly textiles, 

metal tools, knives, awls, needles, and utensils. A particularly 

important item the French possessed and were willing to trade with 

the Osage was the gun, specifically the cheaply constructed, 

smooth bore musket. French traders enthusiastically traded the 

muskets, powder, and balls to Osage. The French, usually employed 

by a private company, were not reluctant to provide guns for the 
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Native American tribes for the guns enabled their business associates 

to take more horses, pelts, and slaves. 

The Osage, situtated along a major river system, were in 

an excellent location. French traders could reach their villages 

easily and bring with them items that made Osage lives much easier. 

In order to acquire these goods, the Osage had to produce the 

goods the French wanted, which were animal skins, horses, and 

Indian slaves. Thus, the Osage, armied with French guns and 

mounted on Spanish horses, launched raids on neighboring tribes to 

acquire more slaves and horses and drove these peoples from prime 

hunting grounds. 

The Spanish, too, played a vital role in this scenario for 

they vigorously and effectively prohibited native peoples from 

acquiring firearms. Spanish colonial policy in northern New 

Spain strictly prohibited the distribution of guns to Indians, 

thereby preventing those tribes that dwelled west of the Osage 

from arming themselves. The French policy of providing arms and 

encouraging hunting, raiding, and trading encouraged the Osage and 

the Spanish policy of denying the Indian arms only aggravated 

Osage aggression. 

The combination of horse, gun, and new trade placed a 

new, greater dependence on the hunt. The Osage, encouraged to 

hunt by the newcomers would in time abandon much of their 

horticultural traditions and rely almost totally on the hunt. The 

new emphasis on mounted, armed hunting and raiding had an impact 

on the traditional Osage political system. As raiding increased 
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the Non-hon-zhin-ga authorized smaller raiding parties. The 

increased hunting and raiding may have contributed to new 

marriage locations and emphasized polygyny. Pelt preparation, 

which assumed a new importance with increased trading, was per-

formed by the Osage women. Increased emphasis on pelt trade would 

have given increased economic importance to women's role in the 

individual household. The increased raiding may also have 

decreased the nximber of available marriageable males and rein-

forced polygny. 

All these factors were intensified as more French came 

into Osage country. With the establishment of the French Illinois 

posts and those at the mouth of the Arkansas River and Mississippi 

more French traders came among the Osage. As more French came 

into the region these traits were intensified. Early in the 

eighteenth century one group of Osage left the villages along the 

Upper Osage River and moved to the Missouri River. Pike in 1806 

wrote that, "The Little Osage separated from the Big Osage, about 

100 years since; and their chiefs on obtaining permission to leade 

forth a colony from the great council of that nation, moved on to 

the Missouri."^^ It is uncertain exactly when the lu-dse-ta 

(Down Below People—Little Osage) left, but by 1714 they had 

a village near the Missouri Indians on the right bank of the 

Missouri River near the mouth of the Grand River. The Down 

Below People remained apart from the other bands of Osage called 

the Big Osage throughout the eighteenth century. Living on the 

Missouri River gave the Down Below People (Little Osage) easy 
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access to the traders coming up the Missouri and allowed them to 

hunt north of the Missouri. 

In the fall of 1723 forty Frenchmen led by Etienne Veniard 

de Bourgmont established a fort and trading post just across the 

Missouri from the Little Osage villages. ° This trading post 

remained active until it was abandoned in 1729, and gave both the 

Big and Little Osage ready access to French trade goods. The 

French presence along the lower Missouri and Mississippi Rivers 

increased as did Osage emphasis on hunting and raiding. The 

French maintained trading posts at the mouth of the Arkansas 

River, Fort de Chartes, Fort Orleans, and Fort Cavanough near the 

mouth of the Kansas River. 

After the end of the Seven Years' War the French lost their 

territory east of the Mississippi to the British. Although they 

also gave up possession of Louisiana to the Spanish, most French 

settlers east of the Mississippi moved to the west bank, near 

newly-established Saint Louis or in other nearby communities. 

The Spanish did not take control of the area until 1769 

and when they finally assumed control they sought to establish 

friendly relations with the tribes that inhabited the newly-

acquired territory. Gov. Antonio de Ulloa instructed the first 

Spanish commander to the Spanish Illinois (French Louisiana) Don 

Frances Riu that he should distribute Spanish medals to loyal 

tribes and emphasize that little change had taken place, ". . . in 

order that they might understand that no innovation is being made 

in anything."^^ However, there were changes made. Spanish-
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Indian policy was different from the French. Free trade was aban-

doned. The new governor, Alexander O'Reilly, ordered that traders 

be licensed and regulated by the government. Traders were to be 

licensed and supervised, trade in firearms was to be restricted, 

and strict quotas were to be enforced. Trade in Indian slaves was 

halted as was the trade of horses and mules. The Spanish stopped 

the trade because horses and mules were being stolen from their 

own outposts.^ 

These restrictive trade policies affected the Osage in 

differing degrees. The Osage dwelling near the Missouri traded 

eagerly with outlaw Canadian traders who slipped into the Spanish 

31 territory and provided the Osage with whatever they wanted. The 

Spanish, aware of the Canadian trade, declined to enforce any gun 

quotas on the Osage.-̂  Therefore, the Osage continued to possess 

firearms while the interior tribes were denied them. 

Unlicensed traders and those who were willing to break the 

law and continue to trade in horses, slaves, and guns relocated 

away from Saint Louis and Natchitoches on the Red River and moved 

to the Arkansas post. The Spanish, aware of the "nest of outlaws" 

there, were unable to put a stop to their activities. Their 

presence, however, directly influenced the political framework of 

the tribe.^^ 

After 1770 the Osage were tied to the commercial interests 

of the Europeans. They were active fur traders and with the 

restriction in slaves and horse trading, the Osage emphasized 

hunting and trapping for pelts and tallow. They could expand 
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south and west, and if they could prevent Arkansas traders from 

bringing guns to the Wichita and other Caddo groups along the 

Arkansas and Red River, they could dominate the entire region. 

The Osage were drawn to the Arkansas because it was there that 

they could cut off any illegal arms going into the interior. 

They could also trade horses and slaves to the outlaw traders who 

lived there and hunted along its banks. A group or groups of 

Osage descended to the Arkansas during the hunting season and 

apparently began challenging the control of the traditional 

leadership. 

In December 1767 the Commander at Saint Louis, Francisco 

Riu wrote to Governor Ulloa: 

. . . the principal chief of the Grandes Aguas (Osage) nation 
named Clermont, having come to speak with me, he heartily 
asked me to prohibit entirely commerce in said district, in as 
much as to continue it will be the ruin of his nation, since 
it takes in one-half of the nation, in bands. . . .̂ "̂  

This letter is especially significant. It revealed that 

the Spanish had distinguished one chief among the Big Osage, 

contrary to Osage tradition. This chief, called Clermont by the 

Spanish, was a Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge. As peace chief it was only 

natural that Clermont would deal with any non-Osage. Traders who 

visited the Osage villages would have been welcomed by the peace 

chief and stayed in his lodge. The Spanish, unaware of the real 

nature of Osage political leadership and conditioned by their own 

experiences assumed that Clermont was the principal chief. It was 

to their advantage therefore to maintain good relations with the 

Osage leader who played such a leading role in securing the Osage 
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trade. Through the late eighteenth century Clermont was accorded 

a great deal of respect and importance by the Spanish. 

The letter also reveals that the peace chief Clermont 

could not restrain large numbers of his people from hunting, 

raiding, and trading along the Arkansas. This is consistent with 

the nature of Osage political power which did not permit much 

direct control of individual tribal members. 

Clermont was willing to use the Spanish to strengthen his 

power and influence. He requested the Spanish to stop trade on 

the Arkansas which would force both his people and the Europeans 

to trade at his village where he had control. As Clermont coop-

erated with the Spanish at Saint Louis it was to their advantage 

to strengthen his influence both economically and diplomatically. 

Saint Louis traders would garner all the profits from the Osage 

and the Spanish could use their influence with Clermont to their 

political and imperial advantage. 

Despite this appeal it is obvious that the Osage were 

separating. The Little Osage were still on the Missouri, the main 

group of the Big Osage was still on the Osage River, but a new 

group was inhabiting the area of the Arkansas River, Throughout 

the period of Spanish rule until 1804, there were frequent reports 

of Osage activity along the Arkansas River. 

The Osage along the Arkansas continued to challenge the 

traditional polity. A revealing letter written by a French trader 

in the village of the Osage along the Osage River in June 1772, 

pointed out both the nature of Osage control and the challenge 
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posed in the new situation. Three Frenchraan had been killed by 

the Osage, one near Natchitoches and two on the Arkansas River. 

Two were captured by an Osage warrior and taken back to the vil-

lage. The French trader in the village appealed to the chiefs to 

release the French captives. The chiefs took the captives from 

the raider and placed them in a headman's lodge (probably a Ga-hi-ge 

lodge). During the night the Osage warrior lured one of the 

captives out of the chief's lodge and into his own and refused to 

release him. "The head man that same night reported to the chiefs 

and in the morning 150 of them met. They obtained the prisoner by 

demanding him and put him back with his friend."-"-̂  Later it 

appeared that the warrior was planning to take at least one of his 

captives to the Arkansas post. Clearly the Non-hon-zhin-ga 

released the captive, but the warrior, who had captured the Frenchmen 

and killed their companions in the south, resisted the traditional 

leadership and twice had to be controlled. It was this type of 

individual who was drawn to the Arkansas and away from the old 

village. 

The Spanish had created an Osage hierarchy and insured its 

cooperation by permitting trade via Saint Louis. It was to the 

newly-recognized political leaders' advantage to maintain the 

status quo which would guarantee their position and keep trade 

open with the Spanish. At the same time, the young up-and-coming 

Osage were frustrated by the tribal leadership. Access to power 

was extremely limited within the traditional village, and limited 

further by Spanish sanctions. Economic opportunity therefore 
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lured them to the Arkansas post and gradually began to weaken the 

traditional system. 

The internal dissension among the Osage was intensified 

as the Spanish continued the French policy of awarding medals to 

chieftains. This external recognition by the Spanish created 

jealousy, resentment, and an artificial system not consistent with 

the traditional system. In the spring of 1776 two chiefs of the 

Down Below People (Little Osage) went to Saint Louis and requested 

medals. The Saint Louis commander refused to give them both a 

medal and wrote the Governor in New Orleans: 

Although the two chiefs have their personal merit, the second 
is the most listened to in the nation and the traders assure 
me that his band excels that of the former. . . . By contending 
both, result in the inconvenience that the second chiefs of 
the other nations will have a basis for claiming the same. By 
signifying the deprivation of the second chief, giving it only 
to the first, I have had the effects of his displeasure, 
reproach and envy, as stealing horses from the resources of 
these pueblos, insulting the hunters and traders. . . .36 

The Spanish noted two chiefs of the Big Osage, one named 

Clermont and the second chief named Jean La Fond, apparently 

referring to the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge Clermont and the Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge 

Jean La Fond.-^ These two chiefs were recognized by the Spanish, 

and in 1777 met with them in Saint Louis. Both the Spanish com-

mander in Saint Louis, Francisco Cruzat, and the "two principal 

chiefs" agreed to prevent the Osage from going to the Arkansas. 

The Spanish, because the Osage in the south were attacking the 

Caddoan tribes and killing or robbing French and Spanish hunters, 

wanted control reestablished. Soon after an agreement was made 

between the Osage and Cruzat, word arrived at Saint Louis that the 
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officer in charge of the Arkansas post sent flags and calumets 

(symbolic peace pipes) to the Big Osage and urged the principal 

chief to descend to the post to make peace with the Arkansas 

Indians, the Quapaw. The principal chief declined to descend 

to the Arkansas, but agreed to peace with the Quapaw. However, 

when the Spanish messengers left the village several Osage 

left with them and met with the Arkansas commander who gave 

them each a flag and urged them both to return in the spring 

to trade at the Arkansas.-^^ The two who received the flag 

planned to return to the Arkansas the next spring with one 

hundred men. This act on the part of Bathazard Villiers, the 

Arkansas commander, angered Cruzat in Saint Louis and the Osage 

chiefs. Villiers' behavior undermined the authority of the 

two chiefs and aggravated tribal dissension. The leader had been 

convinced that it was to their advantage to stop the Arkansas 

drift, yet a Spanish official intruded and encouraged tribal 

division. 

This activity continued and worsened in time. Groups of 

Osage migrated to the Arkansas post and demanded traders. The 

Arkansas commander apparently was unwilling or unable to stop 

them, and continued to meet and trade with them. The Arkansas 

post after all was a low paying and isolated one, Opportunities 

existed for an officer to increase his low salary by trading with 

the Indians. The legal trade with the Quapaw was less lucrative 

than the illegal Osage trade, and thus it continued and further 

exascerbated political strife within the Osage. 
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This was especially true in 1783 and 1784. In December an 

Osage warrior arrived at the Arkansas post with a band of followers. 

The warrior and his band had come upon another Osage group along 

the upper Arkansas and saved the lives of two Eiiropean hunters. 

The warrior, named Cuchechire by the Spanish, requested and 

received a small medal, "in order to give him more authority and 

encourage him to maintain tranquility in the districts. . . ."^^ 

The governor at Saint Louis later heard from traders among the 

Osage that: 

. . . such has been the displeasure of the two principal 
chiefs and the entire nation, generally, upon seeing a youth 
who did not merit any consideration elevated to the character 
of chief by a commandant upon whom they did not depend, that 
various debates were held among said Big Osage, from which it 
originated that all the forces and nation was divided in three 
parts, one of them—which was that of the two said principal 
chiefs—remained to trade with the traders who were sent to 
them; the second, at the head of which was referred to new 
chief Cuchechire, went to winter on the Arkansas river about 
one hundred and seventy leagues from the indicated Fort Charles 
III (Arkansas Post), on a site called El Campamento de Gascon, 
and traded until this spring with the traders which he had 
promised them, and whom in fact, the said commandant sent 
them; and the third party penetrated further into the prairies 
to be able more opportunely to make war on the Pani Piques of 
the dependency of Natchitoches and other Nations.'^^ 

The internal problems continued as Osage went south to 

trade and were encouraged by the Arkansas officials. In Saint 

Louis the Spanish Commander working with Saint Louis-based traders 

and Spanish-recognized Osage leadership expressed continued dismay 

over the situation. In February of 1785 a group of fifty Osage 

arrived at the Arkansas post from Cuchechire's band. The leader 

of the group was an Osage named Bru Caiguais who had a big medal 

of his father's. Bru Caiguais must have been a son of one of the 
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earlier Osage leaders, sanctioned by the French or more likely the 

Spanish, but without a position in 1785. Dubreuil, the Arkansas 

commander, sent Bru Caiguais and another unnamed prominent Osage 

to New Orleans to receive a small medal of his own and a "large 

flag, a dress coat, and a hat. . ." for Cuchechire. Upon arrival 

in New Orleans the Governor granted them their medals and pre-

sented them with a coat and hat for Cuchechire, and since a Caddo 

group was present in the city, encouraged the two traders to make 

peace. The Caddo were reluctant for they, " . . . declared the 

people who are in your post [Arkansas] to be of no value, and, 

therefore, the peace, towards which you tell me the said Chief was 

only little inclined, is of no value. . . ." 

Despite these remarks Gov. Estaban Rodriguez Mird convinced 

them to make peace and sent both groups home, with a small medal 

for Bru Caiguais and his companion, and a coat and hat for "Chief" 

Cuchechire, no flag being sent because large ones were not in 

stock in the New Orleans warehouse. Miro promised them a trader 

from the Arkansas post if they kept the peace. 

Later in the year Miro prepared a description of Louisiana 

and Illinois Indians. He included the Arkansas Osage, but called 

them the Little Osage. This is confusing for nowhere else are the 

Little Osage mentioned on the Arkansas, yet Miro had met with 

these people just months before this report was prepared. Mir<5 in 

the same report placed the Big Osage on this River and the Little 

Osage on the Missouri. It is not clear who the dissidents along 

the Arkansas were, but clearly they were a splinter band of one of 
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the major Osage groups and may indeed have been members of the 

Down Below band. Earlier, in 1773, a larger group of Little Osage 

temporarily sought refuge among the Big Osage when they were 

attacked by tribes north of the Missouri. 

Despite the peace provisions made to Dubreuil and Miro, 

the Osage continued to raid in 1786. The economic opportunities 

were too great, and the peace makers were of doubtful political 

authority. The opportunities for trade were excellent and the 

Osage neighbors owned horses and occupied prime hunting grounds. 

They were unarmed and were unable to resist Osage advances. The 

Osage further were unwilling to allow non-Osage trappers to invade 

their hunting grounds or arm their enemies so they continued to 

rob and kill to discourage the intruders. 

Governor Miro was angered, for he had personally presented 

the Arkansas band of Osage with medals and supervised a peace 

agreement between them and the Caddo, Miro wrote Dubreuil and 

told him to withdraw the traders to the Arkansas band and compel 

45 ^ them to stop their raiding. Miro was particularly angered 

because the chief he created, Bru Caiguais, had led the raid on 

the Caddo and Mird demanded Bru Caiguais as a hostage against 

46 further outbreaks along the Arkansas. 

Dubreuil was unable to secure Bru Caiguais but surprisingly 

he did acquire the medal, flag, and commission from Bru Caiguais, 

in one of the few instances where an uncooperative chief was 

stripped of his symbols.'^^ Later it was discovered that Bru 

Caiguais had instigated the attack on the Caddo to prevent 
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Cogisiguede's (Cuchechire) from going to New Orleans, for if 

Cuchechire went to New Orleans Bru Caiguais " . . . could not 

uphold his reputation as the greater personage if his companion 

carried out his purpose [go to New Orleans]."^° 

The Osage political system must have been in turmoil for 

the parent group of Big Osage led by Clermont and La Fond were 

angry that Debreuil had created Cuchechire as a chief, and the 

splinter group suffered from internal dissention as Cuchechire and 

Bru Caiguais struggled for power and Spanish recognition. Yet the 

struggle am.ong the splinter Arkansas band retained essential 

Osage traditions. Cuchechire was from the Hon-ga moiety, a member 

of the panther clan. Panther clan members were among the leaders 

of the Osage as the A-Ki-da Ton-ga (Great Soldier) was chosen from 

the panther people. Cuchechire, while not a member of the proper 

Ga-hi-ge clan, did have a legitimate tie to Osage political power. 

Bru Caiguais, as a member of the Osage elite, also had a claim to 

political power. His possession of his father's big medal is 

evidence that he was a member of the Tsi-zhu Wa-shta-ge clan from 

which the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge were selected. He had obviously not 

been chosen to replace his father as Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge and he 

sought to create a new political base along the Arkansas River 

with Hon-ga leader, Cuchechire. 

These two men, representing Hon-ga and Tsi-zhu mcieties, 

continued traditional Osage chieftainship patterns. Cuchechire's 

claim to power was tenuous. Not a member of the Pon-ka Wa-shta-ge 

he was only eligible for an A-Ki-da position, and initially he 
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only requested a small medal from the Spanish, consistent with his 

rank. In time, however, either because of his growing power, or 

because the Spanish wanted him to have more power, he was granted 

a big medal. 

Cuchechire's growing influence also explains Bru Caiguais' 

resentment. Bru Caiguais, a Tsi-zhu from the proper Ga-hi-ge 

clan, was forced to share power with upstart Cuchechire. Bru 

Caiguais was willing to share power with Cuchechire, yet Cuchechire 

was gaining influence and prestige while Bru Caiguais seemed stuck 

in a subordinate position. Bru Caiguais had made the effort to go 

to New Orleans, which was consistent with the role of a peace 

chief. He negotiated a treaty with the Spanish and the Caddo and 

when he left for honíe he still received only a secondary medal. 

Bru Caiguais was behaving in the Osage way. A peace chief, albeit 

a newly-created one among the splinter group, he had treatied with 

outsiders, yet they ignored him and rewarded the Hon-ga chief 

Cuchechire. This, in part, explains his attack on the Caddo to 

demonstrate his power and weaken that of Cuchechire. 

When the raiding continued along the Arkansas and among 

the Caddo along the Red River, the Spanish demanded the Osage 

stop. They threatened to cut off trade with the Osage and called 

on the leadership to send hostages to New Orleans. The Spanish 

brazenly maintained that until hostages were sent and raiding 

stopped, the Osage would be viewed as enemies, their trade would 

cease and they would be attacked by Indians armed by the Spanish. 

In 1787 Miro ordered trade halted, again demanded hostages, and 
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". . . excite the Arkansas [Quapaw] so that they may fall upon 

the Osages.""^^ 

The Spanish were forced to use economic blockades and rely 

upon their Native American allies to deal with the Osage, for 

their military presence was extremely limited in Spanish Louisiana. 

Throughout the latter eighteenth century there were fewer than 150 

Spanish soldiers in the area, forcing them to rely on locally-

recruited militia. Yet the combined Spanish army and militia made 

up only about 350 men. Thus the Spanish had to employ friendly 

Indian tribes to conduct their campaigns and most of them were 

reluctant to fight the Osage who could field over one thousand 

armed men.^^ 

The Osage were in an excellent position, for they had a 

sizeable military force that was armed and intimately familiar 

with the terrain. The Spanish economic boycott was perhaps the 

only Spanish strength, yet it could be undermined by going north 

to the Des Moines River and trading with Canadian traders or by 

traveling south and getting supplies from the outlaw traders along 

the Arkansas River. Despite this, the Osage clearly did not 

desire war for they attempted to keep the peace and deal with the 

Spanish. 

Two hostages were sent by the Osage, " . . . since it was 

better that they should suffer rather than the whole nation in 

general . . . " but upon arriving at the Arkansas post the hostages 

escaped and returned to the Big Osage village upon the Osage 

River. In October 1787 the principal chiefs, Jean La Fond and 
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Clermont again went to Saint Louis to deal with the Spanish. 

They argued that they had not attacked any Spanish outpost and 

only killed "a few men scattered in the woods. . . . " They 

explained they had done that because indeed they had been at war 

with other Indian groups and "when we go to war or when we are 

returning from it, we are obliged to strike against those who 

present themselves. . . ,"~'^ They continued to explain that the 

trouble on the Arkansas was not their fault. La Fond noted, "It 

is not I or the young men who are here, who have killed; it is 

some fools over who I am not master. Do you not have some fools 

among your young men?" Continuing, La Fond advised, "One should 

not be angry at [the Osage on] the Arkansas. If they [Spanish 

traders] did not ask for us, we would not go there."-' La Fond 

concluded with a comjnent on his own internal political problems, 

"The chiefs are not obeyed as among you. . . . But we have not 

53 been masters of the fools; there are some everywhere," 

Despite this and other meetings with the Osage, they 

continued to raid the Caddo groups to the south and west and 

pillage hunters between the Missouri and Arkansas Rivers. They 

raided because it provided status and wealth for the warriors. 

The Osage leadership, unable to stop them, tried to explain to the 

Spanish their predicament, but the Spanish refused to accept the 

Osage explanation and continued to demand hostages, reparation for 

raids (head for head in the words of one Spanish writer), and when 

they did not receive them they eventually decided to go to war 

against the Osage. The war was very brief for the Lieutenant 
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Governor in Saint Louis, Manuel Perez, was reluctant to attack the 

Osage because of the expense and a potential loss. The proposed 

boycott was also unsuccessful for the Osage simply stopped traders 

going up the Missouri or traveled north to the Des Moines River 

and traded with Canadian-based merchants. Perez finally proposed 

in October 1791, that it would be cheaper to construct a fort near 

the Osage village. 

I believe the matter will be so easy that it will have on its 
side two-thirds of the nation with the principal chiefs and 
warriors who always (at least in appearance) have disapproved 
of the raids of the others, without having sufficient authority 
of themselves to repress them; but seeing near them a fort, I 
am more than persuaded that these chiefs and warriors will 
make themselves powerful enough to accept and hand over the 
murderer or the robber with the stolen goods.^^ 

The Osage continued to steal horses and kill several non-

Indians in the area. The Spanish continued to try to halt trade, 

and encouraged other Indians to attack them. Then on December 22, 

1792, Gov. Gen. Francois Luis Hector Carondelet ordered Saint 

Louis commander Lt, Gov, Zenon Trudeau, ", . . to prohibit all and 

any trade with the Big and Little Osage . . . ." He further 

demanded that Trudeau issue a proclamation encouraging others to 

kill the Osage, " . . . it is extremely important to humiliate or 

56 
destroy those barbarians which can only be done by using severity." 

The campaign against the Osage was an utter failure. 

The Osage continued to receive weapons, and the tribes that had 

been urged to attack the Osage, either refused to attack or only 

skirmished with small raiding parties. A major campaign contem-

plated never came about. In January a group of Down Below People 
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(Little Osage) leaders journeyed to Saint Louis and offered to 

return their medals and explained that they could not prevent the 

raiding, nor return the stolen property. The Spanish refused to 

accept the Osage response and continued to demand hostages and 

reimbursement. In August the Osage returned. Big and Little 

Osage asked to parley, yet nothing came of the meeting for they 

refused to send hostages or pay for losses. 

The war ended in the spring of 1794 for local settlers 

repeatedly complained of Osage thefts and raids and because Governor 

Carondelet became more concerned with a new threat to the Spanish 

in upper Louisiana. Edmond Genêt, a representative of the new 

revolutionary government in France, was traveling in the United 

States and marshalling support for his country in its war against 

Spain and England. Genêt was planning an invasion of Spanish 

Louisiana to be led by George Rogers Clark. Carondelet, alarm.ed 

by Clark's call for volunteers, sought to end the war with the 

Osage. The Genêt-Clark threat was considered a more serious 

threat to Louisiana than the Osage; also Carondelet feared that an 

57 alienated Osage might join Genêt and Clark. 

Therefore, when Auguste Chouteau, a prominent French 

trader in Saint Louis, took six Osage leaders to New Orleans to 

negotiate a peaceful settlement, it was accepted. Chouteau was 

accompanied by one principal chief of the Big Osage, Jean La Fond, 

the other principal chief Clermont refused to go, and three other 

prorainent Osage; Cheveux Blanc, Roble Tolle, and Petit Oiseau. 

Two Little Osage leaders were also included, the principal Chief 
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of the Little Osage, La Vent, and Duchene, a Little Osage warrior. 

Chouteau and the six Osage left for New Orleans in the spring of 

1794. This was a significant trip for several events occurred 

that were radically to shape the Osage political system. 

While in New Orleans Governor Carondelet parleyed with the 

Osage and granted Auguste Chouteau permission to erect a fort at 

the Osage villages. Chouteau was authorized to bui'ld a fort, and 

in return for control of Osage aggression, he was granted a six-

year raonopoly of the Osage trade.^° Chouteau proraised to: 

strengthen the authority of the chiefs for restraining 
the young warriors, preventing thera from making raids, 
and punishing with death those who corarait murders in 
our districts, at the same tirae endeavoring to secure 
restitution for the robberies which they might corarait.̂ ^ 

Carondelet awarded a big raedal to Jean La Fond, a sraall 

medal to Cheveux Blanc, and two Spanish captain's comraissions to 

Robbe Tolle and Petit Oiseau. He granted another large raedal to 

La Vent of the Little Osage and a small medal to Duchene. Caron-

delet had by these acts recognized Jean La Fond and La Vent as 

principal chiefs of the Big and Little Osage. He had also recog-

nized the positions of Cheveux Blanc and Duchene as secondary 

leaders but above captains Roble Tolle and Petit Oiseau. 

In all of this there exists a great deal of tragic irony. 

The Spanish, ready for peace and eager for sorae control over these 

powerful Indians, attempted tc establish an alliance with them and 

recognize Osage political leadership. Unfortunately for both the 

Spanish and the Osage the officials in New Orleans still did not 

have a real understanding of Osage political power. Blinded by 
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their own political conceptualization, the Spanish created a 

political system consistent with their experience. 

Carondelet created Osage chiefs, ignoring the dual chief-

tainship tradition, and in the case of the Big Osage, he erred 

further by awarding the big raedal to the Hon-ga leader Jean La 

Fond. La Fond, the Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge, was not the man the Spanish 

should have been irapressing. As Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge Clerraont would 

have been the proper leader for outsiders to deal with for that 

was the traditional role of the peace chief. Clerraont had refused 

to go with Chouteau, La Fond had agreed; thus, the Spanish con-

ferred the big raedal on La Fond. 

The Spanish were unknowingly creating a new political 

pattern which undermined the traditional system while trying to 

use it to implement their imperial policies. Carondelet clearly 

was unaware of any such problera, and the one raan who did under-

stand, Auguste Chouteau, apparently believed that he and his 

brother could raanipulate the Osage and control them. Thus the 

Spanish were weakening the very systera they believed they were 

strengthening. This inconsistency would create further probleras 

for both the Osage and the Spanish. 

Unfortunately for the Osage less than one hundred miles 

from New Orleans they were attacked by a band of Chickasaw. Jean 

La Fond, La Vent, and Duchene were murdered and Chouteau, unharmed, 

was forced to send the three survivors secretly overland, fearing 

another arabush along the Mississippi. With the death of La Fond, 

Cheveux Blanc or Pawhuska's political status had been substantially 
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enhanced. The three eventually raade it to their villages, but the 

traditional leadership of both the Big and Little Osage had been 

severely decimated. Chouteau quickly went among the Osage and 

paid compensation for the dead. 

I was obliged to cover the dead in order to conform to their 
customs which obligated all partisans returning from any 
expedition whatsoever and who have lost one of thera who had 
followed him to cover au gres the death of the family.^^ 

Chouteau was obviously farailiar with Osage traditions and 

by paying for the dead he placed himself within the Osage system 

and assumed the position of an Osage party leader. The Spanish 

passed the medals of the fathers on to the sons. "As these nations 

are accustoraed always to pass raedals and patents frora fathers to 

sons or closest relatives, it has seeraed to rae essential to deliver 

those of the dead raen to their sons.""-'-

The three sons were all about twenty years cld and were 

considered by the Spanish too young to assurae the chieftain status. 

Therefore the Spanish appointed "regents" for the three boys. The 

uncle of the principal chief Clerraont was naraed as regent for Jean 

La Fond's son and two uncles of La Vent's and Duchene's sons were 

named as their regents.^^ Trudeau also asked New Orleans to send 

another big medal for the principal chief of the Osage who had 

refused to make the trip with Chouteau, Clerraont. 

Again the Spanish were caught up in their lack of under-

standing of Osage politics. Correctly, they atterapted tc assuage 

the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge, Clerraont, by sending for another big medal, 

yet at the same tirae they blundered again by appointing Clermont's 
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uncle (Pawhuska's brother) as a regent for Jean La Fond's son. 

This was a mistake for Jean La Fond and his son were Hon-ga. 

La Fond's son was to be the Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge but the Spanish, out 

of ignorance or guile, appointed a Tsi-zhu as his regent. They 

mistakenly believed they could impose this unnatural pattern 

upon the Osage. A Tsi-zhu regent could not, according to Osage 

traditions, act as Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge and once again the Spanish 

created a political systera hoping to bolster their influence 

and underrained any influence they might have had at the sarae 

tirae. This ill-founded non-Osage pattern would only create 

ui 64 trouble. 

Chouteau began erecting the fort, named Fort Carondelet, 

and solicited additional Spanish medals for his brother Pierre 

who was to comraand the Fort. Chouteau explained that the Osage 

chief had four captains at their sides to enforce the chief's 

orders. Therefore, Pierre Chouteau "needs six of these captains 

at his side in order to lend hira aid and a strong hand for his 

65 authority." Chouteau was obviously keenly aware of the Osage 

political arrangement and was intruding into it and using tradi-

tional forms to insure his power. He was choosing A-Ki-da; he 

was creating a rival A-Ki-da. 

Pierre and Auguste Chouteau were obviously establishing 

their own political power within the Osage. Auguste paid for 

the deaths of his New Orleans journey. Auguste also asked for 

and eventually received coraraissions and gorgets for Pierre's six 

A-Ki-da. By 1798 Pierre Chouteau, the Spanish believed, had 
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controlled the Osage, ". . . by means of the accredited ascendency 

66 which he has among both tribes." 

The direct intrusion into the political organization 

raaintained sorae of the trappings of the traditional forra for 

Pierre and Auguste to use to their advantage. The raonopoly of 

Osage trade was a valuable possession for the Osage raade up rauch 

of the total revenue of the Saint Louis fur trade. The Chouteau 

brothers were relatively successful in limiting the Osage raids 

and were persuasive enough to demand and receive reirabursement 

67 for raost Osage raids in Missouri. 

Yet they were not completely "in control" of the Osage 

people, and raiding, particularly south along the Red River and 

west along the upper Arkansas River continued. Again there were 

very significant economic reasons for the Osage to continue their 

raidings and thus they continued. Despite Pierre Chouteau's 

"accredited ascendency" he was unable to stop all raids, In July 

1795, a party of Osage departed the Osage River villages and 

headed for the Arkansas. That same suraraer the principal leader 

Clerraont led a party of Osage warriors south after a group of 

Natchitoches who had attacked Clermont's lodge and killed his 

father-in-law. 

This raid was raentioned in August at a tirae when the Osage 

returned to their villages. Clerraont's father-in-law had probably 

been one of those left behind during the hunt, because it was 

unlikely in 1795 for the Natchitoches to venture north and con-

front an entire Osage village. Much has been raade of Clerraont's 
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retaliatory raid; scholars have clairaed that this was the start of 

the Arkansas split. Yet by September 26, Clermont had returned 

and had not met up with the Natchitoches,6^ and the split had 

occurred some tirae previously. Throughout the Choteaus' tenure at 

Fort Carondelet, they intruded and worked to shape the political 

structure of the Osage to their advantage. In April 1796, the 

Chouteaus regarded additional coraraissions of utraost iraportance, 

and in the next raonth brother Auguste traveled to New Orleans and 

returned thereafter to Saint Louis with twenty new medals for the 

Osage. The Chouteaus were actively creating duplicative chiefs of 

various grades and A-Ki-da, to insure control of the Osage tribe 

and secure their valuable trade monopoly. 

The Chouteau monopoly expired in 1799. It was renewed 

twice, in 1799 for one year and in 1800 for four years. The 

Chouteau raonopoly finally ended in the suraraer of 1802, when the 

Governor-General in New Orleans, Juan Manuel de Salcedo, revoked 

the Chouteau raonopoly and transferred it to a trading corapany led 

by Manuel Lisa. Lisa arrived in Saint Louis in August 1802, and 

presented his license and raonopoly to Lt. Gov. Charles Denault De 

Lassus and by October 1802, he had assumed control of Fort Caron-

delet.' Lisa's monopoly ended with the Louisiana Purchase. The 

transfer of possession in Saint Louis did not occur until March 9, 

1804, when Amos Stoddard assumed control for the United States. 

Soon after, Pierre Chouteau accompanied a group of Osage to 

Washington, D.C., in the sumraer of 1804. There, chief Pawhuska 

was given a United States Chief's medal, an officer's coat, and 
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introduced to President Jefferson. Pierre Chouteau was appointed 

as their Indian agent. Chouteau had survived another diplomatic 

reversal. 

In November 1805, a group of Little Osage led by Tatasiga 

(The Wind), Nezuma (Rain That Walks), and Sans Oreille (No Ears) 

went to Washington, D.C., raet President Jefferscn and received new 

raedals to replace the Spanish ones. In raid-October 1806, a third 

group of Osage frora the upper Arkansas River, led by Cashesegra 

II, the son of the ailing Cashesegra, went to Washington with 

agent Pierre Chouteau, thus corapleting the Osage visits with the 

new governraent. 

Clearly by 1806, there were three distinct bands of Osage 

Indians. Two groups, the Big Osage and Little Osage, lived near 

one another in two villages along the upper Osage River. The 

Little Osage had moved away frora the Missouri River probably 

around 1792-93. In 1785 the Little Osage were listed as inhab-

iting their villages on the Missouri, but by 1794, Jean Baptist 

Truteau describing the Missouri River tribes wrote that attacks by 

Mississippi tribes had driven the Little Osage from the Missouri 

River and forced thera to take refuge with the Big Osage along the 

upper Osage River.̂ -'- The Mississippi tribes (Sac and Fox) were 

72 

hunting with the Little Osage in 1791, so apparently the Little 

Osage were still living along the Missouri at that time. Between 

1791 and 1794 the Little Osage left the Missouri and moved back 

among their Big Osage relatives. As Chouteau erected his trading 

post and fort in 1794, it is not unreasonable to assume that the 
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Little Osage erected their village near the fort to trade and 

secure protection. In 1793 the Little Osage had attempted to move 

near the Big Osage, but they had raoved back to Missouri, so appar-

ently the Osage were becoraing raore and raore raobile. By the 1790s 

all the Osage were spending rauch of their time on their suraraer and 

fall hunts on the plains and during the winter they split up into 

sraall bands in the forest. The only tirae that the Osage stayed in 

the village was for a brief tirae in the spring and fall, so it was 

relatively easy for thera to raove their village sites. 

The third distinct Osage group raaintained their village(s) 

along the Verdigris River just north of Three Forks cf the Arkansas. 

Much has been raade of this particular division of the Osage and 

their split with the Big Osage, yet rauch confusion surrounds the 

actual split and its significance. It represents the clearest 

exaraple of blatant European interference in Native Araerican poli-

tical organization, in this case the Spanish and the Osage, and 

the atterapt of a native people in transition to adjust to new 

situations with old political forras. 

Alraost all scholars have generally accepted the words 

of Zebulon Pike and James R. Wilkinson concerning the division. 

Both Pike and Wilkinson during their 1806 visit araong the Osage 

charged that Pierre Chouteau had initiated the split. They main-

tained that Chouteau, angry over the loss of the Osage moncpoly 

in 1803, convinced an Osage warrior, naraed Gran Piste, Big Track, 

or Cashesegra to move to the Verdigris with his band. Chouteau, 

the story goes, still had nominal control of the Arkansas trade. 
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Therefore denied the Osage River trade, he could continue to deal 

with the Osage.^-^ 

Unfortunately all blame about Chouteau and his part in 

the Arkansas split can be ultimately traced back to the reraarks of 

Pike and Wilkinson. It seeras, however, upon closer examination to 

be much more coraplicated than this explanation. Pike and Wilkinson 

were both relative newcoraers to Osage country. Wilkinson in 1806, 

charged that Chouteau caused the split four or five years ago 

which would have raade it 1802, or 1801. Chouteau raaintained the 

raonopoly until the fall of 1803. Pike clairaed that the split had 

occurred ten or twelve years before and it is not clear whether he 

means ten or twelve years before his visit in 1806 (1796 or 1794), 

or ten or twelve years before the report was published in 1810 

(1800 or 1798). In any event, both dates were wrong for Chouteau 

still possessed the monopoly until the fall of 1802. Pike and 

Wilkinson were suspicious of Chouteau and believed that he was 

involved in a covert plot to open trade with the Spanish of Santa 

Fe. Both were somewhat hostile to French traders Chouteau and 

Lisa."̂ ^ 

Spanish intrigue with the Osage probably began in the 

1780s when a young Osage were given official "chief" designation. 

Exaraination of Spanish documents reveal that as early as 1770, 

75 some Osage were living along the Arkansas. In 1784 and 1785 

Osage were reported settled in a village along the Arkansas 

River."̂ ^ In 1784 an Osage appeared at the Arkansas Post and 

requested a medal, which he received, The Spanish spelled his 
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name Cuchechire. Throughout 1785 a "Chief" Cuchechire appeared 

in Spanish reports. In February of 1795 Louis de Vilemont, 

the ccmmander of the Arkansas Post, wrote that a Mr. Chouteau 

had a Mr. Montardy managing a post on a branch of the Arkansas 

River and that Montardy had sent a chief named La Grande-piste 

(Big Track) to invite all hunters to hunt in partnership with the 

77 

Osage.'' Then in May 1795, Pierre Chouteau requested a gorget 

and a comjnission for one "Kuchechire," also known as La Grand 

Piste. Cuchechire, Kuchechire, La Grand Piste, and Cashesegra 

were all the same man. 

For approxim.ately twenty years, Cashesegra led a splintered 

faction of the Big Osage on or near the Arkansas River. Cashesegra's 

group fluctuated in nuraber, freely exchanging with the raain Big 

Osage village. What Cashesegra lacked was the legitiraacy of the 

traditional polity, and by 1806, he would come close to it with 

the eraergence of a young Clerraont as a Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge of the 

Arkansas Osage. 

One of the raost important leaders of the Arkansas group, 
78 at least by 1806, was an Osage chief naraed Clerraont. This has 

caused rauch of the confusion for the Osage often gave the sons of 

chiefs the sarae name. So it is not exactly clear who this Clermont 

was. Sorae have suggested that this Clerraont was the sarae Clermont 

that had been the principal chief of the Osage in the early 1790s 

and raentioned in Spanish intelligence reports as early as 1777. 

The Clerraont of the Arkansas Osage was not the same Clermont of 

the 1790S. 
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In 1805, a trapper, Jacob Bright, trading among the 

Arkansas Osage, reported that the Arkansas Osage were led by two 

chiefs: a Couzichequeday who was clearly Cashesegra or Big Track, 

his Osage name was Ko-zhi-ci-gthe or Ka-zhi-ci-grah which literally 

79 means makes-tracks-far-away, and Clermont. Cashesegra was old 

and ill and it was obvious to Bright that Clermont was the principal 

chief for he did raost of the talking for the Arkansas Osage, 

"Clerraont then got up and deraanded of me, if I did not understand 

80 that he was the greatest chief of all his nation. . . . " Then 

Clerraont of the Arkansas coraplained to Bright that his father had 

died and that he was entitled to his rank, yet it was denied hira. 

Clerraont stated " . . . that under the Spanish Governraent they 

withheld it frora hira by telling hira that he was too Yoiing and at 

the sarae time Give the Great Medal to the White hair [Pawhuska] 

g 1 

who had no claim to it." Clermont asked Bright to tell the new 

government that he was loyal to the United States and that he 

wanted a Great Medal to which he was entitled. Clermont expressed 

a great deal of bitterness toward Pierre Chouteau. He made it 

clear that he resented Chouteau's interferences and that his 

father died while the Spanish were in control. Young Clerraont 

asked Bright to send hira a flag and a medal, but not with Chouteau, 

". . . if the medal comes through Mr. Chcteau he Cannot Consider 
82 

it the Sarae as if it had Corae through the hands of a friend." 

Cashesegra told Bright that he had come to the Arkansas 

area " . . . because the White hair [Pawhuska] would not give me 

Powder and lead."^^ He continued to explain that traders would 
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not corae to the Arkansas River because they would not rejoin White 

Hair's band. Cashesegra explained that he had been to see the 

Spanish father who gave him "coats and silver ware," and that he 

84 wanted his son to act for himi as chief. Cashesegra's eldest son 

was called a small chief; he claimed he expected to becom.e a great 

chief.^^ 

The Osage on the Arkansas were raaintaining the traditional 

dual chieftainship. Clerraont was the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge and 

Cashesegra, a Hon-ga had assumed the role of Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge. 

Bright did not note any animosity between Cashesegra or his son 

with Clermont as there was no need. In the traditional poli-

tical structure both Clermont and Cashesegra shared power. 

Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge, Clerraont, enjoyed a greater degree of influence 

which was also consistent with traditional Osage forms. Equally 

consistent was Cashesegra's desire for his son to replace him as 

Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge. 

Cashesegra was aged and Clerraont was the apparent leader, 

but they had a coraraon bond. Clerraont and Cashesegra both seeraed 

still to resent Pawhuska and blaraed his raistreatraent for their 

departure. Here a European-made leader, White Hair (Cheveux Blanc 

or Pawhuska) had been first installed as a secondary chief; then 

he played a rcle in the declaration of a regent of the Big Osage 

peace chief (young Clermont) Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge. With a Spanish 

weaponry mionopoly, he finally usurped the traditional trading 

powers of the peace chief Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge. Political upheaval 

among the Big Osage necessitating division became the result. 
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After the ill-fated trip to New Orleans in 1793, when 

three Osage leaders were murdered, the Chouteau brothers erected 

their trading post fort and began aggressively interfering in 

internal Osage affairs. The Chouteaus received the lucrative 

raonopoly in return for controlling the Osage and to do so they 

requested raedals for their A-Ki-da. Through this vehicle they 

soon began creating their own leadership class. Clerraont had 

refused to go with Auguste Chouteau to New Orleans, yet when 

the survivors returned and regents were appointed, it is reported 

that Clermont wanted a new Big Medal for he was the principal 

chief. Pawhuska (Cheveux Blanc) who went to New Orleans was only 

a second-level chief and had received an appropriate medal in New 

Orleans. And with the death of La Fond, White Hair who raay have 

been a Tsi-zhu was not appointed as regent fcr any of the underaged 

boys. Yet in Noveraber 1794, Pierre Chouteau requested, via Trudeau, 

a larger medal for Gredamanse who had the common name of Cheveux 

Blanc. He requested again in May 1795, a large medal for "Gredamanse" 

Q f: 

a large medal for a small raedal chief of the Big Osage. ° Cne year 

later Auguste Chouteau was carrying ten large and ten sraall raedals 

87 for the Big Osage and Little Osage and Kansa nations. 

In April 1797, Pawhuska (Cheveux Blanc) traveled to Saint 

Louis with Chouteau to surrender two Osage "culprits" to Spanish 

authorities, and in April 1800, Cheveux Blanc was puzzled because a 

part of his people had totally abandoned him and had, "withdrawn 

frora his authority."^^ By April 24, 1800, Cheveux Blanc offered 

to destroy those Osage parties in the Arkansas. As he was preparing 
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to go to war against the Arkansas band in September 1800, he was 

diverted at Fort Carondelet by Chouteau and together they went 

to Saint Louis to return another supposed Osage murderer. The 

September meeting was a pleasant one. Other sub-chiefs of the 

Arkansas band came to Saint Louis and agreed to rejoin the Big 

89 Osage if he could convince his young raen to do so. At this fall 

raeeting Pawhuska (Cheveux Blanc) was considered by the Spanish as 

the principal chief of the Osage and the Arkansas band was threat-

ened with war if they did nct return to the fold. Wrote Charles 

Dehault DeLassus, Lieutenant-Governor of Louisiana: 

. . . if the partido of La Chenieres (Oak—commion narae for 
Arkansas band) did not reunite with that of Lex Cheveaux 
Blancs, I was to oblige the latter to destroy thera and employ 
all possible means by suraraoning for that purpose all the 
Indian nations and whites of the other shore to attack you.̂ *-* 

Despite these harsh words the Spanish officer gave the Osage 100 

rauskets, 100 pounds of powder, 300 pounds of bullets, 200 pounds of 

tobacco, and an abundance of other trade goods. By Noveraber 

1801, Pawhuska reported that the Arkansas Osage had once again 

joined hira,^ although the numiber must not have been significant. 

At the same time Chouteau reported that a group of Osage had been 

lured to the White River by Arkansas post merchants and that they 

93 had probably killed some non-Indians. 

The Chouteaus had to relinquish Fort Carondelet to Lisa in 

the fall of 1802, and supposedly this was when he urged Cashesegra 

to go to the Arkansas to trade, yet in late August of 1802, 

Cashesegra was down at the Arkansas post with 1 Pawragny, 7 

soldiers, 14 warriors, and 2 wcmen. The Arkansas commander 
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requested a large raedal for Cashesegra and a sraall one for Pawragny. 

They both asked for trade goods.^"^ 

On May 3, 1803, Pawhuska (Cheveux Blanc) wrote to the 

Spanish in Saint Louis and coraplained that " . . . one-half of ray 

village no longer reraerabers the parole that you gave thera." He 

continued to coraplain that he had been proraised that the Arkansas 

would be closed, yet traders continued to go up the river and 

attack his young men. 

After the change in administration, Pierre Chouteau took 

Cheveux Blanc to Washington, D.C., in the summer of 1804. Through-

out the visit there was repeated reference to the Arkansas group 

led by Big Track. President Jefferson urged the Osage to reunite 

and urged their new agent, Pierre Chouteau, to bring them back 

together.^^ 

I was sorry to learn that a schism has taken place in your 

nation, and that a part of 'your people had withdrawn with the 
Great-Track to the Arkansas River. We will send an agent to 
thera, and will use our best offices to induce thera to return.^' 

Chouteau returned with the Osage and was unable to go 

among the Arkansas Osage until October of 1806. In December 1805, 

he saw a group of Little Osage off to Washington, D.C., and ironi-

cally included in his advice to Secretary of War Henry Dearborn 

that only a few raedals should be distributed for a ". . . multi-

plicity of raedals spread in a nation only excites jealousies which 

qg 

often become dangerous. . . .' Chouteau left for the Arkansas 

Osage and went there via Pawhuska's village and visited with Pike 

and Wilkinson. His strategy was to choose new leaders to send to 
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Washington, D.C. When Chouteau arrived among the Big Osage on the 

Arkansas, shortly after Bright's departure, he decided not to take 

Cashesegra for he was too ill to go to Washington nor did he take 

Clermont. He took a younger Big Track who was the son of the 

99 first Cashesegra. 

Despite the complexity of all of this it appears that the 

Osage living along the Arkansas had been going there for thirty 

years. It did not begin with Chouteau's loss of the Osage mono-

poly. Cashesegra had been associated with the Arkansas band for 

at least thirty years. He clearly aspired to a chief's position, 

which he obviously was not entitled to within the traditional 

framework. This was raade obvious by the displeasure of the older 

Clermont and Jean La Fond who com.plained after the Arkansas cora-

raander gave hira a raedal. Cashesegra's ties to the Arkansas area 

were long-established well before Chouteau's raonopoly, yet when 

the Chouteau's trading established a temporary post along the 

Arkansas in 1795, Cashesegra acted as their messenger. The 

Cashesegra ties were well-established long before the Chouteau 

were involved. This band was behaving as had the Little Osage 

about one hundred years before. They left the major group, yet 

retained some ties to the parent group, but chose to live else-

where, where there was abundant economic opportunity and ability 

to rise outside of the traditional Osage political fraraework, 

This was obviously a raost iraportant eleraent. Pike noted in 1806, 

that all the young men were going to join the Arkansas band because 

of the lucrative economic opportunities and political mobility. 
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The Chouteaus had made a significant investment in Fort 

Carondelet and their monopoly rested on their control of the 

Osage. If the Osage continued to raid, the Chouteaus would lose 

their monopoly. It was, therefore, imperative that they maintain 

control. Early on, they behaved in such a fashion consistent 

somewhat with Osage traditions to gain their power, and later they 

created a new principal chief of the Osage, White Hair. 

Pawhuska had claim to the Chieftainship for he was an 

uncle to Clermont. He was obviously a meraber of the correct 

kinship group, but unless Clermont died White Hair had no access 

to power. La Fond's son had a regent who would have assuraed power 

if La Fond's son had not assumed it. Young Clermont in 1806 

clairaed that his father died and Pawhuska received the Big Medal. 

Obviously the first Clerraont did not trust Chouteau or he would 

have gone with hira to New Orleans. In 1794 Chouteau was unable to 

stop hira frora attacking the Natchitoches. Therefore Clerraont the 

older who was the principal chief throughout the last half of the 

eighteenth century resisted outside control and threatened the 

Chouteau raonopoly. Interestingly enough, after about 1795, Clerraont, 

the principal chief of the Big Osage disappeared from the records. 

This is peculiar for such a prorainent individual in a time when 

the Chouteaus or Lisa were among the Osage, yet a Clermont does 

not surface until 1806, when Bright and Wilkinson mentioned meeting 

hira among Cashesegra's band. It is very unlikely that the original 

Clermont lived beyond 1795-96, perhaps dying in the 1800 sraallpox 

epideraic. 
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About this time Chouteau requested a Big Medal for the former 

small medal chief. All accounts of the band leaving for the Arkansas 

blame Cashesegra. No one until after 1806 included Clermont in the 

Arkansas band, yet after 1806 his name is synonymous with the 

Arkansas band. With the death of the older Clermont, Chouteau no 

doubt saw a great opportunity. He was unwilling to accept his 

son, so he chose a more agreeable candidate, his companion from 

the New Orleans trip and a member of the correct kinship group, 

Pawhuska. This would in part explain why Clermont no longer was 

mentioned. Chouteau was liaison for the Spanish and Osage and it 

was to their advantage to have Pawhuska as principal chief. 

When Clermont died, the Chouteaus prevented Cleinnont's son, 

who according to Osage tradition would assume the position, from 

claiming it. The Chcuteaus attempted to do away with the dual 

Ga-hi-ge and replace it with one leader. The Chouteaus made 

Pawhuska, the brother of Clennont and uncle of Clermont's son, 

Clermiont II, the single Osage Ga-hi-ge. 

This outside interference only created divisions among the 

Osage and widened the split between northern and southern bands. 

Chouteau had little influence among the Arkansas Osage, and conse-

quently, Clermont's son left the northern group and moved to the 

Arkansas band, where he provided some legitimacy to the dissident 

band. Clermont became the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge am.ong the Arkansas 

Osage alongside Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge, Cashesegra. 

Clearly the Arkansas band had been established well 

before the Chouteau monopoly. Pike mentioned that all young and 
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aggressive Osage were going to the Arkansas band, and what better 

plan for a young man who had been denied his chieftainship. Pre-

vented by the Chouteaus and the pretender Pawhuska, Clermont went 

to the group where he had opportunity to gain his chieftainship. 

The older Cashesegra who had left to live on the Arkansas and 

establish himself as the chief of this band, naturally, within the 

traditional system, would have wanted his son to follow him, but 

the traditional systera was no longer in force. The young Clerraont 

legitiraj.zed the Cashesegra claira by seizing power believing that 

his rightful position had been usurped by Pawhuska. He was 

entitled to chieftainship in the new band. Just as obvious, 

Cashesegra's son would have believed he had a right to his father's 

position. However, by 1806, the frameŵ ork of the traditional system 

was severely weakened and disintegrating. Even this transition on 

the Arkansas would not hold. 

The traditional political systera received another blow in 

1808, when Gov. Meriwether Lewis declared the Osage outside the pro-

tection of the United States and urged other tribes to attack thera. 

Shcrtly thereafter, Lewis sent a large group of arm.ed raen into Osage 

country and sent word to them. that they should corae to Fire Prairie 

on the Missouri or find themselves attacked by the United States 

Army and other tribes. Accordingly, in Septem.ber 1808, the two 

northern groups, the Little Osage and Pawhuska's band arrived at 

Fire Prairie and signed the first treaty between the United States 

and the Osage people.-'-̂ ^ The Osage agreed to move their villages 

to the fort that was being erected at Fire Prairie on the Missouri 
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River and gave up their title to most of their land in Missouri 

and Arkansas. There was a great deal of controversy surrcunding 

the signing of the treaty, for one group of Big Osage claimed 

those signers at Fire Prairie could not give all the land, and 

those that had signed it argued that they only gave perraission to 

hunt on the land, not ownership. The treaty had to be renegotiated 

and resigned in November 1808. The Arkansas Osage did not sign 

the treaty until August 1809. The two northern bands raoved to 

the Fort in the fall of 1808, yet the Arkansas group refused to 

leave the Verdigris Valley and never moved north. Despite promises 

to stay at the Fort, by fall cf 1809, sorae groups returned to 

102 their old horaes along the Osage River. 

The Osage living around Fort Osage, as it became known, 

were the victims of frequent attacks by Potawatomi and Sac and Fox 

tribes. Despite the trading post at Fort Osage, many traders frora 

Saint Louis took their goods to the old village sites along the 

upper Osage River. Between 1808 and 1811, the ncrthern bands 

broke into several sraaller groups, sorae remained around the fort, 

while others returned to their old villages. In Jiine 1813, the 

Osage factcry at Fort Osage was closed and moved down the Missouri 

to Arrow Rock. In 1815, it was reestablished at the old Fort 

Osage site, but the Osage never returned to live there for traders 

were readily available alcng the Osage River. 

Those Osage living along the Verdigris and hunting along 

the Arkansas cam.e under attack from Indian tribes east of the 

Mississippi raoving into the lower Arkansas. During the 1790s, 
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tribes, pressured by European settlement, had been moving into 

Osage country along the Saint Francis and White Rivers. The Osage 

resisted this invasion by Native American groups, particularly the 

Cherokee, and fought them vigorously. After the Louisiana Purchase, 

Jefferson sought to move all the Indians east of Mississippi to 

the West. Much of the pressure for Cashesegra to rejoin in the 

north was raotivated by this desire of Jefferson to vacate the 

Arkansas region for relocated eastern tribes. The Arkansas 

Osage, however, consistently refused to rejoin the northern bands 

and until their forced evacuation in the spring of 1839, they 

fought on and off with various eastern tribes, the Delaware, 

Shawnee, and Cherokee. The increased warfare provided araple 

opportunity for 0-don and the war leaders to gain raore and racre 

status at the expense of traditional leadership. 

The Csage were, thus, pressured frora the East by both 

white settleraent and eastern Indian relocation. The Osage res-

ponded by fighting the Indian invaders and turning to the West. 

The western plains contained raillions of buffalo and abundant 

supplies of horses, so the Osage increasingly spent a great deal 

of their tirae out on the plains hunting buffalo and rounding up 

horses. As the Osage moved to the West they had to deal with 

other Native American groups that resisted Osage expansion. The 

Osage fought the Comanche, the Kiowa, and the Pawnee for the 

first forty years of the nineteenth century as all struggled to 

maintain control of the rich hunting grounds on the western plains, 

Warfare in the East with the relocated tribes and hunting and 
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raiding in the West simply reemphasized the new importance of 

hunters and warriors within Osage society. Young raen, thwarted 

within the traditional systera, broke away from the parent groups 

and established independent bands and further weakened a dying 

system. 

In 1815, as Jules De Mun passed through northern Osage 

country, he noted four groups of Osage, Little Osage led by Sans 

Oreille, Big Osage led by Pawhuska, another group he referred to 

as Gros Côte (a branch of Big Osage), and another gathered at 

103 Liguste Chouteau's (son of Pierre Chouteau) trading post. In 

1820, George Sibley, the Osage factor, submitted a report that 

mentioned two large groups of Big Osage. One group was still on 

the Osage River while another was west along the Neosho River. 

The Little Osage lived in three villages on the Neosho and included 

scrae raembers of the Missouri. Sibley knew little about the 

Arkansas band and noted that half the entire Osage tribe was down 

among the Arkansas group. Then in 1819, Charles Nuttall reported 

that the Osage had just returned frora hunting on the plains and 

that ten villages of theraselves and Kansa Indians had joined for 

coramon safety. 

A particularly important map made in 1822 shows Clermont's 

village on the lower Verdigris River and the Gros Côte village 

just above it. Three Little Osage villages are shown, two along 

the upper Neosho and one above Gros CÔte's village on the Verdigris. 

Pawhuska's Big Osage village is shown still on the Marraaton 

River.lO^ 
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In 1825, the Osage signed a treaty with the United States 

whereby they gave up clairas to all their land except for a narrow 

strip in present-day southern Kansas. In this treaty the United 

States promised to build homes for the four tribal chiefs, but did 

not name them. Despite this 1825 treaty many of the Osage refused 

to leave the lower Verdigris and as late as 1839, there were still 

bands living in ceded lands. Ten years after the treaty, a 

traveler, Louis Cortambert, visited the Osage and described six 

villages. Two separate villages on the Neosho were obviously Big 

Osage villages and one was still led by White Hair. Above these 

two villages were two, one inhabited by the Little Osage, and 

another by a group called Coeur Tranquille (Heart Stays). Two 

villages were situated on the Verdigris, Clerraont's village and 

Big Hill (Gros Côte).-'-̂ '̂  

In January of 1839 the Osage finally agreed to leave the 

territory ceded in 182 5, along the Verdigris. Despite an outbreak 

of sraallpox both Gros Côte and Clermont's bands were urged to 

leave by federal troops, and by March 1839, all Osage were 

1 r\Q 

"reunited" on their reservation to the north. In the siimmer of 

1840, the young Frenchraan, Victor Tixier, counted at least seven 

Osage villages. One village was attached to the Araerican Fur 

Company and its chief was Baptiste Mongrain, a mixed-blood or 

Osage raeti, A village named Naniompa (The Village of the Pipe) 

was led by old White Hair and Maison Cailles was led by Majakita 

whose raother was a sister to Pawhuska. The Heart Stays village 

was noted as the village of the Quiet Hearts and was under the 
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coramand of Man-Chap-Chi'-Mani. Quachinka-Lagri (or Belle Oiseau) 

led still a fifth village and although the leaders are not men-

tioned, Tixier noted that the Gros cSte and La Cheniere (Clermont's 

band) lived in two villages above on the Neosho. There may have 

been another village as Tixier mentioned the Little Osage, but 

109 never tied a named village to a Little Osage band. 

The collapse of the traditional Osage political systera was 

completed by 1839, when the Osage were living in numerous small 

bands that hunted independently in the same general area. The 

hereditary leadership and clan ties obviously were gone. There 

were no dual chieftains and those who led the Osage assumed their 

power outside the traditional clan framework. The patrilineal 

hereditary chieftainship no longer existed. Manjakita who led a 

large group of the Osage was related to the forraer leader through 

his raother. One band was led by a mixed-blood Osage whose claira 

to power apparently rested upon his connection with the Araerican 

Fur Company. The Non-hon-zhin-ga still existed, yet Tixier noted 

that the young warriors also had a forraal organization and were 

meeting together as did the old Non-hon-zhin-ga. This new council 

of young warriors, not a part of the traditional systera, further 

evidenced the growing power and influence of the young hunters and 

110 
warriors. 

During raost of the eighteenth century the Osage were able 

to go south and west and take slaves, horses, pelts, and food. 

They were encouraged to do this because they could trade these 

products for European goods they desired. These goods they 
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acquired, horses and guns, only fueled Osage territorial expansion 

which in turn increased their econoraic growth. The Osage were in 

an interesting lucrative position, but this same position placed 

pressure on the traditional political .structure. 

The successful young hunters and warriors gained possessions 

and status within the tribe that could not be reconciled with the 

traditional social and political framework. The pressure was such 

that the tribe splintered, breaking into separate independent bands. 

In 1700, and again in 1785, two bands left the parent group and 

forraed new Osage groups. The first split involved the group known 

as the Little Osage and hardly anything is known about their depar-

ture. The second split probably occurred for the sarae reasons yet 

was aggravated by outsiders. Intruders came among the Osage, lived 

among them, and created a new political systera, with new offices 

and functions. The French, Spanish, and Araericans created an Osage 

governraent along lines farailiar to thera. They eventually abandoned 

the dual chieftain system and virtually ignored the Non-hon-zhin-ga. 

Traders also became involved within the traditional political system 

and contributed to its eventual collapse. 

The increased warfare of the nineteenth century and the 

ever present economic opportunity forever altered the traditional 

leadership. The disgruntled, ambitious Osage, who had no power 

within the traditional system, broke away and formed sraall inde-

pendent bands. Ironically and tragically the Osage were losing 

their traditional tribal unity at a tirae when unity was needed to 

confront the growing pressures on the East and West. 
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CHAPTER VI 

OSAGE SUBSISTENCE ECONOMY 

I see and admire your raanner of living, your good warra 
houses, your extensive fields of corn, your gardens, your 
cows, oxen, work houses, waggons, and a thousand raachines, 
that I do not know the use of, I see that you are able to 
clothe yourself, even from weeds and grass. In short you can 
do almost what you choose. You whites possess the power of 
subduing almost every animal to your use. You are surrounded 
by slaves. Every thing about you is in chains, and you are 
slaves yourself. If l should exchange my pursuits for 
yours, I too should become a slave. Talk to my sons, perhaps 
they may be persuaded to adopt your fashions, or at least to 
recommend them to their sons; but for rayself, I was born free, 
was raised free, and wish to die free. I ara perfectly content 
with ray condition. The forest and rivers supply all the calls 
of nature in plenty, . . .1 

Big Soldier, 1820 

The transitional nature of Osage life and culture was both 

a result of and a reflection of the changing ways they managed and 

how they developed their available resources. The Osage econoray 

changed significantly during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

and these economic changes altered the Osage people and the way 

they viewed their world. Yet despite relatively dramatic economic 

fluctuations, the Osage always retained a great deal of their 

traditional life ways as they incorporated and channeled new 

econoraic tools into older raore traditional patterns. 

Prior to the European invasion the Osage were priraarily a 

semi-sedentary horticultural people. The Osage economy was a 
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of subsistence, based largely on horticulture, hunting, and 

gathering. The European presence brought dem.ands for new animals, 

new weapons, new tools, and, perhaps raost important, a new and 

ever-increasing market for Osage resources. 

The Osage were, by the second half of the eighteenth 

century, a people with a changed econoray. No longer limited to 

mere subsistence, the Osage were active traders with an aggressive 

and growing econoray. While not abandoning the traditional horti-

cultural base, the Osage devoted raore time and energy to hunting 

and raiding to produce goods to trade with the Europeans. Then 

by the end of the eighteenth century, the Osage becarae a serai-

nomadic hunting and raiding people who spent only enough tirae in 

their riverine villages to plant and harvest their crops and 

transact business with European traders. 

The Osage expanding econoray for rauch of the eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries allowed thera to enjoy prosperity. 

Continued access to both horses and guns guaranteed Osage geo-

graphical expansion and fueled their active econoray. Largely as 

a result of their econoraic power, the Osage were able to dorainate 

and control that land between the Arkansas and Missouri Rivers 

frora the Ozark highlands out onto the Great Plains. Their poli-

tical and economic domination of the area was not seriously 

challenged until the nineteenth century when eraigrant Native 

American groups began invading their eastern forested hunting 

grounds, and stronger western tribes began challenging their 

control of the plains. The Osage met the challenges posed by the 
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new competition with tremendous energy and adaptation, but their 

energies and adaptability were not sufficient to deal with the new 

conditions which eventually overwhelmed thera. 

Prior to the European invasion the Osage econoray was a 

subsistence one based upon hunting, gathering, and horticulture. 

The resources of the Osage environraent were used to feed, clothe, 

and shelter the Osage people. Sustenance of life was the goal of 

Osage production and the ultimate goal of their economic acti-

vities. There apparently was little wealth accuraulation araong the 

early Osage for possessions were meager and kinship ties araong the 

people insured a sharing of essential goods. Wealth distinctions 

were usually limited to a few luxury items, such as finely prepared 

skins, copper pendants, or bells. 

Hunting was perhaps the most important eleraent of the early 

Osage econoray. Garae, hunted by Osage raen, provided the meat for the 

Osage diet and the skins that clothed the Osage people. When the 

Osage resided in their large villages during the early spring and 

late suraraer, Osage raen hunted frequently to supply their lodges with 

food, Frora evidence discovered at early Osage village sites, the 

abundant white-tailed deer was the most popular meat, and probably 

the easiest game to bring down, In addition, other large game 

animals were apparently taken. Buffalo, elk, and bear were all 

hunted in the area surrounding the Osage villages, Sraaller game 

such as bobcat, raccoon, opossum, rabbit, and skunk were hunted for 

food as were ducks and turkeys. Despite the availability of fish 

in the area, the Osage apparently did not use them for food. 
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In addition to the everyday hunting in the prairie and 

forested areas surrounding their villages, the Osage conducted 

several large-scale comm.unal hunts in the summer and fall. 

These early hunts involved the entire tribe, and the people 

went out together, on foot, to hunt big game on the plains west 

of their prairie villages. Later in the eighteenth century, 

their principal game aniraal becarae the buffalo. 

Little is known about the pre-horse Osage hunts, but 

they were undoubtedly sirailar to other big game hunts conducted 

by other pre-horse plains hunters. Although there were a 

variety of methods used to hunt on the plains all involved 

driving the herds into restricted or confined areas where they 

could be more easily killed with hand weapons. Garae was sorae-

tiraes stampeded off a cliff or, as was raore often the case on 

the plains, a cutbank along a river or streambed where the 

Osage could kill the stunned crippled aniraals. At other tiraes 

the aniraals were driven into pens constructed of tiraber and 

brush, or simply surrounded on three sides by grass fires with 

the only escape filled with Osage hunters. In the eighteenth 

century the Osage used grass fires, the earliest such written 

recording being that of French officer Pierre Jacques de Taffanel 

who noted in 1751 a large group of Osage at a cerne (circle, 

ring) hunting,-^ These methods, while requiring a great deal of 

hard work, coordination, and physical risk, were apparently 

quite effective. Hundreds of buffalo and deer could be taken 

even before the Osage acquired the horse. 
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These summer coraraunal hunts were vital to the people's 

survival and as such were carefully planned and controlled. The 

hunts were directed by the two Osage chiefs (Ga-hi-ge) and their 

soldier assistants (A-Ki-da). Although only the raen hunted, the 

women were largely responsible for the skinning and butchering of 

the garae. The meat that was not imraediately eaten was cut into 

strips, placed on racks, and sraoked and dried for future use. In 

addition to the lean raeat, the aniraal fat and raarrow was collected 

and preserved for later use. Skins were scraped, fleshed, and 

subjected to a tanning process that involved rubbing an animal 

brains and fat mixture into the skin before drying it in the sun. 

Osage woraen were skilled skin dressers and Osage leather becarae a 

valuable trade itera." 

The Osage reraained out on the plains until late July when 

the tribe started for horae. They arrived there by August. After 

harvesting and drying their crops, the Osage again traveled west to 

hunt large game until the cold weather of December. After this 

fall hunt they returned to their prairie homelands where most 

retreated from the exposed prairie to spend the winter raonths in 

the sheltering forest in small kinship groups. Throughout the win-

ter Osage raen continued to hunt alone or in small groups in the 

immediate area. As the end of winter approached the Osage ventured 

out to hunt the bear and the beaver while these animals still pos-

sessed their thick winter fur. Once the weather warmed the Osage 

began collecting at their villages, and by May the people again 

were ready to start out on their coramunal hunting expeditions. 
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While hunting was the predom.inate element in the Osage 

subsistence econoray, both horticulture and the gathering of native 

wild plants played an iraportant role. The Osage gathered nuts, 

pecans, acorns, black walnuts, and hazelnuts. Wild pluras grapes, 

hackberries, and choke cherries were harvested and eaten when they 

becaiTie available. Three wild plants that were particularly irapor-

tant to the Osage were the wild pota.to, persimmon, and water 

chinkapin, and their importance was noted by their inclusion in 

Osage cereraonialism. Large amounts of wild potatoes were har-

vested and stored for cold weather use. In the fall the Osage 

went out in groups and harvested persimmons (cta-in-ge) in the 

woods. They separated the fruit pulp from the seeds, fashioned it 

into cakes, and baked thera over fires to preserve thera to supplement 

their winter diet. The Tse-wa-the or water chinkapin (similar in 

appearance to a large water lily) was valued by the Osage. The 

first gathering of the water chinkapin was sanctioned ceremonially. 

The outer skin of the plants' roots was scraped away, and the 

roots were cut into sraall pieces, strung together, and dried on 

racks. The seeds of the water chinkapin were also preserved and 

7 
eaten. 

The Osage diet was further suppleraented with crops culti-

vated by Osage women, principally corn, squash, and beans. Small 

gardens were established on stream and river terraces that were 

near water and where the soil was easier to break up than the 

thick prairie sod. Individual families worked their unfenced 

garden plots. The size of pre-horse Osage garden plots is unknown, 
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but later when the buffalo assumed a larger role in the Osage 

economy, plots varied from one-third to one full acre per fam.ily. 

These plots were probably somewhat larger in pre-horse times when 

horticulture played a more prominent role in the Osage econoray, 

but it is unlikely that they were significantly larger, for all 

the work was done with sraall hand tools, digging sticks, and 

9 aniraal bone-bladed hoes. 

Osage women cultivated three primary crops in their family 

plots. Corn (ha-ba) was clearly the raost important crop to the 

Osage. This iraportance was demonstrated by its presence in Osage 

ceremonialisra. Certain rites involved the planting of corn and 

one of the tribe's iraportant oral traditions related how the 

buffalo gave the corn to the Osage. Corn planting was accora-

panied with ritual, and the green corn harvest was celebrated with 

cereraony. The corn songs and rituals were the cereraonial pos-

sessions of the Tho-xe or Buffalo Bull clan. The Buffalo Bull 

clan represented the two most iraportant food sources of the Osage. 

According to Osage religious traditions Buffalo Bull came to the 

Osage and gave them four ears of corn; one red, one blue, one 

speckled, and one yellow, for food and medicine. 

When an Osage child received its narae, and hence its 

place in the clan structure, a Non-hon-zhin-ga of the Tho-xe 

clan recited the Buffalo Bull wi-gi-e, chewed several kernels 

of corn and placed thera in the infant's raouth. The raother then 

ritually planted seven hills of corn and when the corn was ripe, 

she harvested it, and prepared a feast for those Osage religious 
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leaders (Non-hon-zhin-ga) who had participated in her child's 

naming cermony.H 

The Osage women planted corn with a hoe made frora the 

shoulder blade of an elk fastened to a wooden shaft. They used 

the hoe to form hills and with a digging stick they made a hole in 

each hill, dropped in several kernels, and while singing the corn 

song, covered the hole with their feet.l2 The corn was planted in 

April, hoed once or twice, and left to grow unattended as the 

Osage spent the suraraer hunting away frora the raaize. 

Squash (wa-ton) was another iraportant Osage crop. It 

figured in the Buffalo Bull wi-gi-e for Buffalo Bull also gave the 

Osage squash. While the tradition only describes a black and red 

squash, the Osage had naraes for at least four other varieties of 

squash and pumpkins.^^ Squash was planted among the corn plants 

and its large leaves grew to cover the ground which helped retain 

the soil's moisture and cut off sunlight to hinder the growth of 

unwanted weeds. 

Beans were also used by the Osage, yet they were not 

included in Osage oral traditions. It is not clear why they were 

not mentioned, for beans have been found at early Osage village 

sites, and later written reports described the Osage planting beans 

in the fields with the corn and squash.-'-'* 

All crops were planted in April and harvested in August 

when the Osage returned from the plains suraraer hunt. The green 

corn was harvested and sorae was boi]ed or roasted on the cob and 

eaten imraediately. Most of the corn, however, was left in the 
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husks, braided together, and hung to dry in the lodges. When the 

corn was dried, it was removed frora the cob and stored for winter 

use. The Osage had many ways of preparing the corn, and as late 

as 1924 they had retained over twenty different ways of cooking 

•̂  15 it. 

Squash was harvested with the corn and beans. Its seeds 

and rind were removed and the fleshy pulp was cut into long strips 

that were dried in the sun. Before the strips were corapletely 

dry, they were braided into raats and returned to the drying rack 

to dry corapletely. The dried squash raats were packed in leather 

pouches and along with the corn, beans, water chinkapin, and 

persiraraon cakes, were stored in the Osage lodges for use during 

the winter. 

Osage gardens produced, in good years, an impressive 

amount of food. The Osage typically harvested between fifteen 

and thirty bushels of corn and beans per faraily. This, corabined 

with the squash and gathered wild foods, added variety and nutrition 

to the Osage diet. 

In all phases of pre-European Osage economy; hunting, 

gathering, and horticulture, the extended patrilineal faraily was 

the basic econoraic unit. Farailies lived near one another in the 

Osage villages and caraped together during the communal hunts. 

Male family merabers hunted together while the woraen worked in the 

faraily gardens or at the lodges. While raoieties, phratries, 

clans, and subclans existed, there is no evidence that these 

groups had an economic significance, Aside frora feeding and 
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housing fellow clan raembers in tiraes of need, these social groups 

had no economic function. Garden plots were owned by the families 

working them and raen hunted with faraily members not in larger clan 

groupings. During the great comraunal hunts again clans did not 

have specific econoraic roles, as the raeat taken was shared by all 

17 participating families. 

Osage families were all raerabers of larger econoraic and 

social classes within the village. Within the villages, Osage 

families were grouped into leader and coramoner classes. Leader 

families were those families whose raembers had displayed leader-

ship ability, personal bravery, and raaintained enough econoraic 

security to validate the position. Well-fed and clothed families 

enjoyed status among the Osage. A skilled hunter was a respected 

member of Osage society. Women who were skilled in preparing 

skins were equally esteeraed. In tirae, the status given to these 

farailies becarae a part of the traditional Osage social and poli-

tical fraraework, Social and econoraic class distinctions were raade 

by the Osage, and those farailies that consistently deraonstrated 

superior subsistence skills becarae the leaders of Osage society. 

Their positions were raaintained through hereditary political and 

religious positions and functions, In order to assurae high 

position one had to deraonstrate one's econoraic and social worth, 

To join the Non-hon-zhin-ga an Osage and his faraily had to present 

evidence of their econoraic skill. They had to produce nuraerous 

specific aniraal skins that had symbolic ceremonial significance 

and demonstrated the hunting skill of the initiate, Families had 
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to gather enough food to entertain the Non-hon-zhin-ga during the 

initiation rite, and these prerequisites served to limit raembership 

to those farailies that had achieved econoraic success. The econoraic 

distinctions were likely raeager, but they were still distinctions 

that the Osage raade. Most of the Osage farailies were raembers of 

the comraoner class, those families who were not merabers of the 

hereditary groups; or who had not yet shown sufficient leadership 

ability and bravery; or who had not possessed enough wealth to 

claim higher status. 

An important element in establishing and raaintaining 

social and econoraic status within the Osage village was through 

hospitality and giving. Individuals and farailies gave feasts 

where gifts were distributed. Giving was an iraportant act araong 

the Osage. It gave status to the giver and showed regard for the 

recipient. Individuals gave skins, tools, or food to show respect 

and to garner status. One gave to one's superiors and one deraon-

strated one's superiority by giving. As there were typically raore 

coram.oners than leaders those farailies at the top received more 

gifts as more and more gave to fewer and fewer. Those at the top 

took the best and returned the rest to the people below thera. 

This elaborate gift-giving effectively redistributed the village's 

18 limited wealth and guaranteed subsistence for all.-^ 

The family-based Osage subsistence economy was a successful 

one. It allowed the Osage to use their resources in such a fashion 

that they survived as a distinct people. In good years when the 

hunts were successful and the gardens productive, the Osage were 
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well-fed and warmly-clothed. In bad years when hunters did not 

produce enough meat or skins, or when weather or insects destroyed 

the crops, the Osage went hungry and soraetiraes starved. Yet 

overall it worked for the Osage, and despite the occasional bad 

years the Osage grew and prospered. Although the Osage eventually 

abandoned their subsistence economy and became active traders 

intent on accumulating wealth and property, the essential Osage 

econoraic pattern survived, They continued to plant their crops in 

the spring and hunt in large groups in the sumraer and fall. While 

spending more and more tirae hunting and raiding, and traveling 

further and further from their village bases, they continued to 

return to them and their gardens. The basic pattern of Osage 

econoraic life endured. 

The early Osage village was an econoraically autonoraous 

unit. Despite the village's econoraic independence, liraited trade 

with other Native Araerican groups occasionally occurred. Trade 

usually was conducted in luxury goods, those iteras that were 

not easily obtained by the respective traders. Carried out 

in the forra of gift-giving the Osage would trade their corn, 

squash, jerkied buffalo raeat, buffalo robes, or deerskins for 

salt frora interior tribes, seashells frora Gulf Coast tribes, 

and copper frora Great Lakes tribes.-'-̂  This intertribal trade 

was generally liraited to only those goods that were ornaraental 

or non-essential, for raost essential goods were provided by 

the tribe and distributed through kinship sharing and gift-

giving by all. 
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The subsistence econoray of the Osage was substantially 

altered by the European invasion of North America. Europeans 

arrived in North America armed with powerful weapons, araazing new 

aniraals, excellent raetal tools, and a new economic conceptual-

ization. The Osage in tirae acquired the new weapons, aniraals, 

tools, and, in so doing, partially adopted European approaches to 

resource raanageraent and use. The Osage began to abandon raere 

subsistence and became active traders intent on accumulating 

property and wealth.^^ These changes were neither immediate nor 

abrupt, but they were clearly pronounced by the early eighteenth 

century. 

Living along three major river systems the Osage were 

introduced to European goods, well before the actual appearance of 

the Europeans in the area, through the intertribal trade systera. 

One of the earliest European possessions that was acquired by the 

Osage was the horse, called Ka-wa by the Osage, a word that raeans 

mystery dog,̂ -'- It is uncertain when the Osage first acquired the 

horse, yet Henri Tonti reported in 1684 that the Missouri Indians, 

close neighbors and friends of the Osage, had horses, so it is 

likely that the Osage also possessed them by the l^SOs.^^ The 

horse was an important addition to the Osage econoray. Initially 

it only reinforced pre-horse patterns. Mounted Osage hunters 

could take game more easily and could hunt further from the 

prairie villages. Although probably more effective on the tree-

less plains, horses were also useful in the forest lands east of the 

villages as the Osage could then travel deeper into the Ozark 
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highlands to bring down bear, deer, and other forest game. Thus 

with the acquisition of the horse the Osage prospered. 

Although the horse only initially reinforced pre-horse 

patterns, it also altered those patterns. The great buffalo herds 

were raore easily exploited on horseback and with the added strength 

of the horse, raore raeat and skins could be returned to the Osage 

villages. *The horse also allowed the Osage to exploit fully the 

forested regions and Osage hunters could easily hunt on the Saint 

Francis or White Rivers far frora their prairie horaes. In time, 

however, the Osage became more westward-seeking in order to 

acquire abundant food and clothing. An iraportant eleraent in this 

new eraphasis on the West was directly related to the horse. 

Clearly the horse raade the Osages lives raore pleasant and as such 

they were an attractive possession, but horses could only be 

acquired in the West. Initially introduced by the Spanish, 

abundant supplies of horses could be obtained by trading with or 

stealing from western tribes or hunting for wild herds out on the 

plains. Thus the Osage began to be more and raore interested in 

the West and ranged long distances frora their villages to procure 

the horse and buffalo. 

Another important European introduction to the Osage 

economy was the firearm. The European flintlock musket was 

brought to North America by all Europeans, and in time it was 

acquired by the Osage. It is not certain when the Osage first 

acquired the firearra which they called wah-don-ska, meaning thing 

that causes things to cry out, but by 1719 the Osage had several 
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guns. It is probable that they had thera earlier as French traders 

were dealing with the Osage in the late seventeenth century. 

The gun was extreraely iraportant to the Osage, both as a 

means of bringing down game and as a weapon of war. Perhaps raore 

useful against bear, deer, and buffalo when hunted on foot, the 

early trade rauskets were awkward to load and fire on horseback, 

Although the Osage eventually acquired percussion cap rauskets and 

shortened the barrels of the guns; the bow and arrow reraained, 

until the mid-nineteenth century, an effective and deadly hunting 

weapon, Guns were raore effective as war weapons for eneraies could 

be attacked and subdued by rausket-arraed Osage. Firearms were 

particularly effective against those Native Americans who were 

armed only with bows and arrows, and protected with only leather 

armor. Fortunately for the Osage and unfortunately for the tribes 

west of them, the French and Spanish maintained very different 

attitudes regarding the distribution of firearms among the Native 

Araericans. 

The Spanish, raore intent on subjugating the native peoples 

and controlling territory through state-supported political and 

religious institutions, were reluctant to arra any of the native 

peoples in lands under their nominal control. Spanish colonial 

policy directed by the state worked to maintain peace and security 

near their missions and presidios. Consequently the Spanish con-

sistently banned the sale of firearras and ammunition to Native 

Americans, and until the early nineteenth century these bans were 

23 remarkably successful. 
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French colonial policy was less concerned with the subju-

gation of native people and more intent on economically exploiting 

their colonial empire, employing the native peoples. Much of the 

early colonial occupation was under the direction of individuals 

working for joint-stock corapanies or individual entrepreneurs--

eager to establish profitable trade. Native Araerican-French 

contact was typically trade-oriented and since the French were 

often in fierce corapetition with other European powers for the 

Indian trade, they were willing to supply Native Americans with 

firearras. Firearras in the hands of friendly trading partners were 

not a threat to the French and were indeed useful, for armied 

Indians could produce more furs and other goods the French traders 

wanted. The gun was an attractive itera to the Indians and as such 

helped create a demand which further fueled the trade. Furthermore, 

since the Indian could neither construct their own guns nor produce 

their own amraunition, the French traders always had a degree of 

control over their Indian trading partners. 

Since the first traders to come among the Osage were frora 

the French colony, the Osage early had access to firearras. The 

British continued to supply thera firearras after the French were 

forced to leave the continent. Only in tiraes of war between the 

British and French was Atlantic trade hampered. Usually the Osage 

had an adequate supply of guns and ammunition. In addition, the 

Spanish continued to ban the sale of firearms to those Indians 

living west of the Osage. This situation proved extremely advan-

tageous to the Osage for as long as the flow of guns was restricted 
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into the interior, the Osage possessed a vital political and 

economic advantage over their western neighbors. 

Combined, the horse and gun had a tremendous impact on the 

Osage economy. The seasonal cycle remained the same, yet with 

horses and guns the Osage could more easily take more game which 

fed and clothed their people and allowed thera to thrive and prosper. 

With access to new goods raere subsistence was forsaken, and the 

Osage worked to acquire other new possessions available frora the 

newcomers and, in so striving, changed their economy. 

The first Europeans araong the Osage were likely viewed 

only as new traders with novel goods, not as agents of European 

iraperialisra and a new way of life, yet these first traders were 

both. The early trading followed the traditional gift exchange 

pattern; but in tirae with the increased European presence in the 

area trade took on new iraportance and was conducted in the Euro-

pean, not the Native American, manner. The old patterns of gift-

giving and equal exchange of the Native Americans was replaced by 

European patterns of unequal exchange with little or no gift-

2"̂  giving and exorbitant prices guaranteed to insure profit. 

The Osage first began trading for European goods v;ith the 

Native Araericans who were in direct contact with the French. In 

1591 the commandant of the Illinois post, Desliettes 

wrote: 

The savages of whom I have spoken, and who corae to trade 
araong the Illinois, are the Oossages and Missourita, who not 
long ago had war with thera and who, aside from their need of 
hatchets, knives and awls and other things are very glad to 
keep on the good side of this nation. . . .^^ 
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As the French presence grew in the interior, the Osage began 

trading directly with the Europeans. In 1680 two French traders 

were taken to the Missouri Indian village and in 1693 two French 

27 
coureur de bois visited the Osage to establish friendly relations. 

In 1686 Henry Tonti established a trading post at the 

mouth of the Arkansas River and by 1700 there were two French 

missions along the Mississippi, one just south of and another just 

across the river frora present-day Saint Louis. At about the sarae 

time French colonists began establishing the French settlements 

along the Gulf Coast. Thus by the beginning of the eighteenth 

century there were several French outposts near the Osage. These 

French posts grew and served as trading bases for expeditions into 

the West. As early as 1704 Sieur de Bienville, Governor of French 

Louisiana, reported that there were 110 traders in bands of seven 

28 and eight trading along the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers. 

In 1712, the colony of Louisiana was in effect leased to 

Antoine Crozat, counsellor and financial secretary to Louis XIV. 

Crozat was granted a raonopoly of the colony trade and he atterapted 

to exploit Louisiana to the fullest. In 1717 he surrendered his 

lease and it was transferred to the control of the Corapany of the 

West, later known as the Corapany of the Indies, directed by John 

Law. Law, convinced that large investraents were necessary to 

develop Louisiana, created the Mississippi Company. To secure 

the necessary capital Law sold shares in the company and worked 

to expand its trade. In 1719 the corapany sent agent Claude-Charles 

DuTisné into the interior to meet with the Osage and Wichita to 
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establish trade, and in that same year sent Jean-Baptiste Bernard 

de la Harpe up the Arkansas River to trade with the Caddo. Unfor-

tunately, the Mississippi Company collapsed in 1720. Law had 

financed its operation by selling shares in the company. French 

investors, convinced that Law's Mississippi plan would make them 

rich, claraored for the shares and drove their prices well above what 

they were actually worth. This speculation finally ended in 1720 

when investors, realizing that their shares would not earn enough to 

justify their high prices, began selling their shares. Speculators 

unloaded their stock and prices collapsed as did Law's arabitious 

Louisiana scheme. The Company of the Indies survived and continued 

to develop the Louisiana colony, but on a rauch sraaller scale.^^ The 

corapany sent several agents into the interior in hopes of cpening 

trade with the Spanish colonies in northern Mexico. 

Three years after the Law trading lease had been raade the 

French constructed a fort and trading post on the east bank of the 

Mississippi between Cahokia and Kaskaskia raissions, and in the 

fall of 1723 Etienne Veniard de Bourgraont, a representative of the 

Corapany of the Indies established a French fort and trading post 

very close to the Osage. Located on the left bank of the Missouri 

River, near the mouth of the Grand River, it was directly across 

the river from the Missouri and Little Osage villages. Bourgmont's 

post, naraed Fort Orleans, reraained open until 1729 and for six 

years the Osage had an active French trading post within close 

proximity to one band and only about one hundred miles from the 

Big Osage on Osage River. 
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The Osage were enthusiastic traders with the French. The 

French had many things that the Osage wanted and were willing to 

trade to obtain. In addition to guns and the necessary acces-

sories, flints, gunpowder, and lead balls, the Osage desired 

European-manufactured goods. Metallic items in particular were 

very attractive. Metal alone was considered valuable and the 

Osage oftentiraes traded for sheets of brass frora which they fash-

ioned arrow points, pendants, and jewelry. Iron knives, scissors, 

awls, razors, hoes, axes, files, saws, pots, and pans were all 

extreraely useful iteras among the Osage. Textile goods, such as 

brightly-colored Limbourg cloth, woolen stroud, ribbons, and trade 

blankets were desired by the Osage as were glass beads, raetal 

bells, rairrors, broaches, rings, bracelets, verraillion, and other 

paints.-̂ -'- The degree to which the Osage adopted European goods is 

clearly evident in the reraains of the village and carap sites. In 

every Osage site but one excavated in Missouri, trade good arti-

3 2 
facts clearly outnurabered native artifacts. 

In return for the European trade goods the Osage supplied 

the French with a variety of Osage products. The Osage, with 

access to Spanish livestock such as horses and mules via neigh-

boring tribes, were willing to trade them to the French. In 1714 

Francois Le Maire reported that the French at Mobile possessed 

horses that voyageurs had acquired from the Osage along the Mis-

souri and Arkansas Rivers.^^ In the fall of 1719 another agent 

of the Company of the Indies, Claude-Charles DuTisne, visited the 

Osage and Wichita in their villages. DuTisne reported that the 
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Wichita, located in two villages southwest of the Osage, had about 

three hundred horses, but that they were reluctant to give them up 

for they did not have enough for every man. Trading three muskets, 

some gun powder, knives, and pick axes, DuTisné was able to buy two 

horses and one raule with a Spanish brand. Araong the Osage DuTisné 

traded for some horses, but he did not record how many he obtained 

nor how rauch he paid for thera, but they obviously had some horses 

and were willing to trade. 

It is not certain whether or not DuTisne's silence about 

numbers and price meant they were not unusually high or as diffi-

cult to obtain as from the reluctant Wichita. When DuTisné 

visited the Osage he encountered a Mento chief from a village 

southwest of the Wichitas. The Mento were a tribe living along 

the Arkansas Valley and Southern Plains and probably were merabers 

of the Wichita group. DuTisné had traded with the Mento at 

Natchitoches earlier, and the Mento promised to bring horses to the 

French posts in Illinois in the following spring. The Mento's 

presence in the Osage village and his remarks to DuTisné seeraed 

to iraply that he was an active trader araong the Osage and Caddoan-

speaking tribes and obviously the Osage were participating in sorae 

35 European-Native Araerican trade network, 

The Illinois livestock trade was active, but precise 

records are scarce. Horses were sold in Illinois for about 100 

livres. However, in 1738 when horses were needed for a war with 

the Chickasaw, the French paid 200 livres a horse. Prices decreased 

as one went West and approached horse country, for although DuTisné 
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complained about the price, he paid only about 33 livres each for 

the horses and mules he bought in 1719.-^^ 

Perhaps raore iraportant trade iteras supplied by the Osage 

were the skins and fur of native aniraals. It is difficult to 

arrive at exactly how much the Osage provided, for records are 

scarce and those that exist too often list only the area from which 

the furs were derived, and specific tribes are seldoraed raentioned. 

But it is certain that the Osage, already fur trappers and deer and 

buffalo hunters eager to acquire French goods, participated in the 

trade. 

Unfortunately for the Osage the beaver skins, small and 

easily transported, which usually demanded a good price, were not a 

large part of their trade. Apparently the winters in the Osage 

country were not severe enough, for the beaver pelts were not as 

thick or dark-colored as those that carae from the North, and 

although the Osage did produce some beaver skins, they were never 

the most important furs. 

Some buffalo hides were traded by the Osage, but a large-

scale trade in thera did not develop, for despite their price, 

usually 4 livres a pound, the hides were large, bulky, and diffi-

cult for large-scale land transportation.^^ The principal fur that 

the Osage became actively involved in trading was deerskins. There 

was an abundance of white-tailed deer in the area between the 

Missouri and Arkansas Rivers, and the skins were relatively small, 

easily packed, and transported. Deerskins that included the addi-

tional skin of the head and tail were worth about 25 sols each if 
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large, and only 15 sols if small, 20 sols if they were mediura-

sized. Deerskin without heads and tails were worth 5 sols less 

38 apiece according to their size and condition. Prices were low, 

but deer were plentiful and easily taken. Twenty raedium pelts with 

heads and tails would usually secure for an Osage a rausket and one 

medium pelt with head and tail would buy a powder horn full of 

powder or two pounds of bullets. 

Prices also varied according to European markets and 

domestic competition. The Osage, situated along the Missouri 

system, were visited by both French and English traders. Because 

of the corapetition between the French and the English, the Osage 

got better prices for their furs and paid less for the trade goods. 

Since both the English and the French wanted to insure Osage loy-

alty, they both bought all the Osage skins, even those they did nct 

40 want, in order to maintam Osage allegiance. 

During the first half of the eighteenth century, the French 

alone exported hundreds of thousands of deerskins. In 1734 in one 

month 12,000 skins were shipped home, and by 1744 over 100,000 

deerskins were exported from Louisiana.^^ The Osage were active 

participants in the deerskin trade and in 1757 they traded 80 bales 

of deer and bearskins to the French in Illinois,'^^ The Osage also 

traded bearskin and the furs of such animals as wolves, raccoons, 

foxes, wildcats, weasels, and muskrats. 

In addition to aniraal furs and skins the Osage were involved 

in trading other animal products. The Osage sent tallow, bear oil, 

and dried buffalo meat to the French who used the tallow for candles, 
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bear oil as a substitute for olive oil, and ate the buffalo raeat."^^ 

Dried buffalo tongue was a particularly popular trade item among 

the French. The French along the Missouri traded firearms, powder, 

and lead for Mlssouri Indian corn and thus it is very likely that 

the Osage also traded their corn, beans, and squash with the 

, 44 French. 

The French presence in Osage country had begun the alter-

ation of the Osage econoray. The Osage wanted European trade goods. 

The guns, axes, knives, awls, pots, pails, woolen blankets, and 

other trade goods made their lives easier and more comfortable. 

The French, eager to acquire Osage furs, encouraged the trade. The 

subsistence economy of the Osage, however, could not secure enough 

iteras to trade with the French. Therefore the Osage began to 

abandon mere subsistence and became coraraercial hunters to secure 

the valuable trade goods. 

The change from subsistence to the market econoray, however, 

was gradual, for the Osage could easily adapt their subsistence 

econoraic patterns to meet the European-inspired demands. They 

continued to plant their crops in the spring and spent their 

sumraers and falls hunting on the plains. They spent raore time on 

the seasonal hunts and brought back more game, but there was little 

basic alternation in the early eighteenth century. French guns 

allowed the Osage hunters to take more game and allowed the Osage 

to eat better. French knives and awls raade it easier to prepare 

the furs and skins, raetal hoes perraitted the Osage woraen to prepare 

their gardens with less toil, but there was little fundaraental 
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change. A visitor to an Osage village in the early eighteenth 

century would have noted woolen blankets, metal pots and pans, 

and perhaps noted a better fed people, but until more Europeans 

invaded their country the Osage econoray remained relatively stable. 
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CHAPTER VII 

OSAGE MARKET ECONOMY 

. . . there is no lack of white people to purchase the 
products of our industry.^ 

Big Soldier, 1820 

As the European presence grew in the interior of North 

America so did the economy of the Osage. The Osage lived along 

three major rivers, the Mississippi, Arkansas, and Missouri and 

near the frontiers of the Spanish, French, British, and Americans. 

The Osage, residing in this pivotal location, soon became involved 

in the econoraic and imperial designs of the Europeans. 

The French, Spanish, and British were all rivals for the eco-

nomic and political domination of North America. The European used 

Native American peoples to achieve those ends. The French and the 

British armed their Indian allies and actively promoted their expan-

sion at the expense of their opponents. The Spanish also encouraged 

their Native American allies, but usually refused to arm them. 

All of the European powers, eager to exploit the resources 

of North America, actively traded with their allies. They provided 

manufactured goods, principally guns, metal tools, and textiles, 

for Indian products. Europeans wanted animal skins, furs, horses, 

mules, and slaves. Native Americans willingly hunted game, captured 

livestock, and enslaved their rivals to acquire the European goods. 
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European trade upset the balance of power in the interior 

by supplying sophisticated weapons to their allies, and by creating 

a lucrative new market for slaves, furs, and livestock. Native 

American peoples with access to the European traders took advantage 

of their arras superiority and expanded their hunting grounds at the 

expense of their less well-armed neighbors. French and British 

armed tribes moved to secure new hunting grounds and seized horses 

and captives. A tremendous struggle took place as Native American 

people fought for their economic and political survival. 

The Osage were deeply involved in this economic and poli-

tical struggle. Fortunately for the Osage they were not devastated 

by European diseases and remained numerically strong. Living near 

several European frontiers, they were able to achieve independence 

from European control and maintain complete access to their trade. 

In addition, Osage culture could accommodate the changes required 

by the changed economy, and their subsistence economic patterns 

blended well with the market economy demands. Traditional Osage 

culture awarded status to good hunters and warriors, and their 

seasonal hunting pattern could be used to supply needed commercial 

desires of the Osage. Thus the Osage made the transition from 

subsistence to market economy with relative ease. 

One of the most iraportant trade items among the Osage and 

French were Indian slaves. Native Americans had long captured enemy 

peoples for use as labor or simply to replace lost faraily members. 

French explorer and entrepreneur, Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La 

Salle, suggested that the French buy the enslaved Indians, return 
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them to their native homes, and sell them back to their people. 

This, he argued, would establish good relations between the French 

and the Native Americans. Unfortunately, the results were quite 

different, for in offering to buy Indian slaves, the French created 

a new market for the slaves and encouraged new Indian warfare and 

the taking of slaves. French traffic in slaves did create new 

alliances but it also created increased aniraosity between Native 

Araericans and the French. At about the same time the French began 

participating in the Indian slave trade, British traders in the 

Carolinas began purchasing slaves from their Indian allies, As a 

result of the two competing European nations, intertribal wars 

were soon conducted solely to take captives with which they could 

2 
be traded to either the British or the French. 

Traffic in Indian slavery was raore than an eleraent of 

French-Native Araerican foreign policy, for slaves filled an 

important economic need in French Louisiana. The new French 

colony needed workers and Indian slaves provided the needed 

labor. Indian slaves were never an adequate supply of labor. 

The Native American slaves were troublesome for they frequently 

ran away. Various colonial officials in 1705, 1707, 1708, and 

1713 proposed that the French exchange their Louisiana Indian 

slaves for black African slaves frora the French West Indies 

colonies. The Indians, away frora their horaes and familiar 

country, could not run away in the islands it was argued, and 

blacks sent to Louisiana would not run away for fear of being 

killed by hostile Indians.^ Despite a brief experiment in 1708, 
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when a French West Indies trader bought several Indian slaves for the 

islands, the exchange proposal was never officially sanctioned. 

Despite the failure of the Louisiana-West Indies exchange, 

the Indian slave trade survived in Louisiana even into the period 

of Spanish occupation of Louisiana. When the Company of the Indies 

began promoting and developing the Louisiana colony it sent over 

colonists to clear large agricultural plantations that required 

increasing araounts of farra labor. In 17 20 the Corapany of the 

Indies complained that French traders on the Missouri and Arkansas 

Rivers were inciting Indian wars simply to provide slaves for 

trading.'^ Indian slaves, however, were never considered a safe 

investment for so many ran away. In 1725 only 229 such slaves were 

recorded in French Louisiana. Thus in the 17 20s the Company of the 

Indies began iraporting black slaves to supply colonial labor deraands 

not being met by Indian sources. During the French control of 

Louisiana (up to 1759) about six thousand black slaves were imported 

5 
into the colony, 

Despite the competition of black slaves and the uncertain 

market for Indian slaves, the Osage continued to participate in the 

Indian slave trade, particularly among their less well-armed neighbors 

to the south and west. V:hen DuTisné visited the Osage in 1719 they 

sent word to the Wichita that DuTisné was a slave trader intent on 

enslaving them. This ruse, an attempt by the Osage to prevent 

DuTisné from dealing with their western neighbors, failed, but the 

story was apparently plausible enough for the Wichita to accept, 

for DuTisné's life was threatened by the Wichita. He finally was 
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able to convince them that he was not on a slave-capturing mission. 

The association in 1719 of Frenchmen and slave-taking was strong 

enough for the Osage to suggest it and the Wichita to believe it. 

DuTisne later revealed that at one time he had been involved the 

Indian slave trade with the Mento trader he met at the Osage 

village. It is obvious that the Mento was involved in a horse-

slave trade system conducted with the Osage and the French. 

At about the same time DuTisné was among the Osage and 

Wichita, Bernard de la Harpe, a Company of the Indies represen-

tative, traveled up the Red River with Nassoni Indian guides. The 

Nassoni, a Caddoan tribe of the Kadohadacho group located near the 

big bend of the Red River, were afraid of the Osage, and when La 

Harpe met with the Osage he had to convince the Osage not to kill 

them. La Harpe said the Osage wanted to kill his guides, but the 

Osage may have wanted only to capture thera and trade them for 

French goods. 

In 1724, when Etienne Veniard de Bourgmont was living and 

trading araong the Osage, Missouri, and Kansa Indians as a Corapany of 

the Indies representative, he traded guns, powder, bullets, knives, 

g 

and other French goods for Indian slaves. Although Bourgraont 

did stop the trade in Padouca (Apache) slaves for political 

reasons he continued to urge his Native American allies to 

take Fox Indian slaves and others who were not French allies.^ 

This trade continued after the closing of Fort Orleans sometirae 

in the late 1720s. The Osage armed with muskets continued to 

attack their weaker, poorly-armed neighbors to the west and 
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south, particularly the Caddoan groups along the upper Arkansas 

River system. 

Fabry de la Bruyere, traveling along the Canadian River in 

the winter of 1742, encountered a group of thirty-five Osage warriors 

on their way to attack the Mento people. He reported, "Ils 

partirent avant midy, promettant que, s'ils faisoient coup, ils 

reviend roient dans six ou sept nuits et ameneroient des esclaves." 

(T'hey [osage] left before noon, promising that if they counted 

coup, they would bring back slaves.) The Osage returned a month 

later without slaves, but with seven horses, one mule, and two 

scalps taken frora the Mento. The Osage by 1742 were raiding the 

Mento who they had traded with in 1719, evidence of the shift in 

econoraic and political patterns in the south central plains in the 

eighteenth century. 

Indian slaves, a raarketable commodity, were taken by the 

Osage and traded with the French throughout the French occupation. 

The Osage expanded west and south and continued to acquire both 

slaves and horses. During the 1740s French traders penetrated 

beyond the Osage and traded with the western tribes. The Osage 

resented the new economic corapetition, and tried to prevent it. 

Bruyere had alraost been stopped by the Osage in 1742, for they 

12 
believed he was taking guns tc the Wichita and the Apache. 

Because of the increased French presence on the plains in the 1740s 

and early 1750s, the Osage faced stiff competition as the western 

tribes were providing horses and other commodities for the French 

and were supplied with guns and aramunition with which to resist 
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Osage expansion. -̂  By the early 1750s the Osage were attacked 

several times by Wichita and Comanche groups. On two occasions 

more than twenty Osage were killed.-̂ '̂  Yet despite the resur-

gence of western Indian strength the Osage continued to hunt and 

raid in the West and exploit the peoples in the area. 

The Seven Years' War (1756-1763) hampered French trade 

with the Native Americans. Interior tribes were apparently hurt 

most by the slowing of French munitions, for the Osage expanded 

their influence in the late 1750s. Osage raids were so severe 

that by 1757 most Caddoan tribes had abandoned the Arkansas 

River systera and had fled south to the Red River. The Seven 

Years' War ended in 1763, yet the irapact of the war was not felt 

by the Osage until rauch later. The French officials retained 

control until 1769, and Osage econoraic patterns begun under the 

French were little changed for several years. 

The French, defeated by the British in the Seven Years' 

War, ceded Louisiana to the Spanish as compensation for Spain's 

losses in the war. The Osage initially were little effected by 

the change in colonial adrainistrations in Louisiana. Econoraic 

patterns established with the French during their colonial 

tenure remained largely unchanged for several years. The 

Osage continued to secure horses, slaves, furs, and other 

aniraal products frora the forest Ozarks to the western prairie-

plains with which they traded to European traders who came 

to their villages or who established trading posts near them, 

either at the newly-established French-Spanish community of 
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Saint Louis or at the older Arkansas Post near the mouth of the 

Arkansas River. 

Saint Louis, established in 1764, by Pierre Liguest Laclede 

and Auguste Chouteau, played an important role in the growing Osage 

economy, for this comraunity served as an important base for those 

individuals who traded among the Osage. Also iraportant was the old 

Arkansas Post. Traders from this fort ascended the Arkansas and 

created a substantial raarket for Osage goods. 

Spanish colonial policy did differ frora the French. The 

relatively free trade policy of French Louisiana was replaced by 

the more tightly-supervised economic policies of Spain. Native 

American trading, tied so intimately to Spanish foreign policy, was 

controlled by colonial officials. Spain licensed her traders and 

expected thera to behave according to colonial and iraperial law. 

The free French traders were replaced by licensed-Spanish traders. 

Independent traders operated who violated the policies of Spanish 

Louisiana. While clearly the trade policies of Spanish Louisiana 

were ignored by independent traders, these new policies did affect 

the Osage econoray. 

The Osage economic pattern was altered. In December 1769, 

the Spanish Governor of Louisiana, Alejandro O'Reilly, issued 

several proclamations that had a far-reaching impact. First O'Reilly 

outlawed the trade in Indian slaves. Licensed traders could no 

longer deal in slaves and all Indians enslaved were to be released. 

Further, licensed traders were forbidden to trade for livestock 

with the Native Araericans, for now that all Louisiana was the 
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possession of Spain, any livestock acquired in Spanish Louisiana 

probably had been stolen frora Spanish New Mexico and Texas. The 

Spanish also imposed restrictions on the trade in firearms with 

Native Americans. The trade, although not halted entirely, was to 

be reduced to prevent wars. Indians were allowed only enough 

firearms and ammunition to hunt. 

Despite all the drastic economic policy changes of the 

Spanish, the Osage economy was only marginally affected. Louisiana 

under the control of the adrainistration in Havana was allowed sorae 

leeway with which to exploit the new colony, while Texas and New 

Mexico reraained under the more conservative and orthodox Mexico 

City control. Again, geographic placeraent of the Osage served thera 

well. Located along the Missouri River the Osage had access to 

traders operating out of Canada. These Canadian traders traveling 

illegally into Spanish territory ignored Spanish trade restrictions 

and continued to supply the Osage with firearras and araraunition.-̂ ^ 

Apparently because of this proxiraity, the firearras restrictions of 

the Spanish were rarely, if ever, enforced for the Spanish feared 

the expansion of English influence in Louisiana. Thus, in the 

North the Osage could acquire what they needed and wanted, ille-

gally and legally. 

In the south the Osage also had ready access to trade. 

Having forced the Caddoan tribes out of the middle and lower Arkansas 

Valley, the Osage could easily trade with the Arkansas-based Euro-

pean traders. The Arkansas Post was small and isolated, and it 

became a haven for unlicensed Indian traders and the center of 
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18 
illicit Indian trade. Laws outlawing slave, firearm, and live-

stock trade were ignored as French, Spanish, and even British 

traders congregrated at the Arkansas. 

At the other Spanish post in eastern Louisiana, Natchi-

toches, Spanish trade laws were strictly enforced by Spanish 

commander Athanase de Méziêres. Consequently those traders 

operating out of Natchitoches were not allowed to trade for 

slaves or livestock, and their trade in firearms was limited. 

The inconsistent enforcement of Spanish trade policy benefited 

the Osage, for the lack of enforceraent at the Arkansas Post and 

the strict enforceraent at Natchitoches allowed the Osage to 

renew their expansion south and west from the Osage River. The 

Arkansas River gained economic importance for the Osage because 

they could go there and trade furs, slaves, and livestock and 

acquire needed firearms, amraunition, and whatever else they 

desired. De Meziêres' enforceraent of Spanish policy deprived 

the Caddoan tribes on the Red River of trade, for raost of their 

trading had involved horses, raules, and slaves. The Osage 

continued to acquire guns and traded illegally along the Arkansas 

while the Caddoans reraained unarmed. Therefore the Osage looked 

to the south and west and exploited the territory. Native 

Americans retreated from the Osage expansion. The economic 

opportunities were so lucrative that a band of Osage moved to 

the Arkansas region. One of the Osage leaders went to Saint 

Louis and complained of the illicit trade for it took in "one-

half of the nation, in bands."^^ Several times during the latter 
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part of the eighteenth century, the Osage complained as members 

deserted the traditional home and moved to the Arkansas. 

Any Caddoan groups that remained along the Arkansas River 

were attacked and driven frora the area as Osage entrepreneurs 

sought raore trade goods with which to trade with the licensed and 

unlicensed traders. De Mézieres, at Natchitoches, described 

conditions as he saw thera in the spring of 1770: 

But that river of the Akansa [Arkansas] having becorae 
infested by the concourse of malefactors of which I 
have spoken, they soon came to know the Osage, and 
incited them with powder, balls, fusils, and other 
raunitions (which are furnished them by merchants who 
go annually with passports to visit them) to attack 
those of this district, for the purpose of stealing 
woraen, who they would buy to satisfy their brutal appe-
tites; Indian children, to aid thera in their hunting; 
horses, on which to hunt wild cattle, and raules, on 
which to carry the fat and the flesh. Thus, all at once 
this district has becorae a pitiful theater of outrageous 
robberies and bloody encounters, and it has corae to pass 
that in despair the Tuacanas, Yscanis, Tancaoueys, and 
Quitseys have retreated toward the south until they are 
now in the neighborhood of the presidios of San Saba, 
Bexar, and Espiritu Santo. . . . ^ 

These conditions persisted for many years. The Osage, 

better-armed and economically-raotivated by the Europeans, attacked 

their neighbors, stole their children and their livestock, and 

drove thera frora their homes. Those people, largely unarmed, living 

in a rich area west and south of the Osage were to becorae victiras 

of this Mississippi and Missouri Valley destabilization. The 

Osage were responding to the econoraic opportunities presented to 

them and the loss of unrestricted northern hunting lands. Native 

Americans north of the Missouri were now well-armed by British 

traders as were those living east of the Osage. 
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The Sac, Fox, Potawatorai, Kickapoo, Shawnee, Delaware, and 

the various tribes that raade up the Illinois confederacy had access 

to arms, ammunition, and trade goods. They all wanted to seize the 

rich hunting grounds of the Osage in the Ozarks and Ouachita forests, 

and they attacked the Osage. The Osage, confronted by these well-armed 

rivals, were forced to hunt and raid in the south and west in order 

to survive. Without furs, skins, livestock, and slaves, the Osage 

could not acquire the weapons to resist their opponents in the north 

and east. The Osage were skilled hunters and fierce warriors and 

econoraic and political raotivation prorapted their domination. 

The Osage incorporated the increased hunting, raiding, and 

trading into their society. They enjoyed a new prosperity as a 

result of the domination. Their families were better fed and 

clothed, and European trade goods came into frequent use in the 

village. Metal tools replaced stone and bone implements, and brass 

pots were used in place of Osage pottery. Wool blankets kept the 

Osage warm, and European paints colored their skins. Osage hunters, 

equipped with muskets and bows, provided abundant garae and kept 

Osage enemies far from the villages. 

Living in close proximity to Spanish settlements in Missouri 

gave the Osage a distinct advantage. They could trade with the 

licensed traders frora New Madrid, Sainte Genevieve, Saint Charles, 

and Saint Louis, and they could also trade with any Spanish or French 

inhabitants of interior Missouri. Any European could easily meet with 

the Osage and conduct trade covertly with them. Missouri residents 

did not have to do without horses when they could purchase them from 
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their Osage neighbors. The continued presence of illegal traders 

along the Arkansas also provided the Osage with a lucrative 

market. 

The Osage pursued coraraerce in horses, raules, and slaves with 

the unlicensed traders. They also continued to trade aniraal skins 

and animal products such as bear oil and animal tallow with both 

licensed and unlicensed traders. The trade in furs and other 

animals' products increased tremendously among the Osage. Having 

driven competing Indian groups from the region the Osage had a vast 

territory to exploit. They hunted bear and beaver along the water 

of the Gasconades, Saint Francis, White, Verdigris, and Neosho 

Rivers and traveled west along the Cimarron, Canadian, and upper 

Arkansas Rivers. 

Because of the nature of the illicit trade there were no 

records kept of the amount of Osage trade in contraband slaves and 

21 
livestock, although there is evidence that both continued. •̂-̂  

Enough evidence of the legal trade exists that demonstrates the 

growing economic influence of the Osage people. In 1757, the Osage 

produced only 80 packs of deer and bearskin, or roughly 8,000 

pounds of skins and by 177 5, the Osage were producing 22,200 pounds 

of pelts which amounted to 46 percent of the Indian trade in 

Spanish Illinois.^^ The Osage were bringing in the same skins, but 

the amounts increased with the European presence, and the energy 

and effort of the Osage was such that they were described in the 

spring of 1776 as frequenting " . . . the post which produces more 

than all the Missouri. , . , "'-•̂  
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Licensed traders from Saint Louis flocked to the Osage 

river villages. The Osage took full advantage of the trade 

opportunities in Saint Louis. It was near their prairie villages 

and easily reached. The Spanish officials at Saint Louis usually 

fed the Osage when they visited, and despite potential attacks by 

rival tribes the Osage continued to trade there. The Osage, eager 

to trade, raaintained coraraercial connections with both Saint Louis 

and the Arkansas Post. 

While only records for legally-traded furs survive, it is 

clear that by the 1770s the Osage dorainated the fur trade of Saint 

Louis and Spanish Illinois. In 1777, the Osage brought in hundreds 

of skins and pelts. Again the predorainate pelt was the deer, for 

the Little and Big Osage bands supplied 54 percent of the total 

market in deerskins (452 packs), 98 percent of the untanned deer-

skins (122 packs), and 39 percent of the prepared buckskins (22 

packs). In addition to the deerskin the Osage brought in 44 packs 

of bearskin (88 percent), 9 packs of wildcat (39 percent), 16 packs 

of beavers (44 percent), and 1 pack of other skins (14 percent). 

With such production of skins it is not surprising that their fur 

trade was described in April 1778 as "the most lucrative and the 

most interesting of the Illinois." 

Because the Osage enjoyed prosperity from the fur trade, 

they constantly protected their hunting lands and continued to 

expand their power and influence. Throughout the 1770s, 1780s, and 

1790S, the Spanish reported Osage attacks on various Indian groups. 

The Spanish showed little understanding of the Osage attacks and 
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siraply condemned their behavior as irrational violence of an 

arrogant people. The Osage undeniably participated in raany attacks 

on others in the latter part of the eighteenth century, but this 

was not the result of any ingrained belligerency or irrational 

behavior. The Osage were adjusting to the new conditions before 

them. Some attacks were the result of young men seeking status 

and profit. This accounted for rauch of the violence. The Osage 

had a tremendous Spanish market for the pelts and horses. Their 

neighbors occupied rich hunting grounds and had Spanish horses; 

thus, the Osage pushed them from the area. To meet the growing 

market the Osage exploited more and more territory and raided as 

far south as the Red River.^^ 

While constantly expanding their influence the Osage also 

sought to protect their hunting grounds, When outsiders came 

into lands they thought belonged to them, they killed or drove 

them out, ". , , Osages make themselves masters of all the 

hunting country. , . " wrote the Spanish commander at the Arkansas 

Post after the Osage had driven the Quapaw from their hunting 

grounds.^^ Thus as Indians and Europeans began moving into the 

area the Osage correctly saw their movement as a threat to their 

economic well-being. They sought to protect their national terri-

tory and woe be to anyone who encountered an Osage party in Osage 

country. Hunters were soraetimes killed, but more often beaten and 

robbed, Upon several occasions the intruding hunters' deerskins 

were cut to pieces, their tallow poured on the ground, and they 

27 were driven naked from the Osage country.'^ 
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The Spanish showed little understanding about Osage raids 

and when hunters were killed or mistreated, the Spanish deraanded 

reparations and hostages, which the Osage consistently refused to 

provide. The Spanish sought to force the Osage to stop their 

attacks by cutting off trade to thera. Throughout the 1780s and 

1790s, Spanish officials at the Arkansas Post were ordered not to 

trade with the Osage nor to allow traders to go among thera, yet the 

Osage continued to arrive and traders continued to visit thera and 

to provide thera with supplies. 

At times the Spanish had some limited success in stopping 

Osage trade and this contributed to Osage violence. Deprived of 

needed munitions and supplies, in the south the Osage attacked 

anyone in the area and took what they needed, refusing to sufcmit to 

the Spanish economic deprevation. They had to have ammunition for 

their guns if they were to continue to dominate the area and if the 

Spanish would not voluntarily trade, then the Osage would take what 

they needed. Gayoso de Lemos observed, "It is the general opinion 

that the Osages have no other object than that of trade, that if 

og 

they have trade they would be peaceful,"'^ 

Generally, however, the economic blockades were siraply 

annoyances to the Osage and did little other than make them mad. 

"The Big Osages are extraordinarily outraged because we did not 

send traders to them last year," reported Zenon Trudeau in the 

spring of 1794.^9 The blockades had only limited irapact because 

the Osage could easily trade with contraband traders frora Canada 

along the Missouri River or along the Des Moines River in the 
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north.-^^ Osage trade was so valuable that others would willingly 

violate the law to garner the valuable Osage furs, and several 

Saint Louis merchants were believed to have traded with the Osage 

despite the imperial erabargos. 

The Osage refused to accept trade bans and traded with 

anyone who came among them and provided them with the goods they 

desired. Throughout the period European traders traveled with the 

Osage, married their women, and lived among them.-̂  

The Osage continued to trade with the Spanish, expand their 

control, and protect their country. In the early 1770s the Osage 

refused to comply with Spanish Louisiana control and continued to 

attack outsiders, so the Spanish declared war on them. The war was 

a failure on the part of the Spanish for they were unable to fight 

the Osage and unwilling to pay other Indians enough to convince 

them to attack the Osage. Much of the war was simply another 

economic blockade of the Osage, There is evidence, however, that 

some traders visited the Osage despite the ban, yet the embargo was 

troublesome enough to cause several Osage to stop traders ascending 

the Missouri River on their way to trade with northern tribes and 

take trade goods from them, 

Eventually peace was achieved, largely as a result of 

Auguste and Pierre Chouteau, prominent Saint Louis traders, who 

agreed to build a fort among the Osage and put a stop to the Osage 

attacks. In return the Chouteaus were given a six-year monopoly of 

Gsage trade, which at that time (1794) raade up 55 percent of all 

the Indian trade in Saint Louis.^^ port Carondelet, probably 
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little raore than a large trading post, was constructed near the 

Osage villages at the forks of the Osage River. Operating out of 

Fort Carondelet the Chouteaus raonopolized Osage trade. To protect 

their valuable monopoly the Chouteaus interfered with Osage tribal 

politics. 

At about the time the Chouteaus constructed their fort the 

Little Osage, who had lived along the Missouri River, raoved back to 

the Osage headwaters to escape northern Indian attacks, probably 

33 Sac and Fox, and gain greater access to the European trade. 

Other Osage who had hunted and lived along the Arkansas refused to 

subrait to the Chouteaus' political and econoraic control and remained 

along the forks of the Arkansas. The Chouteaus sought to gain the 

Arkansas trade for a temporary trading post in the area was esta-

blished by the Chouteaus in 1795.-^ 

The Osage could trade with the Chouteaus at Fort Carondelet 

or with the illegal traders operating out of the Arkansas Post. 

Many Osage apparently raoved south to hunt and raid, for in 1797, it 

was reported that between 500 and 700 Osage were hunting along the 

Arkansas and wanted to establish trade at the Arkansas Post. The 

Chouteaus used their econoraic raonopoly to try and force the Arkansas 

Osage to join their northern kinsman. The Arkansas Osage were 

deprived of trade goods in hopes of forcing them to rejoin their 

northern kinsraen. The atterapt failed and many of the Osage remained 

in the south. 

Throughout the last years of Spanish occupation of Osage 

country, the Osage continued to provide a great many furs for the 
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traders of Saint Louis. In 1798, they traded 24,000 pesos worth 

of pelts; in 1800, 950 packs; and in 1802, 1,240 packs of skins, 

and when the United States assuraed political control of Louisiana 

the Osage raade up about 25 percent of all the Indian trade of 

Missouri. 

As the Osage expanded to exploit the region of its aniraal 

resources, and as the Osage supplied major amounts of furs to 

traders, the Osage began to change. They spent less time in the 

villages along the prairie rivers and devoted more time and energy 

to raiding and hunting in smaller bands. The summer and fall hunts 

occurred far beyond the limits of their early hunts. The Osage now 

hunted far to the west beyond the Great Bend of the Arkansas and 

south of the Red River. After securing raeat and hides the Osage 

hunters sought out Pawnee and Wichita villages to secure valuable 

horses and captives. Their winter hunts changed also. No longer 

content simply to hunt in the forest to feed their families, the 

Osage engaged in large-scale commercial hunts to secure the rich 

winter pelts of bear and beaver. 

The increased importance of the fur trade changed their 

marriage patterns. As skin preparation became more important, 

Osage men began taking additional wives to secure the necessary 

extra labor. Men also began living with their wives' families, 

contrary to the traditional patrilocal pattern. The frequent 

absence of clan hunting and raiding parties left entire house-

holds without protection or hunters. Matrilocal households 

insured the presence of some males and elimmated the possibility 
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of the complete destruction of a household if a raiding party was 

destroyed. 

Osage raen, who gained wealth and status as a result of the 

raiding and hunting, deraanded access to political power. While 

there were traditional and sorae newly-created positions and func-

tions to accoramodate the new demands, the hereditary nature of 

Osage political leadership ultiraately denied political power to all 

but the old elite. Frustrated Osage challenged Osage traditions 

and traditional leadership, and sorae left the villages to form new 

ones. Thus the economic changes brought about by Osage econoraic 

expansion had far-reaching political and social consequences. 

When Capt. Amos Stoddard, acting military coraraander in 

Upper Louisiana, assumed control of Louisiana in March 1804, the 

Osage were prospering. Their fur trade had expanded throughout 

the eighteenth century, and by 1804, the northern Osages were 

producing about $41,000 of furs annually and the southern group 

about $20,000,-^ Despite the prominent role that fur trade and 

hunting had assumed in the Osage economy, horticulture still 

remained an important element of their way of life. When the Osage 

first visited Washington, D.C., in 1804, they requested a grist 

mill to grind the corn. When the promised mill did not arrive, the 

Osage continued to ask for one until it was finally delivered, 

Throughout the first four decades of the nineteenth century 

as the Osage came under increasing pressure from competing Native 

American and non-Native American groups, the Osage retained their 

traditional economic patterns, yet incorporated new aspects within 
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it. Sorae changes did occur with the tradition pattern after the 

United States assuraed control of the area. Pierre Chouteau, long-

tirae trader to the Osage, was appointed United States Indian agent. 

He used his influence to direct the Osage tribe and control their 

econoray. 

In 1304, the Osage were living in three large divisions. Two 

groups lived near one another along the Upper Osage River, and the 

third group lived along the lower Verdigris just above the Three 

Forks of the Arkansas River. These Osage, called the Arkansas, 

or Chenier, Osage did not trade with Chouteau or his agents, for 

Chouteau sought to control all the Osage trade through his hand-

picked chief, Pawhuska. The Arkansas Osage, refusing to acquiesce 

to Chouteau's control, traded with those traders based at the old 

Arkansas Post. 

Chouteau attempted to force the Arkansas group to return to 

the north, and when this attempt failed he used his power as a 

prominent businessman and new United States Indian agent, and 

convinced Louisiana Territory Gov. James Wilkinson to close trade 

37 along the lower Arkansas, Saint Francis, and White Rivers. By 

closing the Arkansas trade, Chouteau believed that he could compel 

the southern Osage to return to the Osage River where he had 

influence with the Osage leadership and near monopoly of their 

valuable trade. The closing of the Arkansas trade occurred at a 

peculiar time, for just as Wilkinson was closing the fur trade of 

the lower Arkansas, the federal government was constructing a new 

government trading factory at the Arkansas Post. Established to 
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guarantee good relations with the Native Americans, the factory was 

to provide them quality trade goods, fair trading practices, and 

reasonable prices. 

The Arkansas factory was completed at the Arkansas Post in 

the fall of 1805, just after Governor Wilkinson closed the Arkansas 

River trade. Factories established as competition for independent 

traders had eneraies and obviously Saint Louis fur traders helped 

shape Wilkinson's decision of September 1805, in closing trade in 

the south. The southern Osage, realizing the change in govern-

raental control of Louisiana, carae to the Arkansas Post shortly 

after it opened and asked to exchange Spanish flags and raedals for 

United States syrabols. They also expressed a desire to trade and 

38 showed concern about a shortage of supplies.-^ 

United States Factor John B. Treat, unable to trade with 

them because of Wilkinson's ban, sent them horae and urged thera to 

rejoin their northern brethren. The Osage refused to consider 

returning to the north and went home without trading their furs. 

Shortly after their visit a trader who had spent time with them 

arrived at the Arkansas Post and reported that the Osage, despite 

any restrictions of trade and lack of trade goods, would remain 

in the south. The Osage told the trader, "As their fathers have 

done they will cultivate corn which God will cause to grow in 

abundance. . . . ""̂ ^ They stated that in the south there was an 

abundance of game, and that they would stay where they were. 

Clearly trade had substantially altered the Osage economy, but 

it had not revolutionized the society, Osage culture was changed 
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but it still retained traditional elements. The trader reported 

that despite their deprivation of trade goods, opportunities were 

such that raany were abandoning the northern groups " . . . already 

are they daily coraing over, raore than one hundred and sixty having 

arrived," and that raore were leaving the northern bands every 

day. The Osage were missing the supplies, yet they continued to 

bring in furs and tallow. "The Indian are much in want, and at 

this time have considerable quantities of peltry." The one 

trader who had been among thera before the ban had been enforced 

42 
returned with over three thousand "prirae winter skins." 

In early March 1806, a trading corapany, Morgan and Bright, 

operating out of the Arkansas Post outfitted a boat and ascended 

the Arkansas River to trade with the Osage. They had acquired a 

two-year trading license directly frora the Secretary of War, Henry 

Dearborn, and ignored the territorial governor's ban. The other 

traders at the Arkansas Post were enraged when Morgan and Bright 

were allowed to go into the interior and coraplained to Factor 

Treat. While Treat worked to rescind the ban, Morgan and Bright 

shipped 267 packs of deerskin, 1,500 pounds of beaver skins, 72 

other skins, 930 bearskins, and considerable araounts of tallow, all 

this largely by the Osage as "their license is a raonopoly of that 

of the Osage."^^ 

Trade was finally reopened in April 1806, and traders 

flocked into the interior. Bright went up river in July and 

erected a trading post among the Osage before he descended in the 

fall. Pierre Chouteau also went among the southern groups and took 
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several leaders with hira to Washington, D.C., and shortly thereafter 

sent two boatloads of supplies and traders up the Arkansas to 

. , 44 
trade with them. 

The reopening of the legal Arkansas trade was met with 

enthusiasm by the Osage. They traded with Chouteau, Morgan, 

Bright, and others. Within the year the Osage shipped through the 

Arkansas Post $20,000 worth of furs, this when Treat and others 

were paying only 40 cents a pound for deerskin, $1.50-to-$2.00 

each for bearskins, and only 25 cents for sraall aniraal skins. 

The large araount of trade and the low prices for skins indi-

cated the continued tremendous time and energy that the Osage 

were devoting to hunting in the early nineteenth century. 

Indeed the Osage trade was considered so important by the United 

States factor that he repeatedly requested perraission to construct 

a sub-factory among them. Although not approved before the factory 

was finally closed it was clear evidence of the importance of the 

45 Osage fur trade. 

As the southern Osage took thousands of animals, so did the 

northern groups. The northern groups, not subject to any trade 

restrictions, were able to hunt and trade with the traders from 

nearby Saint Louis. With the end of Manuel Lisa's trade monopoly 

in March 1804, Saint Louis merchants sent agents araong the Osage 

47 
and purchased thousands of furs from them. The northern Osage, 

although living along the Osage River, were hunting in the south 

and west in order to acquire the fur-bearing aniraals and horses. 

Apparently the econoraic opportunities were greater in the south for 
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in 1805 the Osage along the Arkansas coraraented on the abundance of 

game in the south. In August 1806, when Zebulon Pike visited the 

northern bands he noted that the Arkansas bands were growing. 

. . . The village on the Arkansas serves as a place of 
refugue [sic] for all the young, daring, and discon-
tentented; and added to which, they are much more 
regularly supplied with aramunition, . . . they are at 
liberty to make war without restraint, especially on 
the nations who are to the west, and have plenty of 
horses.'^S 

The iraportant eleraent of Pike's observation was his noting that 

many were going south to join the southern bands because of greater 

opportunity. It is unlikely in 1806 that they were any better 

supplied than were the northern bands, and it raust be noted that 

Pike only visited the northern villages where raany resented the 

growing influence in the south. 

The Osage, hunting in the south and west, were protective 

of their hunting territory, now considered Osage horaelands. When 

other Native Americans and non-Native Americans intruded into 

Osage hunting grounds, the Osage robbed, beat, and sometiraes killed 

the intruders to keep thera out of the Osage econoraic doraain. 

Further, the Osage continued to steal horses frora Indians in the 

area or nearby non-Indians, which they traded for supplies. The 

repeated raids by the Osage convinced territorial officials to 

restrict all their trade until they were finally forced in the fall 

of 1808 to meet with United States representatives and proraised to 

end the theft and acts of violence. 

The United States agents met with the Osage at Fire 

Prairie, a site on the south bank of the Missouri River about 
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eighty miles north of the Osage villages on the Upper Osage 

River. There the Osage and United States negotiated a treaty, 

and although it had to be renegotiated several tiraes, it was 

finally agreed to in November 1808. The 1808 Treaty represented 

tremendous economic significance for the Osage. The federal 

govern-raent created a factory trading post for the Osage at Fire 

Prairie, in tim.e naraed Fort Osage. Initially the factory wás 

to be constructed on the Osage River near their traditional 

village, yet because of the alleged uncertainty of the navi-

gability of the Osage River it was rejected in favor of the 

Missouri River location. 

The Osage were urged to live and trade at the fort, This 

was a major shift for most of the northern bands. It reraoved thera 

further frora the rich southern hunting grounds and exposed them to 

raids from hostile northern Indian groups, particularly the Sac and 

Fox, The fort, however, was welcomed by the Little Osage bands for 

it offered enough protection so that they could return to their 

familiar territory along the Missouri. While the dislocation of 

the Osage to the new fort site was an important change, the major 

economic impact of the 1808 Treaty was the territorial cession 

demanded by the United States. In return for a yearly annuity of 

$1,500 the Osage ceded almost all of their eastern lands. For 

this small annuity, plus a guaranteed trader, blacksmith, and grist 

mill, the Osage gave up over two hundred square miles of land that 

makes up almost all of present-day Missouri and all of Arkansas 

north of the Arkansas River. 
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The treaty was involved in a great deal of controversy and 

there is evidence of some misrepresentation about what the Osage 

were conceding. Throughout the negotiations the Osage expressed a 

great deal of concern about retaining hunting rights in the Ozark 

Mountains, particularly along the White River, yet they lost these 

in the treaty. In 1816, when United States surveyors were running 

the boundary line for the Osage cession, raany Osage were very angry 

when they saw the surveyors working within sight of the Osage River 

49 villages. The Ozark highlands were the center for much of the 

Osage fur trade and according to the Treaty of 1808, they gave up 

their hunting rights in the area. Despite the treaty the Osage 

50 continued for many years to hunt in the eastern forests. 

The northern Osage remained near the new fort for awhile, 

yet sorae were unhappy there. In the suraraer of 1809, Capt. E. B. 

Clemson stationed at Fort Osage wrote: 

. . . they [Osage] made their corn in the vicinity of the Fort, 
but at that time it was visible in their every movement, that 
they began to grow tired of their new residence, a great number 
of thera returned to their old Towns, the fall and winter of 
1809-10; . . .51 

The Osage were attacked near the fort by lowa, Sac, and Winnebago 

so more left the post. By July of 1812 no Osage were at the fort. 

Traders are now established at the Grand Osage Villages on 
the river of the same name, and the inducement to their 
coming here to trade is trifling indeed when put into 
corapetition with the risks they run of losing life and 
property. ~"^ 

Yet despite their reluctance to trade at the post they were largely 

responsible for supplying the 27,568 deerskins, 255 otter skins, 

53 
and 1,055 bearskin traded at Fort Osage in 1809, The Arkansas 
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factory, unable to corapete with private traders, was closed in 

1809, yet private traders continued to operate araong the southern 

Osage and supplied thera with needed goods in exchange for furs, 

horses, and tallow. 

Despite the relative prosperity of the Osage in the first 

decades of the nineteenth century they had to contend with serious 

threats to their econoray. As non-Indians expanded across the 

United States they began forcing eastern tribes to move west. By 

the late eighteenth century eastern Native Americans began hunting 

and living in lands formerly hunted and controlled by the Osage. 

The Osage fur hunting grounds on the Ozark plateau were being 

settled by Chickasaw, Choctaw, Shawnee, Delaware, and Cherokee 

bands, Despite their cession of most of this eastern territory in 

1808, the Osage still considered it their land. They continued to 

hunt along the Saint Francis and White Rivers and resented the 

invasion by the eastern emigrant Indians. At the sarae time Native 

American groups were entering their hunting grounds, the Osage had 

to contend with non-Native Americans moving west. The presence of 

these newcomers, both Indian and non-Indian, posed a threat to the 

Osage econoray, for as raore people raoved into the area raore garae was 

hunted. The hunting produced a scarcity of game. 

As early as 1807, Factor Treat reported that the Osage 

were upset about the intruders and the resulting game scarcity for 

they " . . . seek every opportunity to rob and destroy those of 

other Nations who go into their neighborhood."^"^ Pierre Chouteau, 

agent to the Osage, wrote the Secretary of War William Eustis m 
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the spring of 1810 that the Osage were angry that Americans were 

settling on their lands, and that the rapidly-growing population was 

destroying their game, which Chouteau reminded Secretary Eustis 

was a major part of their existence. The invasion continued 

despite Osage ire. Until they were finally forcefully removed 

frora their Arkansas River territory, they struggled to raaintain 

control of their hunting grounds to protect their animal base. 

Despite a temporary closing of Fort Osage during the War of 

1812, and the reduced market caused by the War, the Osage still 

hunted deer, bear, otter, bison, and various small animals and 

traded them with their traders who came among thera. After the war 

raany traders returned to the Osage country and reestablished trade 

with the Osage both in the north and south. By 1821 Fort Osage had 

established a sub-factory near the traditional village sites which 

competed with the Chouteau post already there. At about the same 

time other traders operating out of the Arkansas Post began esta-

blishing perraanent posts araong the southern Osage. 

Iraportant traders araong the scuthern Osage were Hugh Glen 

and Nathaniel Pryor who both established posts near the Three Forks 

of the Arkansas. When the government closed the factory at Fort 

Osage and the one on the Osage River, the factor at the subagency 

reopened an independent trading post along the Neosho River, just 

southwest of the Osage River. A. P. Chouteau, son of Pierre 

Chouteau, was actively involved in the Osage trade, and after the 

closing of the factory on the Osage River he led most of the north-

ern Big Osage down to the trading post he established along the lower 
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Neosho at La Saline. After Chouteau led the Osage south few 

remained along the Osage River and soon most were living in several 

villages west of their traditional village sites. 

A. P. Chouteau and his brothers established four trading 

posts among the Osage along the Verdigris and Neosho Rivers and 

encouraged Osage fur trade. In 1823 Chouteau traded for over 

38,559 pounds of deerskin, plus bearskins that totalled $15,705. 

In 1825, Chouteau acquired 50,000 pounds of deerskins, 400 pounds 

of beaver skins, bear, raccoon, and assorted other skins worth 

$17,500.5^ The Osage did not produce all the furs, but the close 

ties of the Chouteaus and the Osage and the fact that all the posts 

were in Osage country suggests that the Osage supplied rauch of the 

furs that Chouteau and others shipped out. 

The Osage had changed by the early 1820s. They no longer 

dominated the eastern forests, and they struggled to retain control 

of the eastern prairie hunting grounds. The large, well-armed 

eastern Indians had pushed the Osage west. The northern Big and 

Little Osage, their traditional leadership destroyed, split into 

several small autonomous bands. The Arkansas, who retained their 

traditional political patterns, lived in two large villages along 

the Verdigris River. 

The quality of Osage village life deteriorated in the 

1820s. The smaller villages in the north no longer contained 

Non-hon-zhin-ga for all the clans, and religious ceremonies were 

altered, abandoned, or performed only when several villages came 

together. The prosperity of the eighteenth century was gone for 
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the Osage had to compete with the growing number of non-Osage 

hunters for the dwindling animal resources. Hunts were disrupted 

and the Osage suffered. A Union missionary described the Osage 

condition in the winter of 1821, "They have returned with no 

provisions and are very poor. Their situation calls for our 

57 prayers, and for the prayers of all good people." Confronted 

with increased competition the Osage abandoned any tribal sanctions 

against wasting game. Pressured by the invading hunters, the 

Osage became desperate hunters. A missionary living near the 

northern Osage wrote that the Osage were killing animals only for 

their skins. 

Good Osage hunters were reportedly able to kill over one 

hundred deer in a five-to-six week period.-° The overkill by the 

Osage and the invasion of outsiders was destroying the fur trade, 

In 1824, the commander of the newly-established Fort Gibson at 

the Three Forks, Matthew Arbuckle, noted that two thousand French-

Americans, Cherokee, Delaware, and Otos were engaged in destroying 

Osage game.^^ The invasion by outsiders had a tremendous irapact 

on the Osage economy. Not only did they destroy the game in 

forested and prairie regions, they repeatedly attacked the Osage 

villages when the Osage warriors were hunting in the west. The 

Osage continued to go out onto the plains in the suramer and fall 

and left the old people and the young at the villages to watch 

over their caches and tend the gardens. 

In the fall of 1817 a group of Cherokee and local non-

Indian settlers took advantage of the absence of the Osage warriors 
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and attacked an unprotected village. The Osage lost many of their 

people in this attack and were extremely reluctant to leave their 

villages in the summer and fall again, particularly when the Cherokee 

repeated their attack in the summer of 1821. The continued aggres-

sion on the unprotected villages prevented many of the Osage frora 

successfully hunting in the west and frequently in the 1820s the 

Osage, unable to stock up meat "in the hunts, suffered in the fol-

lowing winters.^ 

In 1821 two raissionary groups established raissions araong 

both southern and northern Osages and atterapted to change the life 

and the econoraic base of the Osage people. Convinced that the 

serai-noraadic life and communal living of the Osage was detrimental 

to their civilization and salvation, the missionaries worked diligently 

for over ten years among the Osage to transform thera frora serai-

noraadic hunters into sedentary farraers. The raissions and their 

offshoots established araong the Osage had only liraited and terapo-

rary success. 

Working to change their econoraic systera, the raissionaries 

at Harmony, Union, Boudinot, Hopefield, and Neosho established 

farms and atterapted to convince the Osage to becorae farraers. 

Hunting, despite the scarcity of garae and declining fur market, 

remained an important eleraent in Osage econoray and life. The 

Osage were willing to farm, they had done so for centuries, yet 

they continued to do it in their fashion, in small, unfenced plots 

with work done by the women. Gardens were left unattended while 

they hunted in the sumraers. The raissionaries attempted to persuade 
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Osage men to work in fields, but only a few could be convinced to 

do so. At one time the leader of the northern Osage, Pawhuska, 

went into the fields and worked for a day, yet his presence had 

little impact on the others, and he never returned to the fields 

62 agam. 

The traditional cultural patterns were too strong and the 

economic patterns too successful in the minds of the Osage for the 

raissionaries to convince them to change. Furtherraore, attacks by 

eraigrant Indians, notably the Cherokee, raade life dangerous for 

those few Osage who did decide to leave the safety of the village 

to live alone and work in the fields. The farras that were created 

never produced enough food to support the Osage, and they had to 

resort to hunting to feed their farailies. Then the cholera epi-

deraic of 1834-36 finally destroyed the Indian farra experiraent, for 

raany died and the survivors fled. 

Further coraplicating the Osage situation was the Treaty of 

1825. As the influx of eastern Indians grew, the United States 

government again persuaded the Osage to cede additional Osage 

land to make room for them. The Osage releaseda tremendous 

amount of land, alraost all the land between the Canadian and 

Arkansas Rivers in the south to the Sraoky Hill and Kansas Rivers 

in the north. All that reraained Osage land was a 275-raile long, 

35-mile wide, strip of land in the north.° All Osage were to 

leave the lower Verdigris and Neosho Rivers and move north. Many 

did, yet Clermont's band refused to leave and continued to stay 

along the lower Verdigris. 
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The 183Os were bad times for the Osage. The early pros-

perity was gone. Only during their summer and fall hunts were 

the Osage well fed, and these hunts were occasionally disrupted 

by Pawnee raids. Surrounded by emigrant eastern nations Osage 

winters and springs were times of hunger and disease. The abundant 

game of the prairie region was destroyed, and the Osage now took 

only Creek and Cherokee livestock in their winter hunts. Cholera 

epideraics attacked the Osage frequently in the early 1830s and 

hundreds of Osage died. Finally in 183 9 federal troops reraoved 

the southern Osage. 

While the Osage were being driven frora the eastern horae-

lands by emigrant eastern Indians and non-Indian settlers, they 

confronted strong Native American groups in their western hunting 

grounds. The Osage no longer fought the southern Caddo tribe for 

only reranants survived and lived south of Osage country. But the 

Osage did have to contend with Pawnee, Coraanche, and Kiowa. Those 

tribes, living west of the Osage challenged the Osage for hunting 

rights on the Great Plains. 

The 1820s and 1830s were tiraes of violence as the tribes 

struggled to control the rich hunting grounds between the Canadian 

and Sraoky Hill Rivers. In 1831, the annual mission report noted, 

"Their wars with their western enemies continue with unabated 

fury."^5 Later a War Department board reported: 

The ostensible raotives assigned by the nation for these 
expeditions [to the west] is, for the purpose of pro-
curing buffalo raeat, and other garae for their support; 
skins for trade, and to catch wild horses. This is 
partly the case; and their present condition requires 
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such support. But these expeditions, which take place three or 
four tiraes a year, sometimes end in dispute and skirmish with 
the Pawnee and other western tribes. . . .^^ 

In the spring of 1833 the Osage surprised a Kiowa village in the 

Washita Mountains and killed a great many of them. They also 

captured one of the Kiowa taime or sacred bundles. As a result of 

this attack the Comanche and Kiowa joined together and prevented 

them from hunting along the Canadian and Ciraarron Rivers for 

67 several years. 

Throughout the 1830s the Osage were a Native American tribe 

caught in the middle between rapidly-expanding eastern tribes and 

powerful western groups. The Osage sought to adjust to the new 

conditions and again deraonstrated reraarkable strength and economic 

ingenuity. The resettlement of evacuated eastern Indians had 

displaced the Osage in their eastern lands by the early 1830s and 

had effectively destroyed most of the game in the east. This 

loss of a major eleraent of the Osage econoray corapelled thera to 

change their econoraic system. Largely abandoning their forest 

hunts the Osage devoted more eraphasis to buffalo hunting. As the 

trade in deerskin, bearskin, and beaver died out the Osage in the 

early 1830s took advantage of the new interest and growing market 

in buffalo robes.^® Soon the Osage were producing thousands of 

69 buffalo robes for fur company agents. 

Increasing corapetition in the west also produced changes in 

the Osage economy. While continuing to hunt buffalo on the plains 

they became agents of a new western Indian trade. Concerned that 

conflicts between the western and emigrant nations would hamper 
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any further eastern Indian removal, the federal government inter-

ceded and conducted a series of peace conferences in the early 

1830s. The Osage participated in negotiations at Fort Gibson in 

1834 and Camp Holmes in 1835. Sometime after these peace confer-

ences that brought the western tribes in to meet peacefully with 

the Osage, they began acting as coraraercial raiddlemen for the Kiowa 

and Coraanche in the west and American traders in the east. The 

Osage met with the Coraanche and soraetiraes with the Klowa on the 

Great Salt Plains of present northern Oklahoma at the end of their 

sumraer hunt. Meeting with the Coraanche and Kiowa in late July, the 

Osage exchanged rifles and ammunition and other trade goods for 

buffalo robes, occasional Comanche captives, and most iraportant, 

hundreds of horses and raules.'*-* This trade continued for many 

years and was still another example of Osage economic resource-

fulness whereby the Osage incorporated new economic opportunities 

into older more traditional patterns. 

This new trade would eventually permit the Osage to regain 

some of this former well-being. Summer hunts took on additional 

significance as the Osage acquired the additional products of the 

western tribes, With continued access to the trade the Osage were 

able to acquire vital trade goods and arms to defend their western 

hunting and trading grounds. Village life improved with the ac.ãi-

cional wealth provided by thc new trade. 

The economic history of thc Osage frorr. the late seventeenth 

century to the 1340s is one of chanoe and adaptation. At the 

time of first contact with the European goods the sage relied on 
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gathering, horticulture, and hunting. Their lives revolved about 

the seasonal cycle as they planted in the spring, hunted in the 

summer, harvested their corn and beans in the fall, and returned to 

hunt in the west before retiring to the woods to spend the winter. 

Access to new goods and weapons changed the Osage. They abandoned 

their subsistence economy and began to rely more and more on 

hunting and raiding to satisfy their new demands. Mounted and 

armed, the Osage expanded far south and west from their prairie 

horaes as they captured slaves, horses, and drove other Native 

Araericans frora the rich hunting grounds of the prairie and plains. 

Throughout the eighteenth and early nineteenth century the Osage 

dominated the vast country between the Missouri and Arkansas Rivers 

as they gathered goods to exchange with European traders. 

These new economic opportunities had a treraendous impact on 

the Osage as they incorporated new products and economic patterns 

into their traditional culture. The Osage divided into several 

autonomous groups largely as a result of the new econoraic oppor-

tunities and as their econoray grew they began to challenge the 

traditional social and political structure. Yet through the 

eighteenth and early nineteenth century the Osage continued to 

retain the essential Osage way of life. Despite the extensive 

shift to hunting and raiding the Osage never abandoned their 

horticulture. At the height of the Osage fur trade in the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries they continued to return 

to their prairie villages and plant their crops. They never 

completely abandoned this traditional pattern like other tribes, 
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such as the Cheyenne who gave up their horticulture v/ays to become 

complete nomadic Plains Indians. The Osage changed, yet they 

remained the same. They skillfully and bravely exploited their 

resources, yet managed to retain traditional economic elements at 

the sam̂ e time they eagerly adopted new ones. Syrabolic of that 

adaptability and change within old cultural patterns was their 

behavior in the 1830s. Forced to abandon the eastern forested 

lands and challenged out on the western plains, the Gsage compro-

mised, They continued to plant their crops, albeit along different 

prairie rivers, and still exploited the great buffalo herds in 

the west, yet upon completing their western hunts they met with 

western tribes and cond-ucted a very profitable trade. 

The Osage had changed tremendously by 1840. Their world 

had been altered and their culture and econoray adjusted to deal 

with their new environment. They embraced new economic, political, 

and social realities. Throughout all the changes the Osage continued 

to demonstrate an amazing amount of cultural resilience as they 

shifted and remade their economic lives to survive as a people and 

retain manv forms of their traditional cu.lture. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

OSAGE-NATIVE AMERICAN DIPLOMACY: CULTURAL ADAPTATION 

AND INITIAL HOMELANDS EXTENSION 

When I reached the Osages, I was very well received at 
ray arrival. I explained to thera your plans [for trade] 
which they accepted very well as far as it concerns 
thera; but when l raentioned to thera that l wanted to go 
to the Pani [wichita], they were all oppossed [sic] to 
it; . . . When I understood that they would not allow rae 
to take my merchandise there, I asked them to let rae go 
there with only three rauskets. ...-'• 

Claude-Charles DuTisnê, 1719 

The Osage in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were 

an expanding power in the southern prairies of the United States 

and as such maintained active and dynamic relationships with other 

Native Araericans in the region, These relationships changed as the 

Osage confronted new conditions, yet throughout the period there 

remained a single thread within the dynamic diplomatic pattern. 

The Osage consistently struggled to maintain the physical, econo-

mical, political, and social security of the Osage people. It was 

to that end that they made alliances, promoted peace, and conducted 

wars. Their behavior was consistent with those ends throughout the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Unfortunately for certain 

Osage neighbors these ends were not shared. 

The Osage conducted diplomacy and wars with other Native 

American groups before and after the presence of the European 
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variable. Europeans introduced new features into the diplomatic 

situation. After contact with the Europeans and their new tech-

nology, the Osage worked to manage their resources to gain economic 

and social advantages for their people. As such, they expanded 

north, south, and west from their Osage River homes to secure 

better hunting grounds where slaves, horses, furs, and food could be 

acquired. They made alliances and fought wars to protect and 

enlarge their hunting grounds, for their survival was largely 

dependent on their acquisition and defense of vital resources. 

Osage diplomatic relations can best be understood within a 

cultural, econoraic, geographic, and chronological context. The 

Osage struggled to raaintain the security of their villages and to 

acquire those available goods that would guarantee security. They 

sought allies who could aid them in attaining their goals and 

fought those who opposed them as eneraies. Their allies and eneraies 

fluctuated as conditions in the area changed. Their diplomacy was 

therefore dynamic yet consistent with Osage goals. 

Osage diplomacy was conducted officially by the dual 

Ga-hi-ge and the Non-hon-zhin-ga. The two tribal leaders worked 

closely with the tribal council and together they were the arbiters 

of Osage relations with non-Osage nations. These leaders, according 

to the tirae and circumstances, determined Osage policy in regards 

to outsiders and impleraented that policy. Traditionally, outsiders 

who carae araong the Osage would deal with the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge or 

peace chief, for he syrabolically represented the Osage desire for 

peace which the Osage sought, yet he only acted as a representative 
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of the tribe and spokesraan and agent for the Non-hon-zhin-ga. 

Policy was established by the Non-hon-zhin-ga raeetinq in council. 

Consensus was necessary for any diplomatic decision, and consensus 

had to be achieved among the Non-hon-zhin-ga. All clans were 

present in the Non-hon-zhin-ga and as such the tribe acted through 

the decisions of the council. After a decision was raade and policy 

established, the two Ga-hi-ge and their A-Ki-da iraplemented the 

policy. 

The policy of war was viewed as a dangerous one by the 

Osage. They approached war with caution and reluctance, for attacks 

on other peoples invited retaliation on their own people. Therefore, 

the nation, through the Non-hon-zhin-ga and Ga-hi-ge, worked to con-

trol any aggressive activities of individual Osage. The Osage could 

not go to war or launch a large-scale hunting expedition without the 

approval of the Non-hon-zhin-ga. Approval was given by means of an 

elaborate ceremony called Wa-sha-be A-thin Wa-tsi (Dance to Possess 

the Valuable Dark Object).^ The Wa-sha-be A-thin-Wa-tsi required 

the participation of all clan Non-hon-zhin-ga, and this meant a 

great deal of preparation, as ceremonial paraphernalia had to be 

gathered and a Do-don-hon-ga (War Leader) chosen. He had to go out 

for several days to fast and beg for Wa-kon-da's assistance in their 

proposed war. The cereraony continued still further after the war 

leader's return. Several weeks of ceremony were involved before a 

war party could launch a campaign. The cereraony was essential for 

success, for without the divine help of Wa-kon-da, any war was 

doomed. The Wa-sha-be A-thin Wa-tsi thus provided the Non-hon-zhin-ga 
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with the necessary control of the dangerous activity of war, for it 

was vital for war and could not be conducted without the approval 

of the Non-hon-zhin-qa. It also provided a natural cooling off 

period; war would not be a spontaneous act. 

Equally important to the Osage Non-hon-zhin-ga was the 

peace ceremony. Peace, an important eleraent of Osage diploraacy, 

was accorded respect and celebrated with ritual. The Wa-wa-thon 

cereraony (To Sing to or for Soraeone) was used to proraote peace and 

establish friendly relations with other peoples. The cereraony, 

requiring the participation of all clan Non-hon-zhin-ga, involved 

the smoking of a ritual pipe and the exchange of presents. This 

Osage ceremony, commonly called the calumet dance by the Europeans 

who first witnessed it, was sirailar to other Native Americans' 

peace rituals. Wa-wa-thon scught peace and happiness between 

peoples. It was controlled as was the Wa-sha-be A-thin Wa-tsi by the 

Non-hon-zhin-ga giving the Osage council effective raanageraent of 

war and peace. 

Osage diploraatic relations prior to the arrival of Europeans 

is difficult to ascertain. Oral traditions couched in syrabolic and 

metaphoric language provide some clues and suggest some patterns. 

These traditions, shared with other Dhegian-speaking groups such as 

the Kansa, Omaha, Ponca, and Quapaw, suggest that they all were 

members of one large Dhegian Sioux nation living somewhere east of 

the Mississippi River. The parent group moved from the east to the 

west and at the Mississippi divided into two groups; with the 

Quapaw descending the river and the others going upstreara. The 
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upstreara group lived awhile along the lower Missouri before dividing 

again. The Osage went up the Osage River, the Kansa up the Missouri 

River, and the Oraaha and Ponca raoved north from the Missouri over-

5 
land. Despite a lack of historical exactness, it is clear that 

all these groups shared a coraraon language, clan names, and migration 

traditions. While the exact nature of the raigration reraains yet 

unknown, the pattern of a large group raoving west and splitting 

into various smaller tribes seems logical to assume. 

An important element of this oral tradition provides clues 

to early Osage relations with other Native American groups. One 

version of the migration story explains that a raore powerful tribe 

drove them frora their horaeland. George Hyde argues that the Iroquois 

Confederacy's attacks frora the northeast drove the Osage down the 

Ohio River and across the Mississippi. Early French explorers in 

the area reported that Iroquois attacks had driven the Osage and 

Quapaw frora the Ohio Valley across the Mississippi. It is also 

known that the Iroquois presence was so destructive in the 1650s 

that the Illinois tribes, later found in Illinois, were driven 

across the Mississippi where they reraained for several years. 

Another version of the migration story claims that the Osage 

crossed the Mississippi looking for better hunting grounds as 

7 
their old ones had become depleted by overhunting. In either 

case, the pattern of Osage movement raotivated by econoraic or 

political survival is consistent with later migrations. 

This early relationship with the Kansa and Quapaw might 

explain their later peaceful relations with the Osage, and the 
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seventeenth century migration might help explain Osage violent 

relations with the Caddoan groups. There is evidence that the 

ancestors of the historic Caddoan-speaking peoples, the Pawnee and 

Wichita groups, lived at one time in eastern Kansas very near the 

historic homelands of the Osage. The Osage raay have confronted the 

Caddoan groups upon arriving along the Osage prairie region and 

g 

struggled for control of the land surrounding it. It is certain, 

however, that frora the early eighteenth century on to the early 

nineteenth century the Osage fought with both the southern Pawnee 

and the Wichita for control of the south central prairies and 

plains. An early invasion raay have only been the first round in 

a long struggle for control. 

If these early Dhegian traditions are accepted as valid 

Osage diplomatic patterns in the pre-European period, then they are 

consistent with later patterns. The Osage, either confronted by a 

larger, more powerful tribe such as the Iroquoian-speakers, or 

facing a depletion in game, raoved on to protect their families 

from destruction. They raoved with the help of allies and upon 

discovering a rich, safe territory, moved in and secured it for 

themselves. Again, the nature of early Osage diplomatic relations 

are difficult to substantiate absolutely, yet with European contact 

clearer patterns emerge. 

The Osage in the late seventeenth century were poorly-

armed, but they were eager to acquire metal tools and weapons from 

the Europeans. In 1680 a group of Osage came up the Illinois 

River with a group of Quapaws with furs to trade for axes with the 
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French. Evidence of competition between the Osage and the Illinois 

was revealed for LaSalle threatened to establish a post among the 

Osage unless the Illinois cooperated with the French. The better-

armed Illinois Indians, aware of the corapetition posed by the 

Osage, went to war against them in the late 1580s. Henry Tonti, 

among the Illinois in the fall of 1589 wrote, ". . . We arrived on 

the seventeenth at a village of the Illinois at the mouth of their 

river. They had just come from fighting the Osages, where they had 

lost thirteen raen, but brought back 130 prisoners." Tonti's 

replaceraent at the Illinois post, Desliette, wrote in 1691: 

The savages of whora I have spoken, and who corae to trade 
among the Illinois, are the Oossages [osage] and Missorita 
[Missouri], who not long ago had war with thera and who, 
aside frora their need of hatchets, knives and awls and 
other things are very glad to keep on the good side of this 
nation. . . .10 

Nicolas Perrot wrote in 1690 that the Ottawa had joined the Illinois 

to attack the Osage and the Kansa.-'•-'• 

Despite these attacks, the Osage raade peace with the eastern 

tribes in order to keep trade open with the Europeans, for it was 

through the Illinois that the French passed in the last years of 

the seventeenth century. Also the Osage were reluctant to fight 

the well-armed, French-supplied Illinois. The Osage apparently 

were allied with the Missouri and the Quapaw, because they traveled 

together on trading occasions. The Kansa and the Caddoan tribes 

may have been challenged at this early time, yet the only definite 

account of any Osage attack in the seventeenth century mentions an 

Osage raid on the Caddo of the Red River. Henry Tonti in the fall 
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of 1689, as he was searching for survivors of LaSalle's failed Gulf 

Coast expedition, visited a Caddo village that had recently been 

attacked by the Osage.^^ 

The Caddoan tribes along the lower Red River in the late 

seventeenth century possessed few, if any, firearras, yet they lived 

in a rich, forested region filled with garae. They also had Spanish 

horses, valuable as transportation and as trade iteras. Further, 

the Caddo lived a great distance frora the Osage preventing any 

immediate retaliation. Thus it seeras the Osage, although attacked 

by the Illinois and other northeastern tribes, worked to establish 

peace and trade with them and reraained on good terras with all their 

iraraediate neighbors, yet raided in the south to acquire furs, 

slaves, and horses. 

The Osage raaintained this essential prairie detente into the 

early eighteenth century. The Osage were peaceful with the Illinois 

Indians, who in turn provided European trade goods for the Osage, 

and if peaceful relations were raaintained the Illinois could act as 

a buffer for the Osage and shield thera frora the powerful, well-arraed 

eastern tribes. The Osage also continued their peaceful relations 

with northern tribes. Soraetime in the early eighteenth century, 

before 1714, one of the five Osage bands, the lu-dse-ta, or Little 

Osage, moved north to the Missouri River to live near the Missouri 

Indians. There are no accounts or descriptions of this raove, but 

they raay have gone to the Missouri River to gain greater access to 

European traders traveling upriver or to work with the Missouri 

Indians to raaintain friendly control of the lower Missouri River. 
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They could also exploit the hunting grounds north of the river 

along the Grand and Chariton Rivers and deny any eastern tribes 

the rich hunting grounds west of the Mississippi. Whatever the 

reasons, by 1714, the Little Osage were living near the Missouri 

Indians and remained there until the end of the century. The exact 

nature of Osage-Missouri relations is unknown, aside from the fact 

that these two groups of people remained friendly for as long as 

the Missouri survived as a distinct tribe. When the Missouri 

population dwindled, their survivors raoved in with their Osage 

neighbors. 

Despite occasional Osage raids among the Red River Caddos, 

Osage full-scale expansion to the south would not occur until the 

early 1720s when the Osage gained an arms advantage. As late as 

1719 the Osage were at peace with their closest southwestern 

neighbors. In the fall of that year Caddoan-speaking tribes, later 

known as the Wichita, lived only forty leagues or less than one 

hundred miles southwest of the Osage. Charles-Claude DuTisné 

visited both the Osage along the Osage River and the Wichita living 

either along the Neosho or Verdigris Rivers. Osage raiding had not 

begun in this region for a Mento chief (a meraber of one of the raany 

Caddo-speaking tribes living along the Arkansas) was araong the 

Osage, apparently involved in some sort of trading activity. When 

DuTisne left the Osage for the Wichita he was preceded by an Osage 

who told the Wichita that DuTisne was a slave trader and should be 

killed. That an Osage could go among the Wichita and pass this 

inforraation is evidence of a peaceful relationship between the two 
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peoples, but it is obvious that there was some tension between the 

Wichita and Osage. The Osage tried to stop DuTisne from going to 

the Wichita and only after he threatened to cut off all trade with 

the Osage and agreed to leave all his guns, save his own personal 

ones, was he allowed to proceed to the Wichita villages. The 

Osage did not want their competitors armed, and after keeping most 

of DuTisnê's guns, they still tried to ruin his visit by frightening 

the Wichita. French trade with the Wichita would have allowed thera 

to acquire firearms, axes, and other raetal tools that would have 

better enabled thera to challenge the Osage for rich prairie hunting 

grounds. 

DuTisnê's 1719 visit reveals another aspect of early 

eighteenth century conditions, and Native Araerican relations. The 

Missouri were able to stop DuTisne from going into the interior, 

and he went araong the Osage only after being stopped by the Mis-

souri in the north. Apparently, a trade embargo was not a realistic 

threat to a group of Indians living along the banks of the Missouri 

River, but a real one to the Osage living off the main river along 

the prairies of the Osage River. The easier access to trade along 

the Missouri is consistent with the suggested raotivations that 

prorapted the Little Osage to raove north. 

The Osage, however, in 1719 were not at peace with every-

one for at about the same time DuTisnê was visiting the Osage in 

the north, another Frenchman, Bernard de la Harpe, was traveling 

along the Red River to meet with other Caddoan tribes. In the fall 

of 1720 La Harpe's Nasoni Indian guides led him up the Red River 
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beyond its great bend, then overland to the Arkansas or lower 

Canadian Rivers. His Caddoan guides were reluctant to proceed once 

they had discovered Osage signs, for they were well acquainted with 

Osage raiders. Somewhere between the Red and the Canadian Rivers 

La Harpe's small party encountered a group of twenty Osage warriors 

who wanted to kill La Harpe's Nasoni guides. La Harpe disuaded the 

Osage raiders and gave them presents to move on, and his party 

continued on to the northwest to the lower Canadian where he traded 

with a large group of Wichita Indians living there. The Wichita 

told La Harpe that they were at war with the Osage and Missouri, 

but implied that their alliance with other Wichita bands to the 

northwest was their best buffer from major Osage and Missoiiri 

attack. 

By 1719 it seeras that the Osage, still inadequately arraed 

and mounted, had expanded in the direction of French trade to the 

north where they maintained good relations with those Indians 

living along the Missouri River trade corrider and continued to 

live in peace with the Illinois, the other area of trade. At the 

sarae tirae they were probing in the south. Not yet strong enough to 

ccntend with the Wichita villages, they were willing to hunt and 

raid south of thera in hopes of finding small Caddo parties in the 

area. Of primary importance to the Osage in this region was 

preventing European trade, and they did manage to limit the spread 

of firearms to these neighbors and competitors. 

The balance of power along the lower Missouri and Arkansas 

Rivers and neighboring prairie-plains shifted in the 1720s as the 
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Osage gained greater access to French trade. Taking advantage of 

the new French outposts in Illinois and Fort Orleans on the Missouri, 

the Osage acquired enough firearms to maintain their control of the 

lower Missouri and to expand to the west and south. In a short 

time the arms advantage of the Osage was such that they were able 

to drive the Wichita frora the Neosho and Verdigris Rivers to the 

Arkansas and eventually to the Red River. 

The Osage initially acquired arms from furs gathered in the 

immediate area. Firearms allowed thera to take raore garae and acquire 

raore firearras. The firearras also gave thera a military advantage 

over tribes less well-armed, and allowed the Osage to move into 

other peoples' hunting grounds and take garae there. Further, 

Spanish horses and Caddoan woraen and children could also be exchanged 

with Europeans for trade goods. The Osage, in the first half of 

the eighteenth century, expanded aggressively and acquired goods 

that enabled thera to expand even further west and south. They 

worked to deny their corapetitors, the Wichita, the advantages of 

French trade, particularly firearms that would have permitted them 

to offer strong opposition. The Osage accordingly stopped traders 

atterapting to go up the Arkansas River to trade with the Wichita. 

After La Harpe's expeditions up the Red and Arkansas Rivers in the 

early 1720s, the French placed less eraphasis along these interior 

routes, particularly the Arkansas. The raain thrust of French 

western exploration and fur trade activity for the next twenty 

years was the northern route, up the Missouri and across the plains 

via the Kansas or Platte Rivers. The Osage could not prevent the 
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northern French trade along the Missouri, for they needed access 

to French firearras and any overt action against the French in 

the north would only anger thera and cut off valuable arms ship-

ments necessary for the Osage. The Osage, however, could stop 

the sraall individual hunting and trading expeditions up the 

Arkansas without jeopardizing their northern trade. Thus the 

Osage, unable to prevent the French frora arraing the northern 

tribes directed their expansion where French trade connections 

were weak. 

In 1721 the French established Fort du Chartres in Illinois 

just east of Osage country, and in 1723 they began construction of 

Fort Orleans just across the Missouri River frora the Little Osage 

village. French explorer, diploraat, trader Etienne Veniard de 

Bourgraont constructed Fort Orleans and began an active trade with 

the Osage, exchanging French trade guns, powder, and balls for furs, 

horses, slaves, and food. In the fall of 1724 Bourgraont set out 

across the plains to raake peace araong the various tribes to provide 

a peaceful passage for the French on the Missouri to link up with 

the Spanish in northern New Mexico. The Osage participated only in 

a liraited way with Bourgmont's proposed southern plains peace mis-

sion. The Osage cooperated with Bourgraont making a formal peace 

with the Kansa, Missouri, and Illinois at a Kansa village. This 

French peace simply formalized a peace apparently already existing 

among these various peoples. Eefore Bourgmont was able to continue 

his journey to the Padouca (Plains Apache), disease broke out araong 

the people at the Kansa village.l^ The Osage explained to Bourgraont 
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they feared the spread of the disease and left the expedition never 

to return. 

Les Osages ont grand' peur d'attraper la malade, ils 
disent a nos soldats qu'ils veulent s'en aller et 
qu'ils out grand' peur de mourir . . . . Les Osages 
sout tous partis le matin a cause de la raalade et sont 
retournes a leur village. 

(The Osage are very rauch afraid of catching the illness; 
they tell our soldiers that they want to leave and that 
they are rauch afraid to die. . . . The Osage all departed 
this raorning because of the illness and returned to their 
village.)^^ 

Illness finally forced Bourgraont to return to Fort Orleans in late 

August to recover, yet when at the end of Septeraber he went again 

to continue his peace raission there is no evidence that the Osage 

went with him. 

Bourgmont met with the Plains Apache at the Kansa village and 

later with the lowa and the Oto where he called for peace among the 

Pawnee, Oto, lowa, Kansa, Missouri, Illinois, and Osage, but the 

Osage were not present. Later, when Bourgmont crossed the plains 

and conferred with the Plains Apache in their villages there is no 

sign of Osage participation. •̂ ° 

In 1724 the Osage were not enthusiastic about French 

penetration to the western tribes. The French presence allowed 

their rivals to acquire firearms, which the Spanish refused to 

supply them. There was little the Osage could do to stop Bourgraont, 

yet their absence on his 1724 peace raission was telling. The Osage 

needed the economic access provided by Fort Orleans, and unable 

therefore to prevent French northern expansion, moved south and 

west where they could limit French trade. Arraed with French guns 
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and mounted on Spanish horses, the Osage overran the southwestern 

Wichita and drove them before them. 

Some French traders continued to trade up the Red and 

Arkansas Rivers in the 1720s, yet the Osage stopped as many as they 

could, sometimes killing and other times robbing and beating the 

European traders. The Osage worked to deny French trade to the 

Wichita. La Harpe, as early as 1721, reported Osage attacks on 

Frenchraen going up the Arkansas. During the 1730s and 1740s there 

were frequent attacks raade by the Osage upon Frenchraen hunting and 

19 trading along the Arkansas River. The risks of interrupting 

trade with Frenchjnen were great, but the dangers of the French 

arraing their southern neighbors far outweighed these risks. The 

Osage had previously been victiras of weaponry irabalances in the 

past, and they, no doubt, had no desire to experience such suffering 

again. 

Curiously, despite the attacks on French traders up the 

Arkansas River the Osage continued to maintain relatively peaceful 

relations with their kinsmen, the Quapaw, living near the mouth of 

the Arkansas. There was no need to attack the Quapaw, for they 

were a small tribe that did not venture very deep into the interior. 

The Quapaw lived among the French at the Arkansas Post and the 

Osage apparently saw no need to harm a non-threatening people at 

the risk of alienating the French traders at the Arkansas. Direct 

attacks were unnecessary and would hamper trade. The attacks 

upriver obviously had less irapact on the French, and the Osage 

could better justify those attacks or simply deny them. 
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It is difficult to evaluate the extent of Osage raids in 

the interior in the 1730s and 1740s, for the people involved, 

either attacking or suffering frora the attack, left no records. It 

is clear that Osage trade grew during this period and clues provided 

indirectly by the few explorers in the region give sorae idea of the 

power and range of the Osage attacks. In 1741 French officials 

in Louisiana, eager to cpen trade with New Mexico, sent Fabry de la 

Bruyere to Santa Fe to raeet with the Spanish. Bruyêre was also 

instructed to meet with the Osage, who apparently had been raiding 

in New Mexico. He was to ". . . exhort them to cease their incur-

sions against the Spaniards, representing to thera that the crowns 

20 of France and Spain were allied; . . ." 

Bruyere and a party of trappers and soldiers went up the 

Arkansas River to the Canadian River and then proceeded up that 

river. Forty leagues upriver he encountered an Osage war party of 

thirty-five warriors on their way to attack the Mento. The Osage 

camped with Bruyere his men and spoke of six French traders back 

in the Osage villages. The next morning the Osage asked for French 

guns. Bruyere refused to give thera guns, yet he did give thera gun-

powder, balls, and several knives. The Osage left promising to 

return with Mento slaves to trade with the Frenchmen. 

Stranded along the river because there was not sufficient 

water to float their boats, Bruyere constructed a breastwork to 

protect his party frora the returning Osage. Nine days later the 

Osage reappeared. Only seventeen returned, yet they had two 

scalps, seven horses, and a mule. The Osage were suspicious of 
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Bruyere's fortifications and became convinced that he was intending 

to take guns to the Wichita and Plains Apache. Bruyere insisted 

that they only wanted to go to Santa Fe to trade with the "French 

of the West" ("Francois du Ouest"). The Osage, apparently not fully 

convinced, refused to supply horses to Bruyere and his men. They 

further told Bruyere that it was impossible to get to the Spanish 

with the boats on the Canadian, that they had been up the river 

many times and it was too shallow. Bruyere could not convince thera 

to trade their horses, but they did agree to take Bruyere's offer 

back to their villages. 

Bruyere's account represents significant information about 

Osage-Native American relations in this region. He noted that the 

Mento, called Pani by the Osage, had once lived north of the Canadian 

along the Arkansas, near the Wichita. They, however, no longer lived 

along the Arkansas and had moved south to the Red River to live with 

the Kadohadacho sorae four or five years before, in 1737-38. The 

large Wichita villages that La Harpe had visited in 1720 were no 

longer along the Canadian. The six thousand people who had been 

there to raeet with La Harpe were gone, apparently because of Osage 

raids. The Osage had gone south to attack the Mento who lived two 

days away, yet there must have been Wichita in the area, for 

Bruyere attempted to explain away his fortifications by explaining 

to the Osage he feared a Wichita attack. Wichita villages existed 

in the area as late as 1757, but there obviously were not raany 

left, and they were far away. In the words of Bruyere they 

were twice as far away as the Mento, which would suggest they were 
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well up the Arkansas. This is in agreeraent with eighteenth century 

French maps and archaeological discoveries made along the Arkansas 

River north of the mouth of Little Beaver Creek, just east of 

Newkirke, Oklahoma, where a large Wichita village survived until 

about 1757.21 

The immediate area was apparently relatively deserted. 

Bruyere and his men stayed on the Canadian for raonths, yet 

they only encountered the Osage. This of course had a great 

deal to do with the tirae of year they were along the river, 

the late fall and winter. Most of the Wichita were gone with 

only a village or two reraaining in the north. The Mento were 

south on the Red River, and the Osage in Deceraber through March 

were either in their winter caraps or hunting beaver and bear in 

the Ozarks. 

Thus, by the 1740s the area between the Arkansas and the 

Red was dorainated by the Osage. The Wichita that reraained in the 

area lived in heavily-fortified villages. They traded with the 

French, yet as late as 1749 they were still poorly-arraed and sup-

2 2 
plied. Wichita conditions iraproved soraewhat after 1747 for about 

that time they raade a peace agreeraent with the Coraanche living 

north and west of thera. The Comanche had been denied New Mexican 

trade around 1745 and turned to the Wichita with their limited 

French trade connections. The Comanche and Wichita soon there-

after raade an alliance with the Pawnee to the north, and together 

they began to resist Osage expansion. The Coraanche were now arraed 

by the French traders araong the Pawnee and to a liraited degree, the 
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Arkansas River Wichita. Rearmed, the Coraanche and Wichita launched 

a series of attacks against the Osage. 

The Osage were attacked while hunting on the plains in the 

summer of 1751, and they appeared shortly thereafter among their 

Illinois allies near Fort de Chartres. The Osage complained that 

the Comanche and the Wichita had attacked thera while hunting and 

had killed twenty-two cf their chefs. Despite the fact that they 

had killed twenty-seven of the Coraanche and Wichita, they called on 

the French and the Illinois to join with thera to seek revenge.^"^ 

The French explained to the Osage that the Osage had been attacking 

the Wichita for so long that it was understandable that those 

people had finally sought revenge. The French went on to suggest 

that if the Illinois and Osage wanted to fight soraeone they should 

go against the Chickasaw, eneraies of the French and the Illinois. 

The Wichita-Coraanche alliance continued and in 1752 they 

once again attacked the Osage during their suraraer hunt on the plains. 

The Osage killed thirty Wichita and Coraanche, yet lost twenty of 

2 c. 
their own raen. The Osage, upcn returning to their villages, 

went to the French and the Illinois and again asked for help. The 

Illinois under pressure frora tribes east of thera were unable to 

assist and the French were unwilling. Instead the French gave the 

27 
Osage sorae guns, ammunition, and promises to help in the future.'^ 

Despite the attacks of the Ccmanche and Wichita in the 

suraraers of 1751 and 1752, the Osage continued their expansicn. The 

Little Osage, not content to reraain along the Missouri, Grand, and 

Chariton Rivers were reported along the Des Moines River in 1749. 
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Later a group of Little Osage attacked one of the northern tribes, 

the lowa, and enslaved seven of thera. The Little Osage continued 

to both protect and expand their northern frontier. They spent the 

winter of 1751-52 north of the Grand Manitou River soraewhere north 

of the Missouri River villages.^^ 

While the Little Osage raoved north, the Big Osage raaintained 

their control in the south. In August 1751, the French accused the 

Osage of attacking the Caddo and Quapaw near the Arkansas Post.^^ 

The attacks on the Caddo were just another conflict between the 

invading Osage and the opposing Caddo. The attack on the Quapaw, 

however, was unusual, and apparently not very sericus, for within a 

year a group of Quapaw went with the Osage to attack the Wichita.-^^ 

The attack on the Quapaw was probably the work of overly 

aggressive and protective young warriors. Certainly if the Quapaw 

ventured into Osage hunting country without Osage consent or, raore 

seriously, were discovered with Frenchraen on their way to the 

Wichita, they would indeed have been attacked. Still sporadic, 

unexplainable attacks occurred araong the Osage and their allies. 

In Deceraber 1751, a group of Missouri Indians killed an Osage 

Indian they found alone with sorae horses. The Missouri quickly 

made amends with the Osage and sent presents to the family of the 

deceased. According to traditional Osage ways, payment was a 

31 
legitimate way to atone for murder. The long standmg Misscuri-

Osage alliance reraained in tact. 

At this point in Osage history, fundaraental alterations 

in Osage polity and economy were emerging. Osage warriors who 
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enjoyed new wealth and status because of their increased hunting 

and raiding began to challenge the traditional Osage political 

leadership. Denied political power by the hereditary political 

framework, many Osage left the villages and formed autonoraous bands. 

The new emphasis on hunting and raiding also altered the Osage 

subsistence economy. As the Osage became more involved in trade 

with the Europeans they began to spend less tirae in their prairie 

villages and more time hunting. The great coraraunal hunts were 

abandoned, for sraaller raounted groups, armed with Europeans' raus-

kets, were as productive and easier to conduct. So, too, adjustraents 

were raade in diploraatic processes. 

The Osage retained both the Wa-sha-be A-thin Wa-tsi and 

the Wa-wa-thon well into the twentieth century, but despite their 

survival in Osage ceremonialism, they were used less by the Osage 

as tirae progressed. The length and elaborate nature of the war 

cereraony prevented any rash, intemperate warfare, but it also 

prevented any immediate response to any attacks made upon the 

Osage. 

This becarae raore iraportant with the invasion of North 

America by Europeans. The European provided new weapons, new 

animals, new products, and a tremendous new raarket for Native 

American goods. Native Araericans were encouraged to trade, and 

trade was only possible if the Native Americans could produce 

goods that the Europeans desired, which were primarily slaves, 

furs, horses, and food. Accordingly, hunting territories became 

very important, and Native Americans encouraged by econoraic 
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opportunities, sought to enlarge their domain at the expense of 

their neighbors. 

The Osage became involved in this trade struggle very 

early. Situated between the Spanish and French frontiers and along 

the Arkansas, Missouri, and Mississippi Rivers, the Osage quickly 

became involved in warfare. Confrontation occurred as the Osage 

competed with others for economic and physical survival. This 

violent econoraic struggle changed the Osage people. 

The Non-hon-zhin-ga, concerned with tribal survival, yet 

raindful of the dangers of war, modified Osage procedures : full-

scale tribal warfare still required the Wa-sha-be A-thin Wa-tsi, 

yet smaller war parties were authorized. The smaller war parties 

did not require the ceremony and accorapanying tribal approval. The 

sraaller parties were led by individual clan leaders and the Non-

hon-zhin-ga surrendered control to these people in order to deal 

with the new conditions. Consequently, outside the iraraediate 

vicinity of the tribal village the Ga-hi-ge and Non-hon-zhin-ga 

had little control of their people. 

At the sarae tirae, econcraic and social opportunities, combined 

with outsider intrusion in Osage political affairs, further weakened 

tribal unity. The five Osage bands which had lived near one another 

separated into three divisions. One moved north to the Missouri 

River, and another raoved south to the raiddle Arkansas River. The 

remaining bands continued to live along the upper reaches of the 

Osage River. The physical division of the Osage and the lack of 

control by the traditional leadership made it very difficult for 
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non-Osage to deal with the Osage and severely complicated diplo-

matic relations for many years. These complications increased in 

the nineteenth century as more non-Osage groups crowded into Osage 

country and threatened Osage survival. The Osage continued to deal 

with the outsiders in such a fashion that insured their survival. 

Osage survival was the primary goal of Osage-Native 

American diplomacy in the early eighteenth century. The European 

presence in North America caused tremendous change for the Native 

Araericans. European trade and European weapons seriously altered 

the balance of power araong Native Araerican nations. They becam.e 

involved in the econoraic and imperial designs of the Europeans, and 

skillful diplomacy was essential for survival. Well-armed tribes 

were able to seize the hunting grounds of less well-armed peoples, 

therefore access to European weapons and trade was vital. 

The Osage, careful to keep their trade routes open, 

maintained peace with the various Illinois tribes and the 

Missouri people for French traders established trading posts 

in Illinois-controlled territory and went up the Missouri 

River. The French wanted furs, skins, slaves, horses, and 

mules and exchanged muskets and other manufactured goods for 

thera. The Osage, threatened by the powerful eastern tribes, 

were forced to secure furs, slaves, and livestock to obtain 

guns to protect their hunting ground. Therefore, they dorainated 

the Quapaw and kept thera out of the Ozark Mountains. They seized 

the hunting grounds of the Wichita and Pawnee and raided their 

villages for captives and Spanish horses. 
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In order to drive the Native Americans from their lands the 

Osage had to prevent them from acquiring guns and trade. Therefore, 

the Osage established a trade ban for the interior tribes and 

prevented them from acquiring weapons with which they could chal-

lenge the Osage. This diplomatic pattern which maintained peace in 

the east and northeast and allowed warfare in the south and west 

was successful for the Osage and was raaintained for many years. 
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j'avois, je leur proposay de ra'y laisser aller seuleraent avec trois 
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CHAPTER IX 

OSAGE-NATIVE AMERICAN DIPLOMACY: THE 

WINNING OF THE SOUTH 

. . . the Osages, living on the river of the sarae narae, 
which empties into the Missuris, have frora tirae imraeraorial 
been hostile to the Indians of this jurisdiction; but on 
account of the imjneasurable distance which intervenes 
between the establishraents and that of the Coraanches, 
Taouaiazes, Yscanis, Tuacanas, Tancaoueys, and Quitseys, 
they fomerly inflicted on these tribes only slight 
injuries or daraages. . . . But that the river Akansa 
having becorae infested by the concourse of malefactors 
of which I have spoken, they soon came to know the Osages, 
and incited thera with powder, balls, fusils and other 
raunitions. . . . Thus, all at once this district has 
becorae a pitiful theater of outrageous robberies and 
bloody encounters, . . .^ 

Athanase de Mezieres, 1770 

The Osage increased the size of their homelands from the 

raid-eighteenth century to the early nineteenth century and con-

quered and controlled that region frora the Mississippi River west 

to the plains around the headwaters of the Ciraarron, north to the 

Missouri, and south to the Red River. This expansicn and stabi-

lization, largely accoraplished frora the 1750s to the 1830s, enabled 

the Osage to prosper and enjoy power and influence in the region. 

They drove other Indian nations out of this area or controlled 

them. As a result of the Osage conquest throughout the eighteenth 

and early nineteenth centuries they were a major power on the 

southern prairie plains and the lower Missouri and Arkansas Rivers, 
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Their power and influence was not seriously challenged 

until the 1830s when emigrating eastern tribes began arriving in 

large numbers into the Osage homelands. Osage influence was 

further challenged, although to a lesser degree, by powerful 

western Plains tribes. The Osage were equal to the challenge as 

outnumbered they faced better-armed opponents in the east and 

west, yet continued to reraain a power in the region, defending 

their hunting grounds against the attacks of their raore nuraerous 

opponents. 

As the Osage expanded in the 1750s, they retained their 

strong ties with the Illinois on their northeast frontier. The 

French living in the region frequently raentioned the close ties 

between the Illinois and the Osage. At one tirae the Illinois, 

fearing a Piankashaw attack, planned to send their families to the 

2 

Osage for safety. The Illinois friendship was iraportant to the 

Osage and they raaintained it for years. In addition to genuine 

warra feelings between the two peoples, iraportant econoraic consi-

derations were involved. The Osage did not want a hostile tribe 

on their eastern border, for French and later British trade came 

via the East, and the Osage did not want to disrupt that trade. 

The Osage protected their avenues of trade and maintained their 

friendships with the Illinois and it became a hallmark of their 

diplomacy during their period of greatest expansion. 

The Osage were only temporarily hampered by the Comanche-

Wichita attack of 1751 and 1752. After 1752 no other attacks were 

reported, and with the outbreak of the Seven Years' War in 1754, 
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French trade in North America was restricted by the activities of 

the British Navy. As French trade dwindled the Comanche and 

Wichita west of the Osage could no longer acquire the necessary 

replacements of guns and ammunition to resist the Osage. The 

Osage, living closer to the remaining French warehouses in Saint 

Louis and maintaining covert ties with British agents, continued 

to be well supplied after the Comanche and Wichita trade had 

stopped. The Osage used their arms advantage once again and took 

revenge upon the Coraanche and Wichita people for their suraraer 

attacks. The Wichita, living in villages, were easier targets 

than were the noraadic Coraanche. Their river settleraents were 

3 
filled with horses, raules, and potential Osage slaves. The 

Wichita suffered blistering attacks in the late 17 50s. These 

Osage strikes were so devastating to the Wichita that by 17 57 they 

abandoned their villages along the Arkansas River and retreated 

4 
south to the Red River where they reraained. 

The 1760s were an iraportant tirae for the Osage. Terri-

torial cessions, resulting from the French defeat in the Seven 

Years' War altered Osage diplomacy. The British occupation of 

Canada and the Illinois country along with the Spanish occupation 

of Louisiana created new political, economic, and military con-

ditions which challenged the old balance of power in the area. 

The Osage, confronted with new conditions, had to adjust their 

diplomatic patterns to deal with the new situation. 

British moveraent into the area northeast of the Osage had 

an iraportant irapact on them, The British introduced new trade 
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policies among the Indians east of the Mississippi, and settlers in 

time followed their occupation. This new presence placed new 

pressures on the Native American people living in this area, as 

those east of the Mississippi competed for decreasing supplies of 

game. 

The Osage initially maintained their old alliances with 

the eastern Indians. When Ottawa leader Pontiac organized a 

Native American alliance to resist the British occupation, the 

Osage participated. The Osage sought to raaintain their old 

alliances with the eastern Native Americans, but when they began 

hunting in Osage land the Osage attacked thera and drove thera back. 

The Sac and Fox, arraed by British traders, were forced 

west by increasing economic competition in the east. Hunting 

along the Des Moines River, they occasionally went south. The 

Osage and their allies, the Missouri Indians, occasionally went 

to trade as far north as Prairie du Chien, but generally hunted 

south of the Des Moines River. That territory between the Des 

Moines watershed and that of the Grand and Chariton Rivers marked 

the boundary between the Osage hunting ground and that of the 

Sac, Fox, and lowa tribes. The boundary was not exact, but it 

constituted a vaguely defined zone between the tribes. This 

neutral zone was shared uneasily by the peoples, and all groups 

occasionally challenged the other's control of the area. When 

Sac, Fox, or lowa Indians ventured down the Grand cr Chariton 

Rivers, the Osage would attack thera and drive thera north, just as 

they did to the Osage when they hunted too far north. Osage, Sac, 
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Fox, and lowa were all well-armed and sufficiently supplied with 

trade and guns. Therefore, for most of the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries these people maintained an uneasy peace 

disturbed only by occasional outbreaks of violence when the tribes 

intruded into the others' home base hunting territory. 

Because the Sac, Fox, lowa, and Osage occupied lands along 

the British, later United States, and Spanish borders, their 

relationships were sometimes shaped by outside influences. The 

Fox (Mesquakie) and the Sac had originally lived well to the north 

of Osage country. The Fox, devastated by wars with the French in 

the early eighteenth century, had sought the protection of the 

Sac. The two tribes were allied, and in the 1780s both raoved 

southwest to the Mississippi Valley. The Sac reraained on the east 

bank while the Fox raoved across the Mississippi and occupied the 

land between the Des Moines and the Mississippi Rivers. Both 

peoples had access to Canadian traders who carae araong thera and 

those that traded at the post of Prairie du Chien at the raouth 

of the Wisconsin River.^ The Fox and the Sac confronted raany 

of the same probleras in the north that the Osage had in their 

territory, and their culture and diploraacy was as disrupted as 

the Osage. The Sac in particular were as aggressive as the Osage 

and atterapted to expand their political and economic control in 

the region. Accordingly there were conflicts between the two 

peoples. In 1788 British traders urged the Sac to bring the Osage 

north to trade on the Des Moines River. The Spanish, concerned 

about the British influence among Indians in Spanish territory. 
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sought to break up any British-Osage trade, and in 1790 urged the 

Sac to attack the Osage in order to keep them from trading with 

9 
the British. The Osage and Sac made peace in the fall of 1791 

and hunted together, but by the spring of 1792 they were once 

again fighting. The Osage sued for peace in 1793 when the Spanish 

stopped trading with thera in Saint Louis. In order to raaintain 

the essential flow of arms and amraunition the Osage raet with both 

the Fox and the Sac in the north and raade peace. With peace esta-

blished the Osage traded with Canadian traders along the Des Moines 

River. -'-0 

The peace between the two survived until 1795, when 

Spanish intrigue and growing pressure in the east pushed the Sac 

and Fox west. The United States was finally able to occupy the 

area east of the Mississippi, won in the Revolution when England 

evacuated their northwestern forts, and with United States occu-

pation carae United States settlement. Thus the Sac and Fox had to 

hunt further west of the Mississippi. 

The Spanish in 1795, facing continued British influence, 

took an even more active role in promoting trouble between the Sac, 

Fox, and Osage, by supplying the Sac with presents and encouraging 

them to attack the Osage. Wrote Zenon Trudeau, Lieutenant Governor 

of Illinois : 

The Sacs, who are very numerous, hunting on the Missouri 
killed ten or twelve Osages after having shaken hands with 
them and promised peace. I believe that it is very iraportant 
that these two nations are continually in discord in order to 
stop the coraraunications of the Osage with the upper Mississippi. 
They are doing little daraage to each other and never go away 
to wage warfare the one against the other.-'-l 
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The struggle ccntinued between the two peoples with little change 

for many years. Despite the 1801-02 smallpox epidemic among the 

Osage allies, the Missouri, the Osage continued to keep the Sac, 

Fox, and lowa off the Missouri River well after their official 

cession of the territory to the United States in 1808.-'-̂  

Other tribes living northeast of the Osage had similar 

relationships with them. Grôups such as the Kickapoo and Pota-

watorai occasionally crossed the Mississippi, hunted, and stole horses 

from the Osage. These raids were attractive to these people for 

the Osage had the horses, yet they lived far enough away from the 

Osage to prevent any serious retaliation. The distances and the 

size of the raiding practices kept the hostilities on a small 

scale, and the Osage could not afford to allow war to disrupt 

trade routes. Violence only occurred when raiders were discovered 

by the Osage. With increased pressure from settlers in the east, 

these northeastern tribes would finally be forced west onto Osage 

ceded lands, but this did not occur until after the United States 

assumed control and began pushing the Indians west. 

The Osage sought to raaintain their peaceful relations with 

the various Illinois tribes, but again as eastern Indians and non-

Indian settlers killed the Illinois' garae and settled in their 

country, they began hunting across the Mississippi and as hunts 

increased, so did Osage opposition to their onetirae allies. 

However, as with other eastern tribes Osage relations with thera 

fluctuated. The Osage traded along the Mississippi on both east 

and west bank settlements and wanted to continue to do so in 
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peace, but when Kaskaskia, Miami, or Peoria hunters were seen in 

the Ozarks, the Osage attacked them, and when Osage hunters stole 

horses east of the Mississippi, the Illinois tribes pursued them. 

In April 1775, a group of Illinois Indians crossed the 

Mississippi searching for Osage horse thieves. They recovered 

their horses and killed two Osage in the struggle.-'- When Osage 

thefts increased among the Spanish in Missouri, and as pressure 

increased in the east, the Spanish invited several Illinois tribes 

to raigrate into the Ozarks to live. These peaceful Indians were 

to act as barriers against the Osage. This could not have occurred 

too soon because in the spring of 1787 a group of Delaware Indians 

arrived at the Arkansas Post and requested perraission to raove to 

the White River.-'- In Deceraber 1788, a group of Miarai Indians 

coraplained that Araericans were abusing thera, and they requested to 

settle in Spanish territory. 

The commandant at the Arkansas Post, Josef Valliere, 

reported that: 

The said party presented itself and explained to me that they 
came to take refuge under our flag on account of the Americans' 
not allowing thera to be peaceful, and that within a few days 
another great party of them, as well as of the Chabank Indian 
nation, friends of theirs and also at war with the said Araeri-
cans, were to arrive. The Miarai Indians have asked rae for per-
mission to establish theraselves on this river [Arkansas], . . . 

The Spanish allowed them to remain, yet worried that they would 

ally themselves with their old friends, the Osage, and pose a 

greater threat to the Spanish. Eventually they were permitted to 

settle along the White River. Later a group of Miami moved 

southeast along the Ouachita River where they lived with Caddoan 
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Indians in the area.^"^ The Osage did not ally themselves with the 

Miami living in the Ozarks, but instead tried to drive them out. 

The Osage considered protection of their important Ozark hunting 

grounds a higher priority than the renewal of old friendships. 

By order of January 30, last, Yoiir excellency orders 
me that whenever any Indian tribe or nation presents 
itself with the intention of transmigrating themself to 
this side that they be permitted to do so.l8 

This policy of Spanish encourageraent of Indian invasion of Osage 

country, was actively resisted by the Osage. Trudeau observed 

that, "They [emigrating tribes] had been scarcely encam.ped when 

they were harassed by the Osages and they imraediately retired to 

the American district to pass the winter."-^^ The Osage resisted 

the invasion by the Shawnee and Delaware who, together with their 

former Illinois allies, pushed into the Ozark highlands. This 

continued throughout the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 

The Ozark forest were particularly important to the Osage. 

Fur-bearing animals, especially the important bear and beaver who 

supplied fur and fat for the Osage, thrived in the forests. This 

important natural resource was vital to the Osage trade economy, 

and any threat to it was a serious threat to Osage survival. 

The Ozarks were also strategically important to the Osage. The 

rugged raountain country served as a buffer from eastern tribes. 

It was important for the Osage to keep eastern rival nations out 

of the Ozarks and far away from their prairie villages. The 

Ozarks protected the Osage from the south and east, and they 

constanting struggled tc drive the outsiders from the Ozarks. 
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After initial unsuccessful forays into Osage country, the 

Shawnee and Delaware were invited again into Missouri by the 

Spanish, and these two sraall groups settled near Cape Girardeau by 

the trading post of Louis Loriraier. This tirae the Osage were 

never able to drive completely the Shawnee and Delaware back 

because of their close ties with the Spanish and Loriraier, but at 

least the Osage were able to confine thera to that land east of the 

Saint Francis River. In the fall of 1792 Osage raids on the 

various eastern tribes increased and a group of Delaware, Miami, 

Ottawa, Potawatorai, Peoria, and Shawnee asked the Spanish Lt.-Gov. 

Zenon Trudeau for help against the Osage. They coraplained that 

Americans forced them to leave their old horaelands east of the 

river and move to the Spanish country, but as soon as they settled, 

"We were attacked on every side by the Osages who killed us and 

stole our horses. . . . We appeal to you, ray father to raake hira 

keep thera and prevent thera from killing us and stealing our 

horses. . . ."^^ The Osage continued to attack thera until well 

after the Araerican occupation in 1804 and not until raany years 

later were these eastern tribes able to hunt peacefully in the 

Ozarks. 

As American settlers moved into the Old Southwest and took 

game and land from the people living there, then, too, did these 

Indian peoples begin going west to raakeup for their eastern losses. 

The Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Cherokee were reported along the 

Arkansas and Red Rivers in the late eighteenth century. As they 

intruded into Osage country, they were raet with violence by the 
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Osage. The Choctaw and Cherokee did not begin arriving until very 

late in the century, yet as early as 1775 Chickasaw hunters were 

reported at the Arkansas Post. Joseph Orieta observed: 

The 14th of March, last, thirty Chickasaw Indians arrived 
at the Arkansas villages. The following day, the 15th, 
the latter assembled and in coramon agreement both nations 
went out to charge upon the said Osage.^^ 

Chickasaw raids were particularly violent ones. The 

Chickasaw, living far frora any Osage settleraents, and well-arraed 

because of British and later Araerican trade ties, launched success-

ful strikes against the Osage. The Osage had horses, women, 

children, which the Chickasaw wanted. Well-armed Chickasaw raiding 

parties, joined sometiraes by other eastern tribes, traveled into 

Osage country to take advantage of abundant forest hunting. The 

Osage hunted in sraall groups in the winter and spring in the Ozarks, 

and the Chickasaw sent their parties into the area and attacked 

the Osage, escaping across the Mississippi, far from Osage attacks. 

The Chickasaw and Osage animosity continued and was only heightened 

in the suraraer of 1794 when a group of Chickasaw led by chef Olabe' 

(Ouilabe') attacked a group of Osage just north of New Orleans. 

The Osage had been in New Orleans negotiating the end of their war 

with Spain. Jean La Fond, moiety chief of the Big Osage of the 

Osage River, and La Vent, a Little Osage moiety chief, along with a 

Little Osage A-Ki-da, were killed by a group of Chickasaw in retal-

iation for the Osage murder of Olabe's son that had occurred in 

the previous winter.^^ This devastating blow against Osage leader-

ship insured continuing violence between the two peoples. 
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Chickasaw raids in the west also threatened the Caddo 

tribes of Louisiana. The Spanish in 1795 began planning an Osage-

Quapaw-Caddo alliance to resist the increasing invasions.^"^ Little 

came from this alliance for the Caddoan tribes refused to make 

peace with the Osage, and the Chickasaw continued to hunt and raid 

in the southeast Osage country, where these two people reraained 

hostile to one another for raany years. 

Spanish policy in Louisiana also directly affected Osage 

relationships with tribes living south of the Arkansas and Red 

Rivers. The Spanish, who had acquired Louisiana as a result of 

the Seven Years' War, did not assume control until 1769, six years 

after its cession. When the Spanish arrived, they instituted 

Spanish mercantile law, which involved tighter control of Indian 

trade than the French.^^ 

Traders frora British possessions were denied access to the 

Spanish interior, and the Spanish issued a liraited nuraber of trading 

licenses in order to control coramerce. To stop the Indian raids in 

Louisiana, Texas, and New Mexico, the Spanish curtailed all Native 

Araerican trade in livestock and abolished Indian slavery. Believing 

that by no longer providing a raarket for these Indian-acquired 

goods; horses, raules, and slaves, they eliminated the major incen-

tives for Indian attacks. In addition the Spanish placed strict 

limits on firearras and amraunition, allowing enough for the Native 

Americans to hunt but theoretically not enough to conduct warfare. 

These Spanish regulations had unplanned effects on the 

Osage people. Officially the Osage could only acquire limited 
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amounts of guns and ammunition and no longer could they trade 

their stolen horses and Caddoan slaves to the Europeans. For-

tunately for the Osage the new regulations placed few real 

restrictions on their commerce. The Osage, living along the lower 

Missouri River, near the British settlements in Illinois, had 

ready access to firearms provided by Canadian traders operating 

illegally in Spanish Louisiana or just across the river in British 

territory. Furthermore, the rich Osage trade was tempting to 

Spanish and French traders based in Saint Louis, and as such the 

27 
firearra restrictions had apparently little impact on the Osage. 

The halting of livestock and slave trade was also not 

entirely effective, for the Osage apparently continued to find 

markets for both along the Mississippi because of the lack of 

trade regulation enforcement in southern Spanish Louisiana. The 

Spanish commander at Natchitoches, Athanase de Mezieres, strictly 

enforced the new Spanish Indian trade regulations. He no longer 

allowed trade in horses, raules, and slaves. Traders, unwilling to 

accept the new regulations, raoved north to the Arkansas River 

where Spanish regulations were not so closely scrutinized. The 

lower Arkansas River thus becarae a center for contraband trade. 

Isolated and poorly-manned, the Arkansas Post became a gathering 

point for European traders and Native Araericans who refused to 

28 
concede Spanish control of their trade. 

The Osage, already hunting along the Arkansas River took 

advantage of the economic opportunities of the Arkansas traders. 

Armed, mounted Osage continued to hunt and raid in the interior 
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and take furs, tallow, horses, and slaves to exchange at the 

Arkansas. They maintained a lucrative trade in the north with 

Canadians and Spanish-licensed traders and with the illegal 

traders in the south. It is difficult to arrive at the amount of 

trade in slaves, horses, and mules, for it was illegal, and few, 

if any records remain, yet it is certain that for many years the 

Osage hunted in the west and stole thousands of horses and raules 

and continued to capture Native Araerican prisoners. 

The effectiveness of the Spanish ban on livestock, slaves, 

and restricted firearms trade along the Red River gave the Osage a 

distinct advantage over their southern neighbors and economic 

competitors. The ban on livestock and slaves deprived the Wichita 

and Red River Caddoans of a raajor part of their trade, and the 

restrictions in firearras made them very vulnerable to attacks 

of the better-arraed Osage in the north. The Osage were able to 

defeat the Wichita and the other Caddoan tribes by using their arras 

superiority. They captured Wichita and Caddoan horses, woraen, and 

children to trade for more weaponry with which continued the cycle 

and hence Osage expansion. In tirae the Osage would drive the 

Wichita from the upper Red River south to the headwaters of the 

Trinity and the Brazos Rivers and force the other Caddo groups 

south along the Red below the great bend. This pattern of southern 

expansion continued until the early nineteenth century. 

Osage relations with the Quapaw changed somewhat after the 

Spanish occupation. Living near the mouth of the Arkansas River 

near the trading post of the Arkansas Post, the Quapaw had enjoyed 
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peaceful relations with their northern relatives. This relation-

ship was changed somewhat when outlaw traders raoved to the lower 

river after 1769. The increased population attracted to the area 

destroyed rauch of the game and forced the Quapaw to hunt further 

upriver into Osage country. When the Quapaw traveled too far 

northeast and confronted the Osage, violence ensued. The Osage, 

eager to trade at Arkansas Post and willing to have the Quapaw act 

as a barrier for any Chickasaw or Choctaw raids, frequently came to 

the Quapaw and raade peace.^^ Typically the peace lasted until the 

Quapaw went upriver again. 

The Quapaw, a sraall tribe, with rauch of their econoray and 

indeed their survival tied to the Spanish post, were compelled to 

cooperate with the Spanish coraraanders there. When Spanish policy 

was directed to punish the Osage, they sent the Quapaw upriver to 

fight thera. On several occasions it seeraed that the Quapaw took 

advantage of the Spanish and used thera to arra their hunters. In 

the fall of 1789, on three occasions the Quapaw appeared at 

Arkansas Post and requested araraunition with which to attack the 

Spanish eneray, the Osages. They received amraunition on August 18 

to go to war against the Osage. Returning in several days they 

reported no contact but assured the Comraander that if they were 

supplied again they would kill Osage, so on August 25 the Quapaws 

were again given ammunition and went upriver. They returned 

without fighting the Osage, but they volunteered on Septeraber 2 once 

again to go into the interior to fight the Osage. The Quapaw 

surely knew that the Osage in August were harvesting their crops 
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and preparing for their fall hunt on the plains, so it was extremely 

unlikely that many Osage would be in the Ozarks. After three 

"failed" expeditions the Quapaw were no longer supplied with 

ammunition. The Quapaw may very well have searched for the Osage, 

or they may have simply taken advantage of Spanish opposition to 

the Osage to supply themselves with ammunition with which to 

hunt.30 

When enemies of the Osage appeared at the Arkansas Post and 

insisted the Quapaws accompany them, they could ill afford to 

refuse, and it also gave them an opportunity to hunt safely. In 

March 1778 the Chickasaw appeared at the Arkansas Post, and a few 

Quapaw joined thera as they went into the interior. They returned 

31 shortly after killing and scalping a twelve-year old Osage boy. 

The Quapaw occasionally met with these southeastern Indians and 

discussed war with the Osage. The Spanish Comraandant Bathazar 

DeVillier coramented on one such meeting; " . . . these two nations 

appeared resolved to continue to make war on the Osage, but I 

remain of the opinion that the Arkansas [Quapaw] will do nothing." 

DeVillier noted that the Quapaw were dwindling, that raany were 

drinking, and that their trade had alraost disappeared. In such a 

diminished state DeVillier observed that it was unlikely that the 

Quapaw wanted to fight the Osage: 

Having, in my opinion, the same origin as the Osages, since 
their language is the same, there being only a little dif-
ference according to all that I have seen and heard, there is 
no appearance that they would go to war against them; that if 
three or four have recently joined the Chickasaws it is again 
a testimony of their weakness in that they have not dared to 
disoblige thera.̂ -̂  
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The Quapaw attempted to remain at peace, and when the Spanish 

urged them to war against the Osage for the Spanish in 1786-87 

they were reluctant. Wrote Estaban Miro: 

The Arkansas [Quapaw] have not conducted themselves on this 
occasion with the activity and zeal that I expected of them, 
after their fine words and promises to be ready whenever we 
might need them which they raade here.^^ 

This reraained the case for raany years, the Quapaw avoided conflict 

if possible and entertained the Osage when they carae to trade. 

Devastated by the smiallpox epideraic in May 1801, the Quapaw never 

were a threat to the Osages, nor an effective ally thereafter.^^ 

While tolerating the Quapaw and recognizing their incapacity, 

the Osage felt secure to take advantage of the Caddo weakness and 

continually raided their villages, stealing their woraen, children, 

and horses. The Caddoan tribes along the Red River were attacked 

unraercifully by the Osage. Spanish records frora Natchitoches were 

filled with reports of Osage attacks. "Thus, all at once this 

district has becorae a pitiful theatre of outrageous robberies and 

bloody encounters, . . ."^° Sorae of the Osage raoved south to the 

middle Arkansas and from these southern bases went south, usually 

skirting the west edge of the Ouachita Mountains then striking all 

along the Red River. The Wichita tribes above the big bend cf the 

Red River and the various Caddoan tribes below were attacked by 

the Osage. Caddo and Wichita horses were particularly attractive 

to the Osage; in one month alone they stole over 7 50 horses.^ 

Attacks during 1771 and 1772 were so severe that most of the Caddo 

38 
left the Red River and moved south. 
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The Spanish in Texas were concerned about the Osage raids 

in the north. Attacks by Osage in the northeast and the struggle 

between the Comanche, Plains Apache, and the Wichita to the north-

west kept the frontier in a state of war. The Spanish were very 

concerned with British influence among the border tribes and 

worked to secure alliances to establish peace and prevent outsider 

penetration. Athanase de Meziêres, the Coraraander of Natchitoches, 

in the siammer of 1772, went among the north Texas tribes. Traveling 

araong the Kichai, Iscanis, Tawakonis, Taovayas, Wichita, and 

Coraanche, de Meziêres brought tribal representatives back to San 

39 Antonio to raake peace and arrange for protection from the Osage. 

De Mezieres planned to use the Wichita and Caddoan tribes 

as a protective barrier for Spanish Texas. He was convinced that 

only by defeating the Osage would the Red River Wichita and Caddo 

survive,and after more raids in the winter of 1772-73, he planned 

a large-scale attack on the Osage in February. De Mezieres left 

for France in the spring and his plan was not carried out by his 

successor. 

The Osage continued their raids. A report frora Natchitoches 

in January 1774 discussed the Osage attacks and their impact: 

They throw themselves by force on this district. They 
have tried to pillage the Quitseys (Kichais); have 
dispersed them, as it were by obliging them to take 
refuge in places hidden and unknown to their enemies. 
Every day they have parties araong the Big and Little 
Caddo which, being continually tormented will perhaps 

.. 42 
also decide to disperse, . . . 

Epidem.ic disease struck in 1777 and weakened an already 

weak peoplG. Caddoan peoples, poorly-armed and living in villages 
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filled with mules, horses, and potential slaves, were attractive 

targets for Osage raiders. Some groups abandoned the Red River 

and moved south to the Sulfur and Trinity Rivers. Those that 

remained were constantly afraid of the Osage attacks. De Mezieres, 

back among the Caddo at Natchitoches, planned another expedition 

to piinish the Osage and stop their incessant raids. His plans 

called for the Spanish of the Arkansas Post and Saint Louis to 

close trade to the Osage, thereby weakening them. De Mezieres 

then proposed that the Spanish arm the Caddoan, Wichita, and 

Coraanche tribes. The warriors of the allied tribes would gather 

at the Wichita village on the Red River and raarch secretly to the 

Osage villages in late August or early Septeraber. De Mézieres 

wanted to deliver a fatal blow to the Osage and intended to kill 

raost of thera, burning their villages and stealing their horses, 

furs, and food. Fortunately for the Osage and unfortunately for 

the Caddo, the Governor, Bernardo de Galvez failed to iraplement 

it and sent De Meziêres on a special mission into Texas. The 

plan was never carried out and the Caddo continued to suffer from 

44 Osage raids. 

The Osage disrupted the Caddo winter hunt of 1780-81, and 

stole horses again in 1782-83. In Noveraber 1783, the Kichais left 

the Red River and raoved south to escape the attacks, while the Big 

Caddo remained the prey of the Osage. m the 1790s the Spanish 

enmity to the Osage was so great that they were willing to reverse 

their long-standing policy and supply guns and ammunition to the 

Wichita to fight the Osage. They never supplied enough munitions 
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to pose a serious threat to the Osage, but this dramatic reversal 

of Spanish policy is significant and is evidence of the Osage 

strength. The newly-armed tribes were unable to take full 

advantage of their new weapons for the Spanish also armed their 

western rivals the Lipan Apache, and Osage raids continued.^^ 

Only when stronger, better-armed tribes moved into the region from 

the east were the Caddo to receive any rêlief from the constant 

pounding of the Osage. 

The Wichita, living upriver from the Caddoan tribes also 

continued to suffer from Osage attacks. Driven from the Arkansas 

in 1757 they had raoved to two fortified villages on the Red River. 

Until the Spanish took over in 1769 the Wichita had participated 

in a lucrative trade with both European traders and the Coraanche. 

Acting as commercial middleraen the Wichita had exchanged Coraanche 

horses, raules, Apache slaves, and buffalo robes for guns, ararau-

nition, raetal tools, and textiles. The Spanish trade regulations 

halted the Wichita's lucrative commerce and left them with inade-

quate arms and supplies with which to resist the Osage. For a 

brief period in 1770 they went north somewhere between the Arkansas 

and Red Rivers to contact the outlaw Arkansas traders. Unable to 

reraain there they went back to their villages where they raade 

peace with the Spanish. The Osage, with their control of the 

Arkansas trade, attacked the villages at will and by 1772 had 

forced them to abandon temporarily their forts and flee. One band 

went south to the Brazos while another went further upriver to the 

46 
headwaters of the Red. 
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In 1773, the Wichita were to participate in de Meziêres 

Osage campaign, and that fall a Wichita chief appeared among the 

Caddo and complained of European traders supplying the Osage. By 

1777 a group of Skidi Pawnee had moved south to live with the 

Wichita and help fight the Osage, but to little avail as the raids 

47 
contmued unabated. In December 1785, the Osage struck the twin 

villages on the Red River. This act was so destructive that 

shortly thereafter the Wichita fled south to the Perdenales River, 

48 well to the south to escape. They later recovered and returned 

to their forts where they remained vulnerable to Osage raiders. 

During one raid in 1808 an American horse trader, Anthony Glass, 

was among thera and he provided an account of two such attacks. 

A Party of Ozage raade their appearance on Horseback advancing 
directly to the village as though it was their intention to 
enter it, but it was soon discovered that the only object was 
to get between the Village and some of the Panie (Wichita) 
Horse so as to cut them off, which they effected and drcve 
of[f]'a number of the Panie (Wichita) sallied out upon them 
and killed one of them and [the] Osages wounded a Pani so that 
he died the next day.^^ 

About a month ago they [the Osage] carae and hoisted two flags 
between the Villages in the Day about 12 o clock one Red and 
the other White and drove off about five hundred horses. They 
appeared so strong that the Pawnees (Wichita) did not think 
proper to sally out and attack thera.̂ 0 

The Comanche-Wichita alliance that had resisted the Osage 

expansion in the 1750s fell apart and never again provided either 

the Comanche or the Wichita their earlier successes. Relations 

between the Comanche and Osage remained violent for the most part 

as Osage raiders sought Comanche horses, raules, and slaves and 

wanted to keep thera frora the prime Osage buffalo ccuntry. 
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That country between the upper Red River and the Arkansas 

along the Washita, Canadian, and Cimarron Rivers was extremely 

important to the Osage. The western plains and river valleys pro-

vided essential food, clothing, and valuable trade goods for the 

Osage. The wooded valleys sheltered deer, elk, fox, wolf, and 

other animals valuable for their food, furs, and skins. The great 

buffalo herds of the plains supplied food and robes that could be 

used by the Osage or traded to the Europeans. Just as the Ozarks 

and Ouachitas were valuable in the east so too were the western 

plains to Osage survival. The Coraanche worked to keep their 

livestock and hunting grounds, and sought guns with which to 

attack the Apache in the south. The Osage and Comanche were 

involved in only brief, occasional conflicts. The Comanche lived 

in small, constantly moving hunting and raiding bands. They were 

raore intent on attacking Spaniards, Apaches, and other New Mexico 

Indians, than Osage. Therefore they seldora met up with Osage 

hunters traveling east of them. The Osage in the west generally 

camped far frora their frontiers and only sent sraall hunting and 

raiding parties to the west along the Canadian, Ciraarron, and 

Arkansas Rivers. That territory along the headwaters of the 

Cimarron, North Canadian, and north fork of the Canadian marked 

a neutral zone between the Osage and Comanche. The Coraanche 

occasionally hunted to the northeast, and when they were allied 

with the Wichita they probably hunted between the Canadian and Red 

Rivers, but generally they stayed west and south of Osage country. 

The land they did share was vast and empty, and only when hunting 
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or raiding parties encountered one another was there violence. 

Stories of attacks, however, occasionally filtered out. Described 

Louis DeBlanc, the Commander of Natchitoches, "I have just received 

the news that the Comanches or Laytans had a fierce corabat with 

the Osages in the autumn of last year."^l 

The Comanche avoided battles preferring to attack less 

well-armed Apache or Pueblo Indians of New Mexico, and the Osage 

preferred to fight those people who posed a more direct threat to 

their territory. Their relationship of mutual respect and non-

alliance remained essentially unchanged until the 1830s when they 

raade peace with one another, and the Osage began supplying the 

Coraanche with guns and other trade goods in exchange for Coraanche 

horses and raules. 

The Osage's other powerful western neighbor, the Skidi 

Pawnee, reraained hostile toward the Osage throughout the eigh-

teenth and nineteenth centuries. The Pawnee, forced from the 

upper Arkansas by the Osage, constantly challenged thera for 

control of it. That region south of the Smoky Hill River and the 

Arkansas was controlled by the Osage, yet the Pawnee frequently 

dropped down and hunted buffalo and wild horses. The Osage, 

better-armed than the Pawnee, and allied with the Kansa Indians, 

were able to keep the Pawnee north. The Pawnee retained ties with 

the Wichita and in the 1770s a group of them raoved south to live 

with them and challenge the Osage. Unable to acquire enough trade 

or to defeat the Osage, they later rejoined their northern kin. 

The Pawnee hunted in small bands and when they were discovered 
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south of the Smoky Hill River they were attacked. Osage-Pawnee 

hostility was long-standing as the Pawnee constantly sought to 

regain lost southern territory, and the Osage continued to keep 

them north. The Osage were never able to end the Pawnee hostility 

or keep thera completely out of the region, but the Pawnee only 

hunted in that region with extreme caution. 

The Pawnee were kept out of the region because of a corabined 

Osage and Kansa effort. The Osage and Kansa people generally enjoyed 

peaceful relations, sharing a language and old kinship ties. The two 

people occasionally fought one another, but these violent outbreaks 

were apparently only brief ones, and generally the people got along 

peacefully. Kansa hunted west along the Kansas and Sraoky Hill Rivers. 

The Osage were better-arraed and outnurabered their northern neighbors, 

particularly after sraallpox weakened thera in the 1750s. The Kansa 

were valuable to Osage again as northern allies and their sraaller 

numbers and lack of arras insured Osage control. The Osage had 

little need to fight with the Kansa. 

When the United States assuraed control of Louisiana in 

February 1804, the Osage dorainated the area between the Missouri 

and Red Rivers. Arraed and raounted Osage roaraed at will throughout 

the forests, prairies, and plains. Establishing and maintaining 

their hegemony by alliance, diplomacy, subjugation, or corabat, the 

Osage were the raost powerful tribe in the southern prairie-plains, 

"The truth is," observed Thoraas Jefferson in 1804, "they are the 

great nation South of the Missouri, their possession extending 

53 thence to the Red river." 
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The United States occupation of Louisiana had an important 

impact on Osage relations with neighboring Native American peoples. 

Tribes to the south and west, no longer under Spanish trade 

restrictions, were able to acquire trade goods and in time were 

more able to resist any further Osage expansicn. United States 

settlement in the East, combined with a concerted effort on the 

part of the United States government to raove eastern tribes onto 

lands west of the Mississippi, placed an inordinant pressure on 

the Osage in the east. The Osage, as a result of United States 

control of Louisiana, had to confront stronger, better-armed 

tribes in the west and large well-armed tribes in the east. 

Caught between two opposing forces the Osage alternately sought 

peace and fought wars to retain their western hegemony. Even-

tually, however, the Osage had to concede partial defeat to the 

combined forces of the United States and Native Araericans and gave 

up most of their land, retiring to a sraall reservation in the 

north. 

An important element of Osage relations with non-Osage in 

the nineteenth century was the political situation among the 

Osage. Always iraportant, political power and control was 

necessary to conduct and carry out effective diploraatic relations. 

The traditional powers of the Osage Ga-hi-ge and Non-hon-zhin-ga 

had been limited to certain prescribed functions thereby allowing 

a great deal of freedora for individual Osage. Yet those powers 

were weakened as economic opportunity drew the Osage north, south, 

and west. 
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Because of the success of Osage expansion in the eighteenth 

century, the tribes' five bands began moving further apart and 

moving more frequently. They established their spring and winter 

villages with greater intervening distances. This had begun in 

the early eighteenth century and continued throughout the century. 

By 1804, the Osage were arranged in three non-exclusive groups. 

The lu-dse-ta or Little Osage raade up one group. The Heart Stays 

People, Thorny Thicket People, and sorae raembers of the Big Hill 

band made up another, called the Big Osage. These two Osage 

groups lived in the northern part of Osage country. 

The Little Osage had raoved to the Missouri River around 

1700, and remained there until the 1790s. Apparently with the 

decreasing population of Missouri Indian allies and increased Sac, 

Fox, and Potawatorai attacks, the Little Osage decided to return 

to the safety of the Big Osage villages and take advantage of the 

trading post of Auguste and Pierre Chouteau. The Big Osage 

traditionally stayed in that area where the Marais des Cygnes, 

Little Osage, and Marmiton River came together to form the Osage 

River. 

These two groups, the Little Osage, and the Big Osage 

remained in this region until 1808, when the United States cora-

pelled them to raove north to Fire Prairie to live around Fort 

Osage on the Missouri River. They remained there only a short 

time, and by 1811 all the Big Osage and most of the Little Osage 

had returned to the old homelands where they reraained until 1822. 

The Little Osage moved west to the Upper Neosho River sometime 
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after the end of the War of 1812. In the fall of 1822, after the 

closing of the government trading post at Marais des Cygnes, the 

Big Osage moved south and spent the winter near A. P. Chouteau's 

trading post at La Saline on the Neosho River. The northern 

Osage preferred the northern prairies closer to their old homes 

and a safe distance from the Cherokee. After only one season at 

La Saline the Big Osage again raoved upriver where they reraained in 

the same general area for raost of the nineteenth century. 

The third group of Osage lived in the south along the 

lower Verdigris River, just above the Three Forks where the 

Verdigris and Neosho join the Arkansas River. This group was raade 

up of Big Hill and Upland Forest bands and were at various tiraes 

called the Chenier Osage (Osage of the Oak), Shainers, Arkansas 

Osage, and Clermont's band. These southern-dwelling Osage had 

been living in the Three Forks area for about thirty years. 

Having driven the Wichita from the area by the 1750s, Osage 

hunters remained in the region to take advantage of both the 

illegal traders ascending the Arkansas and the proximity of the 

horses, furs, and slaves among the Wichita and Caddo. This band 

originally was made up of thcse young people who wanted to raid 

and hunt, and who often defied the controls of the traditional 

Osage leadership. Nominally led by Cashesegra, the band gained 

power and influence when a young Osage leader naraed Clerraont 

joined thera. When Clermont's father, a Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge, had 

died, his uncle, Pawhuska had usurped his rightful place among the 

Big Osage so Clermont moved south and joined the Arkansas Osage, 
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led by Cashesegra. Clermont was allowed to assume a leadership 

position among them, and he and Cashesegra recreated the tradi-

tional dual chieftainship of the Osage among the Arkansas band. 

There was some resentment and bad feelings between Clermont, 

Cashesegra, and Pawhuska. After the United States purchased 

Louisiana, Pawhuska and the French trader Pierre Chouteau 

attempted to reunite the Big Osage. Pawhuska sought to con-

trol all the Osage, and Chouteau, with the end of the Lisa 

trade raonopoly, wanted all of the Osage fur trade. To do so 

they cut off trade to the southern band to force thera to 

return. This trade erabargo only erabittered the Arkansas Osage, 

and they refused to rejoin the groups in the north.^^ 

Thus, the Arkansas Osage operated independently of 

the two northern bands, who generally cooperated with one 

another. This division within the Osage made it extremely 

difficult for non-Osage Indians to negotiate with thera. The 

northern bands, closer to Saint Louis and linked to the 

powerful Chouteau faraily, acted as the spokesraen for the 

Osage tribe. The United States governraent, which often acted 

as a raediator between Osage and non-Osage Native Araericans, 

accepted this as fact and treated thera as all the Osage. The 

Arkansas band denied northern diplomatic and political control 

over them and operated independently. This political division 

combined with only limited Osage control over their merabers 

led to serious and often violent confrontations as the Osage 

country was invaded. 
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The northern Osage continued to protect their pre-1850s 

homelands. When the tribes living northeast of them, the Sac, 

Fox, Potawatomi, Kickapoo, and the various Illinois country 

tribes hunted in the forest south of Des Moines River, the Osage 

fought to drive them out. In May 1804 a Sac war party led by 

Paunblanche ambushed a group of Osage on their way to Saint Louis. 

They killed several Osage and took some prisoners.^^ Territory 

Gov. Jaraes Wilkinson, wanting peace in the newly-acquired 

Louisiana, invited the Big and Little Osage to Saint Louis in 

October 1805 to parlay with the Sac, Fox, Potawatorai, Kickapoo, 

Dakota, Kaskaskia, Miami, and Delaware. 

The northern Osage met with these people and agreed 

to peace, but this détente, arranged by outsiders would have 

little effect as long as these tribes were competing for 

econoraic control. In less than two raonths after the treaty, 

a band of Potawatorai raiders led by Main Poche attacked an 

undefended Osage village south of the Missouri. Most of the 

Osage raen were absent, involved in winter's hunt away frora the 

village, and the Potawatorai killed thirty-four woraen and children, 

57 and took sixty prisoners. 

This Osage River Massacre was an iraportant point in Osage 

diploraacy. The Potawatorai had attacked the Osage before to steal 

captives and livestock, but this brutal attack was different for 

it was not followed by a retaliatory attack by the Osage or the 

Potawatorai. The northern Osage, eager to establish an alliance 

with the United States, reluctantly agreed not to attack the 
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Potawatomi. Zebulon Pike later discussed the Osage River Massacre 

and reported: 

The humane policy which the United States have held forth to 
the Indian nations, . . . has succeeded to a rairacle with the 
Osage of the Grand village, and the Little Osage. In short, 
they have become a nation of Quakers, as it respects the 
nations to the north and east of them; at the same time that 
they continue to make war on the naked and defenceless [sic] 
of the west. An instance of their forbearance was exhibited 
by an attack raade on a hunting party of the Little Osage . . . 
by a party of Potowatoraies, . . . in obedience to the in 
junction of their great father they forebode to revenge the 
blow.^^ 

This bloody attack angered the northern Osage and despite frequent 

atterapts by the United States government to establish peace between 

the two, ill-feeling remained for raany years. Long-terra peace 

with any of these people was practically irapossible as long as 

they continued to venture deep into Osage hunting grounds, and the 

Osage were armed and strong enough to resist thera. 

Frequently the United States government took advantage of 

the rivalry. In 1808, Louisiana Territory Gov. Meriwether Lewis 

decided to put an end to Osage raids and thefts in Louisiana 

and bring them under his control. He demanded that they stop 

their thefts and encouraged Miarai, Potawatorai, Shawnee, lowa, and 

Dakota to attack the Osage. At the same tirae Lewis denied legal 

trade to the Osage and sent William Clark and his Dragoons to 

force the Osage to the peace table. The Osage, challenged by the 

well-armed, powerful tribes to the north and east, had to maintain 

access to arras and trade. The Osage River Massacre of 1805 had 

made the Osage aware of the growing threat of the ncrtheastern 

tribes and the necessity of an alliance with the United States. 
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The northern Osage met with Clark in Septeraber 1808 on the Missouri 

River at Fire Prairie. The Osage were forced to accept a new 

boundary between themselves and the other tribes. The Osage 

agreed to give up all their claims to all land east of their 

Osage River villages and raove due north and reside at Fort Clark, 

later naraed Fort Osage. In order to raaintain their alliance with 

the United States the Osage agreed to cede their lands. The 

northern Osage did move to the fort, but despite their land 

cession they continued to hunt in the eastern forests, north and 

south of the Missouri River. Their struggles for control in the 

area continued. 

After the winter of 1809-10, some of the Osage left the 

area around Fort Osage and returned to the Osage River. After 

1810, the Little Osage remained and used the trading post and fort 

to regain ccntrol of their former Missouri River horaes. The fort, 

however, did not provide protection and siraply prcvided a target 

for the Sac, Fox, lowa, and other northern tribes, and the close 

contact with outsiders at the fort only created probleras for thera. 

The Osage quickly learned the risks of becom.ing fort people, and 

most abandoned the area. By the spring of 1812, few Osage remained 

about the fort, and when a group of Arkansas Osage arrived at the 

fort to pick up their annuities they were attacked by a group of 

unidentified "northern Indians."^^ The fort was closed in June 

of 1813, and did not reopen until the summer of 1815, but by that 

time only the Little Osage favored northern settleraent. After 

the War of 1812 traders were abundant along the Osage River and 
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the greater distance from Sac, Fox, and lowa villages apparently 

convinced the Osage to retain their Osage River village and only 

hunt in the north. 

During the War of 1812 the Osage relations with their 

northern neighbors shifted soraewhat. Governor Clark, fearing 

attacks by British allies, Sac and Fox, invited a group of 

friendly Sacs to live along the Missouri River near the raouth 

of the Osage River, where they reraained until 1817.^1 The 

Osage did not attack this group, for the Osage did not want 

to disturb their peaceful relationship with the United States. 

They enjoyed the benefits of Araerican trade and weapons pro-

vided through their alliance and were eager to raaintain it. 

Therefore, the Sacs, protected by the United States, were safe 

frora Osage attacks. Yet eranity between the Sacs and Osage 

continued, and when Pierre Chouteau went araong thera in May 1813 

and asked for volunteers to fight the British Indian allies he 

was enthusiastically greeted. The Osage, eager to raid their 

northern competitors with United States assistance, jumped at 

the chance, and when Chouteau asked for 200 warriors, 500 

volunteered. Cut down to 260 men, Chouteau and his Osage 

expedition raarched north and were about to cross the Missouri 

River when they received orders from Missouri Territory 

Gov. Benjamin Howard to disband and go home. Chouteau was 

only able to breakup the expedition by giving them annuities and 

other presents and promising to build two block houses at the 

villages.^^ After the war ended the Araericans again planned 
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to use their Osage allies along with Shawnee and Delaware warriors 

to fight the Sac and Fox, but the expedition also never took 

place. 

After the end of the War of 1812 raore eastern tribes raoved 

west. In 1816 Williara Clark reported 1,300 Shawnee, 1,000 Cherokee, 

and 50 Peoria in Missouri. A year later he reported 1,200 Shawnee, 

500 Delaware, 200 Piankashaw, 60 Peoria, and 5,000 Cherokee. At 

the sarae tirae he listed 5,800 Osage in 1816, and 5,000 in 1817. 

This invasion of Osage country continued and grew in the 1820s and 

1830s, and slowly pushed the Osage west. . The United States having 

acquired the Osage lands in 1808 encouraged the eraigration. 

Eastern Indians, well before the official Indian Reraoval Act, 

chose to leave their crowded, garae-depleted horaelands, and raove 

into the rich western lands. Richard Grahara, Osage agent, wrote 

in February 1822, "This winter's hunt has given the eraigrating 

Indians an idea of the great riches of the Osage Country and they 

II54 openly avow their intentions of taking possession of it." 

The War of 1812 had a significant irapact upon the Osage. 

The British were forced to leave the region south of the Great Lakes, 

and with their evacuation the United States assumed a new posture 

in regards to the Native Americans, The British had abandoned 

their allies to the tender mercies of the United States. The 

United States, no longer fearing British intervention, were less 

conciliatory with the Native Americans. After the war the Native 

Americans would have to deal with the Americans strictly on their 

terms.^^ Thus the Osage alliance with the United States becarae 
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more important, for now only through American traders could they 

acquire arms to resist their neighbors and maintain their hegeraony. 

Osage hegeraony relied largely on Osage trade connections. 

Arms, aramunition, and trade had facilitated their expansicn, and 

an adaptive culture accomraodated the changes forced upon thera. 

Their subsistence economy had shifted to a coraraercial trading 

econoray with relative ease for their seasonal hunting and horti-

cultural patterns were adaptable to the deraands of the coramercial 

market. The increased raiding and hunting provided wealth and 

status for raany Osage, and their culture recognized the new wealth 

and status by creating new positions and functions for the suc-

cessful Osage. They created new rites to sanction their increased 

raiding, and made oth.er cultural changes to help their people deal 

with the new world created by the European presence. When the 

demand for feraale labor grew as a result of increased trade in 

skins, the Osage perraitted raen to take raultiple wives. When the 

increased raiding and hunting caused entire patrilineal households 

to be without hunters or defenders, the Osage established raatrilocal 

households which would insure that households would not be entirely 

without hunters and defenders. 

Only Osage polity could not withstand the challenges. 

Young men, frustrated by the hereditary nature of the Osage 

political leadership, eventually left the tribe to form autonomous 

bands. This fragmentation, however, did not weaken the Osage 

because all of the bands were loosely allied and all struggled to 

maintain Osage hegemony. Despite the breakdown of Osage polity 
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Osage culture demonstrated tremendous flexibility and resilience 

and certainly contributed to Osage expansion. 

The expansion was facilitated further by skillful Osage 

diplomacy. The Osage, keenly aware of the situation, tried to 

raaintain alliances with those Native Araerican nations who could 

help thera, and peace with those who could hurt them. They attacked 

those who challenged thera, and either subjugated thera or drove 

thera from the land. 

The Osage established alliances with the Missouri and 

Illinois nations for they helped the Osage defend their northern 

homelands, and had the potential to lirait Osage access to trade. 

The Osage maintained their access to trade, and adjusted their 

diplomatic activities accordingly. They countered Spanish trade 

restrictions by raaking peace with their northeastern rivals, the 

Sac, and used the peace to trade with the British traders frora 

Canada. 

The Osage prevented eastern expansion into the Ozarks by 

attacking any intruders and compelled the Quapaw to act as a 

buffer for southeastern attacks. While maintaining relative peace 

and stability in the north and east, the Osage expanded south and 

west frora their prairie villages. They created trade erabargoes 

that denied arras and trade to interior tribes and took advantage 

of their arms superiority to drive them frora their homelands. 

They forced the Red River Caddoans to surrender control of the 

Ouachita Mountains and drove the Wichita and Pawnee from the 

Arkansas Valley. 
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Using a variety of diplomatic, military, and economic 

methods the Osage seized control of a vast territory in the late 

eighteenth century. Between 1750 and 1815 Osage hegemony was 

suprerae and they dorainated the forests, prairies, and plains. 

Frora the Missouri River in the north to the Red River in the south, 

frora forests along the Mississippi River to the plains beyond the 

great bend of the Arkansas, the Osage reigned suprerae. Osage 

hegeraony was at its height in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

century, for after the War of 1812 things were to change draraatically 

for the Osage, and neither their adaptive culture, martial skills, 

or skillful diplomacy would be able to prevent their decline. 
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CHAPTER X 

OSAGE-NATIVE AMERICAN DIPLOMACY: RETRENCHMENT 

AND SUBMISSION 

When we want raeat for our woraen and Children and clothing our 
dependence is in the woods. If we do not get it there we 
raust go hungry and naked. . . . When he [President of the 
United States] sent the Cherokee on this side of the Great 
River and gave thera Land we had sold hira he certainly did not 
give to the Cherokee all the Beaver, Bear, Buffaloe and Deer 
on our Lands. . . when the Cherokees hunt on our Land and Kill 
our Garae we will always have trouble they will steal our Horses 
and our young raen will kill thera.-*-

Clerraont, 1821 

In 1815 the Osage faced new challenges and were less able 

to raeet thera. The evacuation of the British deprived the Osage of 

trading partners and forced them to rely solely on American 

traders. Trade was vital for Osage survival and from 1815 on they 

were dependent on United States for arms and other essential 

goods. Furtherraore, with the reraoval of the British the United 

States became less conciliatory with the Native Americans. Assured 

of no British aid or intervention on behalf of the Indians, the 

United States began acquiring eastern Indian lands and began 

removing them to lands west of the Mississippi River. The Osage 

were therefore confronted by strong, well-armed nations moving 

into their country from the east. At the same time American 

traders arraed and traded with the plains tribes that lived on the 
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Osage western borders. Frora 1815 to 1840 the Osage confronted 

strong Native American challenges from all sides. 

Ironically and tragically, the economic success that had 

created the Osage hegemony would ultimately work to destroy it. 

The economic success of the Osage had caused political trouble 

among the Osage as young Osage, outside the politically powerful 

lineages, rejected traditional controls and left the tribe. Direct 

outside interference by traders in the Osage political system had 

also destroyed traditional political and diploraatic positions and 

controls. The division of the Osage, and the loss of traditional 

control caused severe internal probleras and prevented the Osage 

frora using their diploraacy to raaintain control of the area. 

Earlier diploraatic success had relied on Osage unity, 

nuraerical superiority, access to corapeting traders, abundant 

aniraal resources, and strategic control of the interior. With 

the evacuation of the British and invasion of the eastern tribes 

the Osage no longer had the strength or independence to defend 

their horaelands. Weakened and outnurabered, the Osage could no 

longer rely on their traditional diploraatic patterns to save their 

country. 

A missionary among the Osage observed: 

They [ ickapoo] carae hither to hunt and trade, are 
said to be excellent hunters, and as a proof cf the 
scarcity of the garae in their own country to Missouri, 
they finch good hunting ground where the Osage consider 
the garae as nearly all destroyed.^ 

The Osage in the north and the south had to contend with 

the new emigration. The northern bands, however, with their 
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proximity to Saint Louis and the one Osage agent were better able 

to meet with United States officials and representative of the 

tribes and establish peace. The southern band, however, deprived 

of even a subagent until 1821 often did not participate in the 

negotiations. The three main divisions of the Osage did not all 

participate in all peace treaties, and with increased pressure in 

the Ozark hunting grounds, violence often occurred. 

The southern Osage controlled the southern Ozarks and when 

the first intruders appeared in the area the Osage drove them out 

or confined them to the eastern fringes. After the United States 

occupation of Louisiana these Arkansas Osage were confronted with 

many more invaders. Their situation was particularly difficult 

for they had to contend with the Native American invasion and 

pressure from the United States governjnent to move the Osage out of 

the area to open up the Arkansas River lands for the eastern 

tribes. In addition the Chouteau family, which had power and 

influence among the northern bands, wanted them to return to the 

north so that they could regain control of all the Osage fi :ur 

trade. Pierre Chouteau convinced Louisiana Territory Governor 

Wilkinson in the fall of 1805 to shut off all trade to Arkansas 

Osage in hcpes of driving thera north. This erabargo of trade did 

hurt the Arkansas Osage, but they still refused to go north. 

The United States factor, Sarauel Treat, in charge of the 

newly-established government trading post on the Arkansas River, 

expressed amazement at the closing of trade just when the trading 

was established. In November 1805, Treat wrote of trouble between 
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the emigrating tribes and the Osage. He explained that the hunting 

grounds of the Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Quapaw were: 

. . . confined generally between the waters of the Arkansas 
[which they seldom pass] and those of the St. Francis; and so 
far to the North West as occasionally to fall in with the 
Osage tribe. . . . between this and other Tribes there exists 
great aniraosity; and when on excursions, sraall parties acci-
dently raeet [which the last year was often the case] they 
never spare each other, probably in a short tirae this Tribe 
raay not be so able, consequently less ready to attack; and 
therefore not to be so rauch dreaded as they now are by their 
neighbours; should this be the case, it will not be for want 
of valour, but that of ammunition, and other supplies, which 
already they are apprehensive of.^ 

When the trade was reopened in 1806, the Osage responded and 

exchanged furs with the traders along the Arkansas, rearmed thera-

selves, and continued to resist the invaders. The southern Osage 

living along the Arkansas River fought Delaware, Shawnee, Cherokee, 

Chickasaw, and Choctaw, as these people began hunting and settling 

in the Osage forest lands. 

While the Osage fought all the eastern tribes the raost 

powerful group they had tc contend with was the Cherokee. The 

Cherokee, living in the raountains of Tennessee, Georgia, North 

Carolina, and South Carolina, began appearing in the forests 

along the lower Arkansas in 1785.^ Sraall Cherokee bands hunted in 

the region and in 1795, ten families led by Kon-ora-too, raoved to 

the Saint Francis River. As conditions becarae more crowded and 

inhospitable in the east, those Cherokee who wanted to continue 

their hunting life moved to the Saint Francis and White River 

areas, and by 1806 there were about six hundred people there. 

These people joined the Choctaw, Shawnee, and Delaware and hunted 
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in the Ozarks. The Osage responded to this intrusion. According 

to Treat, " . . . the Osage Indians, resident on the Arkansas who 

seek every opportunity to Rob and destroy those of other Nations 

who go into their neighbourhood." 

By 1816 about three thousand Cherokee had settled on the 

lower Arkansas. These Cherokee invaders of Osage country were 

well-armed and skilled hunters, and when Cherokee and Osage raet on 

hunting expeditions, violence ensued as both struggled for control 

of the territory. The corapetition over hunting grounds was the 

essential problera between the two peoples, but the violence 

created additional violence as individuals sought revenge. No 

neutral zone could be created thereby eliminating a crucial diplo-

matic tool for peace. 

In 1816, the Cherokee went to Saint Louis and complained 

to Missouri Territory Gov. William Clark about Osage thefts and 

attacks. Clark called on the Arkansas Cherokee agent Williara 

Lovely to raeet with the Osage agent Pierre Chouteau and with 

the leaders of the two tribes and settle their differences. 

In June, Lovely and the Cherokee went up to the raouth of the 

Verdigris to raeet with Chouteau and the Cherokee, but Chouteau 

had not arrived. The Osage, without their agent, met with 

Lovely and the Cherokee, and as a result the Osage agreed to 

give up their claims to large sections of land between the 

mouth of the Verdigris and the 1808 treaty line in exchange 

for the United States paying any claims that had been raade 

against the Osage."^ Lovely had not been authorized to purchase 
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any land from the Osage, and the agreement would be renegotiated 

in 1818. 

The peace arranged in 1816 did not survive as horse thefts 

continued, and the Cherokee began planning an attack on the Osage 

in January 1817. The western Cherokee sent raessengers back to the 

eastern tribe for aid in the proposed attack. Several boatloads 

of Cherokees departed on their way West.^ in July 1817, the 

Cherokee wrote to the Missouri Territory Gov. Williara Clark 

and coraplained about the Osage, "they have stolen all our best 

horses, and have reduced us to work with our naked hands. With 

the few horses we have left we intend to go to the Osages and hunt 

for those horses taken; we are going to do raischief; . . ." 

The Cherokee waited until October when the Osage warriors 

had left for their fall hunt to raove against thera. The Cherokee, 

joined by Choctaw, Chickasaw, and "several whites" went up the 

Arkansas River to the Verdigris and approached the Arkansas Osage 

village. The group, nurabering 555 people, sent a raessenger to the 

Osage and urged thera to send down a few Osage to raeet with the 

"ten-to-fifteen" Cherokee that had come to visit. Since raost of 

the warriors, Ga-hi-ge, A-Ki-da, and Non-hon-zhin-ga were gone 

on the fall hunt, one old forraer Osage leader went down to raeet 

the Cherokee. The Cherokee hacked hira to death and sure that 

warriors were gone, went up to the village and destroyed it. They 

killed thirty-eight and captured over one hundred Osage. They 

burned the village, destroyed the caches of food, and descended to 

their own villages to celebrate their victory, later known as the 
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Massacre of Claremore Mound. The Osage prisoners were sent back 

to the eastern Cherokee as payment for their help on the raid.-'̂ ° 

The southern Osage returned to the village and found it 

destroyed. They were unable to take immediate revenge, for the 

United States government had sent troops to separate the two 

tribes and keep the peace. The Massacre of Claremore Mound out-

raged the Osage, and they wanted revenge, but the necessity of 

raaintaining good relations with the United States prevented any 

retaliatory attacks. Just as with the 1805 Osage River Massacre 

by the Potawatorai, the United States wanted peace in the frontier 

and were able to prevent the Osage frora responding. Troops arrived 

in Deceraber and started construction of Fort Sraith on the south 

bank of the Arkansas River between the Osage and Cherokee villages. 

The tiraes now required a bold diploraatic raove. During the 

suraraer of 1818 the Osage invited tribes to visit thera. Merabers of 

the Shawnee, Delaware, Creek, Quapaw, Kansa, and Fox were guests 

of the Osage. The Osage gave over one hundred horses away that 

suraraer to the visiting tribes in hopes of securing an alliance 

and a strong army with which to attack the Cherokee. All the 

tribes accepted the Osage horses and hospitality, but the Fox were 

the only group that promised any help.-'•-'• The Fox, eager to achieve 

independence and autonomy frora the Sac, were willing to ally with 

the Osage. An alliance with the Osage helped thera separate them-

12 selves from the Sac and achieve some mdependence, 

After their victory over the women and children of the 

Osage the Cherokee insisted that they should have the Osage's 
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land. Unfortunately for the Osage the Secretary of War John C. 

Calhoun cared not that the victory had been only one over defense-

less women and children. 

The Cherokee are anxious to have an outlet to the West to 
the game country, and it seeras fair that the Osage, who 
hold the country West of their settleraent, and have been 
beaten in the contest, should either make a concession of 
such portion of their country as might give the outlet, or 
at least to grant them as undisturbed passage to and from 
their hunting grounds. You will as far as practicable, and 
consistent with justice, make the arrangements favorable to 
the Cherokees; . . .^^ 

Governor Clark ordered the Osage to raeet in Saint Louis in 

the fall and make peace with the Cherokee. At Saint Louis the 

Osage agreed to give up the land between the Verdigris and the old 

Osage line, that land they had originally surrendered in 1816 to 

Lovely and the Cherokee. They also agreed to allow the Cherokee 

access to the plains, through their lands in exchange for the 

return of the 104 Osage prisoners taken in 1817. There were sorae 

misunderstandings that surrounded this treaty.-'-'̂  

It is not certain that Clermont, the raost influential 

leader participated, for he did not sign the treaty. in January, 

months before the September Saint Louis meeting, Clermont insisted 

that he had only agreed in 1815 to give a sraall parcel of land and 

that the Osage never intended to give it to the Cherokee. Maj-

Stephen Long, with the Osage in 1818, wrote: 

, , , [The Osage] have repeatedly solicited the Americans 
to settle among them, alledging that they sold the land 
under the expectation that the Americans would become 
their neighbours, . , . Such having been their views in 
disposing of their lands to the United States, they are 
not a little disappointed and chagrinned, at the arrange-
ment recently made with the Cherokee, there inveterate 
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enemies, by which the latter are permitted to settle upon 
the Lands formerly owned by them and are by this raeans placed 
in a condition to annoy thera exceedingly, . . .15 

Clermont may have not participated in the Septeraber raeeting, 

The Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge young Cashesegra did sign the treaty, but not 

Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge Clermont. After the raeeting in Saint Louis, 

Clermont again complained of the land cession. In 1819, Thoraas 

Nuttall visited the Osage and the Cherokee and wrote: 

It appeared, frora what l could learn, that the Osage, pur-
posely deceived by the interpreter, at the instigation of the 
Shoutous [chouteaus], had hatched up a treaty without the 
authority of the chiefs, so that in the present state of 
things a war betwixt the Cherokee and the Osages is alraost 
inevitable, unless the later relinquish the banks of the 
Arkansa, as Messrs. Shoutou [chouteau] wish thera.-'-" 

There are curious aspects to this Septeraber raeeting, for 

Pierre Chouteau, the only agent for both bands, spoke for all the 

Osage, despite Clermont's animosity. Chouteau insisted that the 

Osage were deterrained to reunite theraselves in one village and fur-

thermore they asked that Pierre Chouteau reraain their agent. The 

Osage requested, according to Chouteau, that their annuities not 

be distributed at Fort Osage, but sent to the northern villages. •'•' 

The Osage at Saint Louis raay well have wanted all those 

things. The northern were tied closely with the Chouteau faraily 

and showed little concern for their southern relatives. 

The long separation of this nation has given distinct 
views and feelings to the three Bands. In many respects 
they act as different nations. The band near the 
Osage river are jealous of the prosperity of the Arkansas 
tribe. , . .1^ 

It is reasonable to assume that Chouteau whose faraily had 

a trading post at the Osage River villages would want the Arkansas 
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Osage back in the north, trading with his sons. There is also 

evidence that Chouteau's sons were competing with the Fort Osage 

factory, and the removal of the annuity distribution would cer-

tainly work against the factor there.^^ Clermont's charges about 

the misleading nature of the treaty are sound ones. 

The southern Osage still practiced traditional Osage 

diplomacy. The Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge Clermont would have been 

responsible for negotiations, and his absence in Saint Louis 

invalidated the treaty for them. The northern Osage, who had 

only one leader, had no Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge. Therefore, the tradi-

tional procedures for conducting Osage diplomacy were no longer 

working, and the Osage could not truly negotiate a meaningful Osage 

treaty. 

The Osage along the Arkansas would have preferred white 

settlers for they would have established an effective barrier 

between the Osage and the Cherokee. The Cherokee were avid 

hunters and white farmers would have provided less competition 

than the Cherokee hunters. There was so much controversy sur-

rounding Lovely's Purchase, as it was called, that the Cherokee 

2 n 
did not officially acquire it until 1828.''̂  

After negotiating the land cession, the Osage agreed to 

make peace with the Shawnee, Delaware, and Cherokee. The Osage, in 

return for allowing the Cherokee to hunt in the west, were to 

obtain their people captured in the 1817 massacre. In the spring 

of 1819 the Osage were to meet with the Cherokee at Fort Smith for 

the return of the prisoners of war. 
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On the way back to the Arkansas, those southern Osage who 

participated in the treaty negotiations were attacked by a band of 

Cherokee who stole forty horses and killed four Osage. The Osage 

wanted revenge for the attack, but Nathaniel Pryor, a trader at 

the Three Forks, convinced them to reraain at peace and wait for 

the return of their prisoners in the spring. But the Cherokee did 

not bring any prisoners back in the spring, and when Clerraont went 

to Fort Smith in July for the prisoners, the Cherokee again did 

not show up. The Osage were told to return in September. The 

Osage went to Fort Sraith in Septeraber and waited ten days, then 

all but Clerraont and Talli went horae. On the eleventh day some 

Cherokees arrived and announced that the Osage prisoners refused 

to go back to the Osage. Thereupon the Comraander of Fort Smith, 

William Bradford, ordered the Cherokees to meet their treaty 

obligations. The Cherokee finally produced a few Osage. The 

Osage took their people home insisting that all the prisoners 

21 among the Cherokee should be returned.^-^ 

The Osage, anxious to protect their homes and maintain 

good relations with the United States tried to remain at peace 

with the Cherokee and restrain their young raen. The continued 

Cherokee lack of good faith caused increased anger and frus-

tration araong the Osage. The fragile peace of 1818 was broken in 

February 1820 when Skitok (Mad Buffalo) , a son of Clermont, hunting 

along the Poteau River, south of the Arkansas killed three Cherokee 

and stole their belongings. The Cherokee outraged at the murders 

demanded the Osage turn over Skitok, which they refused to do. 
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Shortly thereafter Tahchee (Dutch), a Cherokee leader, discovered 

Skitok at Pryor's trading post at the Three Forks and planned to 

ambush hira. Pryor helped Skitok escape by distracting Tahchee, 

but Tahchee and his men pillaged Pryor's trading post upon learning 

22 
of Skitok's escape. In August 1820 the Cherokee once again 

demanded the surrender of Skitok for the raurder of the three 

Cherokee. The Cherokee never expressed any remorse for the thirty-

eight dead Osage and the one hundred prisoners, and furtherraore, 

the Osage refused to surrender Skitok until the Cherokee turned 

over the prisoners they had promised to return two years previously. 

Tahchee and a group of follcwers left the Cherokee and 

moved to the Kiamichi River, south of the Arkansas, where some 

Choctaw, Kickapoo, Shawnee, and Delaware also resided. These 

sraall groups refused to obey their tribal leaders and vowed to 

continue their struggle against the Osage. The Osage continued to 

hunt in the south and these various groups fought with the Osage 

until the 1830s. 

Thefts and attacks continued between these peoples and in 

March 1821 the Osage learned that the Cherokee refused peace with 

the Osage and announced they were at war.^^ That April Clerraont 

came to the Union Mission, newly-established on the lower Neosho, 

and warned the missionaries that his men were going to attack the 

Cherokee, but assured them of their safety. Shortly thereafter 

Skitok and four hundred Osage warriors marched downstream to attack 

the Osage. Skitok and his raen approached Fort Smith and asked to 

visit the fort to get ammunition. The commander, Lt. Martin Scott, 
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refused to allow them to cross the river to the fort and when some 

of them entered the river he ordered the artillery aimed at the 

Osage. 

The Osage party, thereupon moved down river, and crossed the 

Arkansas. Wandering along the Poteau River and Lee Creek the Osage 

discovered and killed three Quapaw and three Delaware. The Osage 

involved later clairaed that they thought the Delaware were Cherokee 

and that they killed the Quapaw, "at the instigation of a young 

chief to revenge the death of some of his relations in a former 

quarrel."^'* After breaking into several settlers' cabins, the 

Osage stole a few horses and returned horae without attacking the 

Cherokee. Only days after the Skitok war party returned, Clerraont 

sent a raessage to the Cherokee calling for a ceasefire for three 

raonths. Clerraont proraised to keep his young raen at horae if the 

Cherokee would reciprocate. Clermont further insisted that he 

could only speak for his village and not the other bands, suggesting 

that by now the northern bands were occasionally stealing horses and 

robbing Cherokee hunters. Clermont ended his raessage stating 

that, "he did not beg a peace because he could send an array of 

1500 warriors, and that if they saw fit to carry on the war he 

25 should on his part carry it out with vigour." After sending the 

raessage to the Cherokee, Clermont and his village left for the 

plains on their summer hunt. 

Conditions had so deteriorated araong the Osage that no 

unified response was possible for the Osage. The traditional 

diploraatic procedures, intact in the south, no longer existed in 
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the northern group. Clermont, the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge, the traditional 

Osage diploraatic representative, was only able to speak for an con-

trol his southern band while diplomatic chaos prevailed in the 

north. 

Clerraont was obviously concerned that the Cherokee would 

use Skitok's raid as an excuse to attack thera. Clerraont and the 

Osage were concerned that the summer hunt be successful for it was 

vitally important to the Osage. In addition, Clermont was raotivated 

because the spring violence threatened Cherokee war and the Osage 

wanted to keep a distance frora the Cherokee. They sent Skitok and 

his young raen down to Fort Sraith, where they were sure to be seen 

and reported to the Cherokee. Worried about a possible attack by 

the Cherokee they may have believed that Skitok's show of force 

would intimidate the Cherokee and prevent them frora gathering 

others for an attack. Skitok had gone south, but his force did 

little damage other than the three Quapaw and three Delaware 

killings. Considering there were foiir hundred young warriors 

aching for revenge for their past lcsses—six deaths, although 

major to the victims, was very little daraage. Skitok and his raen 

returned; Clermont sent his peace initiative, and the Osage rushed 

out to the plains confident of a safe hunt. If the Cherokee 

accepted Clermont's three-month offer the Osage would have been 

back frora the hunt before the Cherokee would attack. 

The Cherokee did not accept Clermont's offer. A band of 

Cherokee went north, but they were unable to find any Osage village 

to attack. Instead they killed Joseph Revoir, a French-Osage 
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mixed-blood farmer trading at La Saline.^^ When the Osage 

returned safely from their hunt in August, they met with the 

commander of Fort Smith, Capt. William Bradford. Clerraont spoke 

to Bradford: 

I have consulted ray Warriours—They say the Cherokee shall not 
see their tracks on the Cherokee Land or in their Town if the 
Cherokee will keep off our Land and out of our Town—We don't 
want the Cherokees to steal what Garae there is on our Land. 
We want it for ourselves & our Woraen and Children. . . . When 
he [the President] sent the Cherokee on this side of the Great 
River and gave thera Land we had sold him he Certainly did not 
give to the Cherokee all the Beaver, Bear, Buffalo and Deer on 
our Lands—we Sold hira Land but not the garae on our Land when 
the Cherokee hunt on our Land and Kill our Garae we will always 
have trouble they will steal our Horses and our young raen will 
Kill them—This has been a principal cause of our difficulties. 
. . . We will not disturb the Cherokee between now and the 

27 
time peace raay be made if they will not disturb us. 

Bradford assured the Osage that an armistice was in effect and 

28 that he would prevent any Cherokee from going out against them. 

After meeting with Bradford, the Osage then left for their fall 

hunt. 

In October a band of 250 Cherokee, 10 Delaware, 12 Creek, 

12 Choctaw, 15 Shawnee, and several white raen headed west for the 

Osage. Bradford went out to stop thera. He ordered the non-

Indians to go back, and when he could not convince the Cherokee to 

2 9 
return he inexplicably gave thera a barrel of gunpowder. The 

Cherokee followed the Osage out onto the plains. The Osage had 

gone onto the plains and after hunting for awhile left the woraen, 

children, and old men behind, guarded by ten or twelve warriors. 

The Cherokee divided into two groups and one found the camp of 

Osage women and children. The allied Indians killed all the 
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warriors and twenty-nine women and children. They captured about 

ninety and returned home. The raain body of the Cherokee ran into 

a sraall Osage party. The Osage attacked and drove the Cherokee 

off the plains. William Bradford observed, "l have the honor to 

report to you that the balance of the Cherokee Army passed by this 

post yesterday, their accounts vary much, by their own tale I am 

under the impression that they got flogged."^^ The Cherokee had 

once again attacked women and children and killed and captured 

them. Despite the success of the Osage at driving off one of the 

groups, the Osage fall hunt had been ruined, and the raeat gathered 

was destroyed. Missionaries reported that, "They have returned 

31 with no provisions and are very poor." Later it was learned 

that three of the Osage prisoners, one woraan and two children, 

were murdered at the Cherokee village, and they were thrown to the 

32 hogs.-^ The Osage did not retaliate and again agreed to an armistice 

until they could raeet in July to raake peace. In late July and 

August, the Osage met with the Cherokee at Fort Smith and agreed 

to peace, and the Cherokee promised to bring the Osage prisoners 

to the Fort in Septeraber. The Osage went to the fort in Septeraber, 

were attacked by a group of Choctaw from the Red River, yet met 

33 peacefully with the Cherokee and regained a few of the prisoners. 

The southern Osage had shown remarkable control. They were 

placed under extreme pressure by invading Indians, suffering 

tremendous losses due to Cherokee attacks, and yet they repeatedly 

asked for peace. The southern Osage, challenged by the Cherokee 

and other rival tribes, had to maintain good relations with the 
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United States. Arms and ammunition were essential to their survival, 

and they were extremely reluctant to antagonize the United States. 

They were able to exert sorae control over their merabers for the 

traditional diploraatic positions and procedures still existed in 

the southern bands. The principal diploraatic agents no longer 

existed in the north, and this lack of control prevented a unified 

Osage response. The Osage were not whole and could only respond 

as fragments, thus the chaos continued. 

Sirailar events were occurring in northern Osage country. In 

the fall of 1822, the Big Osage band raoved frora the Osage River 

and spent the winter at La Saline, the site of Revoir's raurder and 

the newly-established trading post of Auguste Pierre Chouteau. 

The northern Osage had not participated in the peace process in 

1822, and refused to abide by it. Furtherraore, Cherokee, Choctaw, 

Shawnee, Delaware, Creek, and others were hunting in Osage lands. 

In November 1822, a group of Cherokee hunting along the North Fork 

of the Canadian were discovered by a group of Osage. A Cherokee 

hunter named Red Hawk, nephew of Thoraas Graves, a prorainent 

Cherokee and active leader of the 1821 attack on the Osage woraen, 

was killed. Graves, upon learning of the attack deraanded revenge 

and refused subsequent Osage offers of payment as compensation, a 

traditional Osage way of dealing with murder. Graves, a prominent 

member of the Cherokee tribe, continued for many years to deraand 

revenge for the death of Red Hawk. 

By 1824 more eastern Indians had moved to the area. The 

Cherokee continued to grow and other groups, the Delaware, Shawnee, 
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and various northeastern tribes, raoved into the Ozark Mountains 

and the Kickapoo, Choctaw, Chickasaw, and certain Cherokee who 

opposed peace with the Osage raoved onto the upper Red River. Col. 

Matthew Arbuckle, the Commander of Cantonment Gibson, a fort con-

structed at the Three Forks in April 1824, reported that there 

were that fall over two thousand French, Araericans, Cherokee, and 

Delaware destroying the Osage game.-̂ '̂  

With this constantly growing encroachment, the Osage occa-

sionally lashed out. The increased pressure of crowded settlement, 

reduction in garae, weakened fur trade, plus the assirailative pressure 

of raissionaries and United States soldiers trying to transforra thera 

into farmers—all contributed to a collective rage.-^^ In the fall of 

1824 a group of Osage stole some horses frora a Delaware hunting party. 

The Delaware atterapted to recapture their horses and in the struggle 

a Delaware hunter was killed. He was the son of Kikthawenund 

(Williara Anderson), the chief of the Delaware. The Delaware launched 

a series of attacks to avenge this death. These attacks required 

retaliation, and violence between these peoples worsened. The 

Delaware called upon the Shawnee and the Kickapoo to ally with thera 

against the Osage, and the Osage then called for peace and asked 

the Delaware and Cherokee to raeet thera in Saint Louis in October. 

The Cherokee did not go to Saint Louis, but the Delaware, Kickapoo, 

Piankashaw, Wea, and Shawnee met and made peace with the Osage and 

signed the Saint Louis Treaty of 1825.-^ 

The Cherokee continued to deraand the raurderer of Red Hawk. 

In July 1825, Tahchee (Dutch) went to the Chouteau's trading post 
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on the Verdigris River and killed and scalped an Osage. The Osage 

and Cherokee met at Fort Gibson in August 1826, and the Osage 

turned the raurderer of Red Hawk over to the coraraander. The 

Cherokee there demanded the custody of the killer, stating they 

had nc control of Tahchee and his people south of the Red River. 

The Osage refused to allow the Cherokee to have the Osage until 

they received Tahchee and as a result nothing was resolved at the 

•27 
meeting.-̂  

In February the agent fcr the Cherokee, Edward DuVal, 

wrote a letter to Matthew Arbuckle, Coiranander of Fort Gibson. The 

Cherokee were sending twenty-five raen against the Osage: 

. . . that they have no desire for a-general War with the 
Osages: that a life for the life they had lost was all that 
they deraanded, and that if that could be obtained without 
further bloodshed they would be satisfied. . . . It is not 
unlikely, however, that more than one life may be taken by 
this. . . . Be that as it raay, good policy, I think requires 
that the Osages should be advised not to strike another 
blow if an araicable settlement of their differences can be 
effected. On the return of the Cherokee-party, should they 
accomplish this object, it will be for the Osages to say 
whether there shall be peace, or war, . . .^° 

The expedition was stopped by Nathaniel Pryor and Cherokee leader 

Walter Webber.^^ The Osage later demanded that the entire issue 

be subraitted to President Adaras, and in May 1827, President John 

Quincy Adaras ruled that the tribes were even and should make 

40 peace,^ 

The Osage and Cherokee were to meet at Fort Gibson for 

peace talks in September. The Osage appeared but the Cherokee did 

not arrive. The Cherokee instead sent a delegation to Washington, 

D.C., to convince the President to change his mind. The President 
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did not, but the Cherokee did negotiate a treaty, The Cherokee 

Treaty of 1828, with the United States, part of which provided 

$8,760 to pay for Osage depredations, and Thomas Graves, the 

killer of the Osage children, was given $1,200 for personal 

.c£ 41 suff ering.̂ -̂  

The violence between the Osage and the eraigrant tribes did 

not corae to an end with the 1828 treaty, for in the fall of 1829 

Red River Cherokee attacked and killed eight Osage. The Osage 

were called to Fort Gibson and were urged not to take revenge. 

The United States Array would punish the guilty ones they were 

proraised. Those Osage who had lost relatives in the last attack 

were given corapensation for the deaths, $800 worth of presents. 

They in turn agreed not to attack the Cherokee. 

More orainous events were to occur the next year. In May 

1830 the United States Congress passed the Indian Reraoval Act and 

the United States Army began moving all the eastern tribes west of 

the Mississippi. With that bill the full weight of the United 

States government was exerted against the eastern Indians and soon 

thousands were moved in former Osage country. The Osage were by 

the early 1830s effectively pushed out of the Ozarks, they occa-

sionally reacted violently, but the level of violcnce between the 

Osage and the eastern Indians declined. In 1831 the Osage met 

with Cherokee and Creek leaders and negotiated another peace 

agreement, The 1831 Fort Gibson Treaty, These agreements, however, 

were more concerned with the loss of livestock than human beings. 

The Osage apologized for killing their neighbors' cattle, but they 
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explained that they had only done it to keep their families alive 

during the winter.'*-̂  

The southern Osage in 1831 were living on land that they 

officially gave up in 1835. These southern Osage, despite the 

combined pressures of the United States governraent and the growing 

eraigrant tribe, steadfastly refused to leave their homes along the 

Verdigris River and move north. Throughout the 1830s they remained 

obstinately opposed to any raove. As raore Indians frora the east 

arrived the deraands for land increased. Finally in 1839 the 

southern Osage were ordered to leave and when they delayed, federal 

troops forced them north. 

The invasion of the eastern tribes also had an impact on 

their relatives with the southern Caddo tribes of the Red River. 

The Osage had continued hunting and raiding along the Red in the 

early nineteenth century. George Hunter and David Dunbar, on the 

Red River in 1804, reported Osage attacks along the Red River and 

Ouachita Mountains. 

Hunters often ascend the little Missouri, but they are not 
inclined to penetrate far up, because this branch reaches near 
to the great planes [sic] or prairies on the red river, which 
are often visited by the lesser Osage Tribe settled on the 
river Arcansas: These last frequently carry war into the 
Cadadoquis tribe. . . .^^ 

As eastern tribes most into the Red River basin, they began fighting 

the Caddo and the Osage. Choctaw, Alabaraa, Coushatta, and Chickasaws 

moved into the region in the latter part of the eighteenth century 

and by the early part of the nineteenth pitched battles ensued as 

Osage, Caddo, and the eastern tribes fought for control. In 1804, 
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a group of Chickasaw and Choctaw were reported on their way to 

attack the Osage. In 1806, a group of Alambama or Coushatta 

Indians came upon a group of Osage camped along the Sulfur River. 

These men attacked the Osage, killed five, and recovered forty 

horses just stolen from the Caddo by this Osage party. In a 

brief time the Caddo were displaced completely by the Choctaw, 

Chickasaw, and merabers of Cherokee, Delaware, Shawnee, and Kickapoo 

who left their parent groups to live along the Red River in Spanish 

Texas. The Osage and these peoples continued to attack one another 

throughout the 1820s and 1830s. Colonel Arbuckle, coraraander at 

Fort Gibson, chronicled the disputes: 

I ara inforraed that a Dispute took place about 15 or 20 days 
since between a party of Delaware Indians who reside on the 
waters of the White River and a party of Osages, . . . and it 
has also been reported that the Coraanchy [sic] Indians had a 
short tirae since killed Twenty or Twenty five Osage Warriors.^° 

While the Osage fought with the emigrant tribes in the 

east, and gradually lost their traditional hunting lands, they 

continued their domination in the West. Allied with Kansa Indians 

in the north the Osage fought the Skidi Pawnee to keep thera north 

of the Sraoky Hill River while in the south and west they fought 

alone against the Coraanche, Wichita, and a newly-arrived northern 

tribe, the Kiowa. The Osage relations in the west were now alraost 

consistently violent. The pattern of alternating peace and war 

seen in the east was was absent in the west. As the Osage lost 

their control and influence in the east, their very survival became 

dependert upon retaining control of the plains hunting grounds; 

thus, comproraise was impossible. 
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Osage relations with the Wichita, Comanche, and Kiowa in 

the first thirty years of the nineteenth century were violent. 

The Osage retained control of that territory north of the Red 

River. Anthony Glass, visiting the Wichita villages on the Red 

River in 1805, witnessed several Osage raids where Osage brazenly 

rode right into the raidst of the Wichita in the raiddle of the day. 

By 1818 the Wichita had once again vacated their river villages 

and raoved south to the Brazos. 

The Coraanche, still located southwest of the Osage, were 

involved in skirraishes with the Osage. Peace was reported between 

these two peoples in Noveraber 1821, but the peace was not very 

effective for in the fall of 1823, the Coraanche attacked a group 

of Osage on the plains and killed about twenty-five of thera.'*̂  

In January 1828, the Osage attacked a Coraanche carap south of the 

49 Red River and killed thirty. As the Kiowa raoved south and began 

a hunting and railitary alliance with the Coraanche, they, too, 

becarae involved in struggle for hunting grounds. In 1833, the 

Osage surprised a Kiowa carap on Rainy Mountain Creek west of the 

Wichita Mountains. Most of the Kiowa raen had left on an expe-

dition against the Ute, and the defenseless village was destroyed 

by the Osage. Five men and a number of women and children were 

killed. The Osage beheaded the dead and placed the heads in brass 

pails that the Kiowa had acquired from the Pawnee. The Osage took 

two prisoners and captured the tribal raedicine bundle, the tairae. 

After this battle, Kiowa went out against the Osage and attacked a 

large group on the Verdigris River near the Gross CÔte village. 
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The Kiowa's attack and subsequent battle broke off when a violent 

thunderstorm drove all from the battlefield.^^ 

As the Comanche, Wichita, and Kiowa began raiding and 

stealing livestock from the Osage and emigrant tribes, the 

United States government sent soldiers into the west to raake 

peace. An 1833 expedition ended in failure, but the Dragoon 

Expedition of 1834 did raeet peacefully with the Coraanche, Kiowa, 

and Wichita. The Dragoons returned prisoners captured by the 

Osage and the Osage scouts with thera insisted that peace was 

desired by the Osage. In Septeraber the Kiowa and Wichita came 

to Fort Gibson where they raade peace with the eastern tribes. At 

the Fort Gibson Council of 1834 the Kiowa and Wichita expressed 

a special desire to raeet with the Osage, and despite the recent 

attacks the Osage, Kiowa, and Wichita agreed to stop fighting. 

The Osage promised to return the Kiowa tairae which they had 

stolen in 1833. The next suraraer the Osage and other emigrant 

tribes raet with the Coraanche, Kiowa, and Wichita at the Camp 

Holmes Council of 1835 on the Canadian River and renewed their 

peace agreements. After the Camp Holmes and Fort Gibson 

Councils' sumraer conferences, the Osage and the Kiowa, Wichita, 

and Coraanche enjoyed peaceful relations. The Osage began 

supplying the Coraanche with trade goods, and in exchange for 

Coraanche horses, raules, and buffalo robes the Osage provided 

guns, aramunition, raetal tools, and other important items. The 

Comanche and Osage met at the Great Salt Plains southwest of 

52 
the Arkansas in July to trade. 
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The peace that the Osage finally agreed to in 1833 was 

possible because the Osage were hunting north of the Canadian for 

the most part and the Red River-Canadian area was also being 

hunted by the Cherokee, Choctaw, Creek, and other eastern tribes. 

The Osage, because of the peace, were able to alter their economic 

exploitation of the area and carry on a very lucrative trade with 

the Comanche. Thus, the Osage were willing, albeit reluctantly, 

to make peace with these southwestern tribes. 

The peace that they enjoyed with the southwestern tribes 

was not enjoyed in the north. The Osage pushed out of the east 

and crowded in the south siraply could not afford to lose their 

prime buffalo country, that land between the Cimarron and the 

Smoky Hill River, along the Upper Arkansas River. The Osage were 

able to control the area by allying theraselves, or dorainating 

their immediate neighbors to the north. The Kansa had fought with 

the Osage as the two tribes vied for the prairie-plains south of 

the Kansas River and west along the Sraoky Hill. The Kansa and 

Osage allied with one another about 1805, and they reraained 

peaceful into the nineteenth century. The Kansa were raore 

concerned with the Pawnee in the west than the Osage in the south. 

The Kansa were outnurabered by the Osage and raore threatened by the 

Pawnee. The Osage also were concerned about the Pawnee and 

rather than fight another well-arraed group just to the north, 

worked together to keep the Pawnee out of the western plains. 

The Kansa-Osage friendship and alliance was noted by many early 

explorers. In September 1781, George Sibley and a band of Little 
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Osage were received grandly by the Kansa,^^ In 1819 Thoraas Nuttall 

visited the southern Osage. 

. . . the Osage had now returned to their village from a 
tallow hunt, in which they had travelled not less than 300 
miles up the Arkansa, . . . In this hunt they say, that 10 
villages of themselves and friends (as the Kansa, who speak 
nearly the same language) joined for comjnon safety.^^ 

In the summer of 1840 Victor Tixier traveling with Osage visited 

the Kansa out on the plains. 

Our warriors (Osage) had been entertained by the Kansa, who 
were living in plenty and advised us to come and share their 
good fortune. Our lodges were hardly covered when a messenger 
came in the name of the Head Chef of the Kansa to invite all 
the Osage warriors and the palefaces to a great banquet.^^ 

The Osage and Kansa hunted together to keep the Pawnee north. They 

continuously fought with the Pawnee, priraarily the Skidi, for 

control of the plains. In April 1818, a band of four hundred 

Pawnee surprised a hunting party cf forty-nine Osage and killed 

58 all but one Osage. The Pawnee who had fewer guns that the Osage 

were thrilled when they acquired forty-eight guns from this attack. 

Osage-Pawnee animosity was noted by many people in the region. 

Missionary Williara Vail wrote, "Then the Osage, all know, have 

had perpetual war with these people, so that they do not sooner 

shoot a bear than a Pawnee and so visa versa in toto." 

June 11, 1824, Reverand Vail wrote "they [Osage] had 

just made an unsuccessful campaign against the Pawnees; . . . " 

Another visitor wrote "To cut off the head of a Pawnee, or even 

strike him after he has fallen is a source of greater distinction 

than the knowledge of letters on the arts of civilized life." 

In 1837, a missionary wrote, " . . . these expeditions, which take 
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place three or four times a year, sometiraes end in disputes and 

skirmishes with the Pawnee. . . and often terminate in bringing in 

a considerable number of stolen horses."^^ In the fall of 1826, 

Osage hunters attacked the Pawnee and killed eighteen and captured 

eight, and in 1829 the Osage volunteered to help the United States 

Army to fight the western tribes. The Osage welcomed the support 

of the United States in their ongoing struggle for economic 

survival. The government declined their offer of help, but when 

the Osage returned from their suraraer hunt they brought back Pawnee 

prisoners and horses. In February 1830, a large party of Osage 

surprised a group of Pawnee on the Upper Arkansas and killed 

eighty of them, captured five women, and stole eighty-four Pawnee 

horses.^ 

Throughout the 1830s United States officials attempted to 

bring peace to the region. They were able to negotiate peace with 

the southern plains tribes and the Osage, but not with the Pawnee. 

The Osage continued to fight them. When Tixier hunted with the 

Osage in 1840, one year after the Osage had finally been moved 

north, they still searched for Pawnee. He noted: 

The Pawnee-Maha, who live on the banks of the Nebraska or 
Platte River, are today the greatest enemies of the 
Osage. , . . during the summer hunting expedition of 
1839 they [osage] tock from the Pawnee eleven scalps, 
which are now drying in the village of the Little Osage. 

This Pawnee-Osage struggle clearly demonstrated the nature 

of Osage warfare. The Osage fought not for glory and mere sake of 

violence. The Osage fought to control their buffalo country. They 

continued fighting the Pawnee long after they had made peace with 
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the other tribes in the region. Forced from the eastern forest 

and outnumbered in the prairies, the Osage made peace with the 

emigrant tribes. They would make peace with the southern plains 

tribes for they did not challenge their control of the plains to 

the north. The Osage would and did make peace with all those 

people, but they refused to end their wars with the Pawnee. They 

could not, for that territory between the Sraoky Hill River and 

Canadian River was all that remained of the Osage hunting grounds. 

The very survival of the Osage hinged on their control of the 

western plains. There would be no comproraise, and thus the wars 

with the Pawnee continued. 

The War of 1812 was a turning point for the Osage people. 

The British evacuation left the Osage with only the United States 

as a source for arras and trade. Dependent on trade and weapons, 

the Osage were forced to accept United States demands. This 

dependency robbed the Osage of independent military and diplomatic 

action. 

Other Native Americans were also deprived of their British 

ally, and the United States took advantage of their weakened con-

dition. The Americans seized Indian lands and forced them to move 

West. Many raoved into Osage country and challenged the Osage f( 

control. The Osage, faced with an invasion by large, well-arraed 

tribes, struggled to repel thera. The United States governraent, 

aware of their power over the Osage and anxious to remove the 

eastern nations, forced the Osage to cede their lands and restrain 

their warriors. 

:or 
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While powerful eastern tribes challenged the Osage in the 

east, western plains tribes challenged them in the west. The 

Osage, caught between powerful Native American groups, and 

restrained by United States Indian policy were unable to meet 

the challenge and in time lost power, influence, and land. 

The Osage, divided politically, lacked the essential 

unity to resist the invasion militarily, and the lack of a 

unified polity doomed any diplomatic solution to failure. The 

traditional offices and procedures no longer existed among the 

northern bands and accordingly they were unable to conduct any 

meaningful diplomatic relations with outsiders. In the south, 

where the traditional diploraatic framework remained intact, the 

rivals were too skillful in raanipulating the United States govern-

raent, too strong, and unwilling to accept any corapromise negotiated 

by the Osage. 

Confronted by strong eastern tribes and forced to maintain 

peaceful relations with the United States, the Osage lost raost of 

their eastern lands. They were able to raake coraproraises with 

tribes to the southwest to share the hunting grounds, and were 

eventually able to establish an iraportant trading relationship 

with the Coraanche. Deprived of their eastern forests and forced 

to share the prairies and southern plains, the Osage refused to 

surrender or share their last econoraic stronghold--the western 

plains between the Smoky Hill and Cimarron Rivers. The Osage 

would continue to fight the Pawnee and retained at least a portion 

of their former hegemony. 
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The Osage had expanded from their prairie-based villages. 

They drove people before them as they captured the eastern forests 

and western plains. The Osage expanded to enhance their economy 

and as their economic base shifted, so did the directions and the 

intensity of their wars. The terrible wars they fought were not 

primarily the whirasical acts of irresponsible young raen, nor the 

concerted actions of an inherently violent people, but the life 

and death struggle of a people under incredible pressure.^^ By 

1840 the Osage had been forced to give up raost of their homelands, 

and long before many whites had arrived, the Osage control of the 

region was over. They retained their western lands for many years 

later, but their hegeraony was gone. The Osage dorainated the 

prairie-plains for over one hundred years, and during that time 

from the early eighteenth to early nineteenth century no one but 

the Osage could hunt safely in that region between the Red River 

and the Missouri. 
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CHAPTER XI 

OSAGE-EUROPEAN DIPLOMACY 

. . . the Osages are the two worst nations that we have in 
Missouri and at the same time the strongest, and more so if 
they unite together. Because of this, it is necessary to " 
temporize with thera in sorae way and maintain thera by the most 
suave means possible in order to restrain their excesses, 
since the small forces of the country do not permit anything 
else.-'̂  

Manuel Perez, 1790 

Osage hegemony on the prairie plains was both created and 

destroyed by the Europeans and Americans. Eighteenth century 

Osage expansicn was prompted by European exploitation of Osage 

rescurces. In exchange for manufactured goods, the Osage provided 

deerskins, furs, animal fat, slaves, horses, and food. Europeans 

created a new demand (market) for these Osage resources and a new 

means by which the Osage could supply them. Sophisticated weaponry 

and improved transportation allowed the Osage to enlarge their 

domain and increase the exploitation of their resources. The 

Europeans directly supplied firearms and indirectly supplied 

horses, and the Osage used both effectively. Mounted on Spanish 

horses and armed with French muskets the Osage expanded their 

power and influence in the forests, prairies, and plains and 

secured those items desired by the Europeans that in turn fueled 

further Osage expansion. 

3 54 
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Throughout the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries 

the Osage were able to deal with Europeans and Americans as rela-

tive equals. The Osage were numerically strong and strategically 

located along two major river systems, the Missouri and Arkansas. 

Equally important, until 1816 the Osage were located between or 

near the boundaries of at least two competing European-American 

powers, Spain, France, England, and the United States. The proximity 

of competing European and American powers combined with their 

strategic location permitted the Osage to retain a great deal of 

autonomy in their relationships with each country. The French and 

the Spanish were never able to control the Osage; instead they were 

forced to recognize Osage independence. 

The French, never numerically strong in the interior, 

exerted the least diplomatic influence over the Osage. Control 

was unnecessary for French iraperial and econoraic aims were largely 

consistent with Osage airas. The French wanted furs, skins, slaves, 

horses, and railitary help which the Osage were willing to provide 

in exchange for guns, metal tools, textiles, and other trade 

goods. French economic exploitation depended upon Osage labor, 

and Osage power and influence relied upon French guns. Thus, 

an interdependent relationship developed. The Osage and French 

maintained this relationship because neithers' goals were chal-

lenged by the other. The Osage did not welcome French penetration 

into the interior, but only when it directly challenged their 

power such as in the southwest did they resist it. The French 

were never able to sustain any large occupation in the interior 
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and early on lost interest in the Red and Arkansas River routes. 

Thus, Osage power was only briefly challenged in the interior and 

the Osage and French retained their interdependence.^ 

The first Europeans the Osage met were the French. French 

traders, operating from Canadian bases, came into Osage country as 

early as the late seventeenth century. French penetration into 

Osage country was prompted by political, religious, and econoraic 

raotivations. Initially, the French wanted to contain Dutch and 

British settleraent along the Atlantic coast, and in tirae the 

French raoved into the interior to lirait Spanish expansicn and to 

establish strategic bases to keep a watchful eye on the Spanish. 

Bringing Christianity to the native peoples was also an 

iraportant concern to the French. Sorae of the first Europeans in 

the interior were churchraen who sought to "civilize" and "save" 

the Indian. The primary motivation for French expansion into 

North America, however, was economic. French colonization in 

North Araerica was largely funded and controlled by state-sponsored 

French investraent corapanies, called joint stock corapanies, that 

invested in the colonial enterprise to raake profits. The raost 

profitable comraodity produced in North America was animal furs and 

skins. The major thrust of French colonial policy then was the 

coraraercial exploitation of the continent's animal resources. Few 

Frenchmen were willing to brave the dangers of the North Atlantic 

crossing and the harsh conditions of the Canadian frontier. 

Despite encouragement from the French government, migration was 

always small. 
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The French were forced to rely on the labor of the Native Americaiis 

in order to exploit their North American colony. 

The French created a system whereby they sent agents into 

the interior to establish commercial relations with the Native 

Americans. French traders offered Europeans manufactured goods in 

exchange for the Indian-produced furs and skins. Operating alone 

or in small groups these French traders penetrated far into the 

interior in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and brought 

back thousands of furs and deerskins. 

The essential relationship between the French and the 

Native Araerican therefore was an econoraic one. The traders did 

not want to, nor could they in the interior, subjugate or radi-

cally change the Indians' way of life. The trader siraply placed 

new iraportance and eraphasis on a portion of the Indians' tradi-

tional econoraic patterns. The Indians did not have to abandon any 

aspect of their way of life, simply adapt their old patterns. 

Subsistence hunters became comraercial hunters, and although there 

was at the core a difference, the pattern remained the same and 

the Native Araerican reraained a hunter. 

The French did not challenge the Osage way of life, They 

did not want to change thera; they did not want to take away their 

land; they did not want to enslave thera or confine thera to a 

mission farm. Only the French priests urged them to go to church 

and become French farmers, and French Catholic priests, although 

oranipresent had only liraited success in changing any Native 

American econoraic, cultural, and spiritual patterns. The raajority 
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of the Frenchmen, however, were content to let the Indians remain 

Indians, albeit French Indians, but Indians. Indeed, rather than 

force French culture and values on the Native Americans, the 

French traders adopted Indian values and culture. Typically, the 

French employed lower-class Frenchraen as their trader agents. 

These individuals had little to lose by adopting the Indian 

culture and as the suppliers of trade goods they enjoyed higher 

status among the Native Araericans. By the late seventeenth 

century, when they carae araong the Osage, the French systera was 

intact and operating. 

Both the French and the Osage found this relationship 

advantageous. Osage raen were good hunters, and the woraen were 

skilled skin dressers, and they wanted French trade goods. Metal 

tools and woolens made their lives easier and more pleasant. The 

gun was particularly popular for it allowed the Osage to hunt raore 

efficiently and take raore garae. Arraed with French rauskets the 

Osage could kill raore deer, bear, and buffalo. Equally important, 

they could expand their hunting grounds by driving their unarmed 

neighbors from the land, and when slaves becarae important trade 

items the guns perraitted the Osage to take horses and enslave 

their rivals. The French were willing to provide guns for the 

Osage, for it was just another trade good that the French could 

use to stimulate and promote commercial hunting. Furthermore, the 

nature of the technology of firearmtS denied the Osage the ability 

to create their own guns or ammunition, and gave the traders some 

degree of leverage. The Osage wanted guns. The French wanted 
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furs, slaves, and horses. Therefore, the two peoples found an 

economic and diplomatic relationship raost beneficial. 

The first mention of the Osage is found on the map of 

Father Jacques Marquette, raade frora information gathered on his 

1673 expedition down the Mississippi. Although Marquette and his 

companion, Louis Jolliet, did not meet the Osage, they heard of 

thera frora other Indians and placed thera on their raap in the 

general area where they were later visited.^ Those Frenchraen who 

next visited the Osage left no records, but it is clear that other 

Europeans were among thera, for in 1680 the Osage and the Quapaw 

traveled together up the Illinois River to trade with Robert 

Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle, and his party. Father Louis Hennepin, 

a raeraber of La Salle's group wrote " . . . several savages of the 

Nations of the Osages, Cikaga, and Akansa carae to see us, and 

brought fine furs to barter for our axes. . ." 

Other Frenchraen visited the region and traded with the 

Osage. In 1683 La Salle wrote that two Frenchraen were araong the 

Missouri Indian tribes, and Jesuit priest Jacques Gravier wrote 

that in 1693 two French traders had gone up the Missouri River 

7 
to establish trade relations with the Osage. In May 1699 priests 

from the Seminary of Quebec established the Mission of the Holy 

Family of Tamaros, later known as Cahokia, on the east bank of the 

Mississippi just south and opposite the mouth of the Missouri 

River. In the fall of 1700 Jesuit priest Gabriel Marest and a 

group of Kaskaskia Indians established a mission and Indian 

village on the west bank of the Mississippi, across from Cahokia. 
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They remained there only until the spring of 1703 when they 

recrossed the Mississippi, moved south and established a new 

settleraent at the mouth of the Kaskaskia River.^ 

While French clergymen were establishing French outposts 

on the raiddle Mississippi, French soldier, Pierre Lemoyne, Sieur 

d'Iberville, led French colonists to the Gulf Coast. Thus, by 

1700 there were a chain of settlements frora the Great Lakes, via 

the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers to the Gulf. Canada was 

linked to the Gulf, and raore French Canadians began exploring the 

trans-Mississippi West. Using the French missions and settleraents 

as bases, French traders and explorers ascended the western 

rivers. 

The French wanted to exploit the West. They wanted to 

acquire furs and skins, but they also searched for precious raetals 

and the Great River of the West. Others wanted to reach the 

Spanish settlements in New Mexico. They hoped to tap the wealth 

of New Mexico and establish a link between the French settlements 

of Louisiana and the Spanish of New Mexico. 

In 1703 Iberville wrote, "Vingt Canadiens sont partis des 

Tamaroas descouvrir le Nouveau-Mexique, pour y coramercer des 

piastres et voir a que sont les mines dont les Sauvages leur ont 

parle." (Twenty Canadians left Tamaroas [Cahokia] to discover New 

Mexico to exchange dollars [piastres] and see the mines the Indians 

have spoken about.) Many Frenchmen in the early eighteenth 

century moved in the Osage country. Iberville's brother, Sieur 

de Bienville reported that in 1704 there were at least 110 
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Canadians along the Missouri and Mississippi in groups of seven 

and eight. 

Early eighteenth century French records are replete with 

accounts of traders ascending the Missouri River, seeking silver 

mines, Indian furs, and a path to the Southern Sea. These 

Europeans visited with the Osage and exchanged their goods for 

Osage furs, food, and inforraation. Relations were such that 

the Osage were willing to provide railitary service for the 

French, in exchange for French goods. In 1712 the French at 

Detroit were attacked by the Fox. The Osage and their allies 

went north to Detroit to help thera. The French coramander 

Dubuisson wrote: 

I iraraediately ascended a bastion, and casting ray 
eye towards the woods, I saw the array of the nations 
of the south issuing frora it. They were the Illinois, 
the Missouris, the Osages and other nations yet raore 
reraote.-'̂ ^ 

The Osage were willing to fight but asked for presents, "We have 

corae from a distance, and are destitute of everything; we hope you 

will give us powder and balls to fight with you. "-'-̂  

French colonies were established to benefit France. In 

the French mercantile framework, the French colonies were expected 

to provide raw materials for France, so the mother country would 

not have to import them from foreign countries. The colonies 

were also created to provide a market for French-manufactured 

goods. Colonies were expected to be self-sufficient and support 

France. Louisiana, however, was unable to stand on its own feet, 

Louisianan self-sufficiency would require tremendous investraents 
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of c a p i t a l , l a b o r , and t a l e n t , which i n t h e e a r l y e i g h t e e n t h 

c e n t u r y t h e F r e n c h monarchy was b o t h u n w i l l i n g and u n a b l e t o 

p r o v i d e . T h e r e f o r e , i n September 1712 , t h e e n t i r e c o l o n y was 

l e a s e d t o A n t o i n e C r u z a t , a w e a l t h y Frenchjnan and f i n a n c i a l 

c o u n s e l l o r t o L o u i s XIV. C r u z a t forraed an i n v e s t m e n t company t o 

d e v e l o p and e x p l o i t L o u i s i a n a . C r u z a t ' s Corapany of L o u i s i a n a , 

a l t h o u g h g r a n t e d a f i f t e e n - y e a r c o n c e s s i o n , g a v e up i t s c o n t r o l 

of t h e c o l o n y i n o n l y f i v e y e a r s . The c o l o n y had been v e r y 

e x p e n s i v e , d i f f i c u l t t o a d r a i n i s t e r , and n o t p r o f i t a b l e . In 

August 1 7 1 7 , t h e c o l o n y was r e t u r n e d t o t h e Crown. 

L o u i s i a n a t h e n became a p a r t of t h e l a r g e Company of 

t h e West , d i r e c t e d by S c o t t i s h f i n a n c i e r John Law. Law l a u n c h e d 

an i n t e n s i v e carapaign t o d e v e l o p L o u i s i a n a . He forraed an i n v e s t -

raent f i r ra c a l l e d t h e M i s s i s s i p p i Corapany t h a t p l a n n e d t o enhance 

L o u i s i a n a ' s econoray f o r t h e g l o r y of F r a n c e and t h e p r o f i t of 

i t s i n v e s t o r s , U n t i l t h e M i s s i s s i p p i Corapany c o l l a p s e d i t 

d i d spend l a r g e araounts of raoney t o d e v e l o p L o u i s i a n a . The 

Corapany p l a n n e d t o e x p l o i t t h e raineral w e a l t h of t h e a r e a and 

s e n t a g e n t s w e s t t o f i n d m i n e r a l d e p o s i t s . The Company wanted 

t o open t r a d e w i t h t h e S p a n i s h c o l o n i e s and exchange New Mexican 

s i l v e r f o r F r e n c h - m a n u f a c t u r e d g o o d s . I n d i a n s were an i m p o r t a n t 

e l e m e n t i n t h e Company's p l a n s , f o r f u r r ema ined a p r o f i t a b l e 

i t e m . G r e a t p l a n t a t i o n s were t o be e s t a b l i s h e d t o p r o v i d e 

food s t u f f s f o r t h e F r e n c h C a r i b b e a n i s l a n d s , and I n d i a n s l a v e s 

were p u r c h a s e d t o work on them. Horses and mu le s were a l s o 

r e q u i r e d f o r t h e d e v e l o p m e n t of t h e c o l o n y , and t h e F rench were 
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able to acquire them from Native Americans, who got them frora the 

Spanish. 

Two agents of the Mississippi Company met with the Osage 

in the fall of 1719. Claude-Charles DuTisne, an experienced 

soldier, was sent west to meet with the Wichita and Plains Apache, 

two tribes who lived in the interior between Louisiana and New 

Mexico. DuTisne was to secure peace with the Native Araericans and 

establish regular trade with thera, and eventually with the Spanish 

in New Mexico. 

DuTisné ascended the Missouri River in the spring of 1719 

and raet with the Missouri Indians. Although he raade no mention of 

visiting a Little Osage village he did note that there was a 

village of the Osage near the Missouri. This same village, also 

noted in 1714, was that of the lu-dse-ta band that had left the 

remainder of the Osage living on the Osage River. They had raoved 

to the Missouri apparently to hunt in the north, and gain greater 

access to traders along the Missouri. 

Evidence of this greater trade is shown in the Missouri's 

treatraent of DuTisné. He was well received, yet they refused to 

allow hira to go any further. "Les Missourys sont jaloux que les 

Francois aillent chez les autres nations." (The Missouri are 

jealous that the French go to the horaes of other nations.) The 

Missouri did not want their rivals arraed, and despite DuTisne's 

demands they refused to let him pass. Obviously threats to 

withhold trade, that DuTisné later used successfully with the 

Osage, were not taken seriously by those Missouri River dwellers. 
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Living along the lower Missouri they had ample trade, and as such 

ignored DuTisné's empty economic scare tactics. 

After failing in the north, DuTisne returned to the 

Illinois settlements, and later in the fall he set out once again 

to go to the Wichita and Plains Apache. He traveled overland and 

sometime in August he arrived at the Osage village, located in the 

area where the Marmiton, Little Osage, and Marais des Cygnes 

Rivers come together to forra the Osage River. 

DuTisné was well received (tres bien recu) by the Osage. 

He was probably greeted by the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge, who would have 

welcomed and entertained him. The Osage were friendly and eager 

to establish regular trade with the French, and although they had 

been trading with the French for several years, they obviously 

desired an increased trade that DuTisné proposed. The Osage, 

however, also did not want him to go to the Wichita, and they 

refused to allow him to continue his journey. DuTisné finally 

threatened to cutoff all trade to the Osage if they refused him 

passage, Apparently this threat had more impact among the Osage 

than the Missouri, for he was allowed to go. The Osage, however, 

refused to let him take any trade guns. He was only allowed to 

take one extra gun, so DuTisné and his interpreter went to the 

Wichita with only three muskets. The Osage were eager to trade 

with the French, but they did not want their western rivals 

armed. 

Forced to allow DuTisne to pass the Osage sent a messenger 

ahead to the Wichita. The Osage told them that DuTisnê was a 
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French slave trader who wanted to enslave them. DuTisné was 

almost killed when he arrived among the Wichita, and only after a 

long vigorous argument was he able to convince them of his true 

intentions. DuTisné acquired horses from the Wichita and gave 

them his three guns. The Wichita, however, prevented hira frora 

going on to the Plains Apache, so DuTisné returned east back 

through the Osage villages. There he traded for raore horses and 

acquired sorae deerskins and buffalo robes. DuTisne asked for an 

Osage to guide hira back to the Illinois settleraents, but the 

Osage, obviously aware that he had given the Wichita his guns, 

refused, and DuTisné was forced to raake his own way back. 

It is uncertain how raany Frenchraen accorapanied DuTisné, 

for he spoke of only his interpreter, but clearly he was out-

nurabered for he counted over two hundred Osage warriors and one 

1 g 

hundred lodges. The approxiraately one thousand Osage could 

have easily killed DuTisne or at the very least robbed hira, yet 

they did not. Further, they allowed hira to continue his journey, 

while secretly sabotaging it. The Osage were unwilling to confront 

directly this French representative, but at the sarae tirae they 

were willing to act covertly to disrupt his trip. The Osage 

in 1719 needed to trade with the French and were reluctant to 

alienate their French trading partners so that they might stop 

trade altogether. 

This is confirmed by Bernard de la Harpe's experiences 

with the Osage in the south that same fall. La Harpe, an agent 

for the Mississippi Company had gcne up the Red River and traveled 
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to the Wichita along the Canadian River where he made peace and 

conducted trade. Somewhere between the Red River and the Canadian 

River La Harpe and his Caddo guides encountered a party of twenty 

Osage warriors. The Osage wanted to attack La Harpe's guides, but 

La Harpe gave the Osage gifts, probably powder and ball, and 

convinced them to allow his party to go peacefully. in both 

DuTisne's and La Harpe's encounters, the Osage were cordial and 

eager to trade, yet they obviously did not welcome French ties 

with other competing tribes. The Osage wanted trade, but wanted 

to monopolize it. In 1719, however, their trade connections were 

not yet strong enough so that they could afford to anger the 

French. Therefore DuTisne was allowed to go to the Wichita, and 

La Harpe and his guides were not molested. This would change as 

raore traders came into the region. 

The Mississippi Company provided an expanded market for 

the Osage. The colony needed livestock and labor, and the Osage 

wanted guns and trade goods; thus an interdependent relationship 

developed. The Osage, armed by the French, raided in the West. 

They captured Wichita and Caddoan peoples and sold them to the 

French. They stole horses from the western tribes and brought 

them to Illinois. Furs, deerskins, bear oil, buffalo meat, and 

tallow were collected by the Osage and sold to the French who carae 

20 araong them or traded to the French in Illinois settlements. 

In 1720 Law's Mississippi Corapany collapsed, but the 

Corapany of the Indies, with new directors survived and continued 

to adrainister Louisiana. Investraents in Louisiana declined 
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drastically with the collapse, and most Louisiana projects were 

abandoned as the Company concentrated on the few that were profi-

table. In 1723 the Company of the West dispatched Etienne Veniard 

de Bourgmont and forty men to the Missouri River to construct a 

trading post and fort. A fort was thought necessary for in 1720 

an expedition of Spanish soldiers and Indians had crossed the 

plains looking to drive the French frora the region. This expedition 

led by Lt.-Gen. Don Pedro de Villasur had been attacked by the 

Pawnee and destroyed near the Platte River, but the event convinced 

21 the French to protect their borders. Bourgmont was to establish 

a fort to defend Louisiana and a trading post to service Indian 

allies for the French and to provide profits for the Company. 

After constructing his post Bourgmont was to go west to meet the 

Plains Indians, particularly the Plains Apache, and raake peace 

with thera. The French wanted a Plains Indian alliance, that could 

defend Louisiana in war tiraes and provide a safe passage to New 

Mexico in tiraes of peace, where it was hoped the Spanish would 

establish trade with the French. 

Bourgraont constructed Fort Orleans on the north bank of 

the Missouri River near the raouth of the Grand River. The fort 

22 was across the river frora the Missouri and Little Osage villages, 

With the Corapany trading post near the Little Osage and less than 

one hundred miles frora the Big Osage, both began to trade exten-

sively with the French, The proxiraity of the trading post stimu-

lated the Osage economy, for it was closer and more convenient than 

the post at Fort de Chartres in Illinois. Despite their enthusiasm 
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for Fort Orleans, the Osage did not support Bourgmont's plains 

peace raovement. The Osage did not relish French trade with their 

northern neighbors, but there was little they could do to stop 

it for French trade was vital to their survival. Any attack on 

Fort Orleans or Bourgmont's party would have brought an iraraediate 

end to trade and revenge attacks by French Indian allies. The 

Osage consented to Bourgraont's treaties araong the Missouri and 

Kansa, but did not participate in the plains treaties with the 

Plains Apache, Pawnee, and others. After starting out with 

Bourgmont, they soon returned to their villages before meeting 

with the western plains tribes.^-^ 

Although the Osage could not prevent the French from 

crossing the central plains, they could stop thera in the South, 

where sraall groups went into the West seeking trade with the 

Wichita. The Osage were involved in serious struggles with the 

Wichita on the Arkansas River for control of the prairie hunting 

grounds. The Osage, who had better access to French trade, were 

eventually able to drive the Wichita frora the Arkansas Valley. 

They stole their horses, killed their raen, and enslaved their 

woraen and children to trade with the French. Their success 

depended on their arras superiority, therefore the Osage esta-

blished an econoraic blockade on the Arkansas River and stopped 

hunters and traders from going to the Wichita. Their economic 

success depended on their arms monopoly and to maintain it the 

Osage had to keep the French off the Arkansas River and away from 

the Wichita. 
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The French had a trading post near the mouth of the 

Arkansas River. Established in the late seventeenth century 

by Henry Tonti the Arkansas Post was sraall and isolated. Law's 

Mississippi Corapany had atterapted to revive it and had sent 

forty farailies there, but with the collapse of the corapany raost 

the French departed. The revived Corapany of the West concen-

trated their efforts in the North, and the Arkansas returned to 

24 isolation. 

Sraall trading and hunting parties continued to ascend the 

Arkansas, and they were stopped by the Osage. In 1720 the Osage 

25 
stopped a group of Frenchraen on their way to the Mento. In May 

1733, the Osage were accused of attacking two pirogues carrying 

French traders on the Arkansas and burning eleven Frenchmen. 

The Osage, however, went down to the Arkansas Post after that 

attack and claimed, "that they had no thought of killing French-

men, and that they would submit to any satisfaction required of 

them."^^ Later it was discovered that the Osage had not killed 

'and burned eleven Frenchmen, but only killed one unlicensed trader 

and his slave.^^ In September 1737, the Osage were once again 

accused of attacking Frencbmen on the Arkansas River, but in the 

spring they went "en caluraet" to the Arkansas Post tc make amends 

29 and reestablish peace. 

Any peace in the Arkansas Valley would be short-lived 

if the French attempted to reach the Wichita, and in the 

winter of 1739 the commandant at Kaskaskia, Benoit de St. 

Clair, wrote: 
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I learned from an Illinois who arrived the fifteenth 
of this month that the Osages had killed some Frenchmen 
of the Arkansas district and that they had brought the 
head of one to their villages. . . .30 

In September 1741 the Governor of Louisiana sent a party 

of fifteen Frenchjnen to New Mexico. Led by Fabry de la Bruyere, 

the expedition was to establish a regular trade convoy with 

Spanish New Mexico.- He was further ordered to find the Osage, who 

had been attacking Spanish settleraents, and to convince thera to 

stop their raids. Osage raids were a threat to any French-Spanish 

peace and to the proposed convoys. 

Bruyere went up the Arkansas to the raouth of the Canadian 

and ascended it until the water becarae too shallow to float his 

pirogues. He reraained on the banks of the Canadian waiting for 

the river to rise so he could coraplete his journey to New Mexico. 

As Bruyere waited, a party of thirty-five Osage warriors appeared. 

The Osage, on their way to attack the Mento in the South asked for 

guns and amraunition, and told Bruyere that there were six French 

traders back in their villages. Bruyfere refused to give thera 

guns, but he did provide thera with sorae powder, balls, and knives. 

The Osage proraised to return and bring Mento slaves to trade with 

the French. Bruyere, fearing the Osage's return, constructed a 

wooden breastwork. Only seventeen returned, but they did bring 

seven horses and a raule. Suspicious of Bruyere's fortifications 

the Osage becarae convinced that these Frenchraen were on their way 

to arm the Wichita and Padouca, (". . . s imaginant qu'il cherchoit 

les Panis et les Padokas pour faire alliance auer eux et leur 
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32 
traites des fusils." Bruy"ere tried to convince them that they 

were on their way to the Spanish, but the Osage were not entirely 

convinced for they refused to trade any of their horses to the 

stranded French. They told Bruyere they could not spare thera, and 

that the French could not reach the Spanish by way of the Canadian 

for it was too shallow upstreara to use canoes. The Osage received 

some additional amraunition frora the French and left for their 

villages. Bruyere was fortunate that he had fourteen armed raen 

and that he had constructed the breastwork, for otherwise the 

Osage, disccvering thera in Wichita-Osage country, would have 

attacked and robbed them. 

This uneasy stand-off on the Canadian River is syrabolic of 

French-Osage relations. The Osage certainly wanted guns and 

amraunition and just as certain they did not want the French to 

trade with their Indian corapetitors. Both powers, the French and 

Osage, operated frora strength. The Osage, nuraerous and arraed in 

the Arkansas Valley controlled it. They robbed and killed French 

traders atterapting to reach their rivals, but in the north where 

the French presence was more pronounced the Osage were compelled 

to negotiate with the French. French soldiers and traders at Fort 

Orleans, Fort Cavanough, and the Illinois settlements of Kaskaskia 

and Fort des Chartres forced the Osage to avoid violence and 

confrontation and make araends to the French when their young raen 

attacked them. The Osage did not welcome the French trade and 

arming of the Pawnee, but there was little they could do to stop 

it short of attacking the French. An attack on the Missouri or 
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Mississippi of the scale necessary to stop the French would have 

been foolhardy. The Osage would have had to fight the well-arraed 

French and their allies and lose their access to firearms and 

trade. Thus, the Osage cooperated with the French on the Missouri 

and in the Illinois districts. 

The imbalance of the northern alliance was exeraplified by 

the circumstances surrounding a raurder in 1749. The Little Osage 

killed a Frenchraan and his slave, and the French demanded the 

guilty ones. Reported Pierre Jacques de Jonquiere: 

The said Sieur Benoist [comraander at Kaskaskia] informs rae 
also that the person called Giguiere and his slave were 
killed on the Des Moines River by a party of the Little 
Osages, but that he has had the guilty raan killed by his own 
tribe and that Sieur de Portneuf has sent hira his scalp.-̂ -̂  

The Little Osage, living near the French, found it expedient 

to acquiesce to French deraands. This was not the case with the 

Big Osage living away frora the French settleraents who attacked the 

French on the Arkansas. Pierre Jacques de Taffarel, Marquis de la 

Jonquiere, described the situation succinctly in 1751 in a letter, 

"The Grand Ossages who are as haughty as the petits Ossages are 

submissive. - . ."^^ The Little Osage had to submit to the French 

for they lived near the trading posts and forts where the French 

were strong. The Big Osage, when near the French or confronted 

with their power were also compelled to submit, but in the interior 

away frora the posts the Osage ruled the prairies. 

The French were acutely aware of the situation, Outnurabered 

by Native Araericans and fearful of Spanish and British influence 

among them, the French were forced to accept those conditions of 
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interdependence. Louisiana Gov. Pierre Vaudreuil revealed the 

French position in a letter written in August 1741. Two French 

coureur de bois had been killed by the Osage, but they had gone to 

the French at Kaskaskia and asked for forgiveness: 

As it is not best to increase the number of our enemies 
for slight causes, and on the other hand if the case would 
seem to require it we would not be in the position to 
make war especially on the Osage who are raore than two 
hundred leagues frora our establishraent in the vicinity of 
the Spanish. I wrote Sieur Benoit to profit by the good 
disposition of those tribes [Osage and lowa], assuring 
thera that I would forget the past and I would like very 
much to again take thera into our Friendship.-^^ 

These conditions reraained throughout the French occupation 

of Louisiana. Louis Billouart, Sieur de Kerlerec, Governor of 

Louisiana writing in 1758, discussed the Indians and described 

thera as, "Nations being either too distant or too nuraerous for us 

to be able to avenge ourselves." The Osage and the French 

raaintained their independence where they could and comproraised 

where they could not. The Osage reluctantly accepted French 

influence on the Missouri and Mississippi and exerted their 

influence in the interior. 

Until the French left Louisiana the Osage continued to 

provide military service, slaves, horses, furs, deerskins, and 

food in exchange for raanufactured goods that enabled the Osage to 

expand and raaintain their power and influence. The relationship 

was advantageous to both, and the Osage regretted the departure 

of the French after the Seven Years' War, An unamed Osage leader 

expressed Osage sentiment after he went to greet the British when 

they arrived at Fort des Chartres to replace the French: 
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. . . it is well that the English do not corae here, for we 
shall always aid our brothers in preserving their lands; 
besides we know only the Frenchmen for our father. Never have 
we heard our ancestors speak of another nation. They have 
always told us that it was the French who gave us life and 
supplied our needs. They advised us never to loose [sic] 
their hand. . . . why do you, Englishman, not remain on your 
lands, while the red nations remain on theirs. These belong 
to us. We inherit thera frora our ancestors. They found them 
by dint cf wandering. . . . Leave, depart, depart, depart, and 
tell your chief that all the red raen do not want any English 
here. Pay good attention to what we tell you. . . . Leave 
and do not corae back anyraore. We only want to have the French 
araong us.-^^ 

The French, however, were forced to depart, and the Osage had 

to establish new relations with the Spanish who replaced the French 

in Louisiana. In Noveraber 1762 Louisiana officially was placed 

under Spanish jurisdiction. Yet the French coramander at Saint 

Louis, Capt. Louis St. Ange de Bellerive, remained in charge until 

38 
the spring of 1770. Unlike the French, Spanish colonial policy 

in North America was directly supervised by the state. Econoraic 

exploitation was an iraportant deraand in Louisiana, but it was not 

directed by private investraent corapanies. Indian trade was super-

vised by colonial officials and conducted within the Spanish 

mercantile framework. Indians and their resources were to be 

exploited by the Spanish and not by the British or the Americans. 

Legal trade was restricted to Spanish subjects, and traders were 

licesned and assigned to specific tribes. 

The Spanish wanted peace, stability, prosperity, and 

economic order in their colony. Indian violence was destructive 

to people and property and threatened Spanish power and influence 

in North Araerica. Therefore, they worked to bring peace to their 
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colony. Instability and violence also jeopardized Spanish control 

in the region and provided opportunities for Spain's rivals. 

After the Seven Years' War Spain's North Araerican colonies 

shared a coraraon boundary with England's colonies. Archrivals 

Spain and England, thus, becarae neighbors. Both Spain and England 

worked to expand their influence in North Araerica. Native Araericans 

becarae embroiled in the struggle as both Spain and England tried 

to enlist thera in their imperial schemes. They were used to fight 

for the Europeans and to provide labor for the exploitation of 

colonial natural resources. Consequently the loyalties of Native 

Araericans became very important to all Europeans as they forced 

them to take sides. 

Osage goals during the Spanish occupation remained rauch 

the same as they had under the French. Osage people wanted trade 

goods to make their lives easier and required guns and aramunition 

to survive militarily and economically. To those ends the Osage 

used their resources. They opposed any aid to their rivals, for 

in the early 1750s the Pawnee, Wichita, and Coraanche had acquired 

French arras and had hurt the Osage in several battles on the plains. 

The Osage had crushed the alliance when the French arras supply 

dried up during the war, and the Osage did not want their eneraies 

rearraed. The Osage had driven the Wichita south and the Pawnee 

north and opposed any attempts to supply them with weapons to defeat 

once again the Osage. 

Osage and Spanish goals were not corapatible. The Spanish 

wanted peace, stability, and prosperity for the Spanish, while 



the Osage wanted peace, stability, and prosperity for the Osage. 

To insure peace and end raids in Texas and New Mexico, the 

Spanish in Louisiana halted all trade in livestock and Indian 

slaves. The Spanish believed that if the Osage could not sell 

slaves, horses, and raules in Louisiana they would not steal them 

3 9 in Texas and New Mexico. This trade ban was beneficial for the 

Spanish, but harmful to the Osage. They had been trading live-

stock and slaves for over sixty years, and it was a large portion 

of their trading econoray. To proraote peace in the interior the 

Spanish also liraited trade in firearras and araraunition with Native 

Araericans. A supply of guns and aramunition were essential for 

Osage power. What was projected stability for the Spanish was a 

potential political and economic catastrophe for the Osage. 

Accordingly, the Osage refused to obey any external 

controls on their economy. Fortunately for the Osage, Spanish 

trade restrictions were not uniformly or strictly enforced, and 

the market for Osage captives and livestock reraained strong. 

The Spanish post near the raouth of the Arkansas becarae a 

gathering point for those traders who refused to obey the new 

regulations and continued to exchange goods for livestock and 

slaves. Forced to obey thera at Saint Louis, Sainte Geneviéve, 

and Natchitoches the outlawed traders settled around the 

Arkansas Post which was poorly raanned by the Spanish and 

isolated frora strict controls. British and Araerican travelers 

also crossed the Mississippi and ascended the Arkansas to trade 

with the Osage. Therefore, with a strong market the Osage 
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continued their southwestern raids and took their goods to the 

lower Arkansas.^^ 

The Spanish restriction had little success in stopping 

Osage interior raids and unconsciously encouraged them. The trade 

restrictions were enforced in the south, consequently the Caddo 

and Wichita lost their trade in livestock and slaves. Firearm 

restrictions further weakened thera and left thera defenseless 

before the Osage onslaughts. Osage raided along the Arkansas and 

Red Rivers and continued to stop any traders on their way to the 

interior tribes. 

Because the Osage country was so rich in animal resources 

hundreds of Spanish, French, Canadian, and American hunters 

invaded to take deer, bear, and other fur-bearing animals. The 

Spanish viewed the increased trapping as econoraic growth, but 

the Osage saw it as deadly corapetition. Fur trading was an 

iraportant element of the Osage economy, and the Ozarks and 

Ouachitas were their prime hunting grounds. Commercial hunting 

in the region by non-Osage, Native Araerican and European alike, 

was a threat to Osage well-being. Therefore, they drove foreign 

hunters from their land. They robbed, beat, and sometiraes killed 

to keep corapetitors out. These attacks were not the result of any 

ingrained belligerence, but evidence of an Osage struggle for 

economic survival. 

Attacks were concentrated along the Arkansas ^̂ alley and in 

the Ozarks for it was there that the Osage hunted fur-bearing 

aniraals, and where traders atterapted to reach interior tribes. 
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Spanish reports are filled with accounts of Osage attacks. Recounted 

Lieutenant Governor of Illinois Fernando de Leybe: 

The Osage Indians, after their raany promises, not only con-
tinue robbing as before but with more excess. . . . All 
[traders] are returning to this post, some entirely stripped, 
others partially so, . . .^^ 

At the Arkansas Post Lt. Joseph Orienta recorded: 

. . . last September there arrived here four parties of 
hiinters despoiled and robbed by the said Osage Indians, and on 
the second of this month there arrived three parties also 
depoiled by the said Osages without any more clothing than the 
shirts on their backs.'^^ 

Then in July 1779 de Leyba wrote to the Governor of Louisiana, 

Bernardo Galvez, "The insult of the Big Osages on the hunters of 

the river of the Arkansas is a very old matter, as Your Excellency 

43 is not unaware." 

The Osage continued throughout the 1780s and 1790s to 

disrupt their competitors hunting. On Noveraber 22, 1782, the 

Coraraander at Natchitoches, Etienne Vaugine, wrote Gov. Estevan 

Miro coraplaining of Osage attacks. 

Ascending upstreara in the direction of the Arkansas River one 
reaches the prairies and the passage way of this eneray nation 
which does a great deal of harra to the two provinces, the 
whites and savages not being able to raake their hunt without 
j 44 danger. 

The Osage sometimes only robbed the intruders, as Mirô 

described, "you inform me of the return to your post of four 

hunters whom the Osage robbed to their shoes."^^ At other times 

the Osage destroyed their rivals' goods, In April 1786 the Osage 

were reported as, "destroying the entire hunt by cutting the 

deerskins and bison tongues, and duraping out the bear fat and 
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tallow."^^ At other tiraes the Osage killed hunters as when the 

commander at the Arkansas Post, Ignacio Delina, wrote in August 

1791: 

The ones named Bayonne Duchasson and Migel Bonne both hunters 
frora this post have just inforraed rae of their having found on 
the banks of the White River frora when they carae, four cadavers 
frora which they recognized those of Carlos Dautelle and Pedro 
Picar, both hunters of this district. The other two they 
could not recognize because of their heads having been cut off 
and of their being stark naked. They inforraed rae that it was 
the Osage who coraraitted this crime. . . .^"^ 

Spanish records are filled with an abundance of such 

reports. Again, it is clear that these attacks were not the work 

of a brutal sadistic people, but of a people under pressure 

struggling to survive. The attacks were intended to keep com-

mercial hunters out of the region. Robbery supplied the Osage 

with extra European goods and served to drive out people. The 

killing and decapitations were brutal but an effective raeans of 

intiraidation. The majority of these attacks occurred in the 

Ozarks, Arkansas Valley, and south in Ouachitas. Clearly they 

were used to stem the flood of corapeting hunters, for at the same 

time hunters were being robbed and killed in the south, traders 

were peacefully conducting business in the Osage villages. 

In January 1778 as the coraraandant at the Arkansas reported 

a robbery and raurder committed by the Osage on a hunting party, 

traders were among the Osage, "entirely contented and with sorae 

great profits in the coramerce which they raade with thera. ""̂ ^ 

This pattern reoccurs throughout the period. The Osage attacked 

in the south to protect their resources while raaintaining peace in 
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their villages, where they conducted lucrative trade."^^ European 

hunters, not raiders, were a threat to the Osage, unless of course 

they atterapted to trade with Osage eneraies. Furtherraore, in the 

Osage village the traditional leadership, eager to facilitate 

trade could enforce the peace required. Away frora the villages 

Osage hunting parties were free frora the control of the Ga-hi-ge 

and Non-hon-zhin-ga. Therefore the violence continued in the 

south. 

Spanish officials worked to stop the violence. They tried 

to gain influence within the tribe by establishing links with the 

traditional leadership. They recognized leadership with Spanish 

raedals, gorgets, and coramissions and symbolically linked thera to 

the Spanish. This had only limited success with the Osage, for 

leaders had limited direct control outside of the village. Further-

more, the Spanish did not always understand the dynamics of Osage 

politics and failed to recognize the lack of Osage authority and 

most importantly who the actual leaders were. 

The Spanish interfered with internal Osage politics and 

created political chaos. The coramander at the Arkansas Post, 

hoping to promote peace and profitable trade for himself, bestowed 

a Spanish medal, hence potential chieftainship, to several young 

Csage, who had no legitimate claims to the leadership. Thus, 

instead of creating stability and peace the Spanish unwittingly 

contributed to chaotic conditions,^^ Later the Spanish interfered 

directly in Big Osage politics. They attempted to do away with 

the dual Ga-hi-ge pcsitions and replace them with a single Ga-hi-ge 
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controlled by the traders. The new Ga-hi-ge's authority was denied 

by many of the Osage. Unable to remove these leaders they left 

the northern Big Osage and joined the group along the Arkansas. 

Despite Spanish efforts and intrusions the Osage continued 

to work contrary to Spanish goals. Therefore, the Spanish resorted 

to direct econoraic interference to control thera. Realizing how 

iraportant trade was to the Osage, the Spanish curtailed trade with 

thera until they raet Spanish demands and demonstrated obedience. 

In 1786, 1787, 1790, and 1791 the Spanish stopped coramercial trade 

with the Osage. Typical of the orders was this one issued in 

January of 1785 when Governor Miro demanded an Osage raurderer: 

I prohibit all coraraerce with said Osage, which order you raust 
observe without the slightest evasion. I likewise ordered 
that if the Osage raight appear humbly, that you propose to 
them that the only means of being able to renew our friendship 
and to obtain perpetual trade which raay provide them with all 
their need, is, that they raust send to rae Chief Brucaigue and 
the partidario, who, . . . was at the head of the Osage who 
committed the hostilities.^^ 

The trade bans had only limited success, for the Osage 

living along the Missouri and Arkansas Rivers had access to illegal 

traders. The Lieutenant-Governor at Saint Louis realized this 

very well when he wrote Governor Miro in October 1791: 

To try to reduce them by depriving thera of all kinds of raer-
chandise, as was done last year and this, I consider it a very 
difficult raatter and alraost impossible in view of the present 
condition of the country, and the situation of its towns that 
are found a short distance from the Missouri which can enable 
them to stop traders that go to trade in this river. And 
moreover, the other nations that are in the Missouri and fear 
the Osage on account of their superiority will not refuse, if 
the need arises, to share with the Osages the merchandise they 
will have. For this reason to deprive all the other nations 
would be surely to give the commerce to the neighbors, the 
English, whence looking for every possible raeans to take 
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possession of it, as I have already informed Your Excellency 
Previously .̂ -̂  

The Osage could not be coerced by trade interdicts. 

Outlaw traders in the South who already violated Spanish regu-

lations were unlikely to obey any new ones. British traders 

operating out of Canada were always eager to trade with the Osage 

to gain their furs, skins, and tallow. British traders frora the 

Carolinas and Canadians were reported in the area frequently. As 

early as 1701 French Jesuit Gravier wrote of the Quapaw arraed with 

54 English guns. The French reported British intruders throughout 

their occupation. They continued to move into Osage country, 

despite Spanish efforts to stop thera. In addition to outlaw 

traders, apparently legitimate, licensed traders were willing to 

violate the law to get Osage horses and furs. The Osage were 

thus largely able to ignore Spanish demands. 

Relations between the Osage and the Spanish became more 

complicated in time. Increased economic opportunity for the Osage 

created political disorder. Osage men, denied power in the 

traditional political framework could gain power, status, and 

wealth by economic success. These Osage who challenged the tra-

ditional patterns went to the south where economic opportunities 

were great and began living apart frora the two northern groups. 

By the late eighteenth century there were at least three major 

Osage groups, two in the north and one along the middle portion of 

the Arkansas River. These political divisions fiurther thwarted 

Spanish attempts to control the Osage. 
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The southern or Arkansas Osage refused to obey the northern 

Osage and as such, the northern group attempt to use the Spanish 

to force them back. The Big Osage asked the Spanish to curtail 

the Arkansas trade in hopes of forcing the Arkansas Osage to 

return to the Osage and Missouri Rivers to trade. The Spanish 

consented, for raost of the violence occurred in the South. These 

Arkansas commercial bans had raore success than the others, for 

the Arkansas Osage lived far frcra the Missouri River and its 

illegal traders, and Arkansas Post traders were unable to supply 

the deraands of the growing southern band. 

The Arkansas Osage were apparently harmed by the ban for 

they tried to stop it. Initially they promised to stop their 

attacks, if trade was restored. In August 1786 Arkansas Post 

comraander Jacob du Breuil wrote Governor Miro: 

Yesterday two hunters, residents of this post, arrived 
and told rae the news that the hunters frora above were 
complaining that the Osage had robbed them of their 
horses and promised to return them if they sent traders. 

When this had no effect, they threatened violence. In October 1787 

a hunter came down the Arkansas and reported to the Arkansas com-

mandant Josef Valliere: 

that the Big Osage Indians told him that if the Spaniards 
did not send thera traders frora Illinois or even this post, 
they would kill and take prisoners the said Spaniards; and if 
they were not ransomed by munitions and guns, they would burn 
them alive in their villages. 

Violence and unrest continued in Osage country, as the 

Spanish and the Osage worked toward their conflicting goals. 

Osage attacks increased as more intruders went into their hunting 
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grounds. In February 1787 two hundred hunters were along the 

upper Arkansas and, thus, Osage violence continued.^^ 

The Spanish, unable to control the Osage economically, 

were reluctant to do it militarily for they were outnurabered by 

the Osage. Various estiraates of Osage strength in the eighteenth 

century suggest that the Osage had over one thousand warriors.^^ 

These raen were skilled warriors and extreraely farailiar with the 

territory. The Spanish, to the contrary, were never nuraerous. 

The first troop contingent sent in 1769 nurabered only thirty-eight 

soldiers. Coramanders at Saint Louis frequently called for 

reinforcemients, but the Governor at New Orleans consistently 

refused to send them. In 1779 when the Spanish at Saint Louis 

prepared to meet a British attack during the Araerican Revolution 

they had only fifteen men and a drumraer at Saint Louis, a corporal 

and five raen at the post at the raouth of the Missouri River, 

.V 63 
and a lieutenant and twelve raen at Sainte Genevieve. A citizen 

54 
militia was formed and by the fall of 1779, 222 raen had enlisted. 

The Spanish never nurabered raore than 38 trained soldiers and 222 

volunteers to defend Upper Louisiana. These 260 soldiers were no 

raatch for 1,200 Osage warriors, and the Spanish knew it. 

Therefore, the Spanish, when they finally decided to 

attack the Osage, were forced to rely on Indian allies. In 1773 

and 1777 Athanase De Meziêres, Lieutenant Governor at Natchitoches, 

made plans to use the Coraanche, Wichita, and Caddo tribes to 

attack the Osage. These plans, however, were never carried out, 

Twenty years later Osage activity reached intolerable levels for 
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the Spanish, and they took the hea-vy risk of declaring war on the 

Osage. In April 1793 orders came from the Governor of Louisiana, 

Francois Hector Beron de Carondelet. Upper Louisiana Lt.-Gov. 

Zenon Trudeau was to create an Indian army, and sent them against 

66 
the Osage. As a first step Trudeau once again closed legal 

trade to the Osage and encouraged others to attack the Osage. 

In August 1793, 120 Osage warriors appeared in Saint Louis 

to protestthe restricted trade and exchange their furs fcr supplies. 

They explained that they regretted the violence, but could do 

little to stop it. This answer was unacceptable to the Spanish, 

so the Osage returned with their furs. The proposed attack on the 

Osage which was to follow the visit again never occurred, but was 

replanned for May 1794.^^ 

Trudeau, familar with the country and the Osage, realized 

the danger and futility of such a war and wrote a lengthy letter 

to Governor Carondelet explaining his objections. He began by 

listing the tremendous expense involved and his lack of men to 

subdue the Osage. He explained that other Indians were eager to 

talk about attacking but reluctant actually to do it. He explained 

the ineffectiveness of the trade ban and argued the Spanish could 

do little to hurt the Osage while to the contrary they could damage 

the outlying Spanish farms and settlements. Trudeau concluded his 

letter with sorae interesting observations: 

As regards the barbarians, we must either annihilate 
them or it is necessary to stcp irritating thera. . . . 
It seeras to rae that that it would be well to overlook 
it soraetimes while they appear to wish to excuse their 
conduct, until sooner or later we could be able to 
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efface the total imprint of their existence. . . the only 
remedy is population, and that is what we lack.^^ 

Carondelet refused to relent and thus a spring campaign 

was planned. Before it could be carried out, however, conditions 

in Upper Louisiana changed and convinced the Spanish to end their 

trade boycott and oft-planned war. One hundred Osage warriors had 

arrived at Sainte Genevieve in January 1794 and stole some horses 

and killed one settler. The inhabitants of the area demanded 

peace frora Trudeau to stop future attacks. At about the sarae time 

rumors appeared in the region of an impending attack by Americans. 

Spain was at war with France in 1794 and the French representative 

to the United States, Edmond Genet, planned an attack on Spanish 

Louisiana from the United States. The Spanish, fearing the 

attack, decided to end the war with the Osage in hopes of using 

59 them to defend Louisiana. 

Peace was facilitated by the actions and influence of an 

important Saint Louis trading faraily. The Chouteau family had 

established Saint Louis in 1754 and continued to influence the 

economy of Upper Louisiana. Faraily leaders, brothers Auguste and 

Pierre Chouteau, were important Indian traders with economic 

connections in Louisiana, Canada, and Europe. Iraportant to the 

Spanish were their ties to the Osage. Auguste and Pierre had 

traded with the Osage since the 1760s, even possibly supplying 

the Osage with goods during the Spanish bans. 

Auguste Chouteau and six Osage leaders frora the northern 

Big and Little Osage traveled to New Orleans where they raet and 
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raade peace with the Spanish. Chouteau offered to build a fort at 

the Osage villages to control them, and man it with twenty men. 

In exchange for constructing the fort and manning it, Chouteau 

requested a six-year mcnopoly of Osage trade and salaries for the 

twenty men. Carondelet, preoccupied with more-pressing concerns, 

the rumored invasion, and eager to subdue the Osage, agreed to 

Chouteau's offer. 

Chouteau and the six Osage departed for Saint Louis, but 

were attacked just north of New Orleans by a Chickasaw war party. 

Big Osage Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge Jean La Fond was killed as were two 

Little Osage leaders. The three survivors escaped overland to the 

North. Traveling by night through the heart of Caddo country the 

three Osage finally arrived safely at their prairie villages.^ 

Chouteau immediately went among the Osage and paid corapensatory 

payraents for the dead and began construction on his fort. 

Chouteau completed his fort and trading post at the forks 

of the Osage River by August 1795. Chouteau, aware of his advan-

tageous position named the fort after the Governor who gave him 

the lucrative Osage monopoly, Carondelet. Chouteau, by acquiring 

the Osage monopoly acquired approximately 42 percent of the entire 

72 Upper Louisiana Indian trade. 

Chouteau clearly got a bargain, for he apparently spent 

little on the contruction of Fort Carondelet. Plans called for a 

large structure with high walls, but only two years after it was 

73 
abandoned there was no sign of it along the river, Apparently 

it was little more than a trading post. Also the twenty men 
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Chouteau recruited for the fort were nothing more than Chouteau's 

employees working for him, yet being paid by the Spanish govern-

74 ment. 

The Chouteaus had only liraited success in ending Osage 

violence. Auguste and his brother Pierre atterapted to create 

their own power base araong the northern group by creating a clique 

loyal to Pierre who resided at the fort. Auguste acquired Spanish 

medals and gorgets for Pierre Chouteau's supporters. In addition, 

both Chouteaus attempted tc intervene directly in Osage politics. 

After the fatal New Orleans trip, the Chouteaus chose regents for 

the deceased leaders, but raade an error by placing a Tsi-zhu 

raeraber as regent for Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge. This cultural violation 

created internal probleras. Traditional Osage leaders, in particular 

the Tsi-zhu Ga^hi-ge Clermont, refused to recognize any Chouteau 

authority, and therefore, when Cleirraont died, soraetirae around the 

turn of the century, the Chouteaus prevented Clerraont's son, who 

according to Osage tradition would assurae the position, frora 

clairaing it. The Chouteaus atterapted to do away with the dual 

Ga-hi-ge and replace it with one leader. The Chouteaus made 

Pawhuska, the brother of Clermont and uncle of Clermont's son, 

Clermont II, the single Osage Ga-hi-ge. 

This outside interference only created divisions araong the 

Osage and widened the split between northern and southern bands. 

Chouteau had little influence araong the Arkansas Osage, and con-

sequently, Clerraont's son left the northern group and moved to the 

Arkansas band, where he provided some legitiraacy to the dissident 

I. 
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band. Clermont became the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge among the Arkansas 

Osage alongside Hon-ga Ga-hi-qe, Cashesegra. The Chouteaus, eager 

to stop the violence in the south and control all of the Osage 

trade, worked to force the Arkansas band to rejoin the Osage River 

groups. Trade was cutoff to them and the Chouteaus refused to 

supply the southern Osage arms and amraunition unless they returned. 

The Arkansas Osage refused, reraained in the south, and continued 

to raid.^^ 

In the summer of 1802 Manuel Lisa convinced the Governor 

of Louisiana Juan Manuel de Salcedo to revoke the Chouteau mono-

poly and assign it to Lisa and his associates. Lisa promised to 

control the Osage, and he offered to pay the salary of the twenty 

men. Therefore, in August 1802 Lisa arrived in Saint Louis with 

76 
his raonopoly. By late August or early October Lisa's raen took 

control of the Osage post and began trading with thera. This 

continued for only a little over a year, with little success in 

stopping Osage attacks in the south. In Deceraber 1803 Louisiana 

was sold to the United States, and once again the Osage were 

forced to deal with new Louisiana occupiers. 

The Spanish, who occupied Louisiana by 1770, like the 

French, were forced to accept Osage independence. The Osage's 

strategic location, numbers, and their lucrative trade required 

the Spanish to deal with them as political and railitary equals. 

The Spanish, unwilling to accept Osage autonoray, atterapted at 

various times to exert control by stopping the trade in slaves 

and livestock, limiting the Osage supply of arms and aramunition. 
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banning trade entirely, and finally declaring war on them. None 

of these drastic diplomatic measures had much impact on the Osage. 

Osage trade was too valuable to the Europeans, and Spanish trade 

restrictions were repeatedly violated along the Arkansas River. 

The proximity of British territory and traders liraited the effec-

tiveness of any Spanish trade erabargo, so the Spanish, too, were 

corapelled by the situation to accept their interdependence with 

the Osage. 

Trade with the French and the Spanish, however, had changed 

the Osage. The econoraic opportunities offered by the Europeans 

challenged Osage economic, social, and political traditions. 

Their subsistence economy was slowly abandoned as the Osage became 

coraraercial hunters. The new econoraic opportunities corabined with 

outside intervention weakened the traditional political systeras 

and ultiraately led to a raajor political division within the tribe. 

The political division initially had little impact on the Osage's 

relationship with the Europeans, for despite their division they 

remained strong enough to resist any Spanish or Native Araerican 

challenges. 

That interdependence that characterized Osage relations 

with France and Spain gradually disappeared in the nineteenth 

century as the United States extended and consolidated its control 

of the area. After the United States occupied Louisiana, Osage 

trade grew. Traders, freed from Spanish mercantile restrictions, 

flocked into the Osage country. Osage economic growth, however, 

continued to weaken Osage political and social traditions. Econoraic 
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success brought about political disarray. The Osage were a 

politically divided people in the early nineteenth century at a 

time when political unity became vital. 
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CHAPTER XII 

OSAGE-UNITED STATES DIPLOMACY 

When my raen used to steal horses they were always given up 
when the White People carae for thera. The land is good and 
Garae is plenty—you shall go back with a glad Heart—the Road 
is Wide For all the White People—we were all poor—but now you 
have come, we are all glad to see you.-'̂  

Clerraont, 1805 

The United States purchased Louisiana in 1803 and assuraed 

control in Missouri in the spring of 1804. United States occupation 

would be far different frora that of the French and the Spanish. 

Although sharing certain goals of the earlier Eiiropeans, the United 

States had other additional airas that would have a lasting impact 

on the Osage. Like Spain and France, the United States wanted 

peace and stability in their new territory, and they wanted to 

exploit its natural resources. But Americans also wanted posses-

sion of Osage homelands. An important element of United States 

Indian policy was the forced removal of Indians living east of the 

Mississippi to make room for White settlement, and this policy 

necessitated the acquisition of Osage land for the eastern tribes. 

The Osage sought to maintain their powerful position. They 

wanted to continue their lucrative trade with the whites and keep 

their Native American competitors unarmed and out of Osage country, 

They continued to expand their power and influence and resisted 

399 
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outside control. They were, however, unable to maintain their 

power and independence for the conditions that created and perpe-

tuated Osage power slowly changed, and by 1840 the Osage were no 

longer the major power of the prairie-plains. 

Osage independence had rested on their strategic location 

and their numerical and political strength. Econoraic opportunities 

had severely strained the traditional Osage political fraraework, and 

by the early nineteenth century the Osage were separated into several 

autonoraous bands. Their nuraerical superiority disappeared in the 

1820s. Cholera, sraallpox, raeasles, and influenza killed hundreds of 

Osage in the early years of the nineteenth century and reduced their 

population. At the sarae tirae diseases were killing hundreds of Osage, 

thousands of well-arraed eastern Indians raoved into Osage country, and 

thus by the 1820s the Osage were clearly outnurabered by the eastern 

tribes. In addition to the thousands of eraigrant Indians the Osage 

faced the United States Array which built three raajor railitary posts 

in Osage country by 1840, forcing the Osage to accept United States 

dictates. Their location which had once given them power, now 

weakened them. Straddling the Arkansas and Missouri Rivers, the Osage 

now occupied the raajor thoroughfare of nineteenth century westward 

expansion. Their hunting grounds attracted thousands of outsiders 

whom the Osage could no longer oust, and after the War of 1812 

Canadian traders no longer carae to trade along the Missouri so the 

Osage were forced to accept United States control. 

The Osage never fought a battle with United States forces, 

and relations reraained peaceful, The Osage, having lost their 
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advantages were forced to corapete with the aggressive and numerous 

eastern Indians. The Osage therefore allied themselves with the 

strongest power in the area, the United States. The most obvious 

and immediate threat to the Osage was not white the settler and 

soldier, but the emigrating Indians. The Osage had to have guns 

and araraunition to compete with them, and unable to acquire thera 

elsewhere and reluctant to fight another strong opponent, the Osage 

raade peace with those people who posed the least iraraediate threat, 

the I'n-shta-Heh (Heavy Eyebrows), Araericans. Their independence 

destroyed, the Osage were forced to meet United States demands. 

The United States, eager to vacate Osage traditional homelands 

for the eastern tribes, took advantage of the Osage condition and 

forced them to surrender raost of their territory. The Osage in 

1808, 1818, and 1825 ceded all of their land, save a sraall portion 

in southern Kansas, and by 1840 when the last band was finally 

driven to that reservation, Osage hegeraony on the prairies carae to 

an end. 

When Araos Stoddard assuraed control of Louisiana in March 1804, 

the Osage were the most powerful tribe in the prairie-plains region. 

American soldier and explorer Stephen Long described their situation: 

The claira of the Osage to this country appears to have a better 
foundation, and can probably be raore easily substantiated than 
that of any other tribe or nation of Indians, , . . These 
peoples had acquired by conquest frora other Indians a vast 
extent of territory, having enlarged their possessions so as 
to include all the Country from Red River to the Dey Moyen. 

The Osage were living in three major groups in 1804, The 

Big Osage and the Little Osage reraained along the Upper Osage 
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River, and the Arkansas Osage dwelled on the lower Verdigris River, 

just above the Three Forks of the Arkansas. They numbered about 

1,500 warriors or approximately 6,300 people and dorainated the 

region. Their location and nurabers became an iraportant element of 

early United States Indian policy.^ 

President Thomas Jefferson wanted to raove those Indian 

tribes living east of the Mississippi to the West. Aware of the 

continuing probleras between Native Araericans and white settlers 

Jefferson was convinced that reraoval was the best solution to the 

nagging problera. Before the eastern Indians could be uprooted, 

however, roora had to be raade for thera in the West. Jefferson and 

his adrainistration wanted, therefore, to consolidate the Osage 

either in the north or the south to raake roora for the eastern 

tribes. 

Louisiana Territory Gov. Jaraes Wilkinson worked toward that 

end. He atterapted to secure peace with the Osage and arrange for 

it with eastern tribes. Wilkinson, advised by Pierre Chouteau, 

atterapted to persuade the southern band back to the north, and when 

they showed no sign of racving he actively worked to move thera.̂  

Wilkinson was aided by the influential Auguste and Pierre Chouteau. 

The Chouteaus, the prorainent Saint Louis faraily, had wel-

coraed and entertained the first Araerican officials who arrived in 

Saint Louis in 1803. Irapressed with the Chouteau's wealth and 

sophistication, the newcoraers relied on thera for advice. Chouteau's 

ties with the Osage were recognized, and the United States raoved to 

take advantage of thera. Pierre Chouteau was appointed agent to the 
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Osage and accompanied the first group of Osage leaders to Washington, 

D.C., in 1804. Pierre and his sons, Auguste Pierre and Paul Liguest, 

served as agent and subagent to the Osage for raany years and were 

very influential in shaping United States-Osage relations. The 

Chouteaus participated in all raajor treaties with the Osage in 

1808, 1818, and 1825, and United States-Osage relations cannot be 

fully understood without considering the role of the Chouteau 

family. 

The Chouteaus had close ties with the northern Big Osage. 

Pawhuska, the northern Ga-hi-ge, owed his position largely to the 

raachinations of Pierre and Auguste Chouteau. The United States 

occupation of Louisiana ended the Lisa's raonopoly of the Osage 

trade, and the Chouteaus raoved quickly to regain control of it. It 

was to the Chouteau's distinct advantage to reunite the Osage tribe 

in the north. The Chouteaus had power and influence with the 

northern group, and operating frora their Saint Louis base, it was 

easier for the Chouteaus to transport trade goods and furs to and 

frora the Osage river villages than to ship it down the Mississippi 

River, then up the Arkansas. Furthermore, the Chouteau's had 

little influence in the south and, indeed, there was a great deal 

of animosity toward them, particularly frora the Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge, 

Clermont II. The Chouteau family traded actively with the northern 

groups throughout the nineteenth century, and it would have been 

extremely advantageous for the Chouteaus to consolidate the tribe 

in the north where they could control most of the trade near their 

Saint Louis base. This underlying motivation raust be considered as 
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predorainant in all Chouteau activities, for it seeras apparent that 

until 1822 when A. P. Chouteau moved the northern bands south to 

his trading post on the Neosho River at La Saline that the Chouteaus 

worked arduously to use United States-Osage policy to their own 

ends. They continuously worked to drive the southern bands away 

from the Arkansas, and incorporated this into United States-Osage 

policy. 

Soon after the United States assuraed control, Pierre Chouteau 

went to Washington, D.C, with several northern Osage chiefs and 

raet with the President. Jefferson wanted to erapty western lands 

and accordingly accepted Chouteau's and the northern band's arguraent 

that the Arkansas group had no legitimacy and should be returned 

north. In the summer of 1805, Governor Wilkinson, on the advise of 

Pierre Chouteau, closed all trade on the Arkansas to force the 

reunion of the Osage. 

In order to bring back the Osage chief Big Track [Cashesegra] 
and his Band frora the Arkansaw to his Nation, it is recoramended 
by P[.] Chouteau, that I should prohibit all Traders frora 
passing the post of the Arkansaw, . . ." 

The Arkansas Osage were thus deprived of trade goods, arras, and 

ammunition. The only way they could acquire them was to return to 

the North which they refused to do. Chouteau had intensified the 

pressure earlier by depriving the Arkansas Osage who had gone to the 

north the right to trade. In the fall of 1805 several southern 

Osage leaders went down to the Arkansas Post to exchange Spanish 

medals for United States symbols and establish trade. They were 

7 
refused conmierce and returned upriver without trade goods. In 
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December, a trader who had violated the ban returned from the 

Arkansas Osage and reported, "they firraly declare that they will 

never do it, [return to the north] and should the consequences be a 

deprivation of all supplies. As their fathers have done they will 

g 

cultivate corn." Wilkinson's ban on Arkansas trade was not 

approved by Washington and trade was reopened on the Arkansas the 

following spring. The Arkansas Osage traded peacefully for the 
9 

next several years. 

The Osage continued to hunt and trade in the south and 

expanded in the southwest. They also established peaceful relations 

with the United States. In 1805 a group of Little Osage went to 

Washington and raet with President Jefferson, and in 1806 trying 

once again to reunite the Osage, Pierre Chouteau went to the 

Arkansas band and took the future Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge Cashesegra II to 

Washington. Clerraont II refused to accorapany Chouteau to Washington 

and Cashesegra I was too ill. Thus the real leadership araong the 

Arkansas Osage never went to visit the President or presented their 

arguraents .-'•̂  In 1805 the United States returned sorae Osage pri-

soners captured by the Potawatorai. The northern Osage welcoraed 

their return and treated explorer Zebulon Pike with cordiality and 

respect. 

Despite friendly relations with the United States the Osage 

continued to resist the invasion of their hunting grounds in the 

Ozark and Ouachita mountains and frequently stole horses frora 

Native Americans and white settlers. There is no evidence of any 

intensifying activity on their part, but the new Louisiana Territory 
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Gov. Meriwether Lewis was anxious to vacate western lands and used 

Osage robberies as an excuse to take their country. 

In the spring of 1808 some Osage apparently stole some 

horses and killed some cattle. This behavior was simply a con-

tinuation of minor robberies that had gone on for years. This 

time, however, the United States decided to act. The Chouteaus' 

northern Osage leader, Pawhuska (White Hair), became involved 

somehow, for he went to Saint Louis and clairaed that many of his 

people were leaving and refused to stay in the north. "The White 

Hair informs rae," wrote Meriwether Lewis, "that he cannot govern 

his people, and that we raust therefore take such raeasures with 

respect to thera that we deera proper." Pawhuska was using the 

United States to force the Arkansas Osage back. Conditions were so 

lucrative in the south that Pawhuska could only stop the migration 

by appealing to the United States. 

Lewis used this excuse to further United States policy. He 

ordered Pawhuska to take his followers to Fire Prairie on the 

Missouri River and closed all trade to any other Osage. In 

addition, Lewis met with the Kickapoo, Shawnee, Delaware, lowa, and 

12 
Dakota and encouraged thera to attack any Osage not with Pawhuska. 

Lewis then sent Williara Clark with eighty raounted dragoons into 

Osage country. Clark began constructing a fort at Fire Prairie and 

sent a messenger to Pawhuska to come to the fort or face attack. 

Pawhuska and his followers among the Big and Little Osage arrived 

at the fort site and negotiated a treaty of peace with the United 

States in September, the Treaty of Fort Osage. 
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This 1808 Treaty was a significant one for the Osage 

because they lost over fifty thousand square miles of land as a 

result of it, and because of overwhelming evidence of bad faith and 

outright deceit on the part of United States agents. On the 

surface the Treaty of 1808 was clear. In exchange for fifty 

thousand square miles of land the Osage agreed to raove north to the 

Fire Prairie fort, later named Fort Clark, and later Fort Osage, 

where they would be supplied with a blacksmith, grain raill, and a 

trading post. In addition, the Osage people would receive $1,200 

every year if they were peaceful, with $500 for the Big and Little 

Osage, and $100 for each of the principal chiefs of the Big and 

13 Little Osage. 

There was, however, a good deal of raisunderstanding about 

this first treaty. A group of northern Osage were in Saint Louis 

while their kinsraen were negotiating the treaty on the Missouri, 

and were there when Clark returned with the newly-signed treaty. 

They objected to it. They clairaed that those Osage at Fort Osage 

could not give away the land without their approval. This was true 

of traditional Osage political traditions, for dealings were not 

acceptable unless there was a consensus and obviously with Osage 

leaders absent a true consensus had not been achieved. Further-

more, a group of Osage who had been with Clark at the treaty and 

had returned with him to Saint Louis maintained that they had only 

agreed to allow the United States to hunt in the area, in other 

words the creation of a neutral buffer zone, and that they had not 

intentionally given up control of it. This was more than coraplaints 
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about a bad bargain, for throughout the negotiations the Osage had 

insisted on retaining the hunting rights on the White River, yet 

the final draft elirainated their legal hunting rights there.-'-̂  

Clark and Lewis insisted that the Osage had been fairly 

treated, despite the fact that they had been blackmailed into going 

to the fort. Lewis had closed all trade, sent several Indian 

tribes against them, and sent soldiers into their country who 

forced the Osage to sign a treaty. Still he insisted that no 

unfair advantages had been taken. Rather than accept the unfair-

ness of the treaty as cause for disagreeraent the Governor blaraed 

Chouteau for encouraging the coraplaints, and Lewis sent Pierre 

Chouteau back to the Osage to renegotiate the treaty. Lewis' 

suspicions about Chouteau were confirraed when Pawhuska granted 

Chouteau land near the raouth of the Osage River along with the new 

Fort Osage treaty. Lewis refused to accept Chouteaus land claira: 

I do not consider these reservations as binding. . . . I will 
venture to assert, that if the Indians are perraitted to bestow 
land on such individuals as they think proper, the raeanest 
interpreter in our eraployraent will soon acquire a princely 
fortune at the expense of the United States.^^ 

Pierre Chouteau indeed used his influence to obtain land, 

for the Chouteaus continually worked to their own advantage. And 

the Osage had not intended to give up traditional homelands and 

hunting rights to the extent the treaty demanded, They continued 

to hunt in the region, contrary to its provisions for many years, 

and in 1815 when the western boundary line was surveyed they were 

17 
outraged when it came within view of their Osage River villages. 

The Arkansas Osage did not participate in the making of the Fort 
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Osage Treaty, for they had remained in the south in 1808. Little 

concerned with the northern lands and anxious to raaintain peace 

with the United States, they, too, accepted the treaty in the fall 

of 1809. 

The 1808 Treaty did have an iraraediate effect on the northern 

Big and Little Osage for they had proraised to raove their villages 

to Fort Osage. All spent the winter of 1808-1809 there, yet after 

this first season raany returned to their traditional village sites. 

Soon only the Little Osage remained at the fort, as most of the 

others returned to the Osage River where they traded with Chouteau 

1 8 faraily raerabers. 

During the War of 1812 the Osage reraained loyal to the 

United States. In May 1813 Pierre Chouteau went to the Osage River 

villages and called for 200 volunteers to fight the British and 

their Indian allies. Five hundred Osage warriors volunteered. 

Chouteau chose only 250 of them and raarched north. The Osage took 

advantage of United States support to fight their northern rivals. 

When they arrived at the Missouri River, however, word was received 

frora Gov. Benjarain Howard to disband. The Osage reluctantly agreed, 

but not before Chouteau convinced thera to allow the United States to 

abrogate that portion of the 1808 Treaty that provided the trading 

post at Fort Osage. The Osage agreed to its closing and returned 

19 horae. After the war ended the trading factory was reestablished 

at Fire Prairie, and in September 1820 another government trading 

post was established on the Marais des Cygnes River near the Osage 

20 village. The northern Osage, because of their close ties to 
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Chouteau, enjoyed peaceful, but strained relations with the United 

States throughout much of the nineteenth century. 

The Arkansas Osage also remained at peace with the United 

States despite increased corapetition from non-Osage hunters and the 

occupation of former Osage land by eastern Indians. The Arkansas 

Osage traded peacefully at the Arkansas Post and with traders who 

went to their Verdigris River villages. In general, the Arkansas 

Osage were not threatened by the United States directly. American 

traders supplied the Osage with essential trade goods and weapons 

which helped them survive. The eraigrating tribes, the Cherokee in 

particular, did pose an enorraous threat to the Osage, and as such 

the Osage bitterly fought thera. The federal governraent intervened 

and atterapted to establish peace between the Osage and the emigrants 

because in the words of Louisiana Territory Gov. Jaraes Wilkinson: 

I have said before I believe, and I beg leave to repeat, 
that an indispensable preleminary [sic] to the transfer 
of the Scuthern Nations, to the West of the Mississippi 
is a solid peace between those nations and the Osage 
par ticular ly. 2-'-

Peace, however, was impossible as long as eastern intruders 

killed Osage game, and the Osage were strong enough to resist. 

Violence grew with increased migration. The strongest eastern 

rival was the Cherokee tribe that had first moved into the Ozarks 

in the late eighteenth century. By 1816 there were several 

thousand Cherokee in the Ozarks and along the lower Arkansas 

Vâlley. The United States government appointed an agent for them 

and he attempted to bring about peace between the two peoples. In 

1816 Cherokee agent William Lovely arranged a meeting with the 
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Osage to settle the differences with the Cherokee. The southern 

Osage did not have a subagent and were represented by the 

unsympathetic Pierre Chouteau. Chouteau was ordered to attend 

the meeting, but declined to show up, and the Osage were forced 

to negotiate a settlement with the Cherokee agent. Lovely, 

without authorization, convinced the Osage to give up part of 

their land. They granted the United States a portion of land 

between the Verdigris and the 1808 Treaty line in return for 

the United States payraent of all clairas against thera. This 

1816 cession, known as Lovely's Purchase, had not been authorized 

by the federal government which refused to approve the agreement 

22 or the land cession. 

Osage-Cherokee violence continued, and in the fall of 1817 

a war party of five hundred eraigrant Indians, largely Cherokee, 

destroyed an Osage village filled with woraen and children. Shortly 

thereafter in Deceraber 1817 Fort Sraith was established on the 

Arkansas River between the Osage and the Cherokee to keep them 

apart. The United States worked for peace and the evacuation of 

Osage lands. As a result of their 1817 "defeat," the Osage were 

ordered to go to Saint Louis and forced to surrender the land that 

they previously ceded to Lovely in 1816 in the Treaty of Lovely's 

Purchase. The Arkansas Osage, wanting peace and anxious not to 

incite white attacks, agreed, but maintained that the 1818 cession 

was for whites and not Cherokee. Clerraont II adamantly claimed 

that he wanted white settlers in the region between the Osage and 

Cherokee. Arkansas Osage realized that non-Indian farraing settlers 
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posed less of a threat to their aniraal resources than did the 

commerical hunting Cherokee.^-^ 

Despite the increasing depletion of game and loss of land, 

the Osage remained at peace with the United States. As thousands 

of eastern Indians raoved into the region, white soldiers and 

settlers were not harmed. The Osage realized full well that an 

attack on any non-lndians would jeopardize their relations with the 

United States, stop trade, and incite an attack from the soldiers 

at Fort Sraith. Therefore, the Osage directed their violent attacks 

against Native Araericans that were less apt to invoke retaliation 

by the United States. 

In 1820 Protestant raissionaries raoved into Osage country. 

Seventeen raerabers of the United Foreign Missionary Society esta-

blished Union Mission on the lower Neosho River in Noveraber 1820 

near the Arkansas Osage. The next year another group, frora the 

Presbyterian, Congregation, and Dutch Reforraed Church society, 

established Harraony Mission araong the Osage River Osage.^'^ Mis-

sionaries frora these two raissions worked for over sixteen years 

araong the Osage. In hopes of saving and restructuring souls, the 

raissionaries created several other stations at Hopefield, Neosho, 

and Boudinot which were raaintained until 1835. To save the Osage 

the raissionaries established schools and demonstration farms. They 

believed that Osage salvation was only possible if the Osage gave 

up their traditional way of life and became independent Christian 

farraers. To that end the missionaries struggled for sixteen years 

with little success. 
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The Osage allowed the missionaries at Union and Harmony. 

While rejecting the missionaries' religion and lifestyle, the 

Osage were cordial. They frequently visited the raissions and 

welcomed the missionaries into their villages. Missionaries 

letters, journals, and reports revealed their treatraent by the 

Osage. 

The [Osage] are remarkable for'their hospitality. No sooner 
does a stranger who comes on friendly design, arrive among 
them than he is welcoraed to their lodges.2 5 

We visited their wigwaras. They gave us green corn and water-
raelons. . . . They appear fond of our children, often clasp 
thera in their arras, and bring thera presents of nuts. The 
chiefs and big warriors assure us they will protect us from 
any injury from their nation, and that our sraallest children 
shall experience no harra.25 

While the Osage fought with the Cherokee they continued to 

reraain friendly with the defenseless raissions. Seventeen rais-

sionaries lived araong the Osage, yet they were not harmed. The 

raissionaries were visited in April 1821 by the leader of the 

Arkansas Osage. 

Had a visit from Claraore with a nuraber of his warriors. He 
told us that 400 of his warriors were going against the 
Cherokee, . . that he himself had come as far as here to warn 
us not to let our cattle or horses be out of sight, lest sorae 
of his young raen should take thera. . . . Claraore appeared rauch 
attached to us, and we doubt neither his friendship for this 
faraily, nor his loyalty to the governraent to [sic] the United 
States.27 

The raissionaries had no reason to fear the Osage, for they 

posed no threat to them. But it is important to note that the 

Osage pressured by Shawnee, Delaware, Kickapoo, and Illinois 

hunters and under attack by the Cherokee did not harra the mis-

sionaries or any of the soldiers at Fort Smith. They did appear 
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at Fort Sraith in 1821 and demanded entrance, yet when refused they 

did not attack, but moved on against some Quapaw and Delaware 

Indians. The Osage realized the impact of such an attack and 

avoided them. 

Missionaries and soldiers had little to fear, but all 

hunters, Indian and non-Indian alike, were likely to be treated 

roughly by Osage hunters. In the fall of 1823 Clermont's son 

Skitok (Mad Buffalo) and a group of warriors attacked a hunting 

party raade up of about nine white hunters and twelve raixed-blood 

Quapaw caraped along the Blue River. The Osage attacked the carap 

and killed at least four of the hunters including the white 

leader, Maj. Curtis Welborn. They wounded several others and 

stole thirty horses and several thousand deerskins.^^ The United 

States governraent, angered by the attack on the non-Indians, 

deraanded the surrender of Skitok and the other guilty individuals. 

Clerraont expressed regret and reminded the soldiers that Welborn 

and his party had been hunting illegally on Osage land. Clerraont 

returned raost of the skins and twenty-one of the horses, yet was 

reluctant to surrender his son. 

While the Osage waited to give up Skitok the United States 

War Department decided that Fort Smith was too far away from the 

Osage to control them. Therefore, Fort Smith was ordered to be 

abandoned, and in April 1824 Maj. Matthew Arbuckle and five cora-

panies of men moved up the Arkansas River. Near the raouth of 

Neosho River they began construction of a new military post, later 

29 
naraed Cantonraent Gibson. 
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The presence of United States troops on the Neosho con-

vinced Clermont II and the Osage to surrender those Osage who had 

attacked Welborn's party. On June 7, 1824, four thousand Osage 

raoved frora their villages, approached the Fort, and camped four 

miles away. The next raorning Clerraont and four hundred warriors 

approached the fort and surrendered Skitok and five other "heads 

30 of bands." The six Osage notables were taken down river to 

Little Rock where five were indicted in Arkansas territorial 

court. Three were found innocent, and two, Skitok and Little 

Eagle, were convicted and sentenced to death. Later President 

John Quincy Adams pardoned the two Osage, and they were eventually 

31 released in May 1825. After the surrender of the six warriors, 

Major Arbuckle and David Barber, the subagent for the Arkansas 

Osage, announced the establishment of a new Osage tribal organi-

zation. The new government raade Tsi-zhu Ga-hi-ge Clerraont II the 

President and Hon-ga Ga-hi-ge Tallai the Vice-President and 

32 
created an Osage National Council and a national guard. 

This 182-4 suramer meeting at Fort Gibson was the turning 

point in Osage history. It was certainly not because of the new 

Osage government, for after the meeting it probably survived only 

in the minds of Arbuckle and Barber. Instead the raeeting marked 

the peaceful acceptance of United States domination over the Osage 

nation. The Osage were forced to turn over six important Osage 

warriors, members of prominent Osage families. The United States 

had accomplished what the French and the Spanish had been unable 

to do, control the Osage. Curiously, the United States had not 
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subdued them so much as had the Cherokee and other eraigrant 

Indians. The control was limited, but it was more than any 

earlier non-Osage had ever possessed, and the peaceful surrender 

of Skitok and his warriors clearly demonstrated that control as 

did the 1825 Osage agreeraent with the United States, the Saint 

Louis Treaty of 1825. 

The federal governraent wanted still more land for the eastern 

tribes. The presence of Cantonment Gibson and the thousands of 

eastern Indians in the Osage country prevented the Osage from. 

resisting. Thus, when the Osage were sumraoned to Saint Louis in 

182 5 there was little they could do but accept any deraands raade by 

Missouri Territory Superintendent of Indian Affairs and Gov. Williara 

Clark. As a result of the 1825 Treaty, the Osage were forced to: 

. . . cede and relinquish to the United States, all their 
right, title, interest, and claira, to lands lying within 
the State of Missouri and Territory of Arkansas, and to all 
lands lying west of said state of Missouri and Territory 
of Arkansas, North and West of the Red River, South of the 
Kansas River, and east of a line to be drawn from the head 
sources of the Kansas, Southwardly through the Rock 
Saline, . . .33 

Having given up all their remaining land, they were given a fifty-

raile strip of land in the north that stretched west to the western 

boundary of their ceded lands. Despite signing the treaty, Clermont's 

band refused to leave the lower Verdigris. They continued to 

plant their corn and beans and live at their old village sites. 

The United States was reluctant to fight the Osage in 1825, but 

continued to urge all of them to go north to vacate the land for 

the Cherokee and the Creek. 
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The Osage were able to resist the pressure until the late 

1830s. Throughout the 1820s they continued to fight the Cherokee 

and others in the east and plains tribes in the west. The Osage, 

however, were attacked by disease again in the 1830s and this 

corabined with the growing population of the eastern tribes, 

finally weakened thera and left thera unable to resist their even-

tual removal to the north. 

Diseases had attacked the Osage before, yet it seems that 

they had avoided, until the 1830s the terrible epideraics that had 

destroyed other tribes. The Osage serai-noraadic existence had 

saved thera frora earlier destruction. They did not reraain in their 

villages year round, but went out onto the plains in separate 

groups and this raay have saved thera. Seventeenth century accounts 

raention diseases among the Missouri River Indians and in 1758 

smallpox was reported among the Kansa. The Osage, too, might 

have been infected, for they had apparently participated in sorae 

of the eastern carapaigns of the Seven Years' War where sraallpox 

was present, and they raay have brought the disease back with 

thera.^^ 

The 1801 smallpox epidemic hurt the Osage soraewhat, but 

apparently the Osage were raore affected by cholera. In 1806 after 

Zebulon Pike visited the Osage, about two hundred Osage died. 

They accused Pike's men of giving it to them, but it may have been 

brought to them by the Osage prisoners returned from the Potawatomi, 

or their leaders who had just returned frora Washington, D.C. In 

1821 and 1826 a "bilious fever" in Osage country killed sorae 
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Osage, and in 1827 and 1828 smallpox was reported among them. 

Shortly thereafter the Osage were vaccinated for smallpox. In 

1832 the government authorized Indian vaccination and in 1840 

Victor Tixier remarked the Osage were unscarred by smallpox, 

because they had been vaccinated years before.^ 

Vaccination saved the Osage from the scourge of smallpox, 

but nothing saved them frora the terrible outbreak of cholera in 

the 1830s. Again the Osage had survived the earlier attacks by 

disease and remained strong. But by the 1830s the Osage were 

surrounded by missionaries, soldiers, hunters, and thousands of 

eastern Indians and were to suffer from disease. Frora 1829 to 

1831 the Osage suffered frora influenza and thus were in a weakened 

condition when attacked by cholera.-^® Cholera struck the Osage in 

1832, 1833, and 1834 and killed hundreds. Four hundred Osage died 

in the suraraer of 1834. When the Kiowa and the Wichita came to 

Fort Gibson in 1834 to raake peace with the Osage they were concerned 

when few Osage arrived. They asked the soldiers where the Osage 

39 were and they were told that the Osage were dying of cholera. 

Missionaries reported that the Osage went out onto the plains to 

escape the disease, "the prevalence of cholera araong the Osage, 

causing them to forsake their towns."^° Despite their flight to 

the plains hundreds of Osage died that summer of 1834. 

Weakened by disease, and outnurabered by alien Indians, the 

Arkansas Osage still refused to abide by the 1825 treaty. Clermont's 

band steadfastly refused to raove to the north. The United States 

sent out comraissioners to negotiate with the Osage in 1834 to 
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convince thera to leave the Verdigris River. The land had been 

assigned to the Creek and the Cherokee, and the Osage were in the 

way. After weeks of negotiation, the Osage refused once again to 

leave, and after planting their corn and beans left for the suraraer 

hunt. The following winter the Osage did not agree to raove, but 

did agree to cede a thirty-raile-wide strip of land frora their 

northern reservation for a sizeable annuity, but the treaty was 

not ratified because it was expensive and considered unnecessary, 

for the Osage had officially ceded land in 1825. Two thousand 

Osage therefore reraained on the Verdigris River surrounded by non-

41 Osage. 

In 1837 rxomors of Osage depredations in western Missouri 

convinced Missouri Gov. Wilburn W. Boggs to call out the railitia 

to drive all the Osage from Missouri. Five hundred Missouri 

volunteers gathered on the Grand River and searched for the Osage 

raiders. Unable to find any attacking Indians they arrested 

several mixed-blood Osage women living at the trading post near 

the old Harmony Mission. These women were later released by 

federal troops frora Fort Leavenworth. The militia finally found 

some Osage and other eastern Indians hunting in Missouri, and 

they drove thera out.'^ 

In the winter of 1838 Osage warriors killed the livestock 

of Creek and Cherokee Indians. With most of the game gone the 

Osage were forced to take their neighbors' livestock in order to 

survive."^^ The livestock killings angered Osage neighbors and 

coraplaints finally convinced the United States War Departraent and 
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Congress to reraove Clermont's band. In January 1839 the Ga-hi-ge 

and Non-hon-zhin-ga went to Fort Gibson and negotiated a treaty of 

removal, The Fort Gibson Treaty of 1839. In return for leaving 

the ceded lands the Osage were proraised $12,000 in cash and $8,000 

worth of goods, and provisions for twenty years and settleraent of 

all clairas against thera. They were also granted a blacksmith, a 

44 
grist and saw mill, and livestock. 

Smallpox broke out among the Osage before they left, but 

General Arbuckle had all the Osage vaccinated to prevent any delay 

in their evacuation. When they delayed their spring departure, 

soldiers frora Fort Gibson were sent to reraove thera. Thus, in 

March 1839 the Osage were finally forced to accept coraplete United 

States control. The Osage left the Verdigris River for their 

suramer hunts, but never again would they return to their tradi-

tional homes in the south. Osage hegeraony was over. 

Osage independence in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 

century had rested upon Osage strength. It was not French or 

Spanish altruisra that arraed the Osage, it was economic, political, 

and imperial necessity. The Osage, nuraerically strong and strate-

gically located could deraand and receive concessions frora the 

Europeans. Unfortunately for the Osage the foundations of their 

early power eroded. In time the Osage no longer maintained their 

numerical advantage as Americans, and raore importantly, Native 

Americans invaded their territory. Their location that had at 

one time controlled access into the interior becarae the pathway 

of nineteenth century western expansion. Their carefully guarded 
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gateway of the eighteenth century became a public highway in the 

nineteenth century. 

In order to withstand the flood of Native American and 

American invaders the Osage had to retain control of their hunting 

grounds in the forests, prairies, and plains, and in order to 

raaintain that they had to have access to trade, guns, and ararau-

nition. After the War of 1812 the Osage lost their easy access 

to Canadian traders and began facing the first large-scale raigrations 

of the eastern tribes. By 1816 the Osage no longer were in an 

interdependent relationship with the United States. The Osage 

had to maintain good relations with the United States in order to 

survive the flood, and thus were dependent on the Araericans. 

The United States, eager to remove the eastern Indians west 

of the Mississippi, were able to use their strength in the relation-

ship to wrest land from the Osage. They repeatedly did so in a 

series of treaties with them. The immediate threat to the Osage 

was not the Araericans, but the Native Araericans. In order to 

survive the Osage had to raaintain peaceful relations with the 

United States and raake concessions to thera. Ironically their 

econoraic "success" sowed the seeds of their eventual dependency. 

The Osage had enjoyed treraendous power and influence 

throughout raost of the eighteenth century and for the first 

twenty-five years of the nineteenth century. The Osage had 

withstood the invasion of the French and the Spanish, and became 

and remained a powerful people on the prairie-plains. Their 

strategic location, their nuraerical strength, and rich resources 
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enabled to them to stay strong and independent and resist European 

control. Unfortunately, the Europeans had begun the eventual 

defeat of the Osage. Their location and their rich resources 

contributed to their loss, for the econoraic success that they 

enjoyed as a result of the econoraic and political doraination of 

the area created political chaos and destroyed their subsistence 

economy. 

Osage prosperity and power relied upon goods supplied by 

outsiders. The Osage had to have guns and aramunition in order to 

maintain hegeraony in the region. Relying on their abundant 

resources, nuraerical strength, and strategic location they 

retained that independence and were able to deraand and receive the 

46 essential outside goods. 

The eraigration of equally nuraerous, well-arraed Native 

American rivals changed their situation. Their strategic location 

and rich hunting grounds attracted their rivals and depleted their 

resources. Warfare with the Native Araericans forced thera to 

reraain at peace with the United States, but for the Osage, peace 

with the United States was as costly as warfare with the Native 

Araericans. The United States took full advantage of Osage depen-

dency and in exchange for trade and "friendship" forced the Osage 

to give up their horaelands. Thus, by 1840 the Osage, once the 

raost powerful Native American people of the southern prairies, the 

flowing grass and timberlands between the Red River of the south 

and the Missouri in the north, had been driven from their horae 

country and stripped of their power and independence by a nation 
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they had never fought, but had nonetheless deprived them of their 

national hegemony. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

PRAIRIE HEGEMONY 

The truth is, they [osage] are the great nation South of the 
Missouri, their possessions extending from thence to the Red 
river, as the Sioux are great North of that river. With those 
two powerful nations we must stand well, because in their 
quarter we are miserably weak.l 

Thomas Jefferson, 1804 

Historian Richard White has proposed a forceful and con-

vincing interpretation of eighteenth and nineteenth century Native 

American history. White maintains that historians and anthropolo-

gists have misinterpreted the nature of Native Araerican intertribal 

warfare. Most scholars have viewed it simply as a violent indivi-

dualistic "game" with little substantial causation or results. 

Intertribal warfare, White argues, was in truth a deadly struggle 

for control of resources essential for tribal survival. Control 

of hunting grounds and access to furs, slaves, and livestock 

determined the economic, political, cultural, and the physical 

survival of Native American peoples. Native Americans fought to 

secure and defend those resources; thus Native Americans fought 

not for individual glory, but for group survival. 

The neglect of economic, social, and political factors of 

Native American warfare and their impact on culture has led to a 

distortion of Native Araerican history, particularly that history 
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of the Plains Indians. White argues that the Native Araerican 

history of the Great Plains is far raore complicated that the 

"tragic retreat of the Indian in the face of an exorable white 

advance," and that the most significant invasion of the Great 

Plains was not the white invasion, but the Sioux invasion prior 

to the late nineteenth century.^ 

Teton Lakota and Yanktonai Dakota invaded the north and 

central Great Plains to secure the abundant resources of the West. 

Well-arraed, powerful Sioux raoved onto the plains and drove out, 

conquered, and subjugated raany tribes and raade the Sioux the raost 

powerful nation on the Great Plains during the nineteenth century. 

Native Araericans, confronted by the Sioux, allied themselves with 

white Americans to resist Sioux expansion. Tribes such as the 

Pawnee, Mandan, Crow, and Omaha did not fight the whites because 

the whites did not appear as the most immediate threat to their 

way of life. Accordingly their alliances with the United States 

should be seen as survival strategy not as ethnic treason. 

White's interpretation of Sioux expansion and Native 

American warfare is particularly valuable in interpreting eigh-

teenth and nineteenth century Osage history. For as the Teton and 

Yanktonai conquered in the north, so did the Osage in the south. 

The Osage occupied the prairies between the Missouri and Arkansas 

Rivers by 1573. They had moved onto the prairies sometime earlier, 

migrating with their Dhegian kinsmen, the Quapaw, Kansa, Omaha, 

and Ponca from the eastern forests. Living near the Missouri, 

Arkansas, and Mississippi Rivers and between the French and 
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Spanish frontiers the Osage acquired the horse, gun, and access to 

the European market in the late seventeenth century. 

Mounted and armed the Osage raoved to defend their old 

hunting grounds and secure new ones to exploit their resources. 

This expansion was not raerely the result of Osage raaterialisra 

or Native American capitalism. The Osage were surrounded by 

numerous competing Native Araerican rivals, and Osage survival 

depended upon their success in acquiring and protecting their 

resources. 

Large, well-arraed tribes to the north and east liraited 

Osage expansion in those directions, yet poorly-armed tribes in 

the west and south could not defend their territory. Therefore, 

the Osage moved to the western and southern forests, prairies, and 

plains. Beaver pelts frora Osage country were not as valuable as 

the northern pelts. The raild winters of the south did not proraote 

the thick, dark furs the Europeans valued, and therefore the Osage 

were corapelled to produce other goods that the Europeans valued, 

deerskins, bearskins, slaves, and livestock. 

Pawnee, Wichita, and Caddo villages were attractive targets 

for Osage raids. Filled with Spanish horses and potential slaves, 

the villages were attacked by Osage raiders. The raids secured 

horses and slaves and drove Osage rivals frora the rich hunting 

grounds south and west of their prairie villages. The Osage in 

the eighteenth century attacked their neighboring tribes and 

pushed the Pawnee north, the Wichita and Caddo south, and seized 

control of their land. 
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The Osage became the dominant hunters, trappers, and 

traders of the Ozark and Ouachita mountains and the southern 

prairies. In order to maintain their dominance the Osage had to 

prevent the interior tribes from trading with Europeans and out-

siders from hunting in their territory. Because arraed rivals 

could resist Osage expansion and take Osage garae, the Osage 

created a trade erabargo. To insure their trade raonopoly and arras 

superiority, the Osage stopped traders and hunters going into the 

interior to trade with the Wichita, Apache, or Caddo. The blockade 

had little irapact in the north where the Europeans concentrated 

their efforts, but in the south it was particularly effective. 

The Osage denied trade to the interior tribes and drove the 

Wichita frora the Arkansas Valley and the Caddo out of the Ouachita 

raountains. By the 1760s the Osage were the raost powerful tribe 

between the Missouri and Red Rivers. 

The French, concerned largely with the econoraic exploi-

tation of Louisiana rather than occupying territory, arraed and 

equipped the Osage. To the French outposts on the Mississippi and 

Missouri Rivers the Osage brought furs, slaves, and horses and 

received guns, araraunition, and other trade goods, which fueled 

Osage expansion. Spain acquired Louisiana after the Seven Years' 

War, and they atterapted to limit Osage expansion. The Spanish 

occupied all of Louisiana and wanted peace and stability in their 

territory. Therefore, they impeded Indian trade in slaves and 

livestock, and limited their trade in firearms. The Spanish 

believed that by eliminating the market for slaves and livestock 
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they would stop Osage raids in the interior. The Spanish, however, 

were unable to eliminate totally the slave and livestock market, 

for it was a lucrative one for both the Europeans and the Osage. 

Outlaw traders defied the Spanish and continued to exchange 

firearras and trade goods for Osage slaves, livestock, and furs. 

Ironically and tragically the Spanish ban was effective south of 

the Osage and liraited Wichita and Caddo trade and left thera 

defenseless before the Osage raids. Osage doraination continued 

unabated. 

The Spanish could do little to control the Osage for they 

were a large nation, located strategically along three raajor 

rivers near the frontiers of Spain's rivals, the English and 

the Americans. The Spanish could not conquer the Osage nor 

prevent foreign traders frora trading with thera. Also the Osage 

culture adapted very well to the new conditions of the eighteenth 

century. Osage subsistence econoraic patterns blended well with 

their new raarket economy. Furtherraore, the Osage social and 

political system valued individual economic and military success 

and could, at least initially, accommodate the growing wealth and 

status of individual Osage. The Osage, numerically substantial, 

well-armed, strategially located, and culturally flexible, were 

able to conquer that territory between the Missouri and Red 

Rivers, despite European and Native American opposition. 

Osage expansion was confined to the south and west. 

Blocked by the Pawnee, lowa, Sac, Fox in the north and the 

Illinois, Shawnee, Delaware, and Chickasaw in the east the 
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Osage created their hegemony in the prairies and plains to the 

southwest. 

The epidemic diseases that so devastated other Native 

Araerican tribes did not weaken the Osage in the eighteenth cenury. 

The Osage did not live directly on the river trade routes and 

avoided frequent infection. Their semi-nomadic existence kept 

them away from their villages, where disease spread, most of the 

year. Disease did, however, contribute to Osage power for their 

neighbors to the north and south located on the Missouri and 

Arkansas Rivers, the Kansa and Quapaw people were weakened by 

disease. The Osage were able to dominate both tribes and use thera 

as buffers from attacks in the north and the southeast. 

As Osage hegeraony expanded, the increased raiding and the 

econoraic successes of the Osage eventually created such changes 

that their political systera could no longer accomraodate thera. 

The traditional political fraraework was particularly unable to 

meet the challenges posed by the European presence. Many Osage 

left the parent group and forraed independent bands with new 

leadership. Increased econoraic expansion created political 

division—divisions that did not have an iramediate impact on Osage 

power for the three main divisions remained allied and continued 

to maintain Osage control of the region. 

Successful raiders and hunters gained status araong the 

Osage, but the hereditary nature of the political systera prevented 

the newly-successful Osage frora gaining effective political power. 

The Osage social systera adapted to the new conditions and created 
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new social divisions, positions, and functions. They established 

additional clans and created new religious cereraonies to raeet the 

new needs of the Osage. The Osage accepted new raerabers to the 

traditional Non-hon-zhin-ga and created a new village council 

solely for the younger hunters and raiders. 

Osage doraination depended upon European trade and European 

firearms, for without guns and a raarket for their resources the 

Osage could not keep competitors out of their territory. This 

Osage dependence on European trade, however, was balanced by 

European needs. Both the French and the Spanish wanted comraer-

cially to exploit their colony, and at the same time to protect 

their colonial territory from other European rivals. The Europeans 

wanted Osage furs, livestock, and slaves. Outnurabered by the 

Osage, the Europeans could not conquer thera and because the Osage 

lived near the frontiers of corapeting European colonies, trade 

erabargos were ineffective. As long as the Osage raaintained their 

nuraerical superiority, strategic location, rich natural resources, 

and an adaptive, and strong cultural coraponent, Osage hegemony was 

secure. 

During the first quarter of the nineteenth century those 

cultural elements of Osage hegemony so necessary were weakened and 

eventually substantially altered. Osage trade continued to grow 

after the United States occupied Louisiana in 1803, and their 

continued economic growth further weakened Osage society and their 

political unity. The Osage also were confronted by stronger 

Native American rivals. In the West the Pawnee, Comanche, and 
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Kiowa acquired firearms and posed serious challenges to Osage 

domination. But more significantly thousands of well-armed and 

powerful eastern Native Araerican.tribes raoved into Osage country 

to live and hunt. Araerican settleraent and United States policy 

worked to reraove tribes east of the Mississippi and place thera in 

the West. The Osage were soon outnurabered by the emigrant tribes 

and their animal resources were depleted by the new hunters. 

Osage country between the Missouri and Red River becarae the 

pathway for western expansion, and the Osage were soon confronted 

by an all too powerful invasion of their homelands. 

Ironically the most imraediate and grave threat to the 

Osage were the Native Araerican invaders. Coraraercial Indian hunters 

killed Osage garae and pushed the Osage West. In order to resist 

the Indian invasion, the Osage were forced to ally theraselves with 

the United States. The Osage had to have access to guns and ararau-

nition to protect their territory. Their survival as a people 

depended upon it. After the War of 1812 Canadian traders no 

longer carae araong the Osage, therefore the Osage were forced to 

remain at peace with the white Americans in order to obtain 

essential arras. The United States in the early nineteenth century 

did not pose an iramediate threat to the Osage; the eastern Indians 

did. Emigrant tribes killed their game, stole their woraen, chil-

dren, and horses, and fought them for control of their hunting 

grounds. Therefore, the Osage remained at peace with the United 

States. The United States, eager to remove the eastern Indians, 

took full advantage of their Osage relationship and deraanded land 
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from the Osage to locate the evacuated eastern tribes. Dependent 

upon the United States for essential firearms and trade, the Osage 

reluctantly surrendered their tribal lands in a series of treaties 

with the United States. 

Confronted by strong, well-arraed nations in the East and 

powerful nations in the West, the Osage struggled throughout the 

1820s and 1830s to protect their villages and hunting grounds, and 

to raaintain Osage hegeraony. It was not to be, for by the late 

1830s the Osage, weakened by continued political division, disease, 

destruction of their econoraic base, and incessant Native Araerican 

warfare, were no longer able to dorainate the prairies, and by 1840 

Osage hegemony existed only in the meraory of the Osage people. 
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